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Abstract

This thesis explores and analyses the strengths, limitations and relevance to contemporary
political practice of Michael Hardt and Antonio Negri‘s strategic vision, their theory of
revolutionary self-liberation, as outlined in their collaborative books Empire, Multitude and
Commonwealth. These books have achieved critical acclaim and have become international
bestsellers. Their ideas are a major influence on academic and social movement thinking about
contemporary class composition and struggle and are important for the future of anti-capitalist
theory and practice. While some like Alex Callinicos (2001) argue that Hardt and Negri have no
strategic vision, I will show that it is more accurate to see Hardt and Negri‘s strategic vision as
open-ended and dependent on the praxes of the multitude. The struggles of the multitude are at
the centre of their communist vision, and they advocate a common strategy of collective action to
develop democracy, peace and love. Although there is a significant and growing body of
literature on Empire and Multitude and on Hardt and Negri, some aspects of their work have not
been investigated, analysed and discussed. There has been no comprehensive study of Hardt and
Negri‘s strategic vision in relation to democracy, peace and love and this thesis will fill that gap.
Specifically this work investigates how Hardt and Negri‘s strategies for democracy, peace and
love can assist the multitude to refuse, confront and challenge capitalism and to create
communism. In it I analyse theory and practice to better understand the relationship between
Hardt and Negri‘s strategic vision and the praxes of the multitude. To grasp the political
processes and projects of the multitude as ‗a new proletariat‘, the thesis explores how the class‘s
struggles have demonstrated, created and developed common praxes that exist as democratic,
peaceful and loving alternatives to Empire. I argue that Hardt and Negri‘s work can assist the
praxes and understanding of contemporary struggles between the proletariat and capital and that
the multitude‘s development of democracy, peace and love are crucial to any serious challenge to
the power of capital and to the advancement of post-capitalist society.
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Introduction

This thesis explores and analyses the strengths, limitations and relevance to
contemporary political practice of Michael Hardt and Antonio Negri‘s strategic vision,
their theory of revolutionary self-liberation, as outlined in their collaborative books
Empire, Multitude and Commonwealth. These books have achieved critical acclaim and
have become international bestsellers. Their ideas are a major influence on academic and
social movement thinking about contemporary class composition and struggle and are
important for the future of anti-capitalist theory and practice. While some like Alex
Callinicos (2001) argue that Hardt and Negri have no strategic vision, I will show that it
is more accurate to see Hardt and Negri‘s strategic vision as open-ended and dependent
on the praxes of the multitude. The struggles of the multitude are at the centre of their
communist vision, and they advocate a common strategy of collective action to develop
democracy, peace and love. Although there is a significant and growing body of
literature on Empire and Multitude and on Hardt and Negri, some aspects of their work
have not been investigated, analysed and discussed. There has been no comprehensive
study of Hardt and Negri‘s strategic vision in relation to democracy, peace and love and
this thesis will fill that gap.
Specifically this work investigates how Hardt and Negri‘s strategies for democracy,
peace and love can assist the multitude to refuse, confront and challenge capitalism and
to create communism. In it I analyse theory and practice to better understand the
relationship between Hardt and Negri‘s strategic vision and the praxes of the multitude.
To grasp the political processes and projects of the multitude as ‗a new proletariat‘, the
thesis explores how the class‘s struggles have demonstrated, created and developed
common praxes that exist as democratic, peaceful and loving alternatives to Empire. I
argue that Hardt and Negri‘s work can assist the praxes and understanding of
contemporary struggles between the proletariat and capital and that the multitude‘s
development of democracy, peace and love are crucial to any serious challenge to the
power of capital and to the advancement of post-capitalist society.
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Although I find Hardt and Negri‘s revolutionary optimism challenging, I agree with
Raymond Williams (1982: 85) that a vital task is to make ―hope practical, rather than
despair convincing‖ and I wish to support what Hardt (2005b: 9) describes as ―an
attempt to recast the Marxist framework: from critical Marxism to . . . ‗projective
Marxism‘‖. Instead of arguing against capitalism, this thesis focuses on dismantling and
replacing it. In considering the strengths and weaknesses of Hardt and Negri‘s strategic
vision, I do look at the obstacles to the multitude‘s political projects yet also explore
beyond them, arguing that society is not and can never be totally dominated by capitalist
social relations and that contrary to much social and political theory, the proletariat has
not disappeared, surrendered or been broken. I do not use the term ‗proletariat‘ to denote
labour power for capital, the ‗working class‘ or a class formed by capital. Instead I use it
to mean the class composed in struggle against capital. Hardt and Negri (2004: 103-104)
describe the proletariat of ‗alter-modernity‘ as the multitude. Explaining this new class
concept, they state that ―class is determined by class struggle‖ and that ―class is and can
only be a collectivity that struggles in common‖.

Although at times Hardt and Negri do not, throughout this thesis, I use the terms
‗proletariat‘ and ‗multitude‘ interchangeably, to describe the class that struggles against
capital and that produces communism. Marx explained that capitalism is a social
relation, in which the vast majority of people have to sell their labour power in order to
live and in which they struggle to free themselves from this form of exploitative,
alienating ‗wage-slavery‘. For Marx, class struggle is the engine of social progress and
the proletariat is the key actor in his theories of class struggle. The relationship between
capital and labour is inherently conflictual and results in class struggle. Capital prevents
the working class from reaching its potential and the development of the proletariat
threatens capital‘s power. Marx saw the proletariat, made up of those who struggle
against capitalism and in the interests of humanity, as the universal class, for it is only
through the self-liberation of humanity and the destruction of class itself that the
proletariat can be free.
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Methods

I move now to my explicit discussion of the methods adopted in this thesis. Since
traditional Marxism often lacks relevance to, or misunderstands much class struggle, this
thesis employs autonomist Marxist perspectives. Autonomist Marxism, generally
referred to as autonomism, is complex and contains contradictory ideas and practices but
its perspectives are centred on the agency of the proletariat and affirm proletarian power.
They recognise capitalism‘s limited ability to fully integrate labour and advocate the
self-emancipation of the proletariat. Hardt and Negri are the most well-known and
widely-read contemporary theorists of these perspectives (For some good introductions
to autonomism see Cleaver: 1979; Dyer-Witheford: 1999; Wright: 2002).

Although autonomist theory explains that proletarian struggle precedes capital (see
Tronti: 1979), Hardt and Negri have often reflected on the power of capital before
considering the power of the proletariat, and their analysis of Empire comes before their
analysis of the multitude. In order to follow and clarify Hardt and Negri‘s work, the
thesis at times does likewise. This may seem to be the wrong way round, but throughout
this thesis I have also followed Tronti‘s (1979) advice that theoretical work that is part
of the class struggle should focus not on ―the development of capitalism, but the
development of the revolution‖. While acknowledging the impediments to revolution
this thesis highlights the immanent ability of people to act autonomously of capital, to
produce and self-organise democratic, peaceful and loving social relations.
Hardt and Negri‘s work is part of what Negri (in Guattari and Negri: 1990: 7) describes
as rescuing communism from its own disrepute. The value and viability of this rescue
mission and the relevance of their strategic vision to it is the subject of this thesis. Hardt
and Negri rely on the capacities and potentials of the multitude, the power and promise
of the proletariat‘s praxes to dismantle capitalism and to construct a classless society.
Following Marx and Engel‘s (1985: 56) advice that ―Communism is for us not a state of
affairs which is to be established. We call communism the real movement which
abolishes the present state of things‖, Hardt and Negri (1994: 5-6) consider communism
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an active force in the present. They explain that this means that communism is ―not only
a destruction of the present values, but also a creation of new values; not only a negation
of what exists, but also an affirmation of what springs forth‖. My analysis is therefore
based on an understanding that communism already exists and that its advancement is
the key factor in contemporary class struggle.

Communism will remain associated with many of the horrors of the twentieth century.
Yet the term is still used and understood as a name for the continuing proletarian
revolution. A ‗communist revival‘ in the English speaking academy has been indicated
by the manifesto of students who occupied the University of California, Santa Cruz last
year (Communique from an Absent Future: 2009) and the thousand participants in 2009
who paid to attend the ‗Idea of Communism‘ conference at the University of London.
My use of the word ‗communism‘ is influenced and inspired by such actions as well as
by Hardt and Negri‘s commitment to struggle over the meaning of words that have a
powerful heritage and profound significance to the proletariat. Of course, the word is
often linked to previous or existing ‗communist states‘ and ‗communist parties‘.
However, I agree with Hardt and Negri that these states and parties are generally
manifestations of state capitalism rather than of communism. The errors and defeats of
previous communist experiments and the dead hand of capitalist forms of praxes calling
themselves communist continue to weigh heavily on the proletariat, making it difficult to
speak of communism without ‗corpses in our mouths‘.

Reclaiming and speaking of communism in a positive sense recognises the genuine
communist heritage, which opposes authoritarianism, repression, war and terror, and
illuminates its praxes of freedom, democracy, peace and love. Communism has been the
enemy common to many neo-liberal, social democratic, fascist and socialist regimes and
those identified as communists have been targeted and murdered in their millions during
the global class war to break proletarian power. Today these communist victims and the
victims of ‗communism‘ ‗haunt the world‘. But communism is not a ghost, not even ―a
positive ghost‖ (Negri in Casarino and Negri: 2008: 200), rather communism is a
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movement, or movement of movements, and is very much alive. It is this living
movement of movements that continues to threaten, challenge and go beyond capital.

When I began this thesis, the world was at war and the people of the globe had been
told: ―Either you are with us or you are with the terrorists‖ (Bush: 2003). As terror and
fear spread, there were growing threats to ‗academic freedom‘ and ‗freedom of speech‘
from those backing the Bush administration‘s agenda. When Negri was invited to speak
at an academic conference in Sydney in 2005 he was publicly denounced as a terrorist in
and by major media outlets and the event was cancelled (see Chapter One). Just as Negri
was dragged in 1977 from the academy in a previous ‗state of emergency‘, to rot in jail
under preventative detention for alleged terrorist activity, in the current global ‗war on
terror‘ others have fallen victim to a continuous ‗strategy of tension‘. Dr Andrej Holm
and Dr Matthias B were arrested in Berlin in 2007 under anti-terrorist laws and alleged
by police to have written, in academic publications, ‗phrases and key words‘ also used
by a militant group and of being intellectually capable of authoring the group‘s
‗sophisticated texts‘. Liliany Oblando, a Colombian sociologist, was charged in 2008
with ‗rebellion‘ and ‗managing resources related to terrorist activities‘ while
investigating right-wing death squads. Both within the academy and outside it, this is a
dangerous time to choose the latter option of ‗either with us or against us‘ and to
challenge those who seek to silence dissent, curtail critical debate and label opponents of
capital, war and repression as ‗traitors‘ and ‗terrorists‘, while they defend an established
order that is in fact terroristic.
Hardt and Negri (2004: 33) assert that today ―the majority of political scientists are
merely technicians working to resolve the quantative problems of maintaining order, and
the rest wander the corridors from their universities to the courts of power, attempting to
get the ear of the sovereign and whisper advice‖. Negri has also argued that ―it is more
interesting and more useful to make revolution than to write about it‖ (quoted in Hardt:
2005b: 29). Yet Hardt and Negri (2009: 127) are interested in the kind of academic
strategic investigations that have ―been forged by professors and students who take their
work outside the universities both to put their expertise at the service of the social
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movements and to enrich their research by learning from the movements and
participating in the production of knowledge developed there‖.

In order to learn from proletarian theory and practice, throughout this thesis I provide
in-depth analysis of Hardt and Negri‘s writings and discussions about real world politics,
while testing their ideas out on various case studies. The thesis maps the development of
Hardt and Negri‘s thought by offering a historical analysis that locates their writings in
relation to class struggle and provides contextual analyses of their key ideas. To avoid
becoming fixated on the power of capital requires a focus on how the proletariat‘s
agency is a constituent element of social processes. Helping me to resist becoming a
technician of social order or an adviser to the sovereign, I embark on this project as an
active militant involved in class struggle. Since ―it is not feasible to keep the values that
a researcher holds totally in check‖, Bryman (2004: 21) argues that a researcher‘s
politics will influence a whole variety of presuppositions that in turn have implications
for the conduct of the research. Accordingly, Mies (1993: 68) advocates a ―conscious
partiality‖ in conducting research, while Mitropoulos and Neilson (2005) argue against
―the apparently objective space of an ivory tower—whose recourse to a de-politicisation
of knowledge marks the concealment of a politics‖. Proletarian politics is compelled to
an incessant process of polemic, critique and intervention in social relations (Thoburn:
2002: 453) and my politics have, to a certain extent, determined and will determine, my
choice of research areas, choice of method, the analysis and interpretation of data and
the conclusions of the thesis. My work is strongly influenced by my values, beliefs,
experiences and the methodological assumption that the proletariat must free itself by
collectively breaking with capital. Assisting this process, I believe, requires a mode of
enquiry that promotes proletarian subjectivities, constructed on the multitude‘s
movements of self-valorisation.
The role of the communist intellectual is to embark ―on the project of co-research aimed
at making the multitude. The intellectual is thus not ‗out in front‘ to determine the
movements of history or ‗on the sidelines‘ to critique them but rather completely
‗inside‘‖ where strategic investigation can be ―a form of militancy‖ (Hardt and Negri:
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2009: 118, 125). Marx‘s conception of proletarian praxis, that is the relation of theory
and practice, explains how change comes about as people act and learn by taking action.
―Struggles are the great teachers‖ about social developments, the ―engines of
revolutionary theory‖ (Negri: 2005b: xiii) and Hardt and Negri (2009: 128) advocate the
―strategic production of knowledge‖ through a variety of routes as an ―active
engagement with the production of subjectivity in order to transform reality, which
ultimately involves the production of new truths‖. They use the ideas of Raniero
Panzieri and Cornelius Castoriadis (in Hardt and Negri: 2009: 24) to explain that
―although Marxism is born as sociology, the fundamental task is to translate that
sociological perspective into not just political science but really the science of
revolution‖ and ―revolutionary research constantly has to follow and be redefined by the
forms of social movements‖. Following this advice, I look to the social movements of
the multitude, to a wide variety of praxis as well as to theory, to understand Hardt and
Negri‘s strategic vision, interweaving communist hypotheses with the proletariat‘s
multitudinous struggles.

To begin this task, Chapter One situates the work of Hardt and Negri by outlining the
social and political contexts in which their praxis has matured. In it I provide some
biographical details of Negri and Hardt, introduce their major works and some of their
main ideas, and sketch out the key concepts: Empire, the multitude and the common.

Chapter Two investigates and examines the significance of democracy to Hardt and
Negri‘s strategic vision. The chapter begins by looking at Hardt and Negri‘s conception
of democracy and explores their arguments regarding power and ‗the state‘ and their
notions of constituted and constituent power. In order to clarify the constituent power of
the multitude, I then consider Hardt and Negri‘s understandings of how the multitude
organises democracy by reflecting on various aspects of the alter-globalisation
movement, civil society and the recent revolts in Latin America. Particular attention is
given to the strategic use of reform by the multitude and its connection to revolution and
to Hardt and Negri‘s reliance on the self-organisation of the multitude‘s labour as an
expansion of productive democratic social relations.
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The third chapter elucidates and interprets Hardt and Negri‘s democratic strategic vision
in relation to past and present class struggles. To clarify this, I scrutinise Hardt and
Negri‘s thoughts on democracy as developments of communist praxes. I discuss the
multitude‘s ‗network of networks‘ and how the proletariat self-organises democratically,
in relation to Hardt and Negri‘s strategy of advocating and relying on the ability of the
multitude to construct a variety of democratic practices and organisational forms that
challenge capital and create communism. Turning to the multitude‘s relationship to state
forms, I use Latin American struggles to clarify and critique Hardt and Negri‘s strategic
weaknesses in regard to state power, their over-estimation of the power of capital and
their under-estimation of the multitude‘s influence and effect on state processes. This
critique leads to an evaluation of Hardt and Negri‘s strategic vision in respect to civil
society. Finally, I relate labour struggles to Hardt and Negri‘s appreciation of the selforganisation and self-valorisation of the multitude, to the proletariat‘s ability to realise
democracy.
Chapter Four outlines, investigates and scrutinises Hardt and Negri‘s strategies for
peace concentrating on violence and war as obstacles to its achievement. Following a
general outline of Hardt and Negri‘s conception of peace and non-violence, I consider if
there is an organisational form that can legitimate the use of violence by the multitude.
The chapter concentrates on Hardt and Negri‘s writings on Empire and the systemic
violence that intensifies in reaction to the growing power of the multitude. To
understand how capital‘s violence becomes a permanent global civil war, I discuss the
contradictory and precarious nature of contemporary capital and its state forms. A
consideration of Hardt and Negri‘s views on revolutionary violence leads to an
investigation of attempts to transcend traditional revolutionary weapons, the use of
democratic violence and the development of the multitude‘s struggles for peace.
Chapter Five further explores, as well as interrogates and critiques, Hardt and Negri‘s
analysis of peace and their strategic vision in relation to it. Discussing the class struggles
around labour and value, I argue that a communist ‗outside‘ to capital exists, and that the
multitude‘s ability to assert and satisfy its needs and desires creates a crisis of capitalist
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value to which capital responds with violence and war. I also defend Hardt and Negri‘s
Empire thesis in relation to global violence and war and explain why there is no
capitalist peace. Turning to the struggles for peace, I explore the development of peace
by the multitude by relating Hardt and Negri‘s understandings of defensive and
democratic violence to previous revolutionary events and contemporary struggles. This
leads to an elaboration of the uses of violence, non-violence, pre-figurative praxes, and
what role, if any, violence can play in the multitude‘s struggles for peace. I argue that
the multitude can demolish the capacity of capital and its state forms to use violence and
that the proletariat creates peaceful alternative social relations that are both immanent
and pre-figurative.
Hardt and Negri‘s strategic vision in relation to love is the subject of Chapter Six. For
Hardt and Negri, love is the biopolitical power at the heart of revolutionary struggle and
in this chapter I discuss affective relations and activities, the use value of love and
affective labour, the production of the common and the development of communist
society. In order to understand the ‗dual potentials‘ of affective labour, I examine Hardt
and Negri‘s use of feminist theory, and the creation of the common as a resource for the
multitude. I also explain how Hardt and Negri conceive of love as the development of
constituent power. The chapter concludes with Hardt and Negri‘s thoughts on poverty,
common wealth and how the praxes of love reproduces the multitude and creates
communism.
Chapter Seven explains and interprets Hardt and Negri‘s strategic vision in relation to
love by relating it to historical and current class struggle. Both defending and critiquing
Hardt and Negri‘s analysis of love, I concentrate on the affective labour of the multitude
and interrogate feminist struggles and understandings around social re/production. This
analysis fills out and critiques Hardt and Negri‘s work on labours of love, poverty,
wealth and on the necessity of love for proletarian class composition. The discussion
then turns to the multitude‘s struggles for love, which involve the politicisation and
utilisation of love to make revolution. Turning to capital‘s efforts to subsume love, I
examine ways in which the praxes of and desire for love is channelled into capitalist
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production and accumulation. Here I critique Hardt and Negri‘s use of real subsumption,
as well as popular discourses of ‗social capital‘. I argue that love cannot be measured,
valued nor contained by capital and that it is created as a common wealth which
composes the multitude as a class. I conclude that Hardt and Negri are right to stress the
importance of love in their strategic vision and to the communist praxes of the multitude.

In Chapter Eight, the thesis concludes with a summary of my general analysis and
arguments in relation to Hardt and Negri‘s strategic vision. I outline Hardt and Negri‘s
conception of the contemporary global proletariat and argue that they obscure the
continuity of the multitude and the power of its self-organised labour. I question their
belief that the process of real subsumption has been completed by capital, arguing
instead that real subsumption is a continuing attempt to capture the multitude, that fails
to end the communist movement outside of capital. The chapter also clarifies how the
multitude creates itself and shows that while Hardt and Negri neglect some important
considerations of the continuing self-organisation of proletarian struggle, their emphasis
on the diversity of praxis and the capacities of the multitude are significant strategically.
This significance is then elaborated on in relation to democracy, peace and love. I also
discuss the Global Financial Crisis (GFC), the multitude‘s creation of capitalist crisis,
and how Hardt and Negri‘s concentration on the power of capital and misunderstanding
of the movement of movements contributes to their strategic errors. Finally I conclude
this chapter and the thesis by arguing that the struggles of the proletariat offer a
multitude of possibilities to end the power of capital and to construct communist society.
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CHAPTER 1 – Negri and Hardt: Their Work and Ideas

Antonio Negri: ‗Engaged Intellectual‘
Writing about Antonio Negri in the New Statesman‘s ‗Great Thinkers of Our Time‘
series in 2003, Katherine Ainger (2003) described him as ―one of the most significant
figures of current political thought‖, whilst also pointing out that he was ―one of the few
contemporary western intellectuals to have been imprisoned for his ideas‖. According to
Raewyn Connell (2005: 40, 32), Antonio Negri ―gives us one of the most striking
examples in our generation of the engaged intellectual‖ who was also ―perhaps the most
brilliant theorist in the New Left of the 1960s and 1970s‖ and is now ―one of the most
original analysts of global power, and an intellectual force in the anti-globalisation
movement‖.

Antonio Negri was born in Padua, Italy, in 1933. His father, a founding and active
member of the Italian Communist Party (PCI), was killed by the Fascists in 1936 (Negri:
2004a: 100). The Negri family fled from Padua after it was bombed a dozen times
during World War Two. Negri‘s brother enlisted in the Italian Army and died at the
front in 1943. According to Negri, this sacrifice caused his aversion to the idea of ―the
nation‖. The following year, his sister‘s future husband, a communist partisan, came into
Negri‘s life, becoming a ―very young surrogate father‖ (Negri: 2004a: 96). The other
person responsible for Negri‘s introduction to communism was his paternal grandfather,
a tramway worker, unionist and socialist.

In the early 1950s Negri became a Marxist at the same time as he joined Catholic
Action (Sheehan: 1979) from which he was expelled in 1954. In 1956 he became a
member of the International Socialist Party (ISP), a more militant ally of the PCI. In
1959 he was elected a municipal councillor in Padua for the ISP and edited the journal
of the Padua section of the ISP. During the same period Negri completed a doctorate in
moral philosophy at the University of Padua and began teaching Philosophy of Law. He
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became a Professor of Law in 1959 in the field of State Theory. While at Padua
University, Negri also began to organise in the local factories.

In the early 1960s Negri joined the editorial group of Quaderni Rossi (Red Notebooks),
a communist journal independent of the PCI. With Mario Tronti and others, Negri in his
research published in Quaderni Rossi, developed the theory of working class autonomy,
known as Operaismo (Workerism). This theory tried to explain how groups of workers
take the initiative and self-organise beyond the efforts of capitalist and labour
hierarchies to restrict and control them. Negri and Tronti also worked on the journal
Classe Operaia (Working Class). Classe Operaia reversed the primacy generally
attributed to capital over labour. As Tronti (1979: 1) stated in the editorial of the first
issue,

We too have worked with a concept that puts capitalist development first, and
workers second. This is a mistake. And now we have to turn the problem on its
head … and start again from the beginning: and the beginning is the class
struggle of the working class.

Tronti was critiquing the dominant and traditional Marxist theories of capitalist
development and class struggle. He thought that Marx had deliberately concentrated on,
and therefore tended to over-emphasise, the power of capital. By emphasising the
perspective and the power of the proletariat and its potential autonomy from capital
Operaismo sought to ‗balance‘, develop and extend Marxism. To investigate proletarian
power autonomist theory highlighted class composition by examining the so-called
‗technical composition‘ of the working class by capital and the ‗political composition‘ of
the class through its struggles against capital. Within autonomist theory there are various
ways of viewing the relationship between technical composition and political
composition which will be discussed further in Chapter Eight.
From 1963 to 1971 Negri lived in Venice, where he was involved in ‗grassroots
committees‘ of university students and of workers from the nearby Porto Marghera
petro-chemical plants, assisting strikes and other actions (Negri: 2004a: 169). During the
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1960s and 70s Porto Marghera workers struggled against the factory as a ‗trigger of fatal
diseases‘ and ‗a destroyer of life‘ as they fought for better working conditions, against
the damaging impact of the chemical industry and of waged-work itself. As these
struggles developed and intensified, union leaders attempted to sideline the militant
organisers who were developing new forms of organisation. In particular, ‗autonomous
assemblies‘ not only co-ordinated struggles in the factories, but also squatted in houses,
formed neighbourhood committees and organised price reductions in supermarkets
(Prol-position news: 2007: 50-51).

The 1960s in Italy, as elsewhere, saw the emergence of radicalised and autonomous
students‘ and women‘s movements as well as other ‗new social movements‘. Yet, unlike
their counterparts in France, these autonomous social movements joined with an upsurge
of independent workers‘ struggles in the factories. This led in 1968/69 to the formation
of a number of radical organisations such as Lotta Continua (Struggle Continues), and
Potere Operaio (Workers‘ Power), an organisation Negri helped found, which
emphasised factory-based mass action for social goals. For Negri (1998) 1969 was ―the
year of the factory working class‖ in Italy, with the new workers‘ assemblies emerging
as ―an egalitarian movement fighting for equal wage rises for all‖. As struggles in the
factories intensified so did Potere Operaio‘s influence increase. In the autumn of 1969
many Italian workers refused to work, factories were picketed or occupied and workers‘
assemblies took control of the struggle. Negri took part in revolts at the Fiat plant in
Turin and at the chemical plant in Porto Marghera. Having become centres of revolt,
many large factories were then shut down and decentralised and numerous workers were
replaced with machines. Massive unemployment and economic crisis followed.

The Factory Without Walls and the Socialised Worker
As capitalist restructuring gathered pace, Tronti and Negri developed the concept of the
‗social factory‘ to critique traditional assumptions about what constitutes work. They
thought that successful proletarian actions forced capital to fragment the experience of
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labour and to expand exploitation from production to the whole of society. As Nick
Dyer-Witheford (1999: 80) explains, ―the most radical aspect of this socialisation of
labour is the blurring of waged and non-waged time‖. The ―diffuse factory‖ or ―factory
without walls‖ was now society as a whole, a social factory where the working class
works and throughout which class struggle occurs (Negri: 1989: 89). Moving away from
the traditional Marxist focus on the ‗point of production‘, Tronti (in Aufheben, 2003)
suggested that the whole of society would exist eventually as a function of the factory
and the factory will extend its power over the whole society. This concept of the social
factory led autonomists to reconceptualise the working class itself.

According to Negri (2004a: 29), the growth and merging of the new social and workers‘
movements meant that 1968 ‗lasted ten years in Italy‘ and involved the reapproporiation
of social wealth. This included ‗autoreduction‘ (people‘s refusal to pay for services and
goods such as public transport, electricity, gas, rent and food); the institution of liberated
and self-managed neighbourhoods; the invention of a new activism; and a new form of
political action. This growth in autonomous social and workers‘ movements encouraged
Negri to develop his concept of the ‗socialised worker‘. In analysing class composition
after 1968, Negri considered how a new type of worker was being composed as part of
capital‘s response to the international wave of struggles of the late 1960s. As the large
factories restructured, he thought, they dispersed the mass workers throughout society.
The terrain of class struggle expanded, old forms of organisation were no longer relevant
and the concept of the ‗socialised worker‘ would ―call the whole meaning of workerism
into question‖ (Wright: 2002: 141).

At the beginning of the 1970s, Negri moved to Milan and began to organise at the Alfa
Romeo factory and in a number of self-managed ‗liberated‘ neighbourhoods ―where
another form of organisation could be experimented with‖ (Negri: 2004a: 15). By 1973,
Negri openly criticised Operaismo for transforming itself into an abstract leadership
detached from the working class (Negri: 1973a: 121). Pressure from resurgent feminism
also caused a crisis of militancy and the withdrawal of many women activists from the
‗masculinist‘ post-1968 Marxist groups. At the same time the workplace redundancies
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and restructuring allowed the PCI and trade union leaderships to regain control of the
large factories (Cuninghame: 2000: 89). According to Sheehan (1979), two opposing
views had now emerged within Operaismo. One was that it should develop a more
centralist organisation and the other, supported by Negri, wished to build more
autonomous forms of organising. Yet, when Operaismo collapsed in 1973, there were at
least three responses. Tronti and others joined the PCI and sought to radicalise it. Others,
responding to increased state repression, sought to develop an underground
insurrectionary vanguard. But Negri continued to argue for decentralised mass action
and helped to create Autonomia Operaia or Autonomia Organizatta (Workers‘
Autonomy or Organised Autonomy), a new political tendency in which his concept of
the ‗socialised worker‘ was crucial (Wright: 2002: 152).

Autonomia was largely made up of younger more militant workers who rejected the
organisational forms of the traditional left and who shared a determination to define
―new needs and objectives for liberating everyday life from labour time‖ (Fleming in
Negri: 1991: viii). Autonomia was an open network of local factory and social
collectives that opposed the notions of a vanguard party and centralised leadership,
advocating and developing instead the autonomy of workers, not only from capitalist
society, but from the leftist parties and trade unions. Yet according to Cuninghame
(2000: 90), relations between Autonomia and the feminist movement continued to be
tense as many autonomous women's collectives were critical of ―some discredited forms
of political practice . . . particularly a macho predisposition to the use of (sometimes
armed) violence‖. Up until about 1977, many autonomist groups were established across
Italy as the women‘s, students‘ and other social movements continued to grow. While
autonomists still considered industrial workers to have important revolutionary potential,
they also stressed the growing power of other sections of the proletariat and other areas
of struggle throughout society. During the 1970s, the autonomist movement developed a
new generation of militants as Negri published a series of pamphlets interrogating the
continuing rebellions in Italy and the development of communist praxes.
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Deepening Consciousness

Negri wrote Crisis of the Planner State in 1971 and it served as the opening paper for a
national conference of Potere Operaio. In it he championed a proletariat broader than
traditional blue-collar workers, arguing that working class struggle had undermined the
post-war state. Because the state had lost its legitimacy, the capitalist class required a
new political strategy. As Connell (2005: 37) points out, years ahead of most Negri was
already analysing the strategy of neo-liberalism. According to Negri (1971: 48), the law
of value no longer operated autonomously, but was ―replaced by the rule of exploitation
according to the will of capital‖. Capitalism now based itself on command, a direct
relation of force. The political and military apparatus is not only a guarantor of the
economy, but is an economic mechanism itself. The state is a ―crucial actor in the
expansion of capitalism and the constitution of class relations‖ (Connell: 1984: 423).
Negri (1973b) completed Workers‟ Party Against Work, just before Potere Operaio
dissolved at its 1973 conference. This pamphlet outlined and advocated work refusal, the
growing proletarian struggle against work for capital. During the 1960s and 70s, as part
of diverse anti-capitalist activity and of a more general refusal to accept the discipline of
the factory, struggles developed around ‗the refusal of work‘. These were characterised
by a wide variety of practices including voluntary unemployment, refusing or avoiding
certain types of jobs, absenteeism, strikes and other industrial action, sabotage, and
demands for wage equalisation and wage increases regardless of productivity (Negri:
1988; Bologna: 1980; The Refusal of Work: 1978; Donaldson: 1996: 53). For some
autonomists work refusal points towards the strategy of immanent communism (Negri:
1991: xi-xii) and is pre-figurative (The Refusal of Work: 1978), for communism is both
the ―real movement which abolishes the present state of things‖ and ―freely associated
labour‖ (Marx and Engels: 1985: 56; Marx: 1954: 80). In the time set free from wagelabour, the proletariat can elaborate self-determined projects and organise labour in its
own interests.
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Negri‘s pamphlet, Proletarians and the State, was published in 1975 following the
dissolution of Potere Operaio and before the establishment of Autonomia Operaia. In it
Negri argued that ‗the working class‘ had gone into crisis, yet as the proletariat
recomposed its revolutionary potential was actually increasing. He critiqued the ‗historic
compromise‘ strategy of the PCI, the main left force in Italy, which had ―called off the
social revolution‖ underway at the end of World War Two, as part of Stalin‘s spheres of
influence deal with Roosevelt (Connell: 2005: 34). While the PCI distanced itself from
the Soviet Union in the next few decades, its reformism and electoral popularity drew it
closer to pro-capitalist parties and to the Italian state. With the development of
Eurocommunism, the PCI became the largest Western Communist Party as it adopted
the conservative trajectory of social democracy. As the PCI continued along this path, it
sought an ‗historic compromise‘ with the Christian Democrats in order to share state
power. The Party‘s growing conservatism convinced many on the left to organise
outside of representative politics and to question all forms of authority, hierarchy and
representative democracy. As the autonomous movements ―reached a level of militancy
and anti-capitalist consciousness that threatened the existing system, the PCI leadership
could not allow the struggles to escalate without risking [a] break with the ruling class‖
(Barkan: 1978: 37), which would jeopardise the PCI‘s electoral strategy.

In 1977 Negri wrote two pamphlets, Toward a Critique of the Material Constitution
(1977a) and Domination and Sabotage (1977b), ‗just as Organised Workers‘ Autonomy
was taking coherent shape‘ (Murphy in Negri: 2005a: xi). In Domination and Sabotage
he argued that every form of anti-capitalist struggle constituted sabotage of the system
and that in the face of capitalist restructuring workers should utilise diverse means of
impeding capital‘s strategy. Negri felt that his pamphlets asserted the autonomist
movement‘s theoretical originality in the face of the official labour movement, assisted
discussion on how to organise and helped to legitimise a leadership within Autonomia.
While he now considers the legitimisation of leadership as a flawed project and feels
that those involved in the movements of the 1970s should ―despair of their strategic
illusions‖ (Negri: 1998), he considers that his writing during this period helped to
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deepen consciousness, by opposing opportunism and Stalinism and constructively
critiquing ‗existing socialism‘ (Negri: 2005a: xxxix).

The Strategy of Tension

In 1977 massive social struggles again erupted throughout Italy in response to capitalist
restructuring and state austerity programs. Young people, students, women and the
unemployed were in revolt, frustrated by the lack of jobs and the refusal of the
government to enact significant economic and social reforms. By May/June the
demonstrations had an ‗insurrectional character‘ and the Government responded with
tanks in the streets. All the major political parties, including the PCI, supported
increased repression to maintain order. By the end of 1977, hundreds of thousands of
industrial workers had joined the protest movement against austerity. In response, the
Christian Democrat government and the PCI committed themselves to further austerity
under an International Monetary Fund program and agreed to a set of law-and-order
measures giving extra powers to the police. As the question of violence and its uses
created unbridgeable differences within Autonomia, some activists decided to go
underground, operate illegally and arm themselves (Weltz: 2004).
It was Negri‘s understanding that the ‗historic compromise‘ was built around procapitalist austerity policies to deal with proletarian power and capitalist crisis. Combined
with, and as an expression of, these austerity policies, employers and the state increased
repression. As Negri explains, ―The state understood that the movement had enormous
strength. So it introduced two elements that it always implements on such occasions:
public security and polemics on violence‖ (Negri in Weltz: 2004). Part of what is known
as the ‗strategy of tension‘ was the use of provocation including terrorist attacks by anticommunist forces against the left. Starting with a series of bombings in 1969, terrorist
operations intensified involving a secret network including sections of the police and
paramilitary and fascist groups with ties to the secret services. These included attacks on
demonstrations and public meetings and on trains and stations, culminating in the
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bombing of Bologna Central Station in August 1980. In response, sections of the left
armed themselves, resulting in shootouts at demonstrations and marches, in which many
protestors were killed. This ‗Italian Civil War‘ continued throughout the 1970s as the
‗strategy of tension‘ created a climate of anxiety and insecurity. State forces attributed
the rise in violence to militant left-wing organisations and used it as an excuse to round
up thousands of those on the left who denounced the ‗historic compromise‘. In this way,
according to Negri (2004a: 32-33), the ‗historic compromise‘ crushed the hopes of 1968
as the PCI allied itself with the government ―in ways that involved death, betrayal,
espionage, provocations‖.

In response to continued state and fascist terror some on the radical left moved from
defending the movement against attack to a campaign of violence against state leaders,
factory managers and other ‗capitalists‘. The ‗strategy of tension‘ spread panic and
unrest. It directly attacked the militant left, provoking an armed response, which helped
to justify increased state power under the pretext of a ‗national emergency‘ and to isolate
the militant left from popular support. As Negri explains, it was in the interests of both
the traditional Left and the Right ―to be able to criminalise a social and political
movement that had fought for its ideals … by identifying it with the marginal
phenomenon of terrorism‖ (Negri: 2004a: 171). As the 1970s progressed, Autonomia
increasingly found itself caught between state repression and the terror of the Red
Brigades.

As protests intensified and spread throughout Italy, Negri was arrested and charged with
‗incitement to riot‘ and accused of fomenting violence. He was cleared of these charges,
but under continuing pressure from state forces decided to spend much of the next
couple of years in France. In 1978, as the Italian Prime Minister and President of the
ruling Christian Democratic Party, Aldo Moro, was discussing the ‗historic compromise‘
with the PCI and planning to include them in his government, he was kidnapped and
murdered by the Red Brigades. The killing of Moro ended the chance of such a
compromise. The declaration of a state of emergency increased state repression and
eroded the PCI‘s power. According to Leonardo Sciascia (2004), a member of the
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Parliamentary Commission of Inquiry set up in 1978 to investigate the ‗Moro Affair‘,
Moro had been condemned to death directly by the Red Brigades and indirectly by the
Christian Democratic Party who allowed him to die in order to aid their political strategy
against the left. The killing of Moro was a crucial event in the ‗war against terrorism‘
waged by the Italian state, which had the full support of the PCI and the trade union
leadership and saw the introduction of special laws and emergency measures, special
police, special prisons, special courts and trials. Sixty five thousand left-wing activists
were investigated, twenty five thousand were arrested (Weltz: 2004) and many others
fled the country.

In the spring of 1978 Louis Althusser invited Negri to give a series of seminars in Paris.
First published as Marx Beyond Marx (1991) the seminars were based on his
interpretations of the Grundrisse, the notebooks which Marx wrote between 1857 and
1859 but which remained unedited until 1939. Negri regarded this work as ―the highest
point of Marx's revolutionary imagination and will‖. ―The discovery of the Grundrisse,‖
Negri (1991: 17) wrote, ―has restored Marx to us‖. Negri‘s reading of Marx rejects ―the
mechanical sociology of ‗historical materialism‘ (base, superstructure, modes of
production, etc.), and sees Marxism as above all a theory of social struggle‖ (Connell:
2005: 36). For Negri (1991: 19) in its ―confidence in the revolution from below‖ the
Grundrisse ―bears the strongest potential for the destruction of every kind of theoretical
or political autonomy detached from the real movement‖.
After he returned to Italy on April 7 1979, a year after Moro‘s murder, Negri and many
others in the Institute of Political Science at the University of Padua, where he worked,
were arrested. Negri was charged with having organised and led the Red Brigades and
with promoting armed insurrection against the state. He was also charged with inciting
mass illegality and armed struggle through propaganda. More than fifteen hundred
people, including nearly two dozen professors, writers, journalists and others identified
with Autonomia, were arrested that day. They ―soon found themselves heralded as the
‗secret brains‘ behind the Red Brigades‖ (Fleming in Negri: 1991: x). The Italian
judiciary, the Christian Democrats, the PCI and the media portrayed Negri as guilty
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(Murphy in Negri: 2005a: xvii). Negri and those arrested with him were held under
legislation from the Fascist era. The crimes of ―membership in an armed band‖ and
―armed insurrection against the powers of the state‖ were created by Mussolini‘s
government who used them against Antonio Gramsci, among others (Murphy in Negri:
2005a: xi). The laws permitted pre-trial detention for many years. In December 1979,
while Negri was still awaiting trial, the Italian Parliament passed ‗emergency legislation‘
extending the maximum length of preventative detention in cases of terrorism from six
to almost eleven years (Murphy in Negri: 2005a: xvii). Most of those arrested with Negri
would eventually be released, ―but not before they had spent six or seven years in prison
under preventative detention, waiting for a trial that never came‖ (Negri: 2004a: 7).

Negri was initially charged with 17 murders, including that of Moro, yet no connection
was established between him and the Red Brigades and most of the charges were
dropped after his arrest. As Murphy (in Negri: 2005a: xiv) and Foucault (1994: 105 in
Ainger: 2003) point out, it was primarily for being a revolutionary intellectual that Negri
was put on trial. Negri certainly knew members of the Red Brigades and ―even had a
certain sympathy‖ for them initially, but once they began killing he publicly rejected
their strategy (Negri: 2004a: 9). He (in Sheehan, 1979: 3) described the Red Brigades as
a ―madness‖ and a group of ―thoughtless militarists‖. For Negri (1980: 256) ―the
comrades of Autonomia Operaia are neither the interpreters nor the allies, but rather the
sharpest adversaries of the program, the strategy, the tactics, and the model of
organisation of the Red Brigades‖. His analysis of the Red Brigades as ―armed
reformists‖ suggested that he saw connivance between the Red Brigades and the state,
seeing ―both [as] a centralised power deciding from above what the people‘s needs are‖
(Viano: 1991: xxxii). While in prison, Negri was tried and condemned to death by the
Red Brigades, for arguing that the ‗movement‘ had to make peace with the state (Negri
in Weltz: 2004).
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Prison

Negri remained in a maximum security prison for four years until 1983 when a
campaign by the Radical Party led to his election to the Italian Parliament. His trial was
then suspended and he was released because in Italy elected representatives are immune
from prosecution. Opposition Deputies immediately launched a campaign to strip Negri
of his immunity and the Chamber voted 300 to 293 to send him back to prison. The day
before the vote Negri fled to France, where he found refuge with the assistance of Felix
Guattari. Negri was convicted in absentia and sentenced to thirty years imprisonment for
‗crimes of association‘. This was reduced to thirteen and a half years on appeal in 1986
(Murphy in Negri: 2005a: xxi).

While in France, Negri continued teaching, jointly founded the journals Futur Anterieur
and Multitudes and wrote at least ten books. Influenced by the ideas of Guattari, Deleuze
and Foucault at this time he entered into a ―tentative rapport with postmodern theory‖
(Dyer-Witheford: 2001: 174). Negri moved further from traditional Marxism, adopting
Foucault‘s concept of biopower to investigate the diffusion of power, to develop further
the concept of the social worker and to explore the potential for a global political
alternative. In 1985 he and Guattari (1990: 7) co-authored Communists Like Us ―to
rescue communism from its own disrepute‖. They explain that ‗real communism‘
consists of ―activities in which people can develop themselves as they produce
organisations in which the individual is valuable rather than functional‖ (Guattari and
Negri: 1990: 13). They argue that the diffusion of information technologies can assist
the development of decentralised proletarian struggles. As they explain, ―All the current
catchwords of capitalist production invoke the same strategy: the revolutionary diffusion
of information technologies among a new collective subjectivity. This is the new terrain
of struggle‖ (Guattari and Negri: 1990: 16).

In the early 1990s, Negri began English-language collaboration with Michael Hardt, an
academic at Duke University in North Carolina. This resulted in the publication of
Labour of Dionysus: Critique of the State Form (1994), an analysis of capitalist
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globalisation, the state-form and resistances to them. Labour of Dionysus includes some
earlier essays by Negri and, co-authored with Hardt, an analysis of the role of labour in
the processes of capitalist production and in the establishment of capitalist legal and
social institutions. Together they critique liberal and socialist conceptions of labour,
reformism and the form of the state and argue that the role of capital and the capitalist
state is ―reduced to one of preying on and controlling the essentially autonomous flows
of social production‖ (Hardt and Negri: 1994: 308). What they term the ‗constituted
power‘ of capital and the state strives to capture the ‗constituent power‘ of the
multitudinous proletariat, whose power is ―nothing other than that of democracy‖ itself
(Hardt and Negri: 1994: 310). In a time of defeat and demoralisation for many anticapitalists, they optimistically explain in this book, ―While the post-modern era presents
a capitalist society of control on a global scale . . . it also presents the antagonism of
living labour to these relations of production and the potential of communism on a level
never before experienced‖ (Hardt and Negri: 1994: 15).
Negri returned to Italy in 1997 hoping to revive debate around amnesty for political
exiles and prisoners from the 1970s and in order to become politically active again.
Instead he was immediately arrested and imprisoned. For Negri coming back to Italy
meant ―constructing something, the possibility of which we had glimpsed in the 1970s,
and which Genoa (the alter-globalisation protest in 2001) confirmed‖, the reality of
―new forms assumed by political subjects and of the communist process‖ (Negri: 2004a:
153). After his re-imprisonment, a sentence of three years was added for protests in
Milan during the 1970s. His sentence now totalled seventeen years. While back in prison
Negri wrote The Savage Anomaly, investigating Benedictus de Spinoza‘s understandings
of forms of power. The sequel, Subversive Spinoza, was published in 2004, affirming
Negri‘s place as a leading interpreter of the philosophy of Spinoza. According to
Timothy Murphy (in Negri: 2004b: ix), Negri‘s reading of Spinoza was a ―crucial
enabling element in his political activism‖ for ―Spinoza‘s early modern project of
liberation dovetails with Negri‘s postmodern one, to create a new matrix for communism
and radical democracy‖. In 1999 Negri published Insurgencies: Constituent Power and
the Modern State which investigated theories of constituted and constituent power
(which will be explained and explored in the following chapters). It also critiqued
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Machiavelli, Harrington, American constitutionalism, the French ideology of social
emancipation and the communism of the Bolsheviks. A year later he and Hardt
published Empire.

In 2003 Negri was granted full parole and he continues to write, teach and attend
conferences and seminars throughout the world. In that year he published Time for
Revolution, two essays written two decades apart investigating time and resistance. He
also completed Multitude, the follow up to Empire. Since then he has published The
Porcelain Workshop: For a New Grammar of Politics (2008a), Reflections on Empire
(2008b), Goodbye Mr Socialism (2008c) and with Cesare Casarino (2008) In Praise of
the Common all of which further discuss and develop the ideas raised in Empire and
Multitude. In late 2009 he and Hardt published Commonwealth, the third part of what is
now regarded as a trilogy. Today Negri is a much sought after speaker at many
conferences in different parts of the world. His ideas and works have had a significant
impact on the ‗alternative globalisation‘ movement and struggles such as those occurring
in Latin America. Leading members of the current governments in Bolivia and
Venezuela, including Venezuelan President Hugo Chavez, are strongly influenced by
Negri. Yet for some, even in Australia, he is a convicted terrorist, who, during a global
war on terror, is still a dangerous criminal.
In 2005 Negri was invited to a University of Sydney conference, ‗Physiognomy of
Origins: Multiplicities, Bodies and Radical Politics‘,

hosted by the University‘s

Research Institute for Humanities and Social Sciences and funded by its School of
Languages and Culture. Soon after the public announcement of the conference SunHerald columnist Miranda Devine (2005: 15) denounced Sydney University and the
conference organisers, describing Negri as an ―Italian jailbird‖, ―unrepentant suspected
terrorist mastermind‖ and the ―architect of Marxist-Leninist group the Red Brigades‖.
Keith Windschuttle (2005: 15) joined in, branding Negri ―one of the organisers of the
Red Brigades‖ who was ―charged with 17 murders‖ and involved in the murder of Aldo
Moro. Demanding action to stop Negri coming to Australia, Windschuttle suggested,
―Even though the University of Sydney has been irresponsible enough to fund his visit
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here, the Howard Government should reconsider whether someone convicted of crime
on this scale deserves an entry visa‖. A week later, the editor of The Australian
continued the attack on Negri as the ―public face of the terrorist Red Brigades‖. For The
Australian Negri‘s invitation was confirmation of ―the woolly-mindedness of our
publicly funded intelligentsia‖ and showed that ―intellectuals cannot grasp that the West
and its democratic values are under attack from an insidious new fascism‖. Instead they
persisted with ―the ‗New Left‘ worldview of the 1970s that equates the West with
fascism, a view Negri embodies‖ (The Australian: 2005: 12).
Negri (2005c) responded to Windschuttle‘s attacks by pointing out that he never had
anything to do with the Red Brigades and that he had been totally absolved of these
charges. He explained that while he was in prison the Red Brigades had condemned him
to death ―for disassociating himself from ‗armed struggle‘‖ and that the courts cleared
him of all the murders for which he was originally accused. He said that the article by
Windschuttle was ―false from beginning to end‖ and ―a scandalous and vulgar act of
historical revisionism‖. However, Sydney University succumbed to the pressure and
withdrew funding for the conference (Mitropoulos: 2005: 57).

Michael Hardt: The ‗Next Master Theorist‘

Michael Hardt is an American literary theorist and political philosopher described by
Emily Eakin (2001) in the New York Times as ―the latest contender for academia‘s next
master theorist‖. Hardt was born in Washington DC in 1960. His father was a
Sovietologist at the Library of Congress specialising in economics. From 1978 to 1983
Hardt studied engineering at Swarthmore College in Pennsylvania where he started to
take an interest in alternative energy sources. After college, he worked as an engineer in
the U.S.A. and Italy for various solar energy companies. During this period, he ―began
to learn the interests and the joy of political activity‖ (Hardt: 2004a). He became
involved in the 'dirty wars' of the 1980s unleashed by the Reagan administration in
Central America. As part of a major offensive against the proletariat both domestically
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and internationally, they included funding and coordinating an ‗anti-communist‘ war of
terror in South and Central America (Meyerson: 2004: 21). In the next few years Hardt
traveled to Mexico, Nicaragua, Guatemala and El Salvador where he worked with the
Christian ‗Sanctuary Movement‘ that gave shelter in the U.S.A. to refugees branded as
illegal immigrants, often people fleeing from CIA-trained death squads. Hardt considers
his experiences in El Salvador as his real political initiation and describes his time with
Sanctuary as ―work which was wonderful but also horrible . . . Sanctuary certainly did
more for me than I did for them‖ (Vulliamy: 2001). Whilst in El Salvador Hardt also
initiated a program to collect computers in the U.S.A. to replace those stolen from the
National University of El Salvador by the army during its occupation of the campus.
However, he became ―frustrated with the whole paradigm of U.S. young people working
in Central America‖ (Hardt: 2004a) and began to take an interest in Italian radical
politics.

In 1983 Hardt moved to Seattle to study comparative literature at the University of
Washington, receiving his M.A. in 1986. When he began his dissertation on Gilles
Deleuze and the relationship of his philosophy to Italian politics in the 1960s and 70s, he
became interested in the work of Negri and sought him out, translating one of his books
in order to meet him (Hardt: 2004a). Hardt and Negri soon began to collaborate. Feeling
at odds with the U.S. academy, Hardt found in Negri not only a mentor, but also an
inspiration for political and intellectual engagement (Bencivenni: 2006).

In 1990 Hardt completed his PhD. at the University of Washington. The Art of
Organization: Foundations of a Political Ontology in Gilles Deleuze and Antonio Negri
investigates Deleuze and Negri‘s rejection of the Hegelian tradition and alternative
foundations of philosophical and political thought. Because of his continuing interest in
Italian politics, Hardt took a job in the Italian Department at the University of Southern
California, Los Angeles, just before the riots of 1992. In 1993 he published Gilles
Deleuze: An Apprenticeship in Philosophy and in 1994 he was offered a professorship
teaching literature at Duke University in North Carolina. This was also the year he and
Negri began working on Empire.
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In the next fifteen years, Hardt and Negri jointly wrote four books: Labor of Dionysus:
A Critique of the State-Form (1994), Empire (2000a), Multitude: War and Democracy in
the Age of Empire (2004) and Commonwealth (2009). Describing their collaboration in
2004, Hardt explained how he and Negri begin with very detailed outlines, he in English
and Negri in Italian. Then they switch and rewrite each other‘s parts, with Hardt
translating Negri‘s work into English. When the work is finished, they ―generally can‘t
tell who wrote what, or even who had which idea‖ (Hardt: 2004a). After the success of
Empire, Hardt was granted tenure at Duke and is now invited as a key speaker to many
international conferences. He continues to collaborate with Negri and has also published
Radical Thought in Italy (1996) with Paolo Virno.

Empire and the New World Order
The critically and commercially most successful result of Hardt and Negri‘s
collaboration has been Empire. According to Hardt, he and Negri got the idea for
Empire while watching the Gulf War on TV and trying to find a way to account for it.
They wrote most of the book through the early nineties and Hardt completed it, when
Negri returned to Italy and to prison in 1997 (Hardt: 2004a).
The Gulf War occurred as the Soviet Union disintegrated. In Empire Hardt and Negri
(2000a: 278-279) view the Soviet Union as a bureaucratic dictatorship that was driven
into crisis and collapse by proletarian revolt. As Soviet leaders attempted to capture and
discipline the proletariat in a war economy and a state capitalist management system,
resistance to the bureaucratic dictatorship grew, sectors of labour ―withdrew their
consensus from the regime, and their exodus condemned the system to death‖. The
Soviet Union ceased to exist in 1991 and the U.S.A. was now seen as the exclusive
super-power in the world, with by far the strongest military and economic might.
For Hardt and Negri (2000a: 180) the Gulf War ―presented the United States as the only
power able to manage international justice, not as a function of its own national motives
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but in the name of global right‖, for ―the U.S. world police acts not in imperialist
interest but in imperial interest‖. Hardt and Negri describe the era as post-modern and
Bencivenni (2006: 35-36) and Rustin (2003: 456-458) describe their theories as a postmodern re-making of Marx's ideas. Yet, although influenced by post-modernism, Hardt
and Negri (2000a: 138) see it as a symptom of the transition to Empire and warn that it
can ―coincide with and even unwittingly reinforce the new strategies of rule‖. In their
most recent book, Commonwealth, they clearly distinguish their vision from postmodernism by exploring and advocating what they term ‗alter-modernity‘ (Hardt and
Negri: 2009: 113-115).

According to Hardt and Negri, faced with a growing neo-liberal offensive, the collapse
of the ‗socialist alternative‘ and the demoralisation or co-option of left/progressive
movements during the 1980s, many orthodox communist and workers‘ parties slid into
conservatism, pessimism and the ‗realistic‘ acceptance of the parameters of capitalism.
As capitalist managers used crisis, new technology and restructuring to increase
exploitation and erode traditional bases of proletarian power, the trade unions faced
increasing legal restrictions, falling membership and legitimacy crises and many further
back-pedalled on defending wages and conditions. But for Hardt and Negri, the decline
of social democratic parties and unions is nothing to be mourned, as this indicated the
failure of neo-liberal and state capitalist strategies of capture. They point to the U.S.A.
with its low party and union membership and argue that rather than this being a sign of
the proletariat‘s weakness ―perhaps we should see it as strong‖ as ―working class power
resides not in the representative institutions but in the antagonism and autonomy of the
workers themselves‖ most creatively manifested outside the workplace (2000a: 269).

Hardt and Negri saw global proletarian creativity manifested during the 1980's and 90's
when social movements had to fight for almost every objective against government and
corporate insistence on austerity, restraint and cutbacks to social spending. For more
than two decades, large protest movements swept from country to country over cuts to
social spending, attacks on jobs, wages and conditions, the privatisation of essential
services, environmental destruction and against debt burdens, structural adjustment
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programs and free trade prescriptions. By the late 1990s, many of these movements had
linked up at an international and global level. These protest campaigns were only part of
the ‗alternative globalisation movement‘ that was developing through diverse and often
experimental activity including rural land occupations, cyber activism, liberated social
centres, cooperatives, workplaces under workers‘ control and social infrastructure run by
neighbourhood assemblies.

Many of these actions, events and movements were occurring during the writing of
Empire. However in Empire, Hardt and Negri single out only a few for discussion: the
‗Intifada‘ against Israeli state authority; the May 1992 revolt in Los Angeles; the
uprising in Chiapas that began in 1994; the series of strikes that paralysed France in
December 1995 and those that crippled South Korea in 1996 (Hardt and Negri: 2000a:
54).
Hardt and Negri were particularly interested in the Palestinian Intifada of the late 1980s
and early 1990s which was a revolt against Israeli occupation and oppression. Engaging
in regular street battles with occupying forces, young Palestinians faced the Israeli Army
with little more than stones, leaving over one thousand dead and many more injured,
arrested, interned and deported. During the revolt, mass civil disobedience, worker and
commercial strikes, boycotts and mutual aid, were organised and coordinated through
community committees. Many of the traditional organisations were left behind as the
rebellion became the life of the community (Fifth Estate: 1989).

Hardt and Negri analysed the 1992 Los Angeles riots which were sparked by the
acquittal of police officers videotaped viciously beating black motorist, Rodney King,
after he had been arrested. Although seen by many as a ‗race riot‘, it was more
accurately a ―multiracial riot . . . as much about empty bellies and broken hearts‖ as the
beating of King (Arnove and Zinn: 2004: 561). A wide variety of mainly young people
from neighbourhoods subject to racist policing and racked by poverty and
unemployment took part in the L.A. revolt which lasted for days. As crowds of the poor
helped themselves in a ―general redistribution of wealth‖ (Arnove and Zinn: 2004: 562),
more and more buildings went up in flames and whole sections of the city became ‗no
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go‘ areas for police. A State of Emergency was declared, including a dusk to dawn
curfew. Thousands of National Guards, Military Police Units, Army troops, tanks,
Armoured Personnel Carriers and a division of U.S. marines retook the city, as many
people died and seventeen thousand were arrested. For Hardt and Negri (2000a: 55) the
L.A. riots ―expressed a refusal of the Post-Fordist regime of social control‖. With the
‗bargaining regimes‘ of social democracy in decline, the eruption of the poor of L.A.
demonstrated the precarious nature of capitalist social mediations. However, while the
revolts in Palestine and L.A. demonstrated both grass roots anger and powerful selforganised resistance to oppression, they failed to articulate a clear alternative to neoliberalism or capitalism.
Hardt and Negri paid close attention to one of the first major movements of the 1990‘s,
not only against neo-liberalism, but consciously posed as an alternative to it. In Chiapas,
Mexico, on January 1st, 1994, the Zapatista Army of National Liberation (EZLN) rose
up against the North American Free Trade Agreement (NAFTA) that came into
operation on that day. In one of the poorest states of Mexico the Zapatistas created
liberated autonomist zones run by the local community. They engaged in armed
struggle, but the Zapatistas‘ most successful strategy was their weaving of an ―electronic
fabric of struggle‖ that prevented their military defeat and built global solidarity
(Cleaver: 1994: 155). They fostered widespread support using the internet to publicise
their strategy, based on the idea that ―the means are the ends‖. Their 1996 call for a
series of international Encounters ―of all rebels around the world, for humanity and
against neo-liberalism, touched a chord among the dispossessed and disenchanted‖
(Mertes: 2004: viii) and led to gatherings in Chiapas and Spain where thousands of
grassroots activists and intellectuals came together to discuss the struggle against neoliberalism on a global scale. Solidarity and coordinating groups were quickly formed in
various countries and a People‘s Global Action (PGA) network established. The PGA
soon played an important part in the rise of the alternative globalisation ‗movement of
movements‘.
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According to Negri (2005b: xiii), the French struggles of 1995-6 provided much
material for Empire. Facing further privatisation, job cuts, a pay freeze, cuts to welfare
benefits and health care, a strike wave, the biggest mass movement since 1968, swept
across the country. Despite low unionisation rates, the strikes involved virtually the
whole of the public sector, railways, universities, wharves, Air France, banks, insurance
companies, hospitals, job centres and trucking companies. Many of the strikers occupied
their workplaces and set up general assemblies to self-organise, taking much of the
running of the strikes out of the hands of union officials (Butzbaugh: 1996: 9).

Hardt and Negri also examined how, in December 1996 and January 1997, the largest
organised strike in its history rocked South Korea. Workers from the automotive,
shipbuilding and other export industries were joined by students and state workers,
effecting transport, health and other services. This ‗general strike‘ was in protest against
new laws eroding organised workers‘ rights and giving more power to employers to
restructure firms and sack workers. The Government declared the strike illegal and riot
police attacked some of the striking workers, forcing them to defend themselves. While
many union leaders argued that workers should be prepared to ‗share the suffering‘ of
economic slowdown, the rank and file forced them into action. But when the strikes
―showed signs of escaping their control‖ (Gyoung-hee: 1998), the union leadership
sounded the retreat, helping to end the strike after the new laws were revised. In less
than a year the Korean economy would be in crisis (Koo: 2000).
For Hardt and Negri (2000a: 56), the strikes in France and Korea ―seemed to take us
back to the era of the mass factory worker, as if they were the last gasp of a dying
working class‖, but also ―posed new elements‖. For instance, they argue that the French
strikes ―called above all for a new notion of the public, a new construction of public
space against neo-liberal mechanisms of privatisation‖ (Hardt and Negri: 2000a: 55).
These were ―a new quality of social movements‖ which, while addressing the local,
immediately became global by confronting ―the imperial constitution in its generality‖.
Hardt and Negri (2000a: 54-56) describe these struggles as ―a new kind of proletarian
solidarity and militancy‖ which ―are constituent struggles, creating new public spaces
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and new forms of community‖. But, they also argue that ―struggles have become all but
incommunicable‖ for ―the absence of a recognition of a common enemy‖ seriously
obstructs the communication of struggles. For Hardt and Negri (2000a) there is clearly a
strategic need to recognise a common enemy and to construct a common language that
could facilitate the new proletarian potential of the common and the singular.

Empire
Published in 2000, only months after the ‗Battle of Seattle‘, Empire explores the
emerging structures of power in an attempt to develop and deepen communist theory.
Published by Harvard University Press, Empire was mainly written for an academic
audience. For Negri, Empire is an ―analysis of the transformation of labour and therefore
social control structures‖ and ―the crisis in modern Western politics‖ (Negri in Weltz:
2004). For Hardt (2002), the primary objective of Empire is ―naming the forms of power
today‖. Both agree that there exists a new form of capitalist power, Empire, a new stage
in historical development where power is organised in a global network based on a
complex web of socio-political forces (Hardt and Negri: 2000a). This new political order
is universal and accepts no boundaries. Yet, within Empire is a more powerful force, the
multitude. In Empire, Hardt and Negri (2000a: 52) describe the multitude as a new
proletariat, which includes ―all those whose labour is directly or indirectly exploited by
and subjected to capitalist modes of production and reproduction‖. While they see the
proletariat as having grown, they prefer not to use the term ‗working class‘. ―The
working class has all but disappeared from view‖ (Hardt and Negri: 2000a: 53), not
because the class of wage workers has vanished but because the successes of working
class struggle have forced capital to fragment the experience of labour and to expand
exploitation from production to the entire social world.

Hardt (2002) explains that he and Negri conceived Empire as a communist project
‗thinking here of ―communist‖ in the tradition, let's say of democratic globalisation, the
communist tradition that is not oriented towards formation of states and even of national
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control, but as a movement of increasing non-national democracy‘ (This is discussed
further in Chapters Two and Three) . In Empire they also sought to counter the idea that
the left is anti-globalisation. As Hardt sought to clarify in a later interview

the problem with our contemporary world in many ways is not that we have too
much globalisation, the problem is we have not enough. That really we need to
globalise equal relationships, democratic relationships, the problems with our
contemporary form, say, the control of dominant corporations, the control of the
US military, of various other forms that constitute this imperial power, the
problem is that in many regards that it blocks globalisation, it blocks the
possibility of constructing democratic relationships across the globe (Hardt:
2002).

Empire was well received by many of those who reject capitalism. According to
Passavant (2004: 4), the publication of Empire meant that ―revolution on a global scale
against capital and on behalf of labour has re-entered academic discourse‖. Many
authors (e.g. Zizek: 2001; Passavant: 2004) saw Empire‟s optimism as a major strength.
For Arrighi (2003: 29) it was ―a powerful antidote to the gloom, suspicion, and hostility‖
towards globalisation, and Laffey and Weldes (2004: 254) described it as ―a real
contribution to contemporary political action, not least because it offers a positive and
liberatory vision of globalisation‖. According to Connell (2005: 34), Hardt and Negri
had developed ―perhaps the most dynamic theory of globalisation we currently have, and
the most optimistic – despite its black picture of exploitation, violence and corruption‖.
Fredric Jameson lauded Empire as ―the first great new theoretical synthesis of the new
millennium‖ and Slavoj Zizek called it ―the Communist Manifesto for our time‖ (Eakin:
2001).

In the late 1990s there was a widespread revival of interest in the ideas of Karl Marx.
The New Yorker magazine in 1997 declared the ―Return of Karl Marx‖, who would be
―the next big thinker‖ (Cassidy: 1997: 248) and a BBC News Online poll in 1999 voted
Marx ―the thinker of the millennium‖ (BBC News: 1999). The release of Empire,
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pointing to the emergence of a multitudinous resistance to global capital, seemed to
correspond to the growth of the new global movement of movements confirmed in the
U.S.A. by the ‗Battle of Seattle‘. So, it is not surprising that it was Hardt and Negri‘s
emphasis on the creative power of the multitude and their prophecies of growing
struggles of counter-power within Empire that elicited the most positive responses. The
New York Times heralded Empire as ―The Next Big Idea‖, telling readers that the book
was ―sending frissons of excitement through campuses from Sao Paulo to Tokyo‖
(Eakin: 2001). La Nouvel Observateur described Hardt and Negri as ―the Marx and
Engels of the internet age‖ (in Paul Thompson: 2005: 73). The leading Brazilian
newspaper put Empire on the cover of their Sunday magazine and Dutch television made
a documentary about it (Eakin: 2001; Wardle: 2002). For Time magazine, Empire was
―the hot, smart book of the moment‖ (Elliott: 2001) and for the London Review of Books
it was ―the most successful work of political theory to come from the left for a
generation‖ (Bull: 2001: 4). Translated into at least twenty two languages (Hardt:
2004a), Empire soon became a best seller, with more than half a million copies sold
worldwide (Negri: 2005b: xi).

The impact of Empire, both within and outside the academy, is clearly connected to the
timing of its publication. According to Negri (2005b: xi), the Politics of Subversion,
published in 1989, ―said the same things as Empire‖ yet only sold a thousand copies.
After Seattle and the emergence of the alter-globalisation movement, Empire seemed to
offer theoretical reflections on the unfolding events. And while Empire presented ―a way
of describing the forms of resistance on the streets of Seattle in 1999 and at subsequent
anti-capitalist mobilisations‖, it avoided ―the language of an old left, which was
discredited or irrelevant in the eyes of many activists‖ (Choonara: 2005). For Hardt
(2002), the alternative globalisation movements and Empire ―proceeded on sort of
parallel paths, in fact they've both been interpreting the same questions and reality and
coming to the same conclusions‖.

But for Hardt and Negri, it is the criticisms of their work that they have most welcomed,
many of which they have taken up and tried to push further ―in the interest of advancing
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the project as a whole‖ (Hardt and Negri: 2001a: 237). For Publishers Weekly, Empire
was ―rich in ideas and agitational ends. Written for activists to provide a solid goal
toward which protest actions might move, [a] timely book [that] brings together myriad
loose strands of far left thinking with clarity, measured reasoning and humour‖. But it
has also been severely criticised for its lack of clarity, analytical rigour, caution, and
empirical evidence. For the editor of The Australian (2005: 12) Empire was ―a vast and
unreadable book‖ and Leo Panitch and Sam Gindin (2002: 52) found it ―frustrating . . .
full of promise but also of inconsistencies, self contradictions, flights of exaggeration,
and gaps in logic‖. For Connell (2005: 39) ―Negri offers a social theory without a
sociology‖ and lacking practical knowledge, he fails to concretise his analysis. And
while Bencivenni (2006) appreciated Hardt and Negri‘s interdisciplinary approach and
eclecticism, she criticises their ―peculiar deployment of different, and at times
incompatible, sources‖ which ―combined with their iconoclastic language, results in an
ideological ambivalence which obscures their positions‖.
Many criticisms of Empire focus on Hardt and Negri‘s tendency to smooth over social,
political and strategic complexities and contradictions. For example, Mustapha and Eken
(2001: 9) criticise them for assuming that modernity and post-modernity are
accomplished moments in history. While Holloway (2002) and Villalobos-Ruminott
(2001: 39) both argue that the division of capitalist development into distinct phases and
paradigms suggests a stability, order and an inner cohesion, which downplays their
contradictions and instability. As well, Hardt and Negri have been criticised for being
Eurocentric (Connell: 2005: 38) and, because Negri does ―not know poor countries very
well‖ (Negri: 2004a: 161), for imposing a homogenous model of power on the world.
Further criticisms have pointed to their failure to address feminism and
environmentalism (Chaloupka: 2004; Quinby: 2004). Yet it was the criticisms of Empire
in relation to the concept of Empire, the decline of imperialism and the role of the
United States which were of the greatest concern to a large number of commentators,
especially after the Bush Administration‘s declaration of a ‗war on terror‘. Many like
Niall Ferguson (2004: 286) asserted that ―the United States is an Empire‖ and nearly
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every one of the eleven writers in Debating Empire (Balakrishnan: 2003), refers to the
U.S. responses to the September 11 attacks as evidence that the U.S. is still imperialistic.

There have been two anthologies devoted to Empire, Debating Empire (2003) edited by
Gopal Balakrishnan and Empire‟s New Clothes: Reading Hardt and Negri (2004) edited
by Paul Passavant and Jodi Dean. As well a special issue of Rethinking Marxism was
published as a ‗Dossier on Empire‘ in 2001. Other books written in response to Empire
include Atilio Boron‘s Empire and Imperialism: A Critical Reading of Michael Hardt
and Antonio Negri (2005) and James Petras and Henry Veltmeyer‘s Empire with
Imperialism (2005a) which, in direct opposition to Empire‘s thesis, argues that the world
is witnessing a ‗new imperialism‘. Boron (2005: 1-2) says that he wrote Empire and
Imperialism because he was concerned that Hardt and Negri‘s theories ―could lead to
new political defeats‖. However, he admits that their revision and updating of theories of
capitalism and neo-liberal globalisation were courageous and necessary.

Multitude: War and Democracy in the Age of Empire

In 2004 Hardt and Negri responded to the global situation changed by the September 11
attacks and the launching of the ‗war on terror‘, with the publication of Multitude: War
and Democracy in the Age of Empire. Most of the book was written between September
11, 2001 and the invasion of Iraq in 2003 as a response to the criticisms of Empire. It
addressed the impact of the global ‗war of terror‘ on proletarian struggle and the
possibility for a new kind of democracy evidenced by developments in the alterglobalisation movement. The reaction to Multitude was generally a lot more critical than
to that of Empire. Many of these echo Boron (2005: 6) who argues that the 9/11 attacks
seriously challenged the core of Hardt and Negri‘s argument and that ―the Iraq war has
had the same effect on the analysis proposed in Empire as the collapse of the twin
towers had on American self-confidence‖. Like Empire, Multitude is criticised for
lacking a political strategy. For Hudis (2005: 95) and Bencevinni (2006), Multitude fails
to pose and to develop a coherent alternative to capitalism. And Choonora (2005) claims
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that in Multitude, Hardt and Negri argue that there is no need for any strategy to
challenge Empire, declaring that Multitude, like Empire, was in fact an ―attack on the
idea of the working class as an agent for change, and upon the need for political
organisations to fight for a strategy to overthrow our rulers‖.

Because Empire concentrated on analysing the power of capital, people could find some
agreement with it, but Multitude was a clearer call for communist revolution. In a
climate of neo-conservatism and in the face of increasing war and repression, it was seen
as totally utopian, or worse as dangerous and even terroristic. While the tone of
Multitude is often darker and less confident than Empire, to Saar (2006: 130), Hardt and
Negri‘s continued optimism now seemed ―pale‖ and disappointing. For many, Multitude
was a ―work of utopian thinking, occasionally shading into utter fantasy‖ where ―we
were all one big, happy, left-wing underground, undivided by cultural differences,
eagerly awaiting our chance to sock it to global capitalism‖ (Grossman: 2004: 94, 96).
However, as Bourg (2004: 104) commented, ―in a moment in which money,
individualism, entertainment, religion, and now patriotism are the basic nonnegotiable
values . . . the search for a deeper and more robust sense of human interest can perhaps
only sound absurd, or, perhaps worse, like sixties utopianism‖. The Wall Street Journal
(Rosen: 2004: 8) criticised the book for its ―postmodernist gibberish‖ and defended
communist orthodoxy, arguing that ―Marx would fume‖. For Francis Fukuyama (2004),
Multitude simply dressed up ―Marx's old utopia of the withering away of the state in the
contemporary language of chaos theory and biological systems‖. He suggested that
Hardt and Negri ―should remember the old insight of the Italian Marxist Antonio
Gramsci, taken up later by the German Greens: progress is to be achieved not with
utopian dreaming, but with a ‗long march through institutions‘‖.
Multitude ―was meant to be a book that could be sold on the supermarket shelves‖
(Negri in Casarino and Negri: 2008: 111) and it was soon on sale at my own local
shopping centre. While it is addressed to a much wider audience than Empire,
particularly to those active in the alternative globalisation movement, it has not proved
as popular. Hardt (2004b) thought that this is partially because the political moment was
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not as receptive to their confidence in a communist project. Writing shortly after the
September 11 attacks, Eddie Yuen (2001: 3) argued that the ―radical political space
which had been opened up by the anti-globalisation movement was instantly pulverised
(especially in the U.S.A.), and the world since then seemed enveloped in a new Cold
War between a vengeful American empire and a vicious right wing Islamic
fundamentalism‖. In this ‗us or them‘ world, Hardt and Negri were seen by some as
‗them‘ and reviews began to associate Empire with terrorism (Passavant: 2004: 3).
Writing a month after the September 11 attacks, Roger Kimball (2001) described books
like Empire as ―incitements to violence and terrorism‖ and stated that Empire was a
―poisonous book whose ultimate goal is not to understand but to destroy society‖. When
Multitude was published, the Wall Street Journal (Rosen: 2004: 8) drew attention to
Hardt and Negri‘s understanding of suicide bombing as a refusal ―to accept a life of
submission‖ and a demonstration of the limits of Empire‘s sovereignty. Hardt (2004b)
also explains that Empire was ―a very ambiguous book‖, compared to Multitude. It
seemed to run ―counter to what people thought were necessary Left and Right
positions‖, so ―it could be appreciated by people of many different ideological
formations‖. A reader could disagree with Hardt and Negri‘s political project but still
like Empire and its analysis of the power of capital. But to disagree with the political
project of Multitude, meant ―you can‘t agree with the book‖ (Hardt: 2004b). So, while in
2000 a call to global militant action was widely embraced as timely, in 2004 it was again
subversive and dangerous.

Commonwealth

Commonwealth, the third book in what was now a trilogy, appeared in 2009. It is a
return to writing more scholarly than the popular style of Multitude. For Hardt and Negri
the book is an exploration of ―the institutional structure and political constitution of
society‖ that emphasises ―the need to institute and manage a world of common wealth,
focusing on and expanding our capacities for collective production and selfgovernment‖ (Hardt and Negri: 2009: xiii). It is a call for the daring, audacity and
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courage to think, speak and act autonomously (Hardt and Negri: 2009: 17).
Commonwealth responds again to criticisms of their earlier work, revising, reworking
and fleshing out their conceptions of the common, common wealth, biopolitical labour
and democratic political forms. It is less Eurocentric than their previous work,
emphasising a wider range of praxes. Naomi Klein hailed it for ―taking readers to the
deepest roots of our current crises and proposing radical, and deeply human, solutions‖
and Fredric Jameson described it as the ―richest‖ of the trilogy, offering ―an exhilarating
summa of the forms and possibilities of resistance today‖ (Harvard University Press:
2009). Yet for The Wall Street Journal reviewer, Brian Anderson (2009),
Commonwealth is ―a dark, evil book, and it is troubling that it appears under the
prestigious imprimatur of Harvard University Press‖.

Commonwealth considers further the contemporary conditions of production and the
potentials for communism. It concentrates on the multitude‘s creation of the common,
which Hardt and Negri clearly distinguish from the private and the public. In it they
critique both private and public property relations, affirming the common as open,
autonomous biopolitical production (For more on the common, see pp. 46-49). The book
begins with an investigation of ―the republic, modernity, and capital as three frameworks
that obstruct and corrupt the development of the common‖, counter-posing them to the
movements of the multitude as forms of ‗alter-modernity‘ (Hardt and Negri: 2009: xiii).
Reiterating and enhancing their understanding of biopower and the biopolitical, they
variously investigate the body and the threat of the poor to property relations.
Continuing their analysis of how capital ‗hovers above‘ the multitude, as a parasite on
its creativity and productivity, they respond to the GFC by describing finance as
capital‘s main means of expropriating the common. Looking at how capital blocks,
limits and corrupts the common, they explain that ―reforming and perfecting the republic
of property will never lead to equality and freedom but only perpetuate its structures of
inequality and unfreedom‖ (Hardt and Negri: 2009: 20). Critiquing socialist notions of
progress, to clarify their own ‗progressivism‘, they instead explore ‗anti-modernity‘ and
‗alter-modernity‘. This leads them to declare that ―liberation struggles can no longer be
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cast in terms of modernisation and stages of development‖ and that biopolitics, now
configured in terms of ‗altermodernity‘, is the creation of a new humanity (Hardt and
Negri: 2009: 94; 117-118). Public and private, socialist and capitalist, are false
alternatives and instead the multitude should and does organise its autonomous abilities,
producing and administering life outside of property relations.
To elucidate the genuine ‗alter-modern‘ alternative, Hardt and Negri analyse the shape
of the common, the composition and power of both Empire and the multitude and the
potentials for revolution. Investigating the ‗technical‘ and ‗political‘ composition of the
contemporary proletariat and some of its experiments with democratic processes of
struggle, they demonstrate its ability and need to organise and create institutions of the
common. By including both philosophical and empirical approaches to the question of
how the multitude can self-organise, they ―seek to discover within the movements of the
multitude the mechanisms of the common that produce new subjectivity and form
institutions‖ (Hardt and Negri: 2009: 198). They conclude the book with a section on
revolution as a form of government, ―an institutional process of transformation that
develops the multitude‘s capacities for democratic decision making‖ (Hardt and Negri:
2009: 363).

Empire

In Empire Hardt and Negri (2000a) argue that Empire involves a major shift in the
ideas that form the basis of modern politics. They explain that ―Empire is materialising
before our very eyes . . . along with the global market and global circuits of production
has emerged a global order, a new logic of structure and rule - in short a new form of
sovereignty‖ (Hardt and Negri: 2000a: xi). The power of transnational corporations and
the increasingly important post-industrial forms of labour and production also define
Empire. According to Hardt and Negri (2000a), sovereignty now comprises national
and supra-national organisms united under a single logic of rule. For instance, while they
were writing Empire, the North American Free Trade Agreement came into effect and
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the World Trade Organisation (WTO) was institutionalised. While the U.S.A. played an
important and leading role in both of these developments, Hardt and Negri (2000a)
reject the idea that Empire is dominated by, or is even centred in the U.S.A.. Rather it is
a ―decentred and deterritoralising apparatus of rule that progressively incorporates the
entire global realm within its open expanding frontiers‖ (Hardt and Negri: 2000a: xi).
While national formations of capital continue to exist, the growing and dominant
tendency is global. Yet, the globalisation of production has not reached the stage where
it has created a globalisation of sovereignty as ―the regimentation of labour is still
largely contained within the nation state‖ (Hardt and Negri: 2000a: 208).

Hardt and Negri (2000a) consider Empire as a new form of state based on growing
globalisation processes. But, Empire is not a nation state on a world scale as ―the
structure of Empire is radically different from that of a nation state‖ (Negri: 2004a: 60).
The institutions of Empire form a global social body that is able to meet the needs of
capital. Just as the nation state was once able to guarantee the collective long-term
interests of national capital, today Empire serves the same role for global capital (Hardt
and Negri: 2001b). Empire ―is increasingly characterised by emerging forms of
governance that rule without relying on an overarching political authority to manage and
regulate in an ad hoc and variable fashion‖ (Hardt and Negri: 2009: 372). Yet, unlike
those (e.g. Robinson and Harris: 2000; Sklair: 2001) who argue the ruling class is the
cause of globalising processes, Hardt and Negri view proletarian struggle as their driving
force.

Sovereignty has become hybrid through the development of supranational bodies and
‗forms of global governance‘ such as the United Nations, International Monetary Fund
and World Trade Organisation. But rather than being superseded, the nation state has
changed its function. Sovereignty is increasingly transferred to a global Empire, in
which nation states are only parts. While Hardt and Negri (2000a: 355) recognise
geographic hierarchies and the multi-level structure of economic, legal and political
powers, they argue these are levels within the power structure of Empire. National
formations of capitalist power continue to exist and exert influence, but as their power
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and boundaries are transformed, differences between them are less of nature and more of
degree. While the U.S.A. occupies a privileged position in the global hierarchies of
Empire, it cannot totally control supra-state processes. ―What has changed about nationstates is that they are no longer the ultimate sovereign authority within and certainly
outside of their own territories. That doesn‘t mean that nation-states are no longer
important. It means that they function within a larger structure‖ (Hardt in Bliwise:
2001).

In Empire, Hardt and Negri (2000a: 151) quote former U.S. Secretary of Labour, Robert
Reich, who explains that ‗nomadic corporations‘ have now fully transcended any
national base leaving nation states with severely restricted capacities to control their own
destiny, as indicated by the growing level of foreign exchange dealings which are now
over two trillion dollars a day (Scholte: 2005b: 167). Global finance companies have no
allegiances and few ties to nation states and if governments attempt to restrict and
regulate transnational money flows, finance companies can quickly withdraw and bring
governments to their knees. Hardt and Negri (2000a) see competition amongst capitalists
as like ‗family quarrels‘ over who is best at enforcing capitalist discipline. They
emphasise the imperial tendency and that this was called into being by the proletariat.
Despite the U.S. ‗war on terror‘ and the invasions of Afghanistan and Iraq, in Multitude
Hardt and Negri again dismiss theories of a ‗new imperialism‘ (Harvey: 2003). They
argue instead that U.S. foreign policy and military engagement ―straddle imperialist and
imperial logic‖ (Hardt and Negri: 2004: 60). But, they point out that

the grievous failures of the U.S. project only confirm that using the tools of a
previous historical moment to address contemporary problems is a recipe for
ever more conflict, insecurity, and instability. The only way for the rich and
powerful to maintain their interests and guarantee the global order is to establish
a broad collaboration among the ruling powers in a new form of Empire (Hardt
and Negri: 2004: 1).
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Negri (2004a) explains how the symbiotic relationship between the U.S. and the
People‘s Republic of China demonstrates his and Hardt‘s imperial thesis. While the
Chinese and U.S. states continue to compete to a certain extent (Hardt and Negri: 2004:
316-17), they are closely interconnected. The Chinese state needs exports to the U.S.A.
to continue to maintain industrial momentum and cheap imports from China supply
affordable goods for U.S. consumers. The more goods China ships to the U.S.A. the
larger China‘s U.S. dollar reserves (exceeding US$600 billion in 2009). The Chinese
and U.S. states both have an interest in the value of the U.S. dollar and have been
working together to protect it. Proletarian struggles in China challenge capitalist
accumulation globally and economic crisis in the U.S.A. threatens ‗internal stability‘
there, in China and elsewhere. Hence, American administrations and the authorities
ruling China ―have come to depend on each other‖ (Pfeffermann and Warsow: 2005). As
the U.S. and Chinese states continue to pursue policies that increase social inequality,
resulting in growing poverty, precariousness and social insecurity, they work more
closely together to undermine proletarian challenges. Murray Tanner (2004), from Rand
Corporation explains that the dramatic increase in protests across China; including
armed skirmishes and riots, concern both Chinese and U.S.-based elites, whom Rand
now considers ‗partners‘. Protests in China are more frequent, larger, more organised
and find common cause as a ―legitimate popular reaction to genuine economic, social
and political problems‖ (Tanner: 2004: 151), this threatens capitalist accumulation not
only nationally but globally. As Negri (2004a: 92) explains,

It is absolutely necessary that the Chinese elites be integrated in the process of
globalisation, in the world game of control. It is therefore no longer the
Americans against the Chinese, but the world capitalist elites against no one and
every one at the same time.

In Multitude, Hardt and Negri (2004: 23) argue that the political program of ‗nation
building‘ reveals that ―the nation has become something purely contingent‖, for while
nation states are required by Empire for global order and security, they can be destroyed,
fabricated and invented. In Empire, they (2000a: 37-39) admit that global police actions
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are ―dictated unilaterally by the United States‖ but argue that ―the US world police acts
not in imperialist interest but in imperial interest.‖ While Negri (in Dominijanni: 2002)
saw the Bush Administration‘s neo-conservative policy, based on old notions of power,
as an attempt to return to imperialism, a reactionary effort to counter the unfolding of
contemporary Empire, imperialism is not practical today because it is bad for business.
Global capital doesn‘t want a centred form of power and the invasion of Iraq
demonstrated that U.S. military might can be an obstacle to imperial rule.
According to Negri (Negri and Zolo: 2003: 27), the ―imperialist ideology and practice‖
of the Bush Administration placed it ―on a collision path with other capitalist forces that,
at the global level, work for empire‖. The backlash against U.S. unilateralism has seen
the growing cooperation between other powers, such as China, India and the E.U., with
each other. The weakness of the U.S. state has also been indicated by such things as its
failure to enforce the Free Trade of the Americas Agreement, or to successfully support
the coup in Venezuela in 2002. In 2004 Hardt pointed out ―the only effective and longlasting means today of constructing a global power structure, a global form of control,
will be along the model that we suggest in Empire‖ and that ―resurrected imperialist
notions are doomed to failure‖. The fact that the U.S.A. recognised the need to cooperate
with as many other states as possible was soon demonstrated by its thawing of relations
with the ‗axis of evil‘ nations, Iran and the Democratic People‘s Republic of Korea and
by its ‗extraordinary rendition‘ arrangements with Syria. While the Bush Administration
―fooled themselves into believing that the United States can repeat the glory of the great
imperialists . . . no-one can doubt at this point that the current US masquerade as an
imperialist power, capable of dictating global order unilaterally, will eventually collapse
under the weight of its own failures‖ (Hardt: 2006: 90-91). And by 2009, with the
publication of Commonwealth following shortly after the GFC, Hardt and Negri (2009:
204) felt that their Empire thesis was clearly vindicated. ―The financial and economic
crisis of the early twenty-first century delivered the final blow to U.S. imperialist glory.
By the end of the decade there was general recognition of the military, political, and
economic failures of unilateralism. There is no choice now but to confront head-on the
formation of Empire‖.
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The Multitude
Arguing that capital has gone beyond Marx‘s concept of real subsumption (discussed
further in the following chapters), Hardt and Negri (2000a: 23) use Foucault‘s concept
of biopower, a technology of power that permeates all life. With the development of biopower, what is directly at stake is the production and reproduction of life itself. Yet,
while influenced by Foucault, Hardt and Negri‘s model ―is very different from one of
‗capillary‘ power or postmodern fragmentation‖ (Connell: 2005: 32). After Empire was
published Hardt (in Hardt and Dumm: 2004: 167) argued that Foucault‘s notion of
biopower is ―conceived only from above‖, while he and Negri ―attempt to formulate
instead a notion of biopower from below, that is, a power by which the multitude itself
rules over life‖. Hardt and Negri's theory of the multitude inverts bio-power from a topdown theory of domination to a bottom-up theory of struggle. But when outlining
Foucault‘s research into biopower and biopolitics in Commonwealth, Hardt and Negri
(2009: 57-58) ―rather crudely‖ distinguish biopower ―as the power over life‖ from
biopolitics as ―the power of life‖ and importantly, as the creation of new alternative
subjectivities. They explain that history is ―determined by the biopolitical antagonisms
and resistances to biopower‖ and that resistance produces subjectivities in a complex,
dynamic, collective process (Hardt and Negri: 2009: 31). If the power of capital is now a
matrix reaching into every aspect of people‘s lives, their lives in turn have power which
reaches into every aspect of the matrix. While constituted biopower ―stands above
society‖, constituent ―biopolitical production, in contrast, is immanent to society and
creates social relationships and forms through collaborative forms of labour‖ (Hardt and
Negri: 2004: 95).

The multitude is manifest in action, in the global resistance to Empire (Hardt and Negri:
2004), but Hardt and Negri grapple with complex and often contradictory definitions of
it. The multitude has always and does already exist (to an extent), but is also ―a political
project that must be brought into existence through collective struggle‖ (Hardt: 2005a:
3). A tension runs through their conception of the multitude. In the early part of Empire,
they see the multitude as technically composed by capital as it includes ―all those whose
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labour is directly or indirectly exploited by and subjected to capitalist modes of
production and reproduction‖ (Hardt and Negri: 2000a: 52). Yet towards the end of
Empire, they describe the multitude in terms of political composition, as ―bio-political
self organisation‖ (Hardt and Negri: 2000a: 411).

In Multitude, Hardt and Negri (2004: 221) conceive the multitude as both already in
existence, as the constant struggle against capture and for freedom, democracy, peace
and love, and as yet to be created, as the ―not yet‖ multitude that is ―latent and implicit‖.
Negri (2004a: 112) also explains that the multitude has three distinct senses: as a
multiplicity of subjects, as a concept of class and as an ontological power. In its first
sense, the multitude is a multiplicity of subjects, consisting of ―innumerable internal
differences that can never be reduced to a unity or a single identity - different cultures,
races, ethnicities, genders, and sexual orientations; different forms of labour; different
ways of living; different views of the world; and different desires‖ (Hardt and Negri:
2004: xiv). But they also argue that individuals can combine in fluid matrices of
resistance with the power to forge a democratic alternative to the world order. When
people come together in a globally networked community, diverse groups and
individuals increasingly produce in common and tend towards democratic organisation.
In its second sense, the multitude is a ‗a class concept‘, a global cooperative alternative
to Empire, that expands autonomist Marxist theories of class composition (Hardt and
Negri: 2004: 103). In Multitude, Hardt and Negri (2004: 104) state that ―class is
determined by class struggle‖ and that ―class is and can only be a collectivity that
struggles in common‖. The multitude is not a product of the technical composition of
Empire, rather Empire is the product of the class struggles of the multitude. Yet, Hardt
and Negri (2004: 104-106) do at times see the multitude as being technically composed
by Empire as including ―all those who work under the rule of capital‖ and only
potentially as ―the class who refuse the rule of capital‖. They argue that the task of class
theory ―is to identify the existing conditions for potential collective struggle and express
them as a political proposition‖. They contend that Marx‘s concept of the proletariat was
a ―political proposal‖ or ―project‖, rather than a recognition of an existing movement of
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common struggle. The multitude is a project that ―must clearly be grounded in an
empirical analysis that demonstrates the common conditions of those who can become
the multitude‖.

In its third sense, multitude as an ontological or constituent power names the multiple
powers of liberation that have always existed. It is the ―force of human creativity and
liberation that has certainly existed throughout the modern era, but even previously‖
(Hardt: 2002). This force that refuses domination, ―embodies a mechanism that seeks to
represent desire and to transform the world – more accurately: it wishes to recreate the
world in its image and likeness, which is to say a broad horizon of subjectivities that
freely express themselves‖ (Negri: 2004a: 111, 112). The multitude, in this sense,
constitutes a community of freedom.

In revealing these continuous creative and productive practices of the multitude, Hardt
and Negri (2000a: 47) wish to articulate and assist ―the constitution of an effective
social, political alternative, a new constituent power‖. Refining their conception of the
multitude in Commonwealth, they explain that ―through the production of subjectivity,
the multitude is itself author of its perpetual becoming other, an uninterrupted process of
collective self-transformation‖ (Hardt and Negri: 2009: 173). The class composition of
the multitude is further discussed and elaborated in Chapter Eight.

The Common

While the multitude may have always existed it is not formed spontaneously. The
creation of communism requires organisation and ―a central task for reimagining society
today is to develop an alternative management of the common wealth we share‖ (Hardt:
2009b). In Empire, Multitude and Commonwealth Hardt and Negri have argued that the
common is now central to production. The multitude‘s communication, collaboration
and cooperation are founded on and produce the common.
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In the multitude our differences are not negated or diminished, we remain
singular, but we are able to act in common, we are able together to produce the
common. A desire for the multitude is clearly established in the various
contemporary forms of resistance, but the possibility of the multitude has to be
established also in the new forms of labour, the new economic circuits, the ways
we produce in common (Hardt and Negri: 2001b).
While, ‗the commons‘ has become a familiar term within the alter-globalisation
movement, Hardt and Negri (2004: xv) see ‗the commons‘ as those pre-capitalist spaces
destroyed by emergent capitalism. They conceive of ‗the common‘ as a new
development that has both positive and negative forms. Its ―corrupt‖ forms, which
include capital itself, as well as the family, the corporation and the nation, hinder the
networks and movements of the multitude (Hardt and Negri: 2009: 159-160). It can be
expropriated and fettered by capital, ―enlisted in the global armies at the service of
capital, subjugated in the global strategies of servile inclusion and violent
marginalisation‖. But the multitude can organise itself autonomously to reappropriate
and manage the common positively (Hardt and Negri: 2004: 159). The common, the
multitude‘s creative power, can be either for capital or self-organised self-valorisation.
The multitude can self-valorise the very capacities that produce value for capital.
Hardt (2009b) explains that while the common refers to ―the earth and all its
ecosystems‖, it also includes ―the products of human labour and creativity that we share,
such as ideas, knowledges, images, codes, affects, social relationships, and the like‖,
which Hardt and Negri call ‗immaterial‘ or ‗biopolitical‘ (This is discussed further in the
following chapters). In both guises, the common defies property relations, confounding
―the traditional measures of economic value‖, imposing instead ―the value of life as the
only valid scale of evaluation‖. While the eco-common and the biopolitical/immaterial
common are clearly different, as the immaterial can be produced in an unlimited way, to
protect and build both requires them to be shared. According to Hardt (2009b), ―the
shared qualities of the common in these two domains, should constitute a foundation for
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linking the forms of political activism aimed at the autonomy and the democratic
management of the common‖.

However, there is conflict around whether the interests of humanity are primary.
Struggles for the biopolitical/immaterial common often focus on humanity, whereas
struggles for the eco-common tend to broaden their concerns beyond humanity, and ―in
many radical ecological frameworks the interests of non-human life forms are given
equal or even greater priority to those of humanity‖. Hardt‘s (2009b) view is that while
important, the difference ―between the perspectives on the common in these two realms
[is] not an insuperable or even a destructive difference‖. Hardt and Negri‘s (2009: viii)
conception of the common ―does not position humanity separate from nature . . . but
focuses rather on the practices of interaction, care, and cohabitation in a common world,
promoting the beneficial and limiting the detrimental forms of the common‖.

In Commonwealth, Hardt and Negri (2009) investigate the growing conflict between
the common and property relations. They develop Marx‘s conception of capital as a
‗fetter‘ on production, arguing that capitalist property relations rely on and restrict the
productivity of the common and that the expansion of the common undermines and
threatens the relations of property.

There is emerging a powerful contradiction, in other words, at the heart of
capitalist production between the need for the common in the interest of
productivity and the need for the private in the interest of capitalist
accumulation. This contradiction can be conceived as a new version of the
classic opposition, often cited in Marxist and communist thought, between the
socialisation of production and the private nature of accumulation (Hardt:
2009b).

The common is vital to contemporary capitalism because production generally results in
immaterial or biopolitical goods that tend to be common.
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Their nature is social and reproducible such that it is increasingly difficult to
maintain exclusive control over them . . . and perhaps more importantly, the
productivity of such goods in future economic development depends on their
being common. Keeping ideas and knowledges private hinders the production
of new ideas and knowledges, just as private languages and private affects are
sterile and useless. If our hypothesis is correct, then, capital paradoxically
increasingly relies on the common (Hardt: 2009b).

Discussing the exploitation and expropriation of the common, Hardt and Negri consider
neo-liberalism to be a counter-revolution against the common that not only attacks the
multitude but now threatens capital itself. They argue that in order ―to save capital – a
politics of freedom, equality, and democracy of the multitude is necessary‖ (Hardt and
Negri: 2009: 302). But, in order to produce and develop the common, on which
capitalism depends, the multitude must be autonomous, and this undermines capitalism
too, because the cooperation of labour and possession in common provide the foundation
for communist society.

On the other hand, any attempt by capital or capitalist states to organise production,
stifles and obstructs the creative cooperation, communication and productivity which it
is dependent on. The opportunity for the multitude is that, through the increasing
centrality of the common to production, the multitude exceeds the bounds of capitalist
relations, increasing its autonomy and developing the means to demolish capitalism and
construct communism. It is this actual and potential autonomy of the multitude, its
ability to go beyond the limits of capital that will be emphasised in the following
chapters in which I explore, discuss and critique Hardt and Negri‘s strategic vision in
relation to the development of democracy, peace and love.
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CHAPTER 2 - Democracy – ‘the rule of everyone by everyone’
This chapter concerns the significance of democracy to Hardt and Negri‘s strategic
vision. For Hardt and Negri, democracy is the unfinished project of modernity that is
now possible as a project of the multitude. The chapter begins by looking at Hardt and
Negri‘s conception of democracy as the ‗rule of everyone by everyone‘ involving noncapitalist democracy, non-representative democracy and non-national democracy.
Following this, I explore Hardt and Negri‘s arguments regarding power and the state and
their notions of constituted and constituent power. In order to clarify the constituent
power of the multitude, I then consider Hardt and Negri‘s understandings of how the
multitude organises democracy as a common political project. Hardt and Negri explain
that this project is best understood by studying contemporary struggle, so I then reflect
on their work on democracy in relation to various aspects of the alter-globalisation
movement, civil society and recent revolts in Latin America. In order to better
understand the relevance of Hardt and Negri‘s strategic vision to class struggle, the
following section of the chapter considers the strategic use of reform and revolution by
the multitude and Hardt and Negri‘s perception of its exodus as a communist flight from
the constituted power of capital. Since this exodus relies on the self-organisation of the
multitude‘s labour, the final section of the chapter deals with the organisation of labour,
explaining Hardt and Negri‘s conception of exodus as an expansion of productive,
democratic, social relations.
‗Democracy‘ and ‗democratic‘ have always been contested concepts and have a wide
variety of definitions and uses. Hardt and Negri explain that traditionally democracy is
conceived of as the rule of the many or all, but only as long as they are unified as ‗the
people‘, or as some other single subject. In distinguishing the multitude from the single
identity of ‗the people‘ or the uniformity of ‗the masses‘, they contend that the multitude
cannot be unified, although it can act on the basis of the common (Hardt and Negri:
2004: xv). Rejecting modern and traditional forms of democracy, Hardt and Negri
(2004: 329-330) argue that the rulers of society created conceptions of ‗the masses‘ and
‗the people‘ to give people a sense of sovereignty, while keeping them under control.
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The conception of democracy that only one subject can rule, undermines and negates
true democracy and the multitude ―does not submit to the rule of one. The multitude
cannot be sovereign‖ (Hardt and Negri: 2004: 330).

Hardt and Negri view democracy as the unfinished project of modernity. While for
some ―contemporary globalisation has provoked a crisis of democracy‖ (Scholte: 2005b:
329), they (2004: xvii) consider that global democracy is now a real possibility and their
aim in Multitude is to ―work out the conceptual bases on which a new project of
democracy can stand‖. Faced with the corruption of modern representative democracy,
they call on the multitude to reclaim the concept of democracy in its radical, utopian
sense: the absolute democracy of ―the rule of everyone by everyone‖ (Hardt and Negri:
2004: 307). According to them, democracy is the project of the multitude as its creativity
can be realised only by cooperation, mutual support and the sharing of its power. What
the multitude strives to create, through its democratic project, is ―a world beyond
sovereignty, beyond authority, beyond every tyranny‖ (Hardt and Negri: 2004: 354). In
this world there is an equality of social power that cooperates, communicates and
creates, where everyone does what they want, together. Democracy today means the
―subtraction, a flight, an exodus from sovereignty‖, (Hardt and Negri: 2004: 341) in the
autonomous self-organisation of the multitude.
Empire, Multitude and Commonwealth are philosophical works that do not try ―to
answer the question, What is to be Done? or propose a concrete program of action‖
(Hardt and Negri: 2004: xvi). Hardt and Negri‘s strategic vision is dependent on the
praxes of the multitude. The struggle of the multitude is at the centre of their communist
vision, and the expansion of the constituent power of self-organised resistance is their
main strategy. Yet, for Hardt and Negri (2004: 212), the multitude ―does not arise as a
political figure spontaneously‖. They explain that the revolutionary process ―must be
governed‖ (Hardt and Negri: 2009: 371) by ―an institutional process and constitutional
will, which . . . articulates the singularities of the multitude, along with its diverse
instances of revolt and rebellion, in a powerful and lasting common process‖ (Hardt and
Negri: 2009: 375). Organisation needs to be undertaken in a variety of ways, singularly
and collectively and in as democratic a manner as possible. Even though Hardt and
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Negri (2004: xvi) make it clear in Multitude that they do not propose a political program,
they advocate neither anarchy nor a new subject of sovereignty. ―As long as we remain
trapped in the modern framework defined by this alternative - either sovereignty or
anarchy - the concept of the multitude will be incomprehensible‖ (Hardt and Negri:
2004: 208). What is required instead is a communist political alternative that combines
equality, freedom and social solidarity. Democracy is a matter not only of formal
structures and relations but also of social contents, of how people relate to each other,
and how they produce together. This notion of democracy is ―noncapitalist,
nonrepresentative, and nonnational‖ (Hardt: 2001a) and I now look at each of these three
descriptors in turn.

Non-capitalist Democracy

Hardt and Negri (2004: 353 – 355) wish to combine the objectives of Lenin‘s State and
Revolution with James Madison‘s republican utopianism, to try and ―insure that our
dream of democracy and desire for freedom does not fall back to yet another form of
sovereignty and wake up in a nightmare of tyranny‖. In State and Revolution Lenin
outlined the concept of ‗dual power‘, the construction of a proletarian power capable of
overthrowing bourgeois rule. For Lenin, the proletariat‘s new type of power is based on
the direct initiative of the people and not on centralised state power. Madison‘s project,
according to Hardt and Negri, was to discover an institutional form that could realise the
utopian desire for democracy. They see both Lenin and Madison as grappling with
conceptions of the constituent power of the multitude and the potentiality of absolute
democracy. Hardt and Negri develop these conceptions of proletarian power and
democracy while also addressing the strategic uncertainty created by the fact that
―[e]very spatial, temporal, and political parameter of revolutionary decision making a la
Lenin has been destabilised‖ (Hardt and Negri: 2004: 90).
In Labour of Dionysus, Hardt and Negri (1994: 286) consider the single most important
tenet of liberal political theory to be that ―the ends of society are indeterminate‖ and thus
the movement of society remains ―open to the will of its constituent members‖. Yet,
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liberalism‘s historical moment has passed and ―democracy can no longer be evaluated in
the liberal manner as a limit of equality or in the socialist way as a limit of freedom but
rather must be the radicalisation without reserve of both freedom and equality‖ (Hardt
and Negri: 2004: 220). They reject a strategy of extending capitalist ‗democracy‘ to help
construct socialism. Although socialist movements often attempted to build democracy
from below, to neutralise the state‘s monopoly of power and to democratise economic
management, they failed to construct a genuine democratic praxis.

Hardt and Negri dismiss notions of national liberation, vanguard party, intellectual
leadership and a staged transition to communism, seeing these as outmoded and
undemocratic. Analysing the party form as a reflection of and adaptation to capitalist
power, they argue that all ―notions that pose the power of resistance as homologous or
even similar to the power that oppresses us are of no more use‖ (Hardt and Negri: 2004:
90). In responding to criticisms of Empire, they make clear that they ―have no desire
either to reconstruct the Party or to create a global and coherent theory that would be
able to support the practice of the Party‖ (Hardt and Negri: 2001a: 237). The
development of the party as an alternative form of representation, a vanguard, that would
represent the interests of the proletariat, is elitist. While they acknowledge that many
socialists, communists and anarchists have struggled to abolish the state and develop
forms of direct democracy, they declare that they themselves ―are not anarchists but
communists who have seen how much repression and destruction of humanity have been
wrought by liberal and socialist big governments‖ (Hardt and Negri: 2000a: 350). There
can be no staged transition to communism through socialism. Socialism is not a
precursor to communism, but another name for state capitalism. Rather than the
revolution developing in stages, the multitude‘s resistance to and refusal of capital and
the development of a communist society are a single process. The revolution does not
need to make a transition through socialism, but to extend already existing communism
and to abolish the capitalist state. The creative power of the multitude will manifest itself
through self-organisation not through social hierarchies, and to develop self-organisation
the multitude actualises new practices, new forms of organisation and new concepts
which value both the individual and the collective.
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As Hardt and Negri (2004: 250) point out in Multitude, the Paris Commune provided
―the primary example of a new democratic experiment of government‖ for many,
including for Marx, and for Lenin. The important political content of the Commune for
Marx was that the source of power was the activity of the proletariat. He praised the
Commune as a form of participatory democracy which overthrew the ruling class, the
bureaucracy,

the

army

and

representative

democracy.

Marx

supported

the

decentralisation of government, a vigorous battle of ideas, factional and individual
liberty. He advocated the extension of individual freedom, the dismantling of social
inequality and the enhancement of communal self-determination. For Marx democracy
is not formalistic, based on representation of interests, but is established through direct
involvement. Certainly people are delegated to carry out specialist tasks but direct
democratic control, changes in personnel and the continuous participation of the
proletariat restrict their role.

According to Marx, democracy cannot be conceived in general terms. It is relative to
and depends on the level of social development. All history, including the history of
democracy, is the history of class struggle. Since the advent of capitalism, the main
social struggle has been between the proletarian majority and the bourgeois minority. In
the Communist Manifesto, Marx and Engels (1977: 134, 118, 126, 137) advocate ―the
gradual, spontaneous class organisation of the proletariat‖ as a ―movement of the
immense majority‖ striving to ―win the battle of democracy‖ by the ―forcible overthrow
of all existing social conditions‖. Marx believed that during the struggle to end
capitalism, the proletariat would develop the ability to act as a class for itself. That is, it
would fight for and develop democracy within the communist movement and in society
in general. Marx relied upon the intellectual and political development of the proletariat,
based on its own actions and discussion. Only when the proletariat had sufficiently
developed the ability and capacity to act as a class, could it succeed in a revolutionary
overthrow of capitalism.
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Non-representative Democracy

As radical as the Paris Commune may seem, Hardt and Negri (2004: 251) think that the
representation and democracy inspired by the Commune were not ―fundamentally
different‖ to those of the bourgeois revolutions. Similarly, attempts at new forms of
‗democratic‘ economic management and social administration, such as workers‘
councils and soviets, didn‘t succeed in constructing a ―new model of representation‖. As
the project of democratic economic management gave way to capitalist planning, the
‗parties of the working class‘ became increasingly integrated into the capitalist system.
Many of the socialist states failed to retain even bourgeois forms of representation,
contributing to their own collapse. Hardt and Negri (2004: 253) acknowledge that the
institutions of these regimes were sometimes guided by communist desires and that
communist and socialist movements at times defended democracy from fascism and
reaction. Yet their dreams of communist representation remained illusions, as socialism
continued the management of capital and attempted to control the multitude through
representation in an undemocratic state.

In recent years the constant grievances against local and national institutions, electoral
systems, the voting choice between ‗the lesser of two evils‘, low voter turnouts and the
U.S. presidential ‗coup‘ of 2000, all evidence the crisis of representation through
electoral institutions (Hardt and Negri: 2004: 270-271). On a global scale these
grievances are magnified. For instance, despite the lack of democratic representation in
the U.S.A., its leaders claim to defend and expand democracy across the globe.
International and supranational institutions do not ameliorate this lack of representation,
they only confirm its crisis. Institutions such as the IMF and World Bank are a
―patriarchal form of representation‖, imposing the dictates of the dominant nation states.
And while Hardt and Negri (2004: 272) consider the United Nations ―the most
representative of the primary existing global institutions‖, it too reflects the lack of
democracy that exists in its member states which is further restricted by the veto power
of the five permanent members of the Security Council.
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As protests against the unrepresentative nature of governments, corporations and
international and transnational institutions continue to erupt, the crisis of representation
involves the corruption of the existing political vocabulary, where ―the political lexicon
of liberalism is a cold, bloodless cadaver‖, and liberalism can no longer adequately
represent even the elites (Hardt and Negri: 2004: 273). Calls for institutional
‗responsibility‘, ‗accountability‘ and ‗transparency‘ are little more than ways of assuring
administrative efficiency and stability, since the dominant supranational institutions are
organised against democratic tendencies. Various reforms proposed to democratise the
U.N. flounder on the unrepresentative nature of its member nation states and on the
disproportionate ‗one nation, one vote‘ model. Hardt and Negri (2004: 293) ―try to
imagine how a people‘s assembly or a global parliament could apply . . . the electoral
process based on a standard of one person, one vote‖. This, they argue, would not only
be unmanageable but would be unable to support a modern conception of democratic
representation. All suggestions for an extension of representative forms of democracy to
the global scale are extremely weak (Hardt and Negri: 2004: 295). These proposals,
while apparently seeking to develop democracy, ―pose a central authority that serves to
undercut democratic participation‖ (Hardt and Negri: 2004: 304).

Hardt and Negri (2004: 255) are at times unclear about whether the multitude needs to
―invent different forms of representation‘ or ―new forms of democracy that go beyond
representation‖. They discuss and reject representation, which in the modern concept of
democracy, both ―links the multitude to government and at the same time separates it‖,
because the representatives both serve the represented and dedicate themselves to the
unity and effectiveness of sovereignty (Hardt and Negri: 2004: 241- 247, 295). They
explain that the dominant notion of democracy has been based on representational
institutions and structures within the nation state. But today global forms of liberal
democracy are not on the agenda, as the multitude defies representation because it is an
immeasurable multiplicity. In the passage to Empire, as national sovereignty is
displaced, ―political reality loses its measure‖ and ―the impossibility of representing the
people becomes increasingly clear‖ (Hardt and Negri: 2003: 112).
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Non-national Democracy
In Empire, Hardt and Negri (2000a: 307) argue that there is no ―independent space
where revolution could emerge in the national political regime, or where social space
could be transformed using the instruments of the state‖. The repressive nature of the
nation means that any strategy that relies on it should be rejected. For them a new
conception and practice of democracy is required on a global scale and it is time to free
conceptions of democracy from geographic limits. The ―demands for global democracy
that emerge from the global resistance movements pose a challenge to us to invent a
notion of democracy adequate to a global world‖ (Hardt and Negri: 2001b). Rather than
a geopolitical strategy of unilateralism or multilateralism, Hardt and Negri therefore
champion the constituent effect of the multitude‘s movements for global democracy.
Hardt and Negri‘s conception of the multitude illustrates how the democratic struggles,
revolts, desires and experiments of the proletariat have helped to more deeply connect it
globally. This increasingly global composition of the proletariat has been countered by
the capitalist class with the construction of Empire. Yet Hardt (2001a) argues that
―Empire both inhibits and simultaneously increases the potential for (if not the present
reality

of)

democracy‖.

Within

Empire,

globalised

processes

of

increased

interconnection and the development of powerful networks of social cooperation,
although often ―configured in undemocratic forms, in fact present enormous potential
for democracy and liberation‖. Hardt explains that it was ―greater social interaction that
brings increased potential for commonality and intensified social cooperation . . . that
Marx saw primarily as promising a more democratic non-capitalist future‖. Throughout
his work Marx deals with the rival possibilities of capitalism, on one hand, increasing
domination, exploitation and oppression. On the other, the creation of the material basis
for freedom from want and the social intercourse that are prerequisites for a communist
society. Hardt and Negri, like Marx, argue that the proletariat has no country and that its
global revolutionary potential can be assisted by aspects of capitalist development.
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Constituent Power and State Power

According to Hardt and Negri (1994: 174), the primary political task of the proletariat is
to centre discussion on the struggle for communism and the extinction of the state. This
is best done by ―deepening the analysis of the current dualism of power, and leading
every discussion on organisation back to the thematic of power‖. They reject constituted
power, as the fixed power of formal constitutions and central authority. Constituent
power, on the other hand, is a network of powers that circulates class struggle as an
embodiment of freedom and democracy. Proletarian constituent power is antagonistic to
constituted power and capital continually attempts to resolve the antagonism between
the multitude and Empire in constituted forms that co-opt, capture, command and exploit
the multitude‘s constituent power. Negri (1999a: 32) argues that in Marx‘s later works,
constituent power emerges as a permanent revolution ―in which the subject‘s
independence is affirmed at the moment when it continually rolls back the enemy‘s
oppression and simultaneously expresses, accumulates, and organises its own power‖. In
Insurgencies he explains constituent power as the power of living labour, which wants to
withdraw from expropriation through processes of self-valorisation (Negri: 1999a). He
further clarifies in Subversive Spinoza (2004b) the constituent power of the multitude as
the freedom of the individual and the collective organisation of freedom, including the
tolerance of difference and the power of solidarity. The political form of this constituent
power is genuine democracy.
In Labour of Dionysus Hardt and Negri (1994: 6) state that they do ―not point towards
any necessity nor trust any transition‖, but rather presuppose ―always new processes of
struggle, always new configurations of productivity, and new expressions of constituent
power‖. Through the multitude‘s cooperation against the constituted power of capitalist
command, domination is continually undermined by ‗constituent sabotage‘, liberating
labour and creating space for communism. Negri (1999a: 327) further makes clear that
while it can appear from the analysis of previous revolutions that ―once the exceptional
and uncontainable moment of innovation is over, constituent power seems to exhaust its
effects‖, this is a mystification, as the multitude‘s constituent power continues to
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develop creative processes. The results of the struggles of the proletariat are the
irreversible collectivity of the multitude and a continual dynamic of antagonism and
crisis within capitalism.

Hardt and Negri explain the state as a form of constituted power, reiterating in
Multitude (2004: 280) Marx's general view that the state is ‗a committee for managing
the common affairs of the bourgeoisie‘. They argue in Empire that while capitalist
processes of cooperation and competition are complex, the state always acts ―in the long
term interests of the collective capitalist, that is, the collective subject of social capital as
a whole‖ (Hardt and Negri: 2000a: 304). They also restate Marx‘s assertion in The
Eighteenth Brumaire of Louis Bonaparte that all revolutions have only perfected the
state machine; the point, however, is to smash it (Hardt and Negri: 1994:140). However,
Marx (1977a; 1977b) pointed out that while the capitalist state was an instrument of
class rule, it also reflected class struggle. In the Civil War in France and in Eighteenth
Brumaire he argued that the state can gain relative autonomy, a certain level of
independence from capital. But although the working class could make some gains
through the capitalist state, it could not use it to gain its freedom from capitalist
exploitation. To gain freedom and democracy, the proletariat needs to eliminate the
state.

In Labour of Dionysus Hardt and Negri (1994: 140-150) reject strategies of wresting the
state from the control of capital because these strategies deny or ignore the State‘s role
as an organiser of labour power; that as labour power, people are captured, subordinated,
organised and commanded within the state to continually reproduce the social relation of
capital. The state is the manager and planner of exploitation and if society is a social
factory then the state is a boss (Hardt and Negri: 1994: 193). While capital has to a
certain extent created a ―normative process‖ of ―global governance without government‖
where laws and regulations for capital are conventional and customary (Hardt and Negri:
2004: 170), these conventions and customs are backed up by political authority that
defends private property and attempts to control labour. The antagonistic power of the
proletariat is countered by the state‘s planned controls and destructive power through
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which it organises people, as labour power for capital, to manage their own exploitation
and to preserve and reproduce capitalist accumulation.

Hardt and Negri (1994: 24-28) also outline how since 1848 the proletariat has played a
central role in the capitalist system, transforming it through its struggles for autonomy.
Following the Russian Revolution in 1917, this process intensified as the proletariat
launched a series of subversive movements and capitalist states responded at every level
of organisation. In order to avoid proletarian revolution, the capitalist state planned to
harness the proletariat‘s struggle for power to the capitalist system. Yet, the presence of
the multitude‘s antagonistic power continues to provoke regular state crises which
require the restructuring of the state in order to contain it. Today, Empire seeks to fulfil
the needs of global capital through the development of a hybrid transnational state. The
state has gone from a planner-state to a ‗crisis-state‘ where it tends to abandon mediation
and to tighten controls over labour. Public spending becomes more and more directed
against proletarian power and the late-capitalist state is authoritarian and terroristic.

The ‗state of exception‘ (discussed further in Chapters Four and Five) has redirected the
structures of the welfare state and crushed the social contract through the
implementation of ―emergency policies‖ and ―exceptional interventions‖, leading to a
postmodern police state (Hardt and Negri: 1994: 300). This neo-liberal state form has
directed its coercive and repressive powers against the multitude to try to capture,
control and politically decompose the proletariat. As capitalist and state crises intensify,
capital and its state forms increasingly have to rely on force. ―[E]xtraordinary
administrative interventions, preventive terror, and peremptory initiatives . . . define new
horizons of legality‖ and the systems of restraint put in place by previous proletarian
struggles are bent to the will of capitalist command (Hardt and Negri: 1994: 196).
Following September 11 2001, the ‗coup‘ that brought the Bush administration to
power, which negated the US Constitution and undermined established concepts of
justice, was extended globally, most obviously in Iraq and Afghanistan. For Hardt and
Negri (2004: 231) this meant that in many parts of the world ―there is barely the pretense
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of democratic systems of government‖, while global war undermines ―what meager
forms exist‖.

Organising Democracy Politically

According to Hardt and Negri (2004: 68), as the multitude develops complex and
diverse strategies both to resist and to escape the constituted power of capital,

some of the basic traditional models of political activism, class struggle, and
revolutionary organisation have today become outdated and useless. In some
ways they have been undermined by tactical and strategic errors and in others
they have been neutralised by counterinsurgency initiatives, but the more
important cause of their demise is the transformation of the multitude itself.

The contemporary composition of the proletariat and the transformations in labour
require new revolutionary strategies that grasp and utilise the organisational
developments of class struggle. Hardt and Negri (2004: 217) identify two primary
models used by the left during the twentieth century - the ‗traditional Party model‘ with
a centralised leadership where secondary struggles are subordinated to the primary
struggle, and the ‗difference model‘ based on race, gender, sexuality, etc., where each
social group conducts its own struggle autonomously. They contrast these to the
‗network model‘ with new organisational forms of resistance and of revolt. In the
network model, different groups act together but ―without any central, unifying structure
that subordinates or sets aside their difference‖.

Hardt and Negri (2004: 74-75) analyse and critique the development of centralised party
structures and people‘s armies to show that their political form was undemocratic, while
effective for organising resistance and overthrowing structures of power. For them, the
‗rebirth‘ of guerrilla organisations in the 1960s reflected a growing desire for greater
democracy and autonomy. The ‗Cuban Model‘, an invitation to ‗do it yourself‘
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revolution, seemed to offer a less centralised, less authoritarian and more democratic
form of revolutionary organisation. Yet this was illusory, for the guerrilla group turned
out to be the embryo of the vanguard party and its centralised unity. As with the people‘s
army, once the guerrilla movements took power, whatever horizontal structures they had
were replaced by a centralised authoritarian state. Nonetheless Hardt and Negri (2004:
77) consider that these ‗transitional forms‘ reveal ―the continuing and unsatisfied desire
for more democratic and independent forms of revolutionary organisation‖.

After the revolutionary upheavals of 1968, the unsatisfied desire for democracy tended
to move guerrilla warfare towards more democratic network forms of organisation and
methods that sought to create ―new hearts and minds‖, through fresh forms of
communication and social collaboration (Hardt and Negri: 2004: 80-81). These new
methods were less about attacking constituted power and more about constituting an
alternative form of society. Hardt and Negri (2004: 79) ask can new organisational
forms of resistance and revolt ―finally satisfy the desire for democracy implicit in the
entire modern genealogy of struggles?‖ In doing so, they recognise that organisational
forms which undermine and negate democracy continue to appear in anti-capitalist
movements and that new praxes of revolution and democracy are urgent projects of the
multitude.

Exploring the potentials of proletarian organisation, Hardt and Negri (2004: 80-83)
consider that the multitude has developed network forms of organisation reflecting the
technical composition of labour, the defeats and limitations of previous political
struggles that express the desire for democracy, equality and freedom. They argue that
this transformation to networks is a symptom of the changing relationship between the
organisation of anti-capitalist movements and the organisation of economic and social
production. ‗Post-Fordist‘ mobile and flexible technologies, such as the internet, are not
only utilised as organising tools by the proletariat but movements ―adopt these
technologies as models for their own organisational structures‖. As they do so, the
democratic elements of previous forms of organisation become biopolitical, producing
self-organised cooperation which is ―less a means and more an end in itself‖. The
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network form is not spontaneous or anarchistic, rather it has ‗swarm intelligence‘ based
on communication and cooperation (Hardt and Negri: 2004: 91). The network
organisations of the multitude are based on creativity, communication and self-organised
cooperation and are impossible to centralise or command. This distributed network
structure ―provides the model for an absolutely democratic organisation that corresponds
to the dominant forms of economic and social production and is also the most powerful
weapon against the ruling power structure‖ (Hardt and Negri: 2004: 88).

Thus for Hardt and Negri (2004: 336), the choice is no longer between sovereignty or
anarchy, as the power of the multitude to create social organisation is now greater than
that of capital. The importance of immaterial labour to production increases the
multitude‘s autonomy and the potential for economic, political and social selforganisation. In this ‗immanent model‘ of organisation, instead of an outside power
imposing order from above, the multitude is able collaboratively to organise society.
Constituent power is so advanced and the general intellect of the multitude so well
developed, that through networks of communication, cooperation and the production of
the common, the multitude can sustain an alternative democratic society (Hardt and
Negri: 2004: 357). However, Hardt and Negri (2004: 211-212) argue that the multitude,
as a form of political organisation based on the daily struggles of the proletariat,
involves ―a constant dialogue among diverse, singular subjects, a polyphonic
composition of them, and a general enrichment of each through this common
constitution‖. Due to its ‗ambivalent‘ conditions the multitude requires ―a political
project to bring it into existence‖. A common political project of the multitude is
possible, but that it ―will have to be verified and realised in practice‖ (Hardt and Negri:
2004: 226). Yet, they also explain, the multitude is a political project ―a name to what is
already going on‖, a way of ―grasping the existing social and political tendency‖ (Hardt
and Negri: 2004: 220). While everyone is capable of democracy, the multitude‘s
challenge is to organise democracy politically. The multitude is able to produce political
decisions as it produces social life, makes and organises itself (Hardt and Negri: 2009:
174-175).
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The Common Project of the Multitude

In Multitude Hardt and Negri (2004: 211-212) argue that to avoid regimes of
exploitation and control, the multitude initiates a political project and a theory of
organisation based on the ―freedom of singularities that converge in the production of
the common‖. While deprivation ―may breed anger, indignation, and antagonism . . .
revolt arises only on the basis of wealth, that is, a surplus of intelligence, experiences,
knowledges, and desire‖. This common wealth that exceeds capital and avoids capture is
the basis for the multitude‘s revolts against Empire. It is discovered, produced and
developed as a form of social organisation that displaces sovereignty. The common
serves as a platform for a democratic alternative to Empire as people link together on the
basis of what they share in common as well as the common that they produce.
Democracy is ―the common management of the common‖ (Negri: 2009a). The
revolutionary project of the multitude ―relies entirely on the immanence of decision
making within the multitude‖, on the ―revolutionary institution that the multitude can set
in motion‖ as it manages the common and expands its capacities ―for collective
production and self government‖ (Hardt and Negri: 2009: xiii).

For Hardt and Negri, divergences in labour, in forms of life and in geographical
location, do not prohibit communication and collaboration in a common political project.
With the political organisation of the multitude, ―[n]o-one is necessarily excluded but
their inclusion is not guaranteed: the expansion of the common is a practical, political
matter‖ (Hardt and Negri: 2004: xi) that ―does not negate but works through difference‖
(Hardt: 2001a). ―Making the multitude is . . . a project of democratic organising aimed at
democracy‖ (Hardt and Negri: 2009: 363) and ‗what is to be done‘ should be decided in
collective political discussions (Hardt and Negri: 2004: 357) in the movements of the
multitude. The ‗common disposition or configuration‘ of the multitude can produce
decisions collectively, cooperatively and collaboratively. Fundamental to this model are
the right to difference and disobedience (Hardt and Negri: 2004: 340). Different
struggles can produce common praxes where they involve free expression of difference
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and autonomy combined with collaboration and cooperation in effective political
projects.

The multitude intensifies the common through the global cycle of struggles that builds
―common methods of combat, common ways of living, and common desires for a better
world‖ (Hardt and Negri: 2004: 214). As protests against the shared conditions of the
multitude grow, they eventually lead to constituent political projects that actually
provide the means to achieve the multitude‘s desires for equality, freedom and
democracy. ―Democracy is something you can only learn by doing‖ (Hardt and Negri:
2009: 310) and it must be not only ―the goal of a multitude with the already developed
powers necessary for self-government but also a learning mechanism . . . that expands
those powers, increasing not only the capacity but the desire to participate in
government‖.
In Commonwealth Hardt and Negri (2009: 344, 351) explore ―a logic of democratic
organisation and decision making that governs the revolution‖, that attempts to discover
how to repeat constituent encounters and transformations, to create from within the
movements of the multitude, ―lasting political bodies‖. In their investigations of the
history of modern anti-capitalist movements, they reveal the struggle to create
democratic relationships within them. This struggle and desire for democracy continues
to drive the movements of the multitude, which have ―the common heritage of the global
cycle of struggles‖ at their backs (Hardt and Negri: 2004: 216). As the multitude
develops new forms of self-organisation to address the undemocratic qualities of
previous forms, it creates a succession of increasingly democratic movements (Hardt
and Negri: 2004: 68).
Although the common provides the basis for the multitude, the multitude ―is not just a
field of the common but also a field of conflict‖ (Hardt: 2005a: 3). But, rather than
theoretically analysing conflict within the multitude, Hardt and Negri argue that this
analysis will be done practically and in multiple ways. As they explain, political practice
―is better suited than theory to answer certain questions. New forms of political
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organisation are being developed today and theoretical projects should be sensitive to
their powers of invention‖ (Hardt and Negri: 2001a: 238). Yet they continue to
emphasise the multitude as a class, and the development of the common as a communist
project to assist the development of anti-capitalist strategy. Pointing to the positive and
creative ―mobilisation of the common that takes the form of an open, distributed
network, in which no centre exerts control‖, they counterpose this to groups such as AlQaeda whose network structure is clandestine, hierarchical, has a central figure of
command and seeks to resuscitate authoritarian social and political bodies. On the other
hand, the demand and struggle for democracy are the means by which the organisational
forms of the multitude can be clearly differentiated from groups whose structures and
aims oppose democracy (Hardt and Negri: 2004: 218). Arguing that the multitude as a
project of political organisation can be better understood by studying the forms of
contemporary struggle, they propose research of and investigation into the needs of the
multitude by immersion in the movements aimed at the political constitution of global
democracy (Hardt and Negri: 2004: 312). Much of Hardt and Negri‘s recent theoretical
and practical work pivots around the alter-globalisation movement and they have had a
major impact on its development. So, following their advice, I will now try to
understand the connections between their strategic vision and the development of the
multitude‘s movement of movements.

Alternative Globalisation: The Many Headed Hydra

For many the ‗end of history‘, the collapse of ‗real existing socialism‘ and the retreat of
social democracy meant that any alternative to the power of capital had disintegrated.
That there was ‗no alternative‘ became a key myth of neo-liberalism and some turned
their backs on class struggle and joined the supporters of or apologists for capital and its
agenda. But a main weakness of neo-liberalism is its lack of popular support and during
the 1990‘s significant resistance to neo-liberalism continued. Soon after Empire was
published, the alter-globalisation movement (hereafter the ‗a.g. movement‘) manifested
activities and forms of organisation that not only corresponded to, but helped to explain,
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what Negri and Hardt had been outlining in conceptual terms. Some see the movement
as the largest in human history (Yuen: 2001: 6). But the a.g. movement is more complex
than traditional social movements, more like a 'network of networks' or ‗movement of
movements‘. Much of it is a grassroots infrastructure linked through a complex
communications network. Every struggle for increased autonomy and improved social
conditions forms part of an enormous and powerful current. This ―global self
organisation from below‖ is ―not the brainchild of some organisational genius but [is]
rather the work of many hands responding to the new situation‖ (Brecher et al: 2000:
81).
People‘s grievances and resistances against capitalism create a demand and desire for
democracy that is a ―common currency‖ (Hardt and Negri: 2004: xvi). Many in the a.g.
movement see democracy as central, and challenge the traditional conception of
democracy and the anti-democratic power of capitalist institutions and processes. The
a.g. movement is fluid, diverse and uses a wide variety of practices, processes, strategy
and tactics, but it also manifests a common commitment to consensus decision making
and a decentralised structure that tends to work as a collective of cooperative
organisational forms. However the complexity of the movement means that while some
sections are non-hierarchical, open, inclusive and transparent, others are hierarchical,
underground, exclusive and hidden.

Much of the movement has its roots in struggles of Indigenous people, farmers and
fishers for control over their lives and resources. It has also developed out of radical
counter-cultural movements, such as punk, cyberpunk, ferals and ravers that reject
consumerism, authority, hierarchy and advocate spontaneity and fun. The a.g. movement
has gained much of its strength from standing on the shoulders of global human rights,
labour, peace/disarmament and environmental movements. Participants in these
movements have learnt from previous failures and successes and have developed their
theory and practice. They have been able to create innovative strategies and correct
some of the errors made by previous anarchists, socialists, social democrats and
communists. While the relationship between the a.g. movement and the union movement
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has been complex and problematic, where there exists a strong radical current within it,
the union movement has played an important part in the a.g. movement, whereas its
conservative sections have tended to ignore, obstruct and criticise it.

Hardt and Negri identify the most important organisational characteristics of
contemporary social movements, as their insistence on autonomy; their refusal of
centralised hierarchy, leaders and spokespeople; their collaborative decision-making and
coordinated affinity groups. Many of those active in the ‗newest social movements‘ have
previously been involved in the traditional left and have come to reject its tendencies
towards centralism, hierarchy and authoritarianism. No leaders, no theories, no programs
and no parties have greater significance in the a.g. movement than the movement itself.
Many involved in it reject political struggle aimed at gaining power through
representative institutions such as unions, political parties, parliaments and international
bodies (Holloway: 2002).

As neo-liberalism tries to expand capitalist commodification to every aspect of the
biosphere, many in the a.g. movement defend ‗the commons‘, public space, land, air,
water, flora, fauna, bodies and genetic material. Another common feature is a renewed
awareness of the importance of peace, global interconnectedness and ‗grassroots
democracy‘. As corporate and state processes and practices continually reveal the lack of
input people have into many of the decisions that affect their lives, lots of them
recognise the failure of traditional forms of organisation to challenge the logic of capital
and the need for the transformation and redistribution of power. Social democratic
institutions are unable to offer solutions to the major problems created by decades of
neo-liberal reform. Many movements have tried to counter neo-liberalism by supporting
―labour or democratic-socialist governments, only to find that policy remains unchanged
or caters even more directly to the whims of global corporations‖ (Klein: 2001: 341).
The experience of participatory democracy within various social movements has enabled
the a.g. movement to rely on people's self-organisation. This new form of democratic
globalism tends to bypass entrenched state, economic and political hierarchies and is not
limited by a rigid structure or controlled by a minority leadership.
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In Empire Hardt and Negri (2000a: 409) see the a.g. movement as the embryo of a
positive alternative society based on the constitution of ―a bio-political unity managed
by the multitude, organised by the multitude, directed by the multitude - absolute
democracy in action‖. In Multitude they (2004: 215) point to the a.g. movement as the
clearest manifestation of the new cycle of struggles which ―has been consolidated in a
certain sense at the annual meetings of the World Social Forum and the various regional
social forums‖. The movement reached its pinnacle with the globally coordinated peace
actions in February 2003, which will be discussed further in the next chapter.

The World Social Forum and Civil Society: ‗A World of Many Worlds‘
The World Social Forum (WSF) is described by some participants as ‗a world of many
worlds‘, an open meeting place where social movements, networks, NGOs and other
civil society organisations opposed to neo-liberalism and a world dominated by capital,
come together to pursue their thinking, to debate ideas democratically, formulate
proposals, share their experiences and network for effective action (World Social
Forum: 2008). The first WSF ‗world encounter‘ in 2001 was an initiative of the state
government of Porto Alegre in Brazil, supported by the ruling Workers‘ Party and
organised by a network of unions and NGOs. A Charter of Principles was adopted as a
framework for future forums. Regional forums such as the European Social Forum and
the Australian Social Forum have also been established. The WSF has met in Porto
Alegre, Mumbai, Caracas, Nairobi and most recently in Belem. Each WSF includes
thousands of events, involves tens of thousands of people from across the globe and has
initiated protests involving up to a million people. Damian Grenfell (2005) describes
Hardt and Negri as ―two of the most influential thinkers on forum style politics‖. They
identify social forums, such as the WSF, as forms of democratic decision-making, where
people manage to act together based on what they have in common and consolidate the
global cycle of struggles. Having attended the WSF in Porto Alegre, Hardt (2004c: 231232) described it as an ―open encounter‖ that was ―unknowable, chaotic, dispersive‖.
For Hardt, the Forum helped to reveal and address the movement‘s common projects
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and desires. But its failing was the lack of opportunities for participants to address their
differences and conflicts. Rather than the WSF being an end in itself, Hardt and Negri
(2004: 294) are more interested in the models it suggests, which indicate ―the possible
lines according to which a global political body is possible‖.

Much of the discussion about the role of the social forums has been about the
relationship with and the involvement of capital, governments, political parties, state
institutions and NGOs. The Presidents of Bolivia, Brazil, Ecuador and Venezuela all
took part in the 2009 WSF, which received tens of millions of dollars in funding from
various arms of the Brazilian state. While governments and state institutions have been
involved since its inception, the sponsoring of the 2007 WSF in Nairobi by multinational
corporation Celtel provoked much controversy. This Forum was also publicly criticised
by some organisers and participants over corrupt practices and claims of
―commercialisation, militarisation and authoritarian and undemocratic decision making‖
(Oloo: 2007). Admission costs were so high that local people stormed various events
and some people were arrested for gaining free entry. As a protest against the price of
food at the Forum, local people also seized a food pavilion and distributed the food free
to local children. Conflicts such as these have fuelled disagreements about democracy
within the WSF. Debates about the relationship between civil society, the state and
capital have highlighted the concerns of some of those involved in the a.g. movement
that the WSF is increasingly dominated by NGOs and professional campaigners who act
as a ‗Trojan horse‘ for or as ‗agents‘ of neo-liberalism within civil society (Petras and
Veltmeyer: 2005b: 4; Sader: 2004: 253). As Hardt and Negri (2000a: 314-315)
themselves have argued, Empire involves a ―functional equilibrium‖ which includes
―democratic-representational comitia, presented again in the form of nation-states along
with various kinds of NGOs, media organisations, and other ‗popular‘ organisms‖.

Hardt and Negri challenge those (e.g. Beck: 1999; Giddens: 2002) who claim that
globalisation offers some promise for civil society. Negri (1989: 171) thinks that real
subsumption involves the ―submission of civil society within global capital‖ manifested
in the form of the state. In Labour of Dionysus Hardt and Negri (1994: 266, 291) argue
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that civil society is in ―decline‖, that it has ―collapsed‖ and again that it has been
subsumed into capitalist development, transformed ―into a pacified political form‖
(Hardt and Negri: 1994: 205, 269). In Empire (Hardt and Negri: 2000a: 329) they see
civil society as withering away, evidenced by such things as the declining effectiveness
of labour unions and collective bargaining. In his article The Withering of Civil Society
Hardt (2001b) argues that there now exists a ―postcivil society‖ and uses Foucault‘s
analysis that there is no distinction between the state and civil society, as the state has
been internalised as the self-disciplining of subjects.
Yet in Labour of Dionysus Hardt and Negri (1994: 301) also point out that ―what is
subsumed is really a simulacrum of civil society produced by the State itself, and
separate from the real plane of social forces‖. As well, in discussing the disintegration
of the socialist states, they point out that while it appeared that these states had reduced
civil society to ―a concentration camp‖, the emergence of ―complex, dynamic, and
articulated (even if disorganised) civil society gave rise to ―open‘ innovative, and
constituent sequences of alternatives‖ (Hardt and Negri: 1994: 264). They further argue
that in analysing these states, the concept of totalitarianism generalised the repressive
features of socialism and ―was thus completely blind to the real points of movement and
innovation that were really changing those societies‖. Despite these insights, as will be
discussed in the following chapter, Hardt and Negri‘s analysis of contemporary civil
society suffers from a similar lack of vision.

The Multitude‘s Communication and Cooperation Against Capital
For Hardt and Negri the ability of the multitude to communicate and cooperate is vital
to the development of democracy. In contemporary society public opinion has become
the primary form of representation, with the media and polling the essential factors in its
construction (Hardt and Negri: 2004: 258-262). However Hardt and Negri argue that the
concept of public opinion cannot explain how dominant media messages are resisted and
contested by alternative collective networks of expression. They argue that to extend the
struggle for democracy the multitude needs to intervene politically to change public
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opinion because the media is mainly controlled by capital. For them Seattle and other
summit protests showed that the movement of movements could speak in common
against Empire and that within the multitude, languages ―mix and interact to form not a
single unified language but rather a common power of communication‖ (Hardt and
Negri: 2004: 138).

The creation of an alternative global media network is a significant step in the
construction of this common power of communication. Various alternative media
organisations and activists established the a.g. movement‘s first Independent Media
Centre (IMC) to provide grassroots coverage of the anti-WTO protests in Seattle in
1999. IMCs use an open-publishing system, where anyone with access to the internet
can instantaneously publish their texts, audio and video files. Hundreds of media
activists have set up independent media centres in dozens of cities around the world,
becoming an important source of information and analysis and a forum for discussion
and debate. As Hardt and Negri suggest, rather than democracy being based on
representation, it is based on involvement. As the production of information,
communication and self-organisation expands, people‘s power challenges entrenched
economic and political hierarchies and bypasses rigid structures controlled by power
elites. In Labour of Dionysus Hardt and Negri (1994: 282) explain that

Cooperation, or association of producers, is posed independently of the
organisational capacity of capital; the cooperation and subjectivity of labour
have found a point of contact outside of the machinations of capital. Capital
becomes merely an apparatus of capture, a phantasm, and an idol. Around it
move radically autonomous processes of self valorisation that not only
constitute an alternative basis of potential development but also actually
represent a new constituent foundation.

According to Negri (1989: 84), indications are that people want from the internet a
global, communal conversation rather than digital consumer services. The Net
demonstrates and facilitates network-based organising, through a web of different sites
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of struggle which are decentralised and participatory. It helps to co-coordinate
transnational and multitudinous actions with minimal resources and without
bureaucracy.

Since knowledge, information and communication play a vital role in both capitalist
development and in proletarian struggle; technological development has both aided and
hindered democratic communication. ―The new communication technologies, which
hold out the promise of a new democracy and a new social equality, have in fact created
new lines of inequality and exclusion, both within the dominant countries and especially
outside them‖ (Hardt and Negri: 2000a: 300). Hardt and Negri contend that
technological development can both increase the centralisation of power through
corporate monopolisation, homogenisation and commodification and simultaneously
decentralise power due to the multiplicity, diversity and relative cheapness of the new
modes of communication. These dual potentialities reflect the needs and imperatives of
Empire and the cooperation, solidarity and struggles for democracy of the multitude.

Revolt in Latin America
Hardt and Negri‘s strategic vision has had a major influence on much of the a.g.
movement, including many movements in Latin America. In that region the opposition
to neo-liberalism is expressed in resistance, rebellion and by the election of anti-neoliberal social democratic/socialist parties and movements. In the past few years
governments have been elected on anti neo-liberal platforms in Argentina, Brazil,
Bolivia, Ecuador, El Salvador, Nicaragua, Uruguay and Venezuela, bringing to the fore
questions of state power, the role of civil society, reform and revolution. Negri (2008c:
156-158) recognises that ―in Latin America they are trying a democratic and radical
attempt at transformation‖, moving ―toward a multitudinous redistribution of products
and toward a new (social) organisation of productive capacities‖. He and Hardt have
highlighted the democratic potentials of several of these movements.
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The proletariat responded to the financial crisis of 1999-2002 in Argentina with massive
protests, the seizure of factories under workers‘ control, the establishment of networks
of neighbourhood and city assemblies and the invention of new forms of protest and
―new forms of money‖ allowing for ―autonomous exchange‖. Hardt and Negri (2004:
216-217) assert that this revolt was ―born with the common heritage of the global cycle
of struggle at its back, and, in turn, ever since December 2001, activists from elsewhere
have looked to Argentina as a source of innovation and inspiration‖.

When the multitude in Argentina brought down four national governments in a couple
of weeks and without leadership self-organised a rebellion, it was, according to Hardt (in
Sitrin: 2006: ii) among the most creative and inspirational movements of recent years
involving experiments in autonomy and democracy. The organisational concept of
‗Horizontalidad‘ actualises the main slogan of the Argentinean revolt, ‗away with all
politicians‘, by rejecting vertical ways of organising and supporting instead attempts to
socialise and democratise power.
There has also been a powerful uprising against neo-liberalism in Bolivia and according
to the Bolivian Vice-President, Negri‘s ideas about the struggle for power are a
significant part of the debate in that country (Linera in Ramirez and Stefanoni: 2006). In
Commonwealth Hardt and Negri (2009: 108-122) investigate the networks and practices
of self-government and recent large-scale mobilisations of the multitude in Bolivia and
these will be discussed further in Chapter Eight. During the upsurge of struggle that
toppled the previous government, the networks of grass roots organisations ―replaced the
state as the mechanism of government‖ (Olivera: 2004: 81) and the President was forced
to resign. In 2005 Evo Morales was elected President as the leader of the Movement
Towards Socialism (MAS), a grouping of the traditional left and social movements
involved in organising the strikes and blockades that brought down the previous
government. On May 1, 2006, Morales announced the re-nationalisation of Bolivia‘s oil
and gas industries, sending troops to occupy gas and oil installations. The new
government also established a Constituent Assembly to write a new constitution which
came into effect in 2009. Later that year, Morales was re-elected in a landslide for
another five years and MAS won a two-thirds majority in both houses of Congress,
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allowing it to move forward with important legislative changes. Morales proclaimed the
death of the ―colonial state‖ and promised to move towards ―communitarian socialism‖
and ―a new plurinational, autonomy and solidarity-based state‖ (Fuentes: 2010).
Powerful social movements against neo-liberalism and for autonomy and selfdetermination have also swept Ecuador. With a social and organisational base in
Indigenous communities, these movements have acted to undermine the power of
bureaucratic elites by supporting grass-roots democracy. In 2006 Rafael Correa, who
describes himself as a ―humanist, leftist Christian‖, was elected President on a platform
of building a ―socialism of the 21st Century‖ and encouraging people to confront the
corrupt system. The following year, 82% of voters supported the establishment of a
constituent assembly to rewrite the constitution, based on those in Venezuela and
Bolivia (Fertl: 2006: 26). While the Correa Government has disappointed many of its
supporters by continuing with neo-liberal policies and practices, Ecuador‘s social
movements remain mobilised against capital and its state power.

Venezuela: ‗Socialism of the 21st Century‘

But it is the situation in Venezuela that has had the largest impact on, gained the most
attention from and raised the hopes of many on the left. In 1998 the Chavez government
was elected in Venezuela on a popular anti-neo-liberal platform. Re-elected in 2000 and
again in 2006, on the back of significant achievements in health, education, housing and
poverty reduction, the Government claims that the country is now in a transition from
neo-liberalism to a ‗socialism of the 21st century‘. It distinguishes this from ‗state
socialism‘, describing it as a form of humanist democratic self-government. In Goodbye
Mr Socialism, Negri (2008c: 152-153) uses the example of Venezuela and the role of the
Chavez Government, to discuss the importance and deficits of Latin American
development processes, their revolutionary and reformist impulses. Leading members of
the government, including President Hugo Chavez, are strongly influenced by Negri.
Chavez began reading Negri while imprisoned for trying to overthrow a previous
Venezuelan government. He cites Negri in his presidential speeches emphasising the
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need for intervention by the ―constituent‖ multitude in opposition to the ―constituted‖
structures of the capitalist state. According to Chavez (in Wilpert: 2007: 238), there is
―no solution within capitalism, one must transcend capitalism. Nor is the revolution
about statism or state capitalism‖ but about ―the human not the state‖.
Constitutional reforms were introduced in 1999 in response to ―a felt aspiration of
organised civil society that strives to change the political culture‖ from one dominated
by ―state paternalism and party heads‖ and ―limited to electoral processes‖ (Exposition
of Motives of the Constitution of the Bolivarian Republic of Venezuela in Wilpert:
2007: 54). The reforms aimed to limit the ―vertical organisation‖ of political parties that
had obstructed the deepening of democracy.
The government has also given its support to self-managed workers‘ cooperatives now
numbering over 100,000 (Harnecker: 2005). Policies to nationalise and socialise sectors
of the economy are described as attempts to ―democratise the economy‖, which will be
achieved also through the redistribution of wealth and through policies that are both
reformist and social democratic and through those that are ‗transformative‘, ―which
could change the capitalist dynamic of competitive private capital accumulation into a
dynamic that is instead based on human needs and cooperation‖ (Wilpert: 2007: 101).
The government‘s commitment to alternative ―democratic and participatory
institutions‖ is also exemplified by over 20,000 local general assemblies known as
communal councils. These aim to ―transfer power and democracy to organised
communities to such a degree that the State apparatus would eventually be reduced to
levels that it becomes unnecessary‖ (Velasquez in Ciccariello-Maher: 2007). Chavez has
proposed ‗federal cities‘ in which communal councils will replace representative
institutions. Next will come regional and national associations of communal councils.
According to Chavez, the intention is to ―head towards a social state and leave the old
structures of the bourgeois capitalist state, which places brakes on revolutionary
impulses‖ (Chavez in Wilpert: 2007: 230). The government intends to make the
communal councils the most important decision-making bodies since, according to
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Chavez, ―we need a constituent power in Venezuela . . . so that the revolution never
finishes‖ (Jorquera: 2007).
For the Chavez government, the Bolivarian revolution does not stop at Venezuela‘s
borders. It has a close relationship with Cuba, Bolivia and Ecuador and its foreign policy
promotes multi-polarity, Latin American integration and internationalism. Venezuela
has been the main force behind the Bolivarian Alternative for the Americas and the
Caribbean (ALBA) which promotes integration, public investment, barter, fair trade and
pro-people development based on cooperation rather than competition. It has also
cooperated with various other governments to create the Bank of the South, an
alternative to existing international financial institutions; Petrosur, a Latin-Americanwide petrol company; Telesur, a Latin American media alternative, and a host of other
joint ventures.

The Other Campaign: From Below and for Below

While Chavez and some in his government have been strongly influenced by them,
Hardt and Negri (2004: 85-86), prefer to use the Zapatistas as the clearest example of the
democratic transformation of anti-capitalist struggle through biopolitical networks.
Highlighting the EZLN‘s emphasis on decentralised horizontal organisation as opposed
to vertical centralised structures, Hardt and Negri point out that the Zapatistas‘ goal is
not to take state power or win political dominance. Instead they struggle for less state
power over their lives and to seize and build autonomous spaces where people can
―begin building new forms of democracy from the bottom up, to talk to each other and
discuss how to establish democracy, social justice and peace‖ (EZLN: 1998: 9). In their
autonomous communities, the Zapatistas are ―actively replacing four of the key
functions of the state: the implementation of justice, economic management, defence and
security, and social reproduction‖ (Hollon and Lopez: 2007: 54). When Mexico‘s
government was installed by an ‗electoral coup‘ enforced by thousands of police
(Giordano: 2006), the Zapatistas concentrated on the Other Campaign. The Other
Campaign is a ‗horizontal‘ effort that involves many different individuals and
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organisations, including unions and NGOs, in ―an effort to build a new civil society that
is both grass-roots and anti-capitalist . . . an attempt to create the types of political
relationships necessary to dissolve rather than obtain state power‖ (Hollon and Lopez:
2007: 61). This is a different way of practising politics based on building relationships of
respect and mutual aid amongst those opposed to neo-liberalism and capitalism.

The Other Campaign involved a tour of Mexico by EZLN Subcomandante Marcos,
listening to the concerns of people whose needs were not being addressed through the
electoral process, the creation of spaces to strengthen dialogue and building ties between
various community struggles. The Campaign seeks to extend to urban areas the Zapatista
rural model of reappropriation and it helped to spark an upsurge in struggle in Atenco
and Oaxaca. Three months after Marcos‘ visit to Oaxaca, a long-running teachers‘ strike
erupted into popular rebellion that drove out state forces (Giordano: 2006). The struggles
in Oaxaca also saw the development of open, participatory and self-organised spaces and
structures including the community occupation of radio stations and a television
network. The rebellions in Atenco and Oaxaca have both been confronted by large-scale
state repression.

In Multitude Hardt and Negri (2004: 266-267) also highlight the Italian Association Ya
Basta (Enough), which emerged out of the autonomous social centres initially
established in the 1970s. During the 1990s Ya Basta organised ‗raves‘ and demonstrated
against poverty and for a ‗guaranteed income‘. Working with unofficial immigrants they
began creatively to confront the police, mimicking their ―spectacles of repression‖. With
the Zapatistas and others they also worked to launch a ‗coherent project‘ opposing neoliberalism, People‘s Global Action (PGA), a coalition of movements on five continents
which included the Landless Peasants‘ Movement of Brazil and India‘s Karnataka State
Farmers Movement. By 1998 the PGA network was involved in direct actions across the
world, targeting organisations like the G8, WTO, IMF, WEF and World Bank. In
Seattle, Ya Basta learned new organising and protest techniques that, according to Hardt
and Negri (2004: 267) placed them at the centre of the Genoa G8 protests in 2001. After
the repression of Genoa, Ya Basta disbanded. But Hardt and Negri see their network
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form of organisation, mobility and flexibility organised as a ‗coherent political force‘, as
what is required by the contemporary proletariat.

Reform and Revolution
In charting the changes to proletarian organisation, Hardt and Negri‘s democratic
strategising has continued to grapple with the relationship between reform and
revolution. Responding to the September 11 attacks and the launching of the ‗war on
terror‘, growing state repression of the movement of movements and criticism of their
apparent dismissal of reformist struggles in Empire, they made it clear that ―[f]aced with
returns to barbarism, it is necessary to pose resistance on a terrain of possible encounter
with reformists‖ (Negri: 2001). Seeking to clarify their position again in Multitude, they
state that there is no conflict between reform and revolution as ―they cannot be
separated‖ (Hardt and Negri: 2004: 289). Rather than posing a strategic choice between
reform and revolution they point out that it is proletarian struggle that imposes
reformism on capital (Hardt and Negri: 1994: 82) and that to achieve reforms struggle
for revolution is necessary (Hardt and Negri: 1994: 24). While reforms do not create
constituent power, they can respond to, seek to reflect and capture it. However
constituent power will continue to escape entrapment. Hardt and Negri see reform
struggles as educational, assisting self-organisation and exposing the limits of
reformism. The multitude‘s grievances against Empire and its proposals for reform
continue to erupt into protests around the world and ―these protests are increasingly
organised in powerful, sustained movements‖ (Hardt and Negri: 2004: 268). While
Hardt and Negri disagree with many of the proposals to democratise Empire, they view
them as collectively expressing the desire for global democracy. They do not reject
struggles for institutional reforms, as long as these reforms help to expand the power of
the multitude. What is important is that the generation and construction of reforms is
based on ―constituent proposals for a new organisation of global society‖ (Hardt and
Negri: 2004: 289).
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In Multitude Hardt and Negri (2004: 299-303) consider a number of proposals to
address global poverty, arguing that genuine reform requires ―a recuperation or creation
of the common‖. Importantly, the spread of privatisation must be stopped but not by a
return to public ownership. They clearly distinguish between the public, with state
control, and the common. As the welfare state has been dismantled and the structures of
public assistance and distribution have been privately appropriated, the public is
dissolved and privatised ―even as a concept‖ (Hardt and Negri: 2000a: 301). The
defence of state assets, as public assets, disguises the fact that the state is dominated by
capital not controlled by the public. The sale of state assets and cuts in services is caused
by the state's growing incorporation into the capitalist productive process. Neoliberalism has transformed the state, not so much from public to market, but more
importantly, to a more authoritarian state. As capital continues to erode the social
conditions of labour, the state's social control functions are strengthened. While Hardt
and Negri (2000a: 302-303) see resisting this process as important, what is more
important is to ―participate in a more radical and profound commonality than has ever
been experienced in the history of capitalism‖.

Hardt and Negri put forward a program in Empire of minimal demands. These are: the
right to a social wage, the right to global citizenship and the right to reappropriation. It is
unclear whether these are aimed at capital and/or the state or are meant to help the
multitude create the common. According to Negri (2004a: 60), in writing Empire he and
Hardt tried to ―begin to define the fields of struggle and the forces of opposition within
the very heart of Empire. This means above all establishing fundamental demands that
correspond to the new context of economic globalisation‖. These demands, if extended
globally, ―could become an element of a project for the democratic management of
globalisation‖ (Hardt and Negri: 2004: 136). They are a means of communicating the
common needs of the multitude which ―can help frame and organise struggles‖, assisting
the multitude to realise a political form (Hardt: 2005a: 4). The rejection of the existing
division of labour and the struggle to appropriate all social wealth outside the logic of
commodity relations are not about seizing the means of production but are about the
multitude gaining control of the common and reclaiming their lives where ―[a]ll that is
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general or public must be re-appropriated and managed by the multitude and thus
become common‖ (Hardt and Negri: 2004: 206).
In Multitude, Hardt and Negri (2004: 206) recast the multitude‘s need for
reappropriation not as a demand but as a necessity. Recognising that technology and the
means of production are to a certain extent embedded with capitalist logic, they try to
make clear that they are not putting forward a neo-state-capitalist vision, but are
advocating the reappropriation of the lives of the multitude through the transformation
of the means of production under its control. They now felt that constructing lists of
demands could obscure the need for a general transformation of society and of structures
of power. From a biopolitical perspective, they argue that it may be more useful not to
create reform proposals but to develop experiments that address the global situation
(Hardt and Negri: 2004: 305). They offer no strategic blueprint or outline for the
political forms these experiments will take, as they believe that political practice is better
suited than theory to answer these questions (Hardt and Negri: 2001a: 238). For them
political theory should be sensitive to the newest forms of political organisation. Yet
they again return to the question of demands in Commonwealth (Hardt and Negri: 2009:
247), looking at whether or not indignation can ―lead to a process of political selfdetermination‖ and explaining that revolt and ―social sabotage of structures of power
have . . . always been schools of organisation‖. They pose the problem of ―how to
translate every moment of insurgency into a moment of government‖ and revisit the idea
of ―economic political demands‖ to aid this process. However, they add that it is when
these demands ―are woven tightly together with the exercise of force by the multitude‖
that ―the rebirth of a revolutionary program begins to appear‖. This program can only be
proposed or implemented in a global social space that the multitude builds and
strengthens through its own institutional forms. The question of the exercise of force by
the multitude will be explored in Chapters Four and Five.
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Exodus: a Strategy of Communism

Hardt and Negri advocate desertion and exodus as powerful forms of class struggle
within and against Empire. They propose strategies of evacuating the places of
constituted power through a process of exodus which is mobile, flexible and in which
the multitude exercises its own power. In Labour of Dionysus Hardt and Negri (1994:
98) claim that neo-liberalism has entailed the ―subsumption of the ideology of the
‗withering away of the state‘!‖ as capital and the state have utilised crisis to turn the
proletariat‘s libertarian desires for freedom, mobility, flexibility and autonomy against
the multitude. They recall, that rather than a defence of the state or a reformist program
of transforming the state, in the communist and anarchist traditions the destruction of
sovereignty meant the abolition of the state, since the constituent power of the multitude
is antagonistic to any practice or process that limits democracy. The constituent power
of the multitude has no need to seize constituted power, only to escape it, as today ―a
logic of eluding power is the only practical and effective form of resistance‖ (Negri:
2004a: 93).
Hardt and Negri‘s concept of exodus tends to be understood as being about the
migration of much of the multitude from one nation state to another. This ‗nomadism‘
expresses ―a refusal and a search for liberation: the resistance against the horrible
conditions of exploitation and the search for freedom and new conditions of life‖ (Hardt
and Negri: 2000a: 212 - 213). As well as a physical refusal of capture by capital and the
nation, migration includes transfers of intellectual labour power and financial transfers
by migrant workers, helping to break down the borders of capitalist control. Countering
those who see only hundreds of millions of migrant ‗victims‘ (e.g. Davidson: 2006),
Hardt and Negri analyse migration as a strategy where the mobility of labour disrupts
the disciplinary conditions which seek to constrain the multitude. They acknowledge
that most migrations are driven by the need to escape violence, starvation or depravation
but contend that they are also acts of refusal that constitute a ―desire for wealth, peace
and freedom‖ (Hardt and Negri: 2004: 133). On borders throughout the world, the
struggle by the multitude for freedom continues unabated. While for those like Boron
(2005: 43), the history of illegal immigration into the U.S.A. is about nothing but
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―violence and death, pain and misery, suffering and humiliation‖, these same people in
2006 created a general strike by immigrant workers, including the largest May Day
march in the history of Chicago, the birthplace of May Day (Fox News: 2007).

However, when Hardt and Negri discuss exodus, they are referring to much more than
migration. They include the evacuation of all of Empire‘s ‗places of power‘, an exodus
which leaves capital and the state behind. The exodus of the multitude from Empire is a
search for freedom and democracy and the more powerful, the more organised and the
more conscious this exodus, the more the sovereignty of Empire is undermined. When
explaining their strategy of exodus, a year after the Genoa protests and the launching of
the ‗war on terror‘, Negri (2002a) acknowledges that as the multitude evacuates capital‘s
places of power, capital will attack it. Accordingly, this requires defensive actions to
protect the spaces of autonomy and to limit the disruptive and destructive power of
capital. (This will be discussed further in the chapters on peace). As Negri makes clear,
the ―movement can only be constructed on exodus, but it must also exercise resistance.
This is because power does not let you practice exodus in peace; it continuously
attacks‖. Therefore, Negri says, alliances with reformist governments need to be
considered by the ‗movement of movements‘ to support reforms which prevent attacks
on the multitude.

Hardt and Negri also discuss and advocate forms of exodus from the technical
composition of labour by capital that develops the common, through proletarian selfvalorisation. Flexible and nomadic production, social cooperation and political selforganisation of the proletariat are the order of the day (Hardt and Negri: 2000a: 410).
Immaterial labour, because it relies on collaboration, cooperation and production in
common, creates independent networks of the multitude and the basic conditions for real
democracy. In opposition to attempts to create social order, the multitude creates
cooperative diversity, openness and the recognition of difference. Because this
cooperative immaterial labour of the multitude ―is not imposed or organised from the
outside‖ by capital, this affords labour ―the possibility of valorising itself‖. This
expression of the creative energies of immaterial labour ―seems to provide the potential
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for a kind of spontaneous and elementary communism‖ (Hardt and Negri: 2000a: 294).
It is the power of the multitude that is creative and constructive and capital, through
Empire, ―exploits the maximum cooperation of society for accumulation, it exploits the
foundation of communism‖ (Hardt and Negri: 2000b: 6).

Since the struggles of the proletariat have already developed communism, as a common
constituent power, this socialised humanity, can free itself from the alienated mode of
capitalist production. This elementary communism of freely associated labour develops
through the exodus of self-valorisation, the multitude‘s power to determine the form and
content of the product of its labour. The multitude‘s wealth and progress is not about
producing commodities but about producing the common, co-operation, communication
and collaboration. As ―the scientific, affective, and linguistic forces of the multitude
aggressively transform the conditions of social production‖ (Hardt and Negri: 2000a:
366-367), they create a ―machinic exodus‖ where the multitude reappropriates and
reinvents the material instruments of production. What is now necessary and possible as
part of the multitudes‘ exodus ―is a form of labour organising that overcomes all the
divisions of the old unions and manages to represent the becoming common of labour in
all its generality‖ (Hardt and Negri: 2004: 136).

Organising Labour
Since the social base of the traditional trade unions has declined and the soviet model of
state socialism and the welfare state model of social democracy are discredited, an
―ontological break with the ideological traditions of the industrial workers movements,
their organisations, and their models for management of production‖ is required (Hardt
and Negri: 2004: 221). Hardt and Negri (1994: 61) explain that, since its inception the
organised movement of the working class ―in its historical forms, its unions and parties .
. . took form within the development of capital and its political and economic
institutions‖. Like Gramsci (in Hyman: 1989: 13), they believe that unionism tends to be
―nothing but a reflection of capitalist society. It organises workers, not as producers but
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as wage earners, that is as creations of the capitalist system of private property, as sellers
of their labour power‖.

There was a clear example of this in Australia during the 1980s and early 1990s, when
the Hawke/Keating Labor Governments oversaw the Accord process with the trade
union movement, effectively using it to discipline rank and file workers over pay,
conditions and industrial action. In 1984 the Australian Financial Review (in Bramble:
2008: 131) declared that ―The Hawke Government has become a jailer for unions which
dare to buck the Accord‘s consensus, and the ACTU has become an industrial police
force‖. Tom Bramble (2008: 131) points out that the cooperation of the Communist
Party of Australia, utilising its credibility among militants, was crucial to this ―industrial
discipline‖ and ―strike-breaking‖ as the Party ―sought ways to enhance capital
accumulation‖ in cooperation with the Australian Labor Party (ALP). The neo-liberal
ALP, which fairly accurately describes the union movement as its industrial arm, used
the Accord process to achieve ―a massive shift of GDP from wages to profits‖, longer
working hours and increased casualisation (Rainford, 1999: 9). In Australia, as in many
other parts of the world, the social compact ―laid the foundation for a more narrowly
economistic development of the trade union movement, something which weakens trade
unions today‖ (Wahl: 2004: 22.) This has resulted in a sharp fall in unionisation rates
and a political and ideological crisis in the movement, unable adequately to fulfil its
supposed role as the advocates of the immediate economic and social interests of its
members.

After its defeat of the ALP, the Howard Coalition government adopted an aggressive
anti-union stance. The Workplace Relations Act, introduced in 1996, severely restricted
trade unions and trade unionists ability to collectively bargain, to organise and to take
industrial action. The first major test of the new laws was in 1998 when the government
conspired with Patrick Stevedoring Company to restructure the waterfront and break the
power of the Maritime Union of Australia (MUA). The government assisted Patricks to
sack its workforce and replace it with scab labour; provided government funding; used
troops as strike breakers and masses of police to break picket lines. To get around the
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new industrial laws, which made pickets and solidarity action from other unions illegal,
activists developed a new tactic, the community picket. The picket lines were made up
of people ‗from the community‘, who were to a certain extent self-organised. While
unionists helped organise and made up much of the pickets, a wide cross section of
society took part and supported them (Trinca and Davies: 2000), displaying a reemergence of grass roots class militancy. Yet this militancy continues to be restricted by
the conservatism and corporatism of many unions and directed into campaigns tied to
the electoral machinery of the ALP. The Howard Government was eventually defeated
following the ACTU‘s Your Rights at Work (YRW) campaign which mobilised
hundreds of thousands of workers against the Howard Government‘s ‗WorkChoices‘
industrial laws. The YRW campaign revolved around the strategic necessity for an ALP
election victory and is widely regarded as having played a central role in the election of
the Rudd ALP Government. Yet when the ALP returned to power in 2007, it did so on a
platform ―almost as draconian as WorkChoices‖, but now with the support of the trade
union movement (Bramble: 2008: 236-238). The Labor Government had no need to
deliver much to a tamed union movement and the authoritarian workplace laws, police
and jails remain firmly in place.

Traditional trade unionism is outdated and unable to represent students, the
unemployed, cash-in-hand workers, the poor, the mobile and flexible workers on shortterm contracts, all of whom actively participate in social production and wealth creation
(Hardt and Negri: 2004: 136). As the social power of unions has diminished due to
changing class composition, low membership, strict industrial laws and co-option by the
state and capital, new movements involving employed workers and unionists have
sprung up. These movements are engendered by the bureaucratisation and internal
immobility of trade unions. They reflect the changing nature of the workforce and use
new strategies and diverse organisational structures that seek to empower the individual.
For Hardt and Negri (2009: 110), it is ―no longer possible to organise the class vertically
in centralised structures‖ and the multitude, as a form of political organisation, ―seeks to
coordinate their common actions and maintain their equality in horizontal organisational
structures‖. In Multitude (Hardt and Negri: 2004: 137) they argue that the multitude can
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be ―represented‖ by labour organisations that merge existing trade unions with new
social movements ―in order to create a form of social movement unionism‖ in which
unions become an ―organised expression of the multitude, capable of engaging the entire
global realm of social labour‖. They use as examples of a new activist and politicised
dimension of unionism both the piquetero unemployed people‘s social movements of
Argentina, famous for their direct action, road blockades and occupations of state
buildings and businesses and the 2003 strikes by part-time workers in France. Hardt and
Negri‘s conception of social movement unionism is based on their understanding that
economic, political and social struggles are intertwined and that the impact of the social
factory needs to be recognised and addressed. They call on the multitude to reject the
blindness of social democracy and the ―dead end of corporatism‖ (Hardt and Negri:
2009: 272) and to embrace the multitude form of autonomy and equality, ―a horizontal
network, of transforming society‖ (Hardt and Negri: 2009: 111).

As the multitude continues to communicate, cooperate and cohere in different forms of
exodus from Empire, it confronts capital‘s strategies of capture and repression.
According to Hardt and Negri (2004: 350), alternative struggles for democracy are not
for direct democracy as it is traditionally understood. Rather than taking extra time out
of people‘s lives, political work and decision making can be integral to all aspects of life
in the constant production of cooperation and collaboration. Since the multitude
produces cooperation, communication, forms of life and social relationships, this
production ―is not only a model for political decision making but also tends to become
political decision making‖ (Hardt and Negri: 2004: 339). As the multitude recognises,
engages, disrupts and escapes the power of Empire, its collective labour can combine
coherently and creatively to successfully expand democratic social relations. Democracy
―is required to foster production of the common and the expansion of productive forces .
. . to avoid capital‘s biopolitical crises and treat its ills‖ (Hardt and Negri: 2009: 305).
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CHAPTER 3 - Democracy of the Multitude
This chapter deals with Hardt and Negri‘s democratic strategic vision in relation to past
and present class struggles. In order to clarify the strengths and weaknesses of this
strategy, I start by investigating Hardt and Negri‘s thoughts on democracy and
communist praxes. This analysis considers and fills out Hardt and Negri‘s work on the
nation state and its failure. While this failure has been a development of Empire, I
contend that it has also been intensified and used by the multitude to expand its own
democratic organisation. Exploring this maturing of democracy, I discuss the
multitude‘s network of networks and how the proletariat self-organises democratically. I
support Hardt and Negri‘s general democratic strategy of advocating and relying on the
ability of the multitude to construct a variety of democratic practices and organisational
forms that challenge capital and create communism. I continue this analysis by
defending Hardt and Negri‘s class conception of the multitude and the democratic
character of its constituent power. Here I argue that their understanding of the multitude
as a common project can assist the progress of democracy, counter sectarianism and
bring to the fore the complexity of class struggle and class coherence. The discussion
then turns to the multitude‘s relationship to state forms, using contemporary Latin
American struggles as examples, in order to clarify and critique Hardt and Negri‘s
strategic weaknesses in regard to state power; their over-estimation of the power of
capital, and their under-estimation of the multitude‘s influence and effect on state
processes. Here I argue that rather than the state being totally subsumed by capital, as
Hardt and Negri contend, state forms are a reflection and embodiment of class struggle.
This critique leads to a similar evaluation of Hardt and Negri‘s strategic vision in respect
to civil society. Finally, I look at how the labour movements of the multitude struggle
against capital and for communism, by relating labour struggles to Hardt and Negri‘s
appreciation of the self-organisation and self-valorisation of labour and the proletariat‘s
ability to realise democracy.
Hardt and Negri‘s analysis of democratic struggles is a call for the movements of the
multitude to re-evaluate liberal concerns for the individual and Marxist concerns for the
collective. It shows how changed social situations and forms of organisation can alter
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human behaviour and enable cooperative and communal power-sharing. Hardt and Negri
wish to continue and further Marx‘s advocacy of individual freedom, the dismantlement
of social inequality and the enhancement of communal self-determination. The central
issue for Marx was not the forms that democracy would take, which could not be
foreseen or pre-planned, but rather that power resides with the proletariat not with
capital, the bourgeoisie or the bureaucracy. ―An association, in which the free
development of each is the condition for the free development of all‖ (Marx and Engels:
1977: 127); is not a state form but democratic praxes that develop through cooperation
and communication.

In the League of Communists Marx fought against elitist revolutionary ideas, rejecting
minority leadership of the working class, advocating instead the self-organisation of the
proletariat as a movement of the majority (Johnstone: 1983). For Marx, the struggle for
democracy is a long transformation of both circumstances and people. Marx saw how
individual and community interests are indissolubly bound up with each other. The
individual can only become fully developed when cooperating in the organising and
running of society. Marx believed that as the revolution develops, reaching a workable
consensus on many issues would be possible and he advocated a communist movement
that used scientific and technological achievements to facilitate forms of democracy that
would be complex, diverse and empower the proletariat to act for itself.

In the twentieth century, the most influential instance of the class acting for itself was
the Russian Revolution. Contrary to the Leninist interpretation of history the revolution
in Russia was organised by the proletariat not by the Bolshevik Party, which usurped the
multitude and enforced state capitalism. During 1917 Russia teemed with revolutionary
initiative and enthusiasm and millions of people were able to participate in the decisions
that affected their lives, as they set about creating a new society. Yet, for this society to
grow required peace, democracy and the spread of revolution. As Rosa Luxemburg
(1992: 79) points out, the proletariat was confronted instead by ―fatal circumstances‖
and the Bolsheviks, believing the revolution had been defeated (Lenin: 1936a: 288)
implemented a dictatorship of the Party. The slogan of the Russian Communist Party
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now became ―defence of the fatherland‖ and ―War Communism‖ saw the creation of the
Red Army under Party control. Under this state of exception proletarian institutions
were suppressed as a ruthless bureaucracy increasingly gained power. With the
consolidation of the new state‘s power the Soviet Union adapted itself to the dynamics
of transnational capital and to building a modern military-industrial complex. The
abandonment of socialist internationalism and the growth of the state capitalist ideology
of National Communism, which emphasised nationalism and played down the common
character and interests of the proletariat, poisoned many of the world‘s communist and
labour movements.

The failures and horrors of the socialist states and the so called triumph of liberalism
have had a major impact on the new social movements of the multitude, which widely
rejected left dogmatism, class and economic determinism. At the same time, liberalism‘s
stress on civic agency and the rights of the individual have been reinvestigated.
Yet communists continue to expose and oppose the undemocratic nature of capitalism,
understanding that ending the domination of capital removes the major source of antidemocratic power. For Hardt and Negri, democracy is based on proletarian class
composition, as non-capitalist and anti-capitalist social organisation. As class is not an
identity or a category but a mode of political composition, a process of intervention in
social relations, changes in class composition are proletarian processes of becoming and
remaking which occur in struggle. This means that revolutionary struggles of the
multitude can develop a living democracy that is capable of replacing capitalism.

Addressing the failure of previous internationals to overcome national divisions and the
dangers and strategic weaknesses of attempting to build socialism in one country, Hardt
and Negri‘s analysis of the multitude rejects the traditional proletarian international,
emphasising instead a transnational proletariat. However, within the multitude, both
contradictory and complimentary senses of local, national and global organisation are
occurring. The movement of movements articulates and uses various tactics and
strategies that mobilise, rely on, as well as counter, different levels and forms of power
which are still affected by the nation state and uneven development. Many continue to
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share nation state-centred concepts of class, capital and the state and propose measures
and solutions that rely on the nation state and national regulation. While this diversity is
important, Hardt and Negri‘s reiteration of Marx‘s and Luxemburg‘s conclusions that
nationalist and communist practices and aspirations are incompatible is crucial to
understanding global class formation and the development of the common.

Much social movement activity has a transnational scope, even when focused on a
particular locality. While based on the nation state, groups such as the EZLN and
processes such as those in Venezuela, for instance, have attempted to globalise their
struggles. The extent to which the multitude has become class conscious on a
transnational basis can be seen in the projects of proletarian globalisation, including the
a.g. movement and the WSF which recognise that local, national, regional and global
struggles are interdependent and interconnected. Despite the arguments of some (e.g.
Kiely: 2005) a strategy of globalising resistance to transnational capital and to
transnational capitalist state forms, does not leave aside questions of nation states, U.S.
imperialism and uneven development. Rather it attempts to grasp Empire in all of its
complexity and challenge it at every level.

The multitude, as the contemporary

proletariat, can only be understood as a global class formation, not as an international of
national classes, but as a transnational class linked by, and able to cohere around, the
common.
Hardt and Negri‘s rejection of the nation state opposes the retreat to nationalism by
sections of capital and labour. They (2004: 79) recognise and warn that ―the forms of
domination and authority we are fighting against continually reappear in the resistance
movements themselves‖. In order to capture and command people‘s activity, capital‘s
constituted power creates borders that seek to restrict and destroy proletarian power. To
dissolve constituted power and build constituent power requires a struggle not only
against capital but against all forms of hierarchy, authoritarianism and domination.
Revolution is about changing the way power is used. Yet much of the history of
revolution is a history of vanguards and elites attempting to exclude, usurp, deform and
negate militant struggles and to halt the radical momentum of revolutionary constituent
power. The democratic participation of the multitude in organising constituent power is
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the only real challenge to the power of capital and its state forms. It is constituent power
that is developed in the autonomy of the multitude and its antagonism to capital that can
and does create communism as a real movement.

The Nation State
Hardt and Negri‘s work has been strongly criticised for downplaying the enduring
framework of the nation state (e.g. Buchanan and Pahuja: 2003: 90). Boron (2002: 14)
argues that globalisation has in fact strengthened the position of the dominant states,
while for Callinicos (2001) global institutions are ―shaped by the conflicts that divide‖
these powers ―setting in particular the US against Japan and the EU. Not to recognise the
depth of these antagonisms between rival centres of capitalist power is badly to
misunderstand the nature of the contemporary world‖. The prescription of these critics is
to strengthen nation states in the developing world, so that they can resist and mitigate
globalisation. Hardt and Negri (2004: 189) place more emphasis on geographic
hierarchies and the ―multilevel structure of economic, legal and political powers‖ in
Multitude than they did in Empire, but they argue that organisations such as the World
Economic Forum (WEF) demonstrate how Empire relies on cooperation and negotiation
between corporate and political leaders and the bureaucrats of supranational institutions.
As a ―nerve centre of the global body politic‖, the WEF brings these apparently
competing interests together to work with each other in defending and extending the
power of capital globally (Hardt and Negri: 2004: 167). Rather than being superseded,
the nation state has changed its function as sovereignty is increasingly transferred to a
global empire, in which nation states are only parts. As transnational corporations
surpass the jurisdiction and authority of nation states ―government and politics come to
be completely integrated into the system of transnational command‖ (Hardt and Negri:
2000a: 307).
Yet, transnational command is still hierarchical and national formations of capitalist
power continue to exist and exert influence. This is made clear by the ‗one law for them,
another one for us‘ behaviour of the U.S.A. in relation to international law and supra-
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state institutions. But those interested in furthering perceived national interests continue
to discover that they must act and think globally and that growing global concerns must
involve cooperation between states. Global wars and global markets cannot rely solely
on the power of the U.S.A. Rather it is the power of transnational capital and the
practices, policies and processes that serve it, that increasingly constitute and defend the
current global order.

Today representation is in crisis and many people do not trust institutions that
collaborate in processes that disadvantage, alienate and exploit them. Corporate and state
decisions over a range of issues expose the absence of popular debate and control within
neo-liberal democracy, and no version of global democracy, in a liberal, or any other
form, is on the agenda. Yet even existing representative institutions, which are generally
committed to maintaining the loyalty of a passive constituency, are increasingly
considered too democratic for the ruling class. Instead, decisions favouring the elite are
made elsewhere, often in secret, as the crisis state increasingly privatises government
itself (Klein: 2007).

Hardt and Negri explain how the rise of state authoritarianism is not just a consequence
of the power of transnational capital but of capitalist crisis and of the growing power of
the proletariat. The ruling class and state bureaucracies across the globe, from Saudi
Arabia and Afghanistan, to the U.S.A. and Australia, are forced to utilise state sponsored
terror and war to hold back the creative power of the proletariat. Criminal state regimes
resort to concentration camps, torture chambers and mass murder to protect the power of
the ruling class and subdue the global proletariat.

Failed States
The crisis of the nation state involves a lack of democratic institutions and practices.
Contemporary struggles over state forms have seen widespread concern about so called
‗failed states‘. Of course which states are considered to have failed depends on the
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interests of those making the judgment. As Angela Mitropoulos (2007) points out, ―the
very idea of a ‗failed state‘ presupposes criteria of success, boundaries and a teleology
that are matters of long standing faith in parts of the left and so-called NGOs‖. There are
frequent claims of rigged elections, postponed elections, declarations of emergency rule
and coups, for example recently in Afghanistan, Bangladesh, East Timor, Georgia,
Honduras, Iran, Kenya, Mexico, Russia, Ukraine, U.S.A., Uzbekistan and Zimbabwe. At
the time of writing, two major social struggles have erupted in Burma and Pakistan. In
Burma protests against fuel price rises quickly escalated into a pro-democracy
movement against military rule, and similarly in Pakistan protests over the independence
of the judiciary became a nationwide struggle against military rule.
The creation of ‗failed states‘ is in fact a deliberate result of neo-liberal policy and
practice (Klein: 2007: 260). And the global war on terror has ―subordinated the need for
democracy to concerns of security and stability‖ (Hardt and Negri: 2004: 232) as
demonstrated by the invading forces new democratic projects in Afghanistan and Iraq
(supposedly the models for a new democratic Middle East). In both countries having a
government that can function and guarantee security is considered more important than
‗democratic legitimacy‘, and more than a million people have been killed ‗state
building‘ (Opinion Research Business: 2008). As well as its roles in Iraq and
Afghanistan, the Australian Government has been active in military and police
interventions in the ‗failed states‘ in Nauru, Vanuatu, the Solomon Islands, East Timor,
Papua New Guinea, Tonga, and even in the Northern Territory of Australia. These
military/police interventions have included Australian support in East Timor of what
John Pilger (2006) describes as a ―coup‖ to overthrow the elected Prime Minster, and the
establishment of a permanent military base there (O‘Malley: 2006). Australian troops,
police and officials have taken over the running of the Solomon Islands and Australian
police have been installed in Papua New Guinea, Nauru and Vanuatu. The leaders of
Tonga‘s pro-democracy movement have condemned Australian military and police
intervention in their country to enforce martial law (ABC News: 2006). These
interventions to ‗restore order‘, while presented as humanitarian operations, are in reality
about protecting and extending capitalist social relations and breaking resistance to neo-
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liberal state policies and practices. As former Australian diplomat James Dunn (2006:
16) points out, common to the state crises in East Timor, the Solomon Islands and
Tonga, is popular discontent with ‗democracy‘ and ―the democratic legitimacy of
modern capitalism‖.
Hardt and Negri‘s understanding of and emphasis on the multitude‘s constituent power
helps to explain the importance of capitalist state crises to proletarian struggles and the
need to develop alternatives to capitalist state forms. As ‗failed states‘ often
demonstrate, it is not enough to defeat or dismantle the existing capitalist states without
breaking the power of capital, as the void will be filled by alternative capitalist state
forms. When the multitude evades capture by formal capitalist state forms, informal
state forms, such as warlordism, slum lordism, fundamentalist militias, mercenaries,
private security firms, mafia organisations and institutions often replace them.

A Network of Networks

In the face of increasing state authoritarianism and crises the multitude continues to
develop its own democratic organisation. For many years, Hardt and Negri have
advocated the use of new technologies to build the communication, connections and
common of the multitude and help circulate its struggles. The largest barrier to
democratic communication in contemporary society is the huge social disparities in
relation to communication, the vast gulf between the communication rich and the
communication poor. Many people do not have a telephone, let alone the internet. With
little access to communication technology, their capacity to contest and challenge
capitalist power is severely restricted.

Not surprisingly, then, like Marx and Engels, Hardt and Negri have pointed out
technological development is the material basis for the freedom from want and the social
intercourse that is necessary for the development of a more democratic society. In the
Communist Manifesto, Marx and Engels (1977: 116) say that the ―ever expanding union
of workers‖ is ―helped on by the improved means of communication that are created by
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modern industry and that place the workers of different localities in contact with one
another‖. People‘s growing involvement in global affairs, acting locally and thinking
globally, has been assisted by communications technology, which has expanded their
horizons and demonstrated and reflected increasing global interconnectedness.

Technologies such as the internet help people share information and ideas, co-operate
and take action. While the internet also reflects and reinforces power inequalities, its use
is an example of how new technology can be both a struggle for and against democracy.
While some see the internet as breaking down communities, domesticating politics,
increasing surveillance and privatising citizenship, for others ―the Net provides a forum
for a truly free exchange of ideas and views, unconstrained by imbalances of power and
resources‖ (Street: 2001: 217). A wide variety of groups and individuals bypass, contest
and challenge the power of capital and develop alternative theories and practices.
According to Bryan (1998: 6), ―the internet has provided the infrastructure for political
activities and new forms of politics free from state coercion‖. The Net took off because
its key resources are held in a commons and this commons engendered the innovation
that the internet has facilitated. As Alan Roberts (2004: 12) argues, the new technology
embodied in the internet took on a social form of equal access and lack of control that
was an invitation to communicative activity. Now, corporations and the state are
grappling with the challenge of ―re-engineering a set of otherwise anarchistic media‖
while protecting ―the capitalist sector that profits from the openness of the Net‖.

Even though much of the mass media contains little more than infomercials and the
regurgitation of crass content, Pippa Norris (2000: 13) explains that the new information
environment has also ―greatly expanded the opportunities to learn about public affairs
from a wide variety of channels, programs, formats and levels‖. While corporate
homogenisation curtails diversity and choice, it also means that many more people share
the same or similar political, economic, social and cultural referents. Shared frames of
reference can mean that people have more in common and can improve their
communication with each other. As McKenzie Wark (1999: 29) makes clear, ―people
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increasingly resent the way information is used as a power over and against them, they
resist it. The unspeakable majority refuses, more and more, to be spoken for‖.

Hardt and Negri describe how technology enables, facilitates and suggests different
forms of political organisation and participation. As communication technologies
continue to develop, networks of independent media, alternative press, community and
pirate radio, public access TV and grassroots computer networking are spreading around
the world. Many people are now in regular and close audio-visual contact, interacting,
sharing and becoming involved in events locally, nationally and globally. Much of the
new communications technology is decentralised and multi-directional rather than
centralised and one-way. While capital increasingly attempts to capture and commodify
social networking, alternative media infrastructure controlled by individuals and
communities often confronts and challenges corporate media power. Technological
developments are created due to contending pressures that implant in them contradictory
potentialities. They are the result of the creative power of the multitude and capital‘s
struggle to contain it. Constituent power challenges capital‘s ability to implant its logic
in technology. How people‘s creativity is used by both capital and labour for
technological innovation and to re/appropriate technology will be discussed further in
Chapter Eight.

One No, Many Yeses
Hardt and Negri‘s democratic vision is based on the multitude as a self-organised
project of political recomposition. While Hardt (2002) argues that ―we can find a way to
govern ourselves without reducing the differences among us‖, it is important that the
multitude overcomes the differences that obstruct its communication, collaboration,
cooperation and solidarity. In fact, Hardt and Negri point to the a.g. movement as the
most successful attempt by the multitude to overcome these differences. In Seattle and
elsewhere those assumed to have different and contradictory interests managed to act in
common. This common of the movement of movements demonstrated the possibilities
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of self-organised mutual aid, solidarity and socialisation, autonomous of capital and its
state forms.
Some critics of the a.g. movement have pointed to its lack of fixed and stable
organisational structures as a real weakness. Forms of organisation do exist, but tend to
cohere in loose and fluid networks that evolve and transform political formations. Rather
than ―lacking any organised political structure‖ (Petras and Veltmeyer: 2005a: 96)
because of the absence of a program and leadership, the a.g. movement exercises power
through multilayered forms of organisation and through often temporary structures,
contingent convergences, affinity groups, activist circles, collectives and ad hoc
coalitions. Fluidly organising to accommodate the disparate nature of the multitude, the
movements can more easily adapt to change and respond to and reflect changing
subjectivities. Diverse forces are able to mobilise significant power and make a
continually evolving and moving target for those who oppose them. The Rand
Corporation (Ronfeldt et al: 1999) has described the movement as engaging in a ―new
mode of conflict – ‗netwar‘ - in which the protagonists depend on using network forms
of organisation, doctrine, strategy and technology‖. Because this ‗swarm strategy‘ has
―no central leadership or command structure‖ it is ―multi-headed, impossible to
decapitate‖ and can ―sting a victim to death‖.
Hardt and Negri‘s multitudinous strategy supports the most democratic movement
possible, one that provides people the ability and confidence to be fully part of it, and a
sense of their own power to create social change. By creating horizontal connections and
networks between different individuals and organisations, campaigns and movements,
people can cohere in a manner where no person or sectional struggle is seen as
necessarily more important than any other. Hardt and Negri describe how the changing
composition of the class has created new organisational forms as a rejection of failed
practices and strategies and to avoid and bypass repressive and limiting organisations.
They understand that genuine democracy struggles that are anti-capitalist are open and
non-hierarchical, cohering around and exercising the multitude‘s agency in order to
build the common. Where democracy is ―both ends and means‖ (Hardt and Negri: 2009:
377).
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Within the movement there is near universal opposition to the policies and practices of
World Bank, the International Monetary Fund and the WTO and strong support for
environmental protection, peace, democracy, social movement organisation that crosses
national borders and connects people across the globe. The diversity of the a.g.
movement has prevented agreement on any clear set of demands or proposals and some
critics have claimed that the movement offers no alternatives and neo-liberalism is a fait
accompli. Others such as Paul Kingsnorth (2003: 26), claim that ―far from not having
any alternatives, this movement has too many of them‖. Although the lack of an agreed
platform can be an obstacle to the effectiveness of the movement, limiting its impact on
major institutions that seek clear programs and policies, this diversity can produce
collective wisdom. The movement‘s imprecision about the future can hardly be a
weakness, when precise nationalist, social democratic and socialist alternatives have
been such failures.

While much of the left strives to create a comprehensive blueprint for successful
struggle, Hardt and Negri understand that no program or plan can foresee the
developments of the proletariat‘s struggle for democracy. As Rosa Luxemburg (1970:
390) explained, proletarian democracy can only be ―a historical product, born out of the
school of its own experiences, born in the course of its realisation, as a result of the
developments of living history‖. Revolutionary activity develops through debate and
discussion and learning from experiences, arriving at a better understanding of political
positions and differences. This can involve all those groups and individuals prepared to
cooperate with each other. Revolutionary action, against capitalism and for communism,
builds the organisational ability of the multitude. This is the core of the democratic
revolutionary tradition. It is through struggles for democracy, against capital and its state
forms that the proletariat disrupts and challenges capital and it is through the process of
militant democratic struggle, that the multitude becomes more powerful.
Hardt and Negri‘s strategic concern is that their conception of the multitude be realised
politically. This politics involves a variety of flexible strategies, tactics and actions that
recognise and support the autonomy of each individual as well as the interconnectedness
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of their lives with others. In this way, the multitude develops collective action that is
open to a diversity of constituent praxes, that rely on people‘s ability to rule themselves
and reflects, as much as possible, the liberated society they seek to achieve. There is no
one strategy for creating a better world but a multiplicity of interrelated and
complimentary strategies. The ability of the multitude to take action and to develop its
own methods of struggle irrespective of, or against, the wishes of all ‗leaders and
vanguards‘ can counter undemocratic ideas and practices. It is through the learning
experience of struggling for self-determination, in creating democratic forms of
organisation, that the multitude creates its own liberation.

Hardt and Negri recognise that proletarian movements are the embryo of a democratic
world and the instrument for achieving it. The complete democratisation of society, not
only requires ‗political‘ or ‗governmental‘ transformations but the democratisation of all
social-political-economic life. This involves a continual search for and experimentation
with social practices and organisational forms that are effective in challenging capitalism
and constructing communism. By supporting the expansion of people‘s direct
participation in the decisions that affect them, Hardt and Negri‘s strategic vision rejects
organisational forms that contradict the goals of democracy and advocates the
construction of the forms of liberation within the struggles to achieve it. Hardt and Negri
recognise the existence of communism as the effort to create alternatives to capitalism
and they base their strategy on the transformation and use of what is produced by the
multitude in a complex mixture of diverse praxes. To cultivate praxes sophisticated
enough to maintain a critique of the politics of capture, whilst still as broad as possible,
requires an accommodation of differences on tactical and strategic questions.

‗We Are All Made Up of Multitudes‘

Within the movement there have often been significant strategic, political and
ideological differences. While the movement has tended to cohere around protests
against the ―transnational agencies that function as the executive committee of the
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international bourgeoisie‖ (Burgmann: 2003: 344), political differences between social
democratic, communist, anarchist and other tendencies often result in unnecessary
divisions, competition and opposition. Although the struggles against constituted power
within the movement of movements are important, numerous historical examples also
illustrate the importance of challenging the sectarianism that sees people pitted against
each other, rather than against capitalism. Capital and state forces have successfully used
sectarianism against the multitude by convincing, co-opting or collaborating with some
sections of movements to isolate and attack others, helping to promote and construct
hierarchical leadership elements where they didn‘t previously exist, identifying some
elements as the most radical, easily targeted, and unleashing repression under the pretext
of decapitating a movement. Hardt and Negri‘s conception of a common project can
assist the development of freer, more democratic, relationships for all those involved in
struggles against capital, through greater communication between individuals,
tendencies within movements and between movements.

Contradiction, tension and difference exist everywhere, within people and their
networks and organisations. Through processes of discussion, debate and collective
practice, the multitude learns, to develop commonality and to increase constituent
power. It is both possible and important, to work on a basis of commonality without
collapsing difference. Hardt and Negri‘s conception of constituted and constituent power
recognises the fluidity of liberation and authoritarianism; that they are produced and
resisted everywhere. Refusing to seal off spaces, movements and organisations, makes it
possible to work with people who participate in ‗authoritarian‘ organisations to produce
freedom and democracy. Striving for a condition of liberty and autonomy within
organisational spaces involves internal and external, individual and collective conflicts,
tensions and struggles.
Saar (2006: 129) considers that Hardt and Negri‘s conception of democracy based on
the common neglects the problems of substantial disagreements and competing interests
and downplays the importance of argument and debate. Yet Hardt and Negri have made
clear in relation to their own work and concerning the movement of movements, that
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debates and disagreements help drive the communist movement and any stifling of them
is anti-democratic. The open form of diverse, participatory, democratic action evident in
the a.g. movement, has often been criticised for a lack of accountability and for being
chaotic. As Brecher et al (2000: 87) point out in reference to the movement, ―in contrast
to an organisation, a network has no formal mechanism for resolving internal conflict‖.
Even though for much of the a.g. movement, the distinction between internal and
external is not constant but continually blurred and shifting, Hardt (2004c) has also
remarked on the movement‘s failure to address differences and conflicts. As mentioned
earlier, Hardt (2002) has claimed that it is not necessary to reduce differences, but he
and Negri (2009: 349-351) understand that democratic decision making can provide
structures for resolving conflict and charting paths of liberation. Within the a.g.
movement there is a common consensus about plurality and the importance of diversity,
but there is also a general recognition of the need for coherence. While many conflicts
will remain unresolved, increased understanding of, and where possible accommodation
of, differences, means that conflict can be creative rather than destructive.

Autonomist theory clarifies how uneven development is a product of the successes and
failures of previous class struggles and that, by exacerbating and creating new divisions
in the multitude and by fragmenting proletarian struggles, capital disrupts and destroys
democracy. Hardt and Negri‘s embracing of proletarian diversity tries to avoid
fragmentation while rejecting the traditional Marxist emphasis on the ‗unity of the
working class‘. The concept of ‗class composition‘ is used to analyse class struggle by
investigating proletarian power and coherence. Yet this coherence does not manifest
itself in class unity but in diverse, fluid and interconnected activity, creating cycles of
struggle continually challenging capitalist command. The proletariat is neither unified
nor stable, is no more static than its own activity. Its complex nature means that
proletarian struggle is based on a multiplicity of needs and desires, a variety of theories
and practices and on diverse forms of self-valorisation. Thus the diversity of the
multitude‘s movement of movements is not inherently a source of fragmentation or
incoherence as it reflects the contemporary “complexification of class composition”
(Thoburn: 2003: 128). The movement of movements has demonstrated that a complete
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theoretical analysis or uniform view do not have to be achieved to take powerful,
cooperative and creative action.

Many movement activists are anti-capitalist and wish to overthrow the system while
many others only seek progressive reforms. There are also ―sharp differences within the
movement on how much emphasis to put on strengthening local communities, national
governments, and global institutions‖ (Brecher et al: 2000: 38). For Hardt (2004c: 232)
the most important political question for the a.g. movement is whether the enemy is
viewed as neo-liberalism or capitalism and therefore whether national or global
democratic solutions are posed. Those who defend national or local capital against
global capital have been part of the movement, such as people like David Korten (1999:
161) who argues that ―capital must be national‖. Across the globe, nationalist and
regionalist groups are growing, as they battle to defend traditional capitalist relations
against the power of transnational corporations. Some trade unions have also advocated
national solutions to the effects of globalisation, such as the Amalgamated
Manufacturing Workers Union's pro-protectionist ‗Australian first‘ and ‗fair trade‘
campaigns (AMWU: 2003). Nationalist forces tap into people's emotional attachments
to the nation and their fear of change. They are a conservative response to people's
concerns that ‗foreign‘ powers have too much control over their lives. National and
regional based solutions to corporate globalisation are often socially divisive, backwardlooking and weaken the movement globally by pitting ‗the people‘ of one nation or
region against others. As the a.g. movement has become more clearly transnational,
progressive and anti-capitalist, many nationalists and conservatives have distanced
themselves from it.

Within, Against and Beyond Capitalist State Forms

One of the issues on which there are major differences, divergence and conflict within
the a.g. movement is the role of ‗the state‘ and Hardt and Negri have spent a great deal
of time tackling the multitude‘s relationship with various state forms. Since they dismiss
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the traditional nation state as outmoded, Hardt and Negri have been criticised for turning
away from the state as an arena of contestation (Dean: 2004: 282; Sherman and Trichur:
2004: 844). In Multitude they say that because the state apparatus enforces capitalist
labour, arguments about state regulation are about different kinds of political control,
about the political regulations and the force required to protect capital (Hardt and Negri:
2004: 168). However, previously, in Labour of Dionysus (1994: 212) they had
acknowledged that proletarian struggles within the administration of the state are a form
of ‗white-anting‘, spying on the enemy, disrupting its operations and making irregular
use of its functions. Although often dismissive of efforts to transform the state, in the
face of global war and terror, Negri (2002a) again changed his emphasis and
acknowledged the benefits of defensive strategies to transform state praxis.

As well as advocating the bypassing and overthrowing of state forms, in Latin America
the movement of movements has emphasised lobbying and putting pressure on nation
states, cooperating with states to alleviate inequalities and to empower the proletariat,
democratising states and using states to advance the interests of the multitude. The rise
of left governments in the region reflects the powerful upsurge of proletarian struggle.
For John Holloway (2007) these governments aim to satisfy social struggles through a
state form ―which means of course to de-fuse the struggle and channel it into forms of
organisation compatible with the reproduction of capital‖. As part of the electoral swing
to the left, organisations of civil society have become more involved in state institutions.
Social movements carry out programs on behalf of governments and many civil society
activists have been absorbed into the government (Wilpert: 2007: 65). This process often
blends movements into the capitalist system and allows capitalist state forms to frame
social organisations‘ activities. But, the popular rebellions against neo-liberalism and
capitalism have also challenged the limits to democracy, involving the growth of selforganised networks, self-governing communities, neighbourhood and general assemblies
that have often created liberated zones where constituent power neutralises or is superior
to constituted power.
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In Venezuela, the Chavez government‘s democratisation policies and practices are often
contradictory. They contain both decentralising and centralising tendencies: attempts to
bypass existing state formations and to increase participation in state institutions; to
build ‗people power‘ and to augment the power of the President, the bureaucracy and the
military. The government has introduced major changes to the exercise of constitutional,
judicial and military power, transforming the administration of state institutions with the
expressed intention of extending democratic constituent power over the state. This has
involved campaigns against corruption and bureaucratic state structures considered antidemocratic. Yet state corruption continues, bureaucracy remains entrenched and a
personality cult around Chavez as ‗the leader of the revolution‘ has developed, excusing
the autocratic tendencies of top-down governance and often overriding and negating
participatory policies and processes.

Concerns have arisen over a top-down process from the President and the cadre of
bureaucratic and corrupt parties (Fernandes: 2007) in relation to ‗the party question‘.
After his re-election in 2006, Chavez announced the formation of a new party, the
United Socialist Party of Venezuela (PSUV), to unite all those who supported his
presidency and to coordinate the diverse and decentralised organisations that support the
Bolivarian Revolution. Chavez‘s own Fifth Republic Movement (MVR) party was
already the largest in Venezuela, and up to seven million Venezuelans have joined the
PSUV. The PSUV process, and Chavez‘s power over it, further illustrates the
contradictory nature of the Bolivarian Revolution. Chavez describes the Party as the
―spearhead‖ and ―vanguard‖ of the Revolution (Fuentes: 2008a). One of the main
organisers of the 2006 World Social Forum in Caracas asks

What future can be expected, in terms of pluralism and democracy, for a party
whose creation is announced by decree . . . Is a democratic, plural, polemical
debate on the future of the country possible, if some of the basic choices are
announced as decisions that have already been taken before the debate has
begun? (Edgardo Lander in Piper: 2007)
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Located between the Chavez leadership and the self-organised activities of the multitude
are a variety of pro-Chavez political parties that ―have utterly failed to act as democratic,
collective organisers of political debate, decision making and action. Instead they have
largely functioned as bureaucratic (and sometimes corrupt) machines to organise the
distribution of electoral offices, posts and favours‖ (Piper: 2007).

Many of those manoeuvring for power within the PSUV are officials of the old state
trying to recreate their institutional power. At the Party‘s founding Congress, a large
number of delegates expressed concern over the Party‘s decision-making process and a
motion was passed criticising ―corruption and a widening gap between the people and
government‖. The Party‘s vice-president, retired general Alberto Muller Rojas, who
some delegates claim was imposed on the Party by Chavez, has acknowledged that a
Soviet-like bureaucratic degeneration is now more of a danger to the Revolution than
external threats or internal counter-revolutionary forces. Yet he also declared that this
―party of the multitudes‖ was ―for a government directed by the party‖ and that the
PSUV is ―the government and the government is the party‖ (Fuentes: 2008b; Janicke:
2009). Whereas for militants like Gonzalo Gomez, a PSUV delegate from a Caracas
barrio, it should not be ―the government dictating to the party, but rather the government
constructing its policies together with the party and with the social movements‖ (in
Fuentes: 2008b).

The lack of democracy in the PSUV, its electoralism and its domination by the
‗endogenous right‘, has led to a decline in its active membership (Janicke: 2009).
Measures by its leadership to increase grassroots participation have included a
restructuring of the PSUV, changing it from an organisation made up of local
‗battalions‘ of three hundred members, to ‗patrols‘ of twenty to thirty members based in
localities, workplaces, universities and high schools (Fuentes: 2009). Meanwhile, as
centralised and hierarchical organisations in Venezuela continue to construct and rely on
constituted power, the multitude uses more democratic methods of organisation.
―[I]nnovative forms of struggle are emerging not through political parties but in such
forms as community radio, community-based labour organisations, neighbourhood
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assemblies and recuperated factories‖ (Fernandes: 2007). This ‗revolution within the
revolution‘ involves myriad forms of organisation and actions autonomous of capitalist
state forms.
Ciccariello-Maher (2007) argues that the situation in Venezuela transcends ―the
simplistic debate between taking or opposing state power‖. Instead ―a focus on dual
power allows us to concentrate on what really matters in Venezuela and elsewhere: the
revolutionary transformation of existing repressive structures‖. According to him this
form of dual power in Venezuela is different from that developed by Lenin as it draws
directly upon Negri‘s distinction between constituent and constituted power. ―[W]hile it
is necessary to make use of existing constituted power, one must never forget that this
constituted power relies fundamentally upon the constituent power that enacted it”
(emphasis in the original).

Although structures like the Communal Councils are apparently intended to become
democratic, Ciccariello-Maher (2007) points out that significant sections of the corrupt
bureaucracies and many state officials are playing a major role in the creation of the
councils and are trying to control them. He argues that by concentrating on the
construction of dual power distinctions can be made between ―those forces working
within-and-for the perpetuation of the traditional state structure and those working
within-and-against that same structure, towards its dissolution‖. Yet, this fails to
acknowledge the real danger of working to create a new state structure that once again
attempts to capture the multitude within capitalism. Hardt and Negri consider both social
democracy and socialism to be capitalist state-forms that accept the parameters of capital
and therefore seek to decompose the proletariat. Social democracy and state capitalism
utilise communist rhetoric in an effort to harness the constituent power of the multitude
within the parameters of global capital.
While social democratic and state-centred ‗left‘ organisations often support capital and
its state forms, attempts to impose a binary logic on the multitude, forcing a reduction of
its complexity to a ‗no to capital‘ and

‗yes to socialism/communism‘, has been
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answered by the slogan of ‗one no, many yeses‘. Some of the questions now being posed
in Venezuela, Bolivia and Ecuador are: Can state forms protect and assist the multitude
to self-organise? Can state forms be transformed to assist the development of constituent
power? Can state power be channelled in order to defend the multitude‘s power to
deepen democracy? How does a diverse movement of movements, with porous borders,
avoid being co-opted, infiltrated, captured and managed by capital and capitalist state
forms? As yet these are questions without definite answers, which Hardt and Negri
explain can only properly be addressed by the multitude in action.

The Communal Councils in Venezuela have many potentials, with tendencies towards
both constituted and constituent power. As democratic forms of contestation they have
the potential to subvert capitalist state forms as they develop autonomous networks and
institutions of constituent power, structures that are built upon qualitatively different
social relationships. There is also a danger that they can be an organisational form that
captures and commands the multitude by giving people some say in how they are
exploited.

Hardt and Negri often overestimate the power of capital, and downplay the power of the
multitude to influence and effect state processes. Hardt and Negri view the state as
subsumed within capitalism and society as subsumed within ‗the state‘. This view of the
state tends to see it as a reflection of proletarian defeat, a defeat of the multitude‘s
autonomous organisation. But inverted this perception of ‗the state‘ recognises that state
forms are also the product of the multitude‘s struggles against capital that have been
captured, co-opted, and transformed, but also retain a level of constituent power,
because the multitude is within and against capitalist state forms. Considerations of ‗the
state‘ as monolithic fail to recognise the variety and complexity of state forms. To argue
that class struggle is subsumed by the capitalist state overestimates the power of capital,
failing to understand its limits. Rather than states only reflecting the failure of the
proletariat to defeat capitalism, they also reflect the failure of capital to defeat the
proletariat. Hardt and Negri‘s dismissal of state-centred struggles contradicts their
promotion of a plurality of struggles and obscures state forms as products and reflections
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of class struggle. While ‗the state‘ is a weapon in the class war, Hardt and Negri argue
that it cannot be wielded by the proletariat as it is a vertical, hierarchical, form of
domination that is antagonistic to the horizontal forms of democracy.

Viewing capitalist state forms as both reflections and embodiments of class struggle
illuminates how they are different responses to class struggle. Aimed at decomposing the
proletariat they have failed. Different state forms reflect the development of class
struggle, as the ruling class and the capitalist state bureaucracies attempt to manage the
class struggle in the interests of capital. The progressive elements of states are the gains
made by the proletariat through struggle. These elements, even while they may be
opposed by sections of capital, are often used in ways that serve capital and help
maintain social control. For example, the extension of educational opportunities may
result from proletarian power, but schooling is supposed to prepare compliant workers
and good citizens. Thus, the reform of social democratic state forms can be both
functional to the needs of capitalist development and the result of the political struggles
of the multitude.

Faced with growing proletarian revolt social democratic state forms went into crisis
during the late 1960s and the 1970‘s. In response leading sections of the ruling class
identified a ‗crisis of democracy‘, which for them was not a lack, but an excess of
democracy (Crozier, Huntington and Watanuki: 1975). They prescribed a dismantling of
social democracy and a new authoritarianism. Neo-liberalism was partially successful in
dismantling social democratic state forms because these were generally experienced as
an arm of capitalist control and many of their functions had become delegitimised.
Attacks on ‗big government‘ spoke to many people‘s experience and understanding of
state forms as bureaucratic and authoritarian, and therefore not something to defend, but
to remove. Neo-liberalism harnessed and utilised these libertarian desires, turning
struggles for individual freedom, an end to bureaucratic control, against the proletariat.
Hardt and Negri (2004: 320-322) have argued that international ‗aristocratic‘ alliances
of the global south, such as the Cancun WTO group of 22, which played an important
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part in derailing the neo-liberal plans of the advanced capitalist states, could ally
themselves with the movement of movements and would benefit from taking up the
movements‘ reform and peace proposals. While these proposals will come up against the
undemocratic nature of capitalist social relations, global capital has shown it can both
accommodate and utilise nationalisation and socialisation projects. Nationalisation and
the possession of major industries by states have been widespread in capitalist society.
These are still capitalist industries as they are based on capitalist social relations and
tend to act in the strategic interest of capital. Through a flexible strategy of co-option
capital can utilise left/progressive governments to restructure and to drive accumulation.
When the dominant neo-liberal model is rejected then other capitalist models can be
deployed.

Marx showed how states are products of societies at a certain stage of their
development. As well as mediating between class forces they sometimes act in self
interest. But the dominant tendency is for states to represent the general interests of the
ruling class. Because states operate within a capitalist context, the exercise of state
power has generally served the needs of capitalist accumulation. States continue to
organise capitalist valorisation and command labour. That is not to say that there are not
progressive aspects of modern states. The oppressed majority can make some gains
through state forms, because over time their struggles can effect state developments.

In Venezuela it is the self-organised multitude that is the driving force of the revolution.
The social movements in Venezuela tend to be decentralised and horizontal, with the
multitude‘s constituent power expressed through a variety of non-state or alternative
state forms. The Chavez government can be seen as both defending the multitudes‘
exodus and capturing the multitudes‘ constituent power, as reflecting the power of both
capital and the proletariat. Venezuela retains capitalist state forms working within a
capitalist global Empire and the multitude continues to struggle against these state
forms, to transform and abolish them, in order to retain and strengthen its autonomous
constituent power.
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The a.g. movement has managed to find commonalities while advocating and adopting
state-centred, alter-state and anti-state strategies and processes. Much of the a.g.
movement appears to believe that capitalism can be democratised by reforming capitalist
states, that society needs to return to the days of strong nation states and more
government regulation. A serious weakness of this ‗return to the past‘ position is that it
tends to romanticise the very past which led to the current global social, political,
economic, environmental and military crises. These crises are a result of the long-term
and continuing failure of capitalist state policies and processes, both social democratic
and neo-liberal, to address the needs of humanity. That is why, as part of the a.g.
movement, there is a global resurgence of anti-capitalist movements, to build a new
world based on participatory democracy and the development of people's collective
resources to meet their needs and enable them to resist and contest both neo-liberalism
and social democracy. Many people see state power as increasingly dangerous to their
struggles which regularly confront states directly, not as the prospective instrument of
progress, but as a principal barrier to the realisation of their aspirations.
Capitalist state forms will not destroy themselves. Attempts to limit capitalist state
power can assist the expansion of autonomous practices aimed at ending capitalist state
forms. In relation to how the multitude struggles for reforms, the important issue is
whether it uses organisational forms that are democratic, or utilises constituted power.
(The relationship between reform and revolution will be discussed further in Chapter
Eight). Advances in proletarian struggles are constituent and reliance on constituted
power helps to perpetuate the social relations of capital. While exodus is seen by Negri
as about ―abstaining from the game‖ (Negri: 2001), organisations like the Zapatistas are
building autonomous spaces while seeking state transformations that would limit attacks
and encroachments on them. Struggles such as these reject alliances with social
democracy that remain within the parameters acceptable to capital. They aim not to
democratise capitalism or build socialism but to expand existing communism, to foster
proletarian activity and initiative, autonomously, both against and outside of capital and
its state forms.
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Democratic Civil Society
The crisis of civil society, its ―withering‖ or ―collapse‖ as Hardt and Negri describe it,
reflects capitalist crisis and the tensions of class struggle between and within Empire and
the multitude. Capital and its state forms have strengthened and extended their coercive
powers; have regulated, co-opted, privatised and commodified much of civil society,
framing and occupying space within it (Walzer: 1992: 103). Civil society has been rife
with tensions, conflicts and struggles. The meaning of the term ‗civil society‘ for Hegel,
Marx, Gramsci and others is varied. According to Alessandrini (2002: 105), the concept
of civil society ―resists definition‖, although a common contemporary definition is ―not
the market, not the state‖ (Donaldson: 2006: 12). Mike Donaldson (2006) explains that
movements and organisations in civil society both struggle against capital and are used
by capital. Civil society‘s institutions are often a means to educate citizens creating a
unity that is in line with capitalist state forms. But state forms are arenas of class
struggle. Capital, state forms and civil society are porous and interpenetrated by one
another. Capital and capitalist state forms continuously attempt to infiltrate, capture,
subvert and destroy the sections of civil society which resist, refuse and escape them.
In Labour of Dionysus, Hardt and Negri (1994: 205) claim that capitalist command
―reorganises civil society and makes it exist only as a projection of the production
process and the structure of power‖. Yet the production process both contains and
produces the multitude‘s power. When Hardt and Negri (1994: 265) distinguish between
civil society in the capitalist state and under ‗real socialism‘, their analysis is based on a
mythical division between ‗the capitalist state‘ and socialism which conceals the global
―constitution of a complex civil society‖. Hardt and Negri (1994: 301) are more accurate
when they point out, later in the same book, that the state produces a simulation of civil
society as a means to capture the multitude, whose movements and innovations continue
to transform society.

As Petras and Veltmeyer (2005b: 229) explain, much of capital, state and NGO
discourse on civil society is little more than an ideological mask to secure the political
conditions for neo-liberalism. This mask is part of a ―carefully orchestrated strategy by
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huge TNCs to divert attention away from their own culpability‖ (Aburge in Hodkinson:
2006: 92), derail the movement of movements and reinforce capitalist power relations by
attempting to take control of the movement and replace self-organised struggles for
liberation with the failed strategies of lobbying the architects of neo-liberalism
(Hodkinson: 2005; Quarmby: 2005). However, groups like the Zapatistas, governments
like those in Bolivia and Venezuela and much of the a.g. movement advocate and
promote democratic civil society that builds the social power of the multitude.

Civil society contains a tension between the tendency of capital to subsume parts of it
and the multitudes‘ on-going creation of new and diverse forms of it. It is through class
struggle that much of civil society has been created and sustained as an alternative to
capital and its state forms. Defending the civic and the social from the market and
capitalist states affirms ―the birth of a new culture‖, is an ―expression of civil society
from below, not civil society from above‖ (Hourat and Polet: 2001: vi). This culture and
its values and practices of decentralisation, grassroots infrastructure and participatory
democracy link struggles for increased autonomy and improved social conditions that
continue to open up times and spaces alternative to those of capital and its state forms.

Democratic, Autonomous Labour
At their best Hardt and Negri‘s libertarian and communist strategies illuminate
revolutionary agency and struggles against capitalism in the past, the present and the
future. The multitude‘s constituent power involves the development and extension of
collective activity independent of capitalist state forms and state-centred organisations,
democratic organisational forms and practices, which refuse, transform, subvert, elude,
escape and dissolve capitalist state power. The process of exodus is a continual
movement away from capitalism created by the multitudes‘ desires and activity, its
constituent power wielded through self-organisation and mobilisation. This is a revolt
against capital and its state forms as well as against their influence within organisations
such as labour unions.
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Although the processes of the union movement are often represented as democratic, in
reality they are often the opposite. Union bureaucrats, following the dictates of state
policy, usually decide the parameters within which the movement operates. Union
members may then be given some say in how to carry out the decisions of the
leadership, so this process can be presented as democratic, when in fact it is a disguised
form of control. The growth of union membership in the Asia-Pacific region during the
past twenty years has been based to a large extent on self-organisation, militant strikes
and political action (McNally: 2006: 308 - 311). Meanwhile over the past few decades in
Australia large numbers of workers have left unions, while fewer are joining.

Unions have been successful in recent years where they have worked with the wider
community at a grass roots level and/or transnationally. While ‗social movement‘ or
‗community unionism‘ has been relatively limited and often short lived (Ellem and
Rainnie: 2006), it is seen by some as a process of change based on a vision of
participatory democracy (Lopez: 2004) in which unions support struggles outside the
‗workplace‘ and build support for union struggles within the ‗workplace‘. Community
and socially based organising can encourage people to control their own struggles rather
than just following the agendas or dictates of union officials or political parties. This
social-movement unionism tends to be more militant, more democratic and more diverse
(Moody: 1997: 290). Similarly, while many transnational union campaigns are organised
through union federations, much of the recent transnational solidarity activity is
organised by the rank and file outside the official union hierarchy (Moody: 1997: 249275). When it is recognised that issues are not only shop floor, local, regional or
national, but are part of ―a complex web of relationships which enmeshes workers,
workplaces and their communities‖ (Ellem and Rainnie: 2006: 24) proletarian power can
be developed locally and connect globally. An ―increasing conflation of new social
movement concerns with those of the labour movement‖ which comes by identifying
common enemies and causes and by developing cooperative action, has led some (e.g.
Burgmann: 2002: 8; Baccaro et al 2003: 119-120) to identify a revitalisation of the union
movement through ‗political unionism‘. But the limits to this are demonstrated in
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Australia by the continued subservience of the union movement to the dictates of the
ALP, their electoral strategies and pro-capitalist agendas.
The use by Hardt and Negri of the Argentinean piqueteros as an example of the
―organised expression of the multitude‖ demonstrates the complexity of social
movement unionism, the movement of movements, civil society and relationships with
capitalist states. The piquetero movements are politically diverse, involving themselves
most famously in militant direct protest action but also in the reclamation of space, in
community construction and self-help projects, cooperatives, new methods of
distribution and barter systems. Some piquetero organisations have allied themselves
with left and progressive parties and co-operate with government institutions. These
relationships have often fragmented the piquetero movements, as disagreements over
leadership, privileged hierarchies within state structures and criticisms of militancy have
fuelled sectarianism. The importance of organising autonomously of corporatised
unions, bosses and capitalist state forms is widely recognised. This is how the proletariat
already survives capital and constructs alternative ways of living. Although the
proletariat still utilises incorporated unions and capitalist state forms when necessary,
these are more likely to be used against the multitude and this is widely understood. That
is why the proletariat continuously creates complex, decentralised, anti-authoritarian,
street, neighbourhood, community and global networks of autonomy and solidarity.
Hardt and Negri‘s strategy advocates unions that break from neo-liberalism and social
democracy and that recognise the social factory and the multitudinous nature of the
proletariat.

They

continue

to

support

a

strategy

of

self-valorisation,

the

decommodification of labour, including the creation of democracy as a common good,
produced for shared use by individuals and collectives that co-ordinate, organise and
plan this sharing. For them the development of the general intellect and immaterial
labour challenges the traditional Marxist concentration on seizing the means of
production, as these are increasingly internal to the multitude, focusing instead on the
reappropriation of life (This is discussed further in the following chapters). While selfmanagement within capitalism is often little more than people managing their own
exploitation, there are other forms of self-management. These include recovered
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enterprises, cooperatives and fair trade networks, many of which are not just attempts at
democratic forms of managing production, but of redistributing wealth and liberating
time from capital. The spread of sharing and barter economies, that organise production,
distribution and exchange through cooperative and collaborative labour, is today
weaving ‗networks of economic solidarity‘ involving millions of people working for
common benefit, rather than for profit (Mance: 2007), as part of non-capitalist and anticapitalist movements.

Hardt and Negri (2004: 350) argue that democratic decision-making by the multitude
should not take more time out of people‘s lives. Political work should be ―integral to all
aspects of life in constant production of cooperation and collaboration‖. This does not
negate the need to transform labour and still requires a reduction of time spent
reproducing the social relation of capital and increasing the time spent creating
communism. As Marx (1981: 959) explained, the realm of freedom requires the
reduction of ―labour determined by necessity and external expedience‖. Within the
social factory labour is both capitalist and communist. The important issue is who
controls people‘s labour. It is evident that democracy requires a significant amount of
time devoted to discussion and deciding common affairs. But, having the time for this
level of social participation does not require the minimisation of labour, rather it requires
labour time that is self-organised, cooperative and collaborative. Labour as a commodity
is a significant obstacle to democracy. Their exploitation and the alienation of the
product of their activity deprives people of control over their lives. Autonomous times
and spaces are manifestations of constituent power, involving the creation of communist
social relations. Capital relies on the imposition of commodity production, organising
society so that people‘s activity is subordinated to its needs. Revolution involves the
liberation of life from this domination. By freeing time and space from capital, people
can experiment with unmediated control over their own lives. By simultaneously
resisting and withdrawing from capital, they advance new social relations which are a
basis for more widespread and powerful resistance and exodus. Constituent power and
the ability to challenge capital are developed as the exodus of the multitude circulates
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and widens the space, time and resources of its own organisation making possible the
realisation of democracy.
Still, the democratic struggles of the multitude are now faced with an indefinite
suspension of civil liberties and attempts at complete social control as ―a manifestation
of a constant social war‖ (Hardt and Negri: 2004: 17). And according to Hardt and Negri
(2004: 311), only democracy can address the ―fear, insecurity, and domination that
permeates our world at war; no other path will lead us to a peaceful life in common‖. In
the face of widespread violence and in an atmosphere of increased state
authoritarianism, the movement of movements is resisting the strategy of tension which
leads the multitude to recreate the logics of capitalist state forms within its movements
and organisations. Secrecy, hierarchy, sectarianism, militarism and vanguardism are all
real and related threats to democracy and liberation. It may seem to those engaged in
revolution that in the face of intensified violence and repression, increased levels of
separation and secrecy are required. But this risks creating more sectarianism and
separation and producing practices that contradict democracy. A proposition that
freedom and democracy must be curtailed and limited now, so that they can be created
and protected in the future, is a mantra of constituted power that reproduces the logics of
capital and its state forms.

Global war exemplifies the destructive power of Empire to disrupt the multitude‘s
cycles of struggle. But, it was the network of organisational structures established by the
movement of movements that made possible the largest coordinated global protests in
history to express the multitude‘s common desire for peace. As Hardt and Negri (2004:
311) point out

It is increasingly nonsensical to legitimate a central sovereign power on the
basis of a war between ―democracy‖ and other civilisations or to defend
―democracy‖ with a permanent state of war or even to impose ―democracy‖
militarily. The only democracy that makes sense today is one that poses peace as
its highest value. Peace, in fact, is not only required for democracy but is also a
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fundamental condition of knowledge and more generally of our being in this
world.

The following chapter explores peace and its importance to democracy and to Hardt and
Negri‘s strategic vision.
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CHAPTER 4 - Peace: An End to War
This chapter explores and analyses Hardt and Negri‘s strategies for peace by
concentrating on violence and war as obstacles to its achievement. It explains and
interprets their writings on violence and peace by relating them to historical and
contemporary class struggle. Following a general outline of Hardt and Negri‘s
conception of peace and non-violence, I pose the question: can the multitude
legitimately use violence? Hardt and Negri argue that to answer this question requires
consideration of Empire, capital and war. Therefore the first five sections of the chapter
concentrate on Hardt and Negri‘s writings on Empire‘s systemic violence that intensifies
in reaction to the growing power of the multitude. To clarify how capital‘s violence
becomes a permanent global civil war that both disrupts the multitude and undercuts the
power of capital, I discuss imperialism and war and the contradictory and precarious
nature of capital and its state forms in the development of Empire. I pay special attention
to the Iraq war as an example of imperialism and Empire, to neo-liberalism, and to the
so-called ‗war on terror‘ as a global ‗state of exception‘. This initial analysis of Hardt
and Negri‘s work on Empire, peace and violence concludes by considering how the
deepening of neo-liberalism intensifies the challenges to the nation state‘s monopoly of
violence, both by alternative capitalist state formations, with mercenary violence as the
starkest example, and by the multitude.

In the section The Lessons of Civil War in Italy, I discuss the intensification of political
conflict in Italy during the 1970s and its impact on Negri‘s views on revolutionary
violence and the proletariat‘s peace strategies. This leads into the following six sections
on Hardt and Negri‘s thoughts regarding the development of the multitude‘s struggles
for peace. These sections investigate Hardt and Negri‘s analysis of how and why
guerrilla war has failed by covering the transformations in the organisation of
revolutionary violence from the Russian Revolution to the Zapatistas. Dealing with the
multitude‘s attempts to transcend traditional revolutionary weapons, Hardt and Negri
champion the development of ―new weapons‖ including ‗democratic violence‘ in order
to wage the multitude‘s war against war. To further explore the use of democratic
violence and Hardt and Negri‘s conception of the ―new weapons‖ of the multitude, I
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highlight the a.g. movement as a weapon, the continuing debates within the movement
regarding violence and the multitude‘s development of a ‗new Superpower‘ – the global
peace movement.

While Hardt and Negri do not define peace, it is clear that they do not consider it to be
only non-violence. Rather, it is a project of the multitude, a struggle to overcome war
and violence, to develop and extend the affirmation of life over death. Theirs is not a
capitalist peace, the peace of constituted power, anti-democratic, based on fear and
submission, the peace of death. It is a communist peace, a peace of constituent power,
based on freedom and democracy, a peace of joy and love. In Goodbye Mr Socialism,
Negri (2008c: 52, 59) explains that communism is ―to go beyond the need to make war,
to win against those who have invented war‖. Yet, war ―shouldn‘t be correlated to peace
but rather to resistance against domination, exploitation, tyranny‖ as these are ―the
fundamental terms that constitute the theme of peace‖. This chapter therefore examines
peace as a creation of the multitude‘s struggles against capital and Empire.
Distinguishing between ‗non-violent‘ and ‗peaceful‘, Negri (2004a: 34) argues that the
response to state-sponsored violence can be non-violent but may not be peaceful. During
the early 1990s, Hardt and Negri (1994: 291-292) saw non-violence as posing ―two
closely related problems of social practice after the collapse of civil society: the problem
of power and the problem of violence‖. They sought to clarify that rejecting violence is
not rejecting power, and that the critique of violence and the proposition of justice it
assumes as its foundation, was often illusory. Critiquing pacifists like Martin Luther
King Jr. and Mahatma Gandhi, who see violence as unjust and non-violence as a moral
stance that should be applied in all circumstances, they argue that a position outside of
violence involves a reduced notion of violence. For Hardt and Negri, complicity with
violence is a condition of social existence. I do not intend in this chapter to pore over
―the extraordinarily razor-sharp and subtle distinctions‖ made by Gandhi between nonviolence and violence, nor over his delineation of ―violence that is non-violent, the nonviolence of the weak as opposed to non-violence of the strong, and the violence of some
forms of non-violence‖ (Lal: 2002: 177). But, in distinguishing between non-violence
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and pacifism, Ghandi explained that ―Violence is any day preferable to impotence.
There is hope for a violent man (sic) to become non-violent. There is no such hope for
the impotent‖ (Ghandi in Kurlansky: 2006: 147).

When discussing non-violent protest actions in Labour of Dionysus, Hardt and Negri
(1994: 291) reduce them to ―the representation of powerlessness‖, claiming those taking
part are usually ―not victims themselves‖ but ―put themselves in the position to be
victimised‖ in order to represent the ―plight of the powerless‖. Analysing forms of
militancy in the early 1990s they considered that

the horizon of possible political practice has shrunk so that there now appears to
be only two remaining poles of activity, non-violence and terrorism. Posed with
these two options, and recognising the suicidal and counterproductive character
of terrorism, militants overwhelmingly choose the non-violent course.

But non-violent protests are usually aimed at achieving media exposure and the
symbolic disruption of civic order to elicit public support. These are ―thus almost
completely useless when deprived of media exposure‖ (Hardt and Negri: 1994: 291).
However, almost a decade later, when discussing the violence at a.g. protests, Hardt
(2002) argues that media coverage is not the most important aspect of these events.
Much more important than media coverage are the internal construction of community,
common projects and their constituent aspects.

In Labour of Dionysus Hardt and Negri (1994: 293-294) suggest that the popularity of
non-violent discourse and action results from the withering of civil society. This is
because the ―institutions of civil society provided channels for legitimate political
contestation and legitimated different forms of political violence‖ such as the right to
strike. ―With the withering of civil society . . . the structures that legitimated violent
political contestation have equally withered‖. (For a critique of Hardt and Negri‘s
understanding of civil society see the previous chapter). But rather than yearning for, or
attempting to return to, previously existing forms of mediation, they argue that the
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critique of violence should differentiate between constituted and constituent violence.
Using Walter Benjamin‘s criterion of differentiation based on the relationship between
violence and the law, they argue that the violence of the state and much of the violence
that opposes the state is about law-preserving and law-making. They explain how
Benjamin explores the difference between revolutionary movements that seek to take
state power and those that seek to demolish state power. A form of positive violence, a
form of life preserving power, is what Hardt and Negri call ‗constituent power‘. They
ask: is there an alternative organisational form that can legitimate the use of violence by
the multitude? The answer, they believe, requires the multitude to understand Empire, in
order to create new forms of resistance.

Empire and War
Violence and war are the core of Empire for Hardt and Negri. The ‗war without end‘,
―the constituent, institutional form of the new order‖, makes violence normal and
necessary to impose capitalist measure (Negri: 2002b). By the early 1970‘s, Negri
(1971: 48) was arguing that Marx‘s ‗law of value‘ no longer operated autonomously.
The ―rule of exploitation according to the will of capital‖ had replaced it. In the
Keynesian state, the capitalist imposition of labour was separated from wealth creation,
becoming instead a mechanism purely of repression and social control. Capitalism bases
itself on command, on a direct relation of violence. In Insurgencies, Negri (1999a: 252256) used Marx‘s Capital to analyse the ―constitutive violence‖ of capitalism where
force and violence ―play the greatest part‖ in capitalist accumulation, for violence is a
constant element in the process of capital accumulation both ―in the foundation and [in]
the maintenance of the alienation of the worker‖. For Empire, ―war seems the only
possible solution‖ to the crisis of capitalist value (Negri: 2008a: 55) as under conditions
of real subsumption, the law of value no longer operates and the multitude pushes capital
into crisis. Capital responds with war and terror, in a desperate attempt to capture a
power that increasingly exceeds and threatens it.
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Hardt (2007a: 159) links capitalism to violence by extending Marxist notions of
primitive accumulation, an historical period during which ―the birth of capital required
extraordinary violence both in conquest, genocide and enslavement of foreign
populations‖ and ―in the expropriation of common lands, the clearing of peasants from
feudal estates and the creation of new laws that effectively herded the poor into the cities
and provided available labour-power‖. For Marx (1954: 714-715) ―so-called primitive
accumulation‖ is the process that ―clears the way for the capitalist system . . . which
takes away from the labourer the possession of the means of production‖. The history of
this expropriation is written ―in letters of blood and fire‖. Where this expropriation
failed to clear the way, resistance to capitalist labour was dealt with by ―bloody
legislation‖, whipping, branding, torture and execution (Marx: 1954: 737; Linebaugh
and Rediker: 2000). This accumulation process rapidly spread across the globe. Yet
according to Marx in Capital (1954: 737), the ―organisation of the capitalist process of
production, once fully developed, breaks down all resistance‖ and ―direct force, outside
economic conditions, is of course still used, but only exceptionally‖.

Hardt and Negri (2000a: 258) disagree with Marx, arguing that primitive accumulation
is not exceptional but is continuous, because ―capitalist relations of production and
social classes have to be reproduced continually‖ and in Commonwealth (Hardt and
Negri: 2009: 5) they argue that there ―is nothing extraordinary or exceptional‖ about the
primary form of power (the republican rule of law and property) that confronts the
multitude. Building on the work of Rosa Luxemburg, who explained that violence was
inherent to the accumulation of capital, Hardt (2007a: 159) argues that ―primitive
accumulation never comes to an end but continues as a constant complement and
support to the functioning of capital‖. As Negri (1999a) further explains, as capitalism
develops, its violence intensifies and is transformed into an organised structure that
orders and changes society. Hardt (2007a: 160) criticises Naomi Klein for not
understanding Empire in her book The Shock Doctrine by failing to grasp that there is no
capitalist alternative to the current violence and terror of ‗disaster capitalism‘, and that
this is not ―an aberration, a moment of excess that has distorted a more virtuous form of
capital‖ but is ―the core of contemporary capitalism‖.
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Hardt and Negri‘s understanding of Empire‘s violence rests on their view that Marx‘s
theory of value no longer applies as it once had, for ―quantifying both labour-time and
the value of its products is becoming increasingly difficult, thus undermining any
mechanism that would pose an equivalence between them‖ (Hardt in Negri: 2009b: xii).
For them, Marx‘s theory of value ―is really a theory of the measure of value‖, a theory of
―its orderly exploitation, the norm of its social division, and its capitalist reproduction‖
(Hardt and Negri: 2000a: 355, 468).

Capitalist social relations require measuring

processes, norms and values that result in common activity for capitalism. To maintain
and reproduce capital the ruling class uses methods of measurement constituted through
discipline, enclosure, capture and the commodification of labour, constantly attempting
to impose ―an extremely quantified form of life on its constituents‖ (Caffentzis: 2005a:
100). Yet, in Empire ―the construction of value takes place beyond measure‖ (Hardt and
Negri: 2000a: 356). While ―labour still remains the fundamental and sole element of
value creation‖ (Negri: 2008b: 181) and labour time and money are still deployed as
disciplinary tools, the activities of the multitude continually erode their effectiveness as
measures of value, for capitalist measure chases after proletarian self-valorisation as it
goes beyond measurement (Negri: 2008a: 39). Where ―value becomes the cognitive and
immaterial product of creative action‖, it escapes the ‗law of value‘. Profits and wages
now ―exist only as quantities regulated by a relation of power‖ (Negri: 1982: 17). A new
form of primitive accumulation has emerged in which ―the social wealth accumulated is
increasingly immaterial‖ (Hardt and Negri (2000a: 258) and ―the labour that produces
value is first creative activity, and afterwards it may be measured and/or alienated‖
(Negri: 2008b: 183) (emphasis in the original).

For Marx, the value of commodities is determined by the socially necessary labour time
required to produce them. But as he explained, when labour in the direct form ceases ―to
be the great well-spring of wealth, labour time ceases and must cease to be its measure
and hence exchange-value [must cease to be the measure] of use value‖ (Marx:
1973:104-105). According to Hardt and Negri (2000a: 364-367), under conditions of
real subsumption, all time is tendentially labour time and with the increasing hegemony
of immaterial labour (e.g. the work of social relations, communication and affective
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networks), work cannot be measured by the time employed in production (See Chapters
Six and Seven for more on the value of immaterial/biopolitical labour). In looking
toward the future development of capitalism, Marx (1973: 705) wrote of the growing
and crucial importance of ‗scientific labour‘ and ‗social combination‘. He (Marx: 1973:
706) argued that the drive to dominate living labour through machinery would mean that
―the creation of real wealth comes to depend less on labour time and on the amount of
labour employed‖ than on ―the general state of science and on the progress of
technology.‖ The key factor in production would then become the ―general intellect‖ or
social knowledge. Hardt and Negri reinterpret Marx‘s concept of the general intellect to
include the development within the proletariat of ―an immaterial, intellectual, linguistic,
and cooperative workforce that corresponds to a new phase of productive development
based on the excess of . . . living labour‖ (Negri: 2008a: 103). The general intellect is a
source of power for the multitude and is embodied in the common. Capital continually
tries to subsume the power of the multitude‘s general intellect and the common while
preventing its communist potentials from extending beyond Empire.
For Hardt and Negri (2000a: 401), labour time now reflects a ‗dualism of power‘, where
capitalist labour time is imposed by capital as a mechanism of social control, but time
also ―comes back entirely under collective existence and thus resides within the
cooperation of the multitude‖. As capital seeks to subsume more of society, ‗non-work
time‘ and ‗work time‘ become intertwined in evermore complex ways. Examining the
capitalist subsumption of society, Hardt and Negri (2000a: 402) argue that: ―The
production of capital converges ever more with the production and reproduction of
social life itself; it thus becomes ever more difficult to maintain distinctions among
productive, reproductive, and unproductive labour‖. In Empire all social activity is
exploited by capital, while ―class struggle does not disappear, but it is transformed into
all the moments of everyday life‖ (Negri: 1991: xvi). The inability of capital to capture
all living labour and ―its tendency to be common and shared, undermine all the
traditional mechanisms of accounting‖ (Hardt and Negri: 2004: 148), and value is
beyond measure because ―the world is labour‖ (Hardt and Negri: 1994: 11). In both
biopolitical/immaterial and ecological terms, the value of the common defies, exceeds
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and escapes measurement by capital, throwing the value of economic goods and activity
into question (Hardt: 2009b).

In Multitude Hardt and Negri (2004: 150) contend that since the relationship between
labour and value has changed, exploitation is now expropriation of the common. They
are unclear however about whether capital manages to privately appropriate ―part or all
of the value that has been produced as common‖, for capital can only appropriate some
of this ‗common wealth‘ since living labour always avoids being pared down to the
labour power used by capital (Hardt and Negri: 2004: 146). Therefore the common has a
dual potential. It can be ―enlisted in the global armies at the service of capital,
subjugated in the global strategies of servile inclusion and violent marginalisation‖; or,
the multitude can organise itself autonomously, re-appropriating and managing the
common (Hardt and Negri: 2004: 159). The common, the multitude‘s creative power,
can be utilised both for the violence of capital and as self-organised self-valorisation.

Labour is central to capitalism as both a transformative and a constraining power. It is a
means by which people are incorporated into capital through exploitation and alienation.
In his theory of capitalist valorisation Marx (1954: 613-648) explains that under
capitalism, the imposition of labour is endless and independent of the production of any
particular use values. According to him, the capitalist labour process alienates workers
from nature, from themselves, from their own activity, from their human essence and
from other workers. Marx (in Geras: 1983: 73) saw labour for capital as ―forced upon‖
workers, who were ―sacrificed from youth onwards‖, only sustaining human life ―by
stunting it‖. Since the basis of capitalism is the imposition of commodified labour for
capital, the capitalist class attempts to gain total control over the means of production.
As Marx (1954: 767-770) explains in Capital, capital, as a social relation, includes the
means of production only when it is used to exploit and dominate workers, and the
process of primitive accumulation was intended to divorce producers from the means of
production. Yet, for Hardt and Negri (2000a; Negri: 2002c; 2008a), the means of
production increasingly include all of life, and many of the instruments of production
have become the property of, or internal to, the multitude. These means of production,
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which do not belong to capital, ―exist in relative autonomy‖ (Negri: 2008a: 66) in the
minds, language, communication and social relations of the multitude. Since capital is
losing control of the means of production, the basis of capital‘s coercive power is being
undermined. Capital therefore intensifies its efforts to enforce capitalist labour and the
commodity form through violence, war and terror.

In Empire Hardt and Negri (2000a: 14-15) argue that conflict and crisis drive the
integration processes of Empire as an imperial machine that can prevent and resolve
conflict. Empire can portray violence as assisting justice and peace, ―called into being‖
(emphasis in original) as part of ―the chain of international consensus‖ aimed at
resolving conflict. Empire claims to bring peace but underneath the stability and order
that Empire achieves there exists a permanent state of global war where the enemy is
reduced simultaneously to an object of routine police repression and magnified into a
threat to the social order. ―Empire is always dedicated to peace – a perpetual and
universal peace outside of history‖ (Hardt: 2001b) that ―can never be achieved but [is]
none-the-less continually reproposed‖ (Hardt and Negri: 2000a: 60).

With some foresight of post-September 11 capitalist strategy, Hardt and Negri (2000a:
398-399) pointed out that to restrict, isolate and disorganise the multitude it would be
extremely important ―that Empire use its powers to manage and orchestrate the various
forces of nationalism and fundamentalism‖. And that it was ―no less important, too, that
Empire deploy its military and police powers to bring the unruly and rebellious to
order‖. They explain that Empire‘s attempts to repress the multitude are paradoxical as
they rely on the productive power of the multitude. In Multitude Hardt and Negri try to
―understand the way in which war has been transformed into a device for imposing
structure and order‖ (Negri: 2004a: 71), arguing that war is necessary to the global order
as military force ―must guarantee the conditions for the functioning of the world market‖
(Hardt and Negri: 2004: 177). Negri (2004a: 71) explains that war ―has been added to
discipline and control as an instrument of government at the world level‖ as capital can
only recompose itself through war (Alliez and Negri: 2005). Hardt and Negri also
understand war as ―a system for the production of order that operates through the
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destruction of society and of life‖ (Negri: 2004a: 71). Yet while the sovereign power of
Empire must respond to and control the movements of the multitude, it cannot destroy
them, as it requires their creative power. Therefore war ―must not only destroy life but
also create it‖ (Hardt and Negri: 2004: 41). As the threat of violence permeates society
and war tends to become a ―permanent social relation‖ (emphasis in the original),
violence is aimed not only at controlling people but at ―producing and reproducing all
aspects of social life‖. In this ―highly contradictory situation . . . the actions of the ruling
powers to maintain control tend to undercut their own interests and authority‖ (Hardt
and Negri: 2004: 12-17). The violence of the Bush administration and the U.S. led
invasion of Iraq were examples of this contradictory process.

Imperialism and War
Hardt and Negri have developed their arguments around Empire and war in response to
criticisms that war is imperialistic. But during the ‗war on terror‘ the United States has
been both imperialist and imperial, while Empire remains the main tendency of capital.
As outlined in Chapter One, in Empire Negri and Hardt (2000a: 37 - 39) consider that
the U.S.A. as the ‗world police‘ acted in imperial not in imperialist interest since there
was no global military that could impose neo-liberalism. As the New York Times‘
foreign affairs columnist Thomas Friedman (1999: 73) explained at the time Empire was
published: ―The hidden hand of the market will never work without a hidden fist.
McDonalds cannot flourish without McDonnell Douglas, the designer of the bombers
that attacked Iraq, and the hidden fist that keeps the world safe for Silicon Valley is
called the United States Army, Air Force, Navy and Marine Corps‖. Over 700 US
military installations encircling the globe are not there to protect the U.S.A., but are part
of ―an increasingly militarised globalisation where the stability of the corporate order is
ensured by force‖ (Swift: 2005: 10).

However, the W.T.O. rather than the U.S.A. is more likely to set the planetary
framework of neo-liberalism, ―where war has become the ordering power, drawing its
authority from the ‗outdated‘ character of territorial conquest‖ (Alliez and Negri: 2005).
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In Multitude Hardt and Negri (2004: 177) continue to affirm that U.S.-led military
actions are not ―primarily directed at a specific economic advantage‖ but at guaranteeing
―the division of labour and power of the global political body‖. Yet the exercising of
military power by nation states is paradoxical, guaranteeing global markets while at the
same time developing and deploying security regimes that consolidate national borders
and obstruct global production and trade. Negri (2008c: 121) has analysed the Bush
administration‘s neo-conservative policy, based on old notions of power to return to
imperialism, as a reactionary effort to counter the unfolding of Empire, an attempted
―coup d‘état‖ on Empire.
The ‗coup‘ that brought the Bush administration to power negated the Constitution and
undermined established concepts of justice, law and order in the U.S.A.. Following
September 11, this process expanded with the national security state and the declaration
of permanent war. The Bush administration committed itself to ending states that
sponsor terrorism and claimed it wanted to change the whole world through a global war
to ―save civilisation itself‖ (Bush: 2003). Bush declared, ―We have our best chance since
the rise of the nation state in the 17th century to build a world where the great powers of
the world compete in peace instead of prepare for war‖. The abolition of world conflict
would be accomplished by the U.S.A. maintaining its own global dominance. As Bush
(2003) explained, ―America has and intends to keep military strengths beyond
challenge‖.
Rather than being the ―peace police‖ called in by supranational organisations (Hardt and
Negri: 2000a: 181) the U.S.-led ‗coalition of the willing‘ that invaded Iraq in 2003
challenged the consensus that the U.N. was established to uphold. The ―neoconservative
theory and practice of imperial law‖ now focused on ―armed globalisation‖, ―military
intervention, regime change and nation building‖ (Hardt and Negri: 2004: 277). But, for
Hardt and Negri, U.S. imperialism is not practical today because it is bad for business.
Global capital doesn‘t want a centred form of power and it is most likely that the U.S.A.
―will soon be forced to stop being imperialist and recognise itself as being within
Empire‖ (Negri: 2008b: 20). They argue (in Wardle: 2002) that the defence of the nation
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state leads to fundamentalism and fascism. As part of a project to create despotic
hierarchies that constantly and relentlessly pit differences, identities and individualities
against each other, contemporary fascism tries to utilise and distort the needs and desires
of the multitude. And as Negri (1996: 217) had warned in 1996, this ―new fascism (as an
expression of the financial command of international capital) would produce a war of all
against all; it would create religiosity and wars of religion, nationalism and wars of
nation, corporative egos and economic wars‖. The September 11 attacks made Negri
(2004a: 163-164) realise that ―the violence of the conflict between those who were vying
for control over imperial power had become truly terrifying‖, as the terrorism of Al
Qaeda and of the state ―feeds terrorism by practicing terror itself‖. This spiral of terror
became clearly evident during the Iraq war.

The Iraq War and Global Civil War
The war in Iraq illustrates the contradictions between imperialism and capital‘s
tendency towards Empire. To explain why the U.S.A. and its allies invaded Iraq, a wide
variety of arguments have been put forward including: as a means to counter a decline in
U.S. power (Petras and Veltmeyer: 2005a); as a way to save capitalism (Midnight Notes
Collective: 2002); because of inter-imperialist competition (Chossudovsky: 2003); to
counter the influence of Syria and Iran (Arnove: 2006); for oil (Caffentzis: 2005b) and
because of the competition between the U.S. dollar and the Euro (Heard: 2003). The
majority of nation states did not support the war, saying that without U.N. approval,
states should respect the integrity of each others‘ borders and that international peace
and cooperation were preferable to war.
Since World War Two international laws and treaties have limited the ‗legitimate‘ use
of violence between nation states and the human rights movement has delegitimised the
use by states of violence internally. While these delegitimisation processes have not led
to a decline in the use of violence, for Hardt and Negri (2004: 26-27) they have reopened a number of ‗troubling questions‘ around the definitions of legitimate violence
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and terrorism. The difficulty of establishing an adequate distinction between terrorism
and legitimate violence has led many to appeal to morality and values to legitimate and
provide a legal basis for violence. But Hardt and Negri (2004: 28) argue that morals and
values can only legitimise violence when they ignore alternative views and opinions.
―Once one accepts the validity of different values, then such a structure immediately
collapses‖. Violence therefore is effectively legitimated not by morality nor by legality
but by what it achieves. If violence results in the maintenance or extension of Empire it
is legitimated. But if violence creates disorder and undermines Empire ―legitimation will
be removed‖ (Hardt and Negri: 2004: 30).

The war in Iraq is an example of this legitimation process. Its failures have eroded the
perceived legitimacy of the invasion and of those supporting it. The inability of the
invading forces to produce evidence of weapons of mass destruction or of links to
terrorism has reinforced the belief that the war was a conflict over resources and space.
Negri (2002a) saw the invasion of Iraq as a product of the reactionary nature of the Bush
administration, a ―regressive backlash contrary to the imperial tendency‖ that was
―linked to old structures of power, old methods of command‖. The invasion was
therefore part of a process aimed at maintaining ―certain mega structures of American
power such as control of energy and the development of the industrial military
complex‖. In Multitude Hardt and Negri (2004: 317-18) ponder whether the U.S.A.‘s
proclamation of the ‗axis of evil‘ was both a warning to Iraq, Iran and North Korea and a
challenge to its main ‗strategic competitors‘, Europe, Russia and China. According to
Negri (2003b), ―the major decisions are not being made on the war on terror or on the
conventional war against tyrants, but rather on the forms of hegemony and the relative
degrees of power‖ different capitalist elites will have in Empire. These struggles are
‗civil wars‘ within Empire.
Hardt and Negri (2004: 4) argue that ―all of the world‘s current armed conflicts, hot and
cold . . . should be considered imperial civil wars, even when states are involved‖. While
these conflicts do not involve Empire in its entirety, they occur within the borders of
global sovereign power. The combatants are involved in a power struggle within the
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hierarchies of Empire. Modern sovereignty is supposed to end civil war by ―organising
violence and fear into a stable political order‖ (Hardt and Negri: 2004: 239). But now
the world is confronted by global violence, global fear and global civil war. In Empire
―the old form of war, nation state against nation-state, war that inflicts death in order to
defend borders, that sacrifices singularities in order to save a people‖ no longer exists
(Negri: 2004a: 69). The recent wars in Afghanistan and Iraq are supposed to be part of
the global war on terror. But, this global war is not a war between nation states, but a
civil war within Empire. This civil war ―is defined by overlapping networks that
conflict, in one common space, along a multiplicity of modulating fronts‖ (Negri:
2008b: 56). In this civil war the role of the U.S.A. is often portrayed as that of the
sovereign, yet the war on terror involves the continuous blurring of distinctions between
the ‗inside‘ and ‗outside‘ of the nation state. ―In the very moment when Empire is
formed, imperial sovereignty is thrown into crisis not because it is threatened by an
external enemy (there is no more outside of Empire) but by a multitude of internal,
omnilateral and diffuse tensions‖ (Negri: 2008b: 56). In this global war, nations like
Afghanistan and Iraq are so precarious that they can be attacked, destroyed and ‗rebuilt‘
to try and stabilise the new world order.
Contrary to the claims of some, there has been no ―successful conquest of Iraq‖ (Petras
and Veltmeyer: 2005a: 101). At the time of writing, there is no end in sight to the
occupation, although according to former U.S. Secretary of Defence, Donald Rumsfeld
(in Swift: 2005: 9), American military operations in Iraq will end one day because
―eventually the Iraqis will get tired of dying‖. Of course it is not just the Iraqis who are
dying and the casualties in the ‗war on terror‘ cannot be calculated. While there is no
accurate count of civilian deaths in the invasion of Afghanistan (Szabo: 2007) it is
estimated that over one million civilians have died violently as a result of the invasion of
Iraq (Opinion Research Business: 2007; Just Foreign Policy: 2008). Thousands of
invading and occupying troops have also died and hundreds of thousands have been
injured. Amongst the 1.64 million troops deployed in Afghanistan and Iraq in
Operations Enduring Freedom and Iraqi Freedom there are an estimated 300,000
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psychological casualties, 320,000 brain injury casualties and 35,000 ‗normal‘ casualties
(Cockburn: 2008; Tanielian and Jaycox: 2008).

The horrendous violence unleashed in Iraq has failed to crush resistance to invasion and
occupation. Rather than a defeated ‗people‘, the invading and occupying forces have
been confronted by a powerful violent resistance and by massive non-violent protest
movements. While many have emphasised the continuing armed struggle in Iraq, Noam
Chomsky (in Achcar and Chomsky: 2007: 98) describes the ―triumph of non-violent
resistance‖ in Iraq as ―one of the greatest achievements of non-violence‖, forcing ―the
occupying army to back off, to permit elections, to permit Iraqis to write the
constitution‖. The occupation forces have also been unsuccessful in securing Iraq‘s oil
due to continuing resistance to the occupation and to widespread protests against
attempts to privatise the oil industry. The invading forces have been made to renounce
many of their primary war aims and non-violent struggle against occupation and
repression continues to be powerful and effective (Achcar and Shalom: 2007; First Iraqi
International Labour Conference: 2009; Midnight Notes Collective: 2009: 7).
The failures of the Bush administration‘s invasion and occupation of Iraq are part of a
much broader collapse of its unilateralist strategy, which tried to place the U.S.A. at the
centre of all regional state formations across the globe. These formations are
contradictory, both contributing to a unified order and exerting an autonomy that can
potentially break it. The conflicting interests of capitalists means that while some have
benefited from the ‗war on terror‘ it has also had ―strongly detrimental effects on the
global circuits of production and trade‖ and has hindered Empire‘s economic networks
(Hardt and Negri: 2004: 319).

In response to these detrimental effects the world

aristocracies have dramatically increased their financial, economic, political and military
challenges to the U.S.A.. The U.S. armed forces are re-learning their limitations in Iraq
and the U.S. state is again realising that capital needs global mechanisms and the power
of cooperating nation states around the world to be effective. As the U.S. unilateralist
vision flounders in Afghanistan and Iraq, the limits of this ―version of Empire‖ exposes
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how ―the ends of globalisation and the forms of geopolitical strategy are still deeply in
question‖ (Hardt and Negri: 2004: 320).

While questions regarding globalisation and geopolitics remain unresolved, Hardt and
Negri‘s exploration of capitalist violence concentrates on neo-liberalism and ‗permanent
exceptionalism‘. For them geopolitics is now in permanent crisis because it ―functions
on the basis of borders, identities, and limits‖, yet these are ―unstable and constantly
undermined‖ and must be continually displaced and overrun. It is the contradiction, the
conflict between Empire‘s need to command the multitude and its reliance on the
multitude‘s creativity that is the ―motor of development‖ (Hardt and Negri: 2004: 314).
The multitude can use the permanent crisis in geopolitics driven by global class struggle
strategically. Since the U.S.A. is incapable of maintaining global order, Hardt and Negri
(2004: 320-321) suggest in Multitude that the multinational corporations, supranational
institutions and other dominant nation states should demand a new global order. They
also suggest that the world aristocracies should ally themselves with the movement of
movements and would benefit from taking up the movements‘ peace proposals (Hardt
and Negri: 2004: 322). As discussed in the previous chapter, the multitude‘s strategies to
use the geopolitical crisis of capital can involve guiding alliances involving those
sections of the aristocracies which seek to end unilateralism and to promote peace in
order to renew production and exchange.

When explaining their strategy of exodus, a year after the Genoa a.g. protests and the
launching of the ‗war on terror‘, Negri (2002a) acknowledged that as the multitude
evacuates capital‘s places of power, capital will attack them. Accordingly, the multitude
acts defensively to protect the spaces of autonomy and to limit the disruptive and
destructive power of capital. As he makes clear, the ―movement can only be constructed
on exodus, but it must also exercise resistance. This is because power does not let you
practice exodus in peace; it continuously attacks‖. Therefore, Negri says, the movement
of movements needs to consider alliances with reformist governments to support reforms
aimed at preventing attacks on the multitude. The question for the multitude then is
―which alliances to build with the imperial reformist aristocracies‖ (Negri: 2002a).
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Neo-Liberalism and Permanent Exceptionalism
While looking for alliances with imperial reformist aristocracies, Hardt and Negri
continue to recognise the centrality of violence to capital and that capitalist state forms
try to organise and to monopolise it. As they explain capitalist society is a ―monster of
provocation and devastation‖ (Hardt and Negri: 1994: 204) and constitutional bourgeois
democracy is a ―theory of the management of legitimate violence‖ (Negri: 2008a: 129).
Paradoxically, the neo-liberal project has involved ―a substantial increase of the State in
terms both of size and powers of intervention‖ to deal with capitalist crisis (Hardt and
Negri: 1994: 242). While advocating less state intervention, neo-liberal nation states
have boosted the prison population and have introduced more repressive laws
concerning protests, strikes, behaviour, movement, the use of public space, censorship
and civil rights. At the same time as cutting back on the social security of welfare and
social spending, expenditure on military and police forces has increased as these forces
increasingly intervene wherever Empire is threatened. The military power of this neoliberal global ‗big government‘ is required to defend capital and to ―force open
unwilling markets and stabilise existing ones‖ (Hardt and Negri: 2004: 177).

The power of the imperial war police is founded on the threat of nuclear destruction,
genocide and torture (Hardt and Negri: 2004: 19), for Empire is ―the absolute capacity
for destruction‖, the ―ultimate form of biopower‖, the power of death (Hardt and Negri:
2000a: 345-346). The constant and coordinated application of this violence helps to
maintain social hierarchies, social anxiety and conflict within the multitude. Fear of
violence is used to maintain capitalist social relations. Yet, as the global state of violence
and fear is extended, it aggravates social crisis while helping to connect the multitude
more deeply.

In Empire, before the September 11 attacks, Hardt and Negri (2000a: 18) analysed the
―permanent state of emergency and exception‖ behind supranational interventions
justified in the name of the universal values of justice and peace. They describe imperial
power in a situation of permanent crisis and war as ―a science of police‖. In response to
the growing power of the a.g. movement, Empire launched a ―low intensity war
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combined with high intensity police action‖ (Negri: 2004a: 75). This defence of capital
and the state by the world‘s police forces represents ―institutional fascism: an implicit
and organic fascism, consubstantial with the institutions being defended‖. This violence
is aimed at halting new cycles of struggle and, as sections of the ruling class descend
into fascism, ―all acts of protest and resistance are potentially terrorism‖ (Negri: 2004a:
76).
The war on terror‘s destructive power has fostered fear and insecurity across the globe
and has stifled opposition. Since September 11 2001, in many parts of the world,
governments have introduced new police powers and national security measures. These
have increased surveillance and the powers and practices of control, including
preventative detention without charge, travel restrictions, roundups, deportations,
disappearances, torture and assassinations. The function of the U.S. Department of
Justice is now ―prevention and disruption‖, not law enforcement (U.S. Department of
Justice: 2001) and the army routinely polices the streets in numerous U.S. cities.

Hardt and Negri (2004: 13-14) discuss the war on terrorism as developing out of
previous wars on poverty and drugs, where the enemy is a concept or a set of practices.
These wars are social wars, mobilising society to fight against ―immaterial enemies‖
continually across the globe. As military and police actions increasingly intermingle,
distinctions between the ―enemy‖, generally conceived of as outside the nation state, and
the ―dangerous classes‖, traditionally viewed as inside, also blur. Enemies of social
order and peace can be identified everywhere, leading to the criminalisation of all forms
of social contestation and resistance. ―In this perspective, whereas global terrorism is
part of the ‗civil war‘ for imperial leadership, the movements of resistance and exodus
are actually the real new threat for the global capitalist order‖ (Negri: 2008b: 23). This
threat is confirmed by U.S. military strategists who identify the second most dangerous
future scenario that the U.S. military could face as the threat from a ―Transnational
Web‖ of ―radical transnational ‗peace and social justice‘ groups‖ (Nichiporuk: 2005).
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Security agencies are now demanding ‗total information awareness‘, access to all
information about everybody and everything. There is an increasing presumption of
guilt, the criminalisation of dissent and the militarisation of policing functions. Hardt
and Negri (2004) describe this as a situation of ―permanent exceptionalism‖. While
states usually have provisions to suspend civil liberties in times of emergency, these
exceptional circumstances are now considered permanent and general. But contrary to
Agamben‘s (2005: 87-88) analysis, Hardt and Negri (2004: 364) explain that constituent
power is not defined by the ‗state of exception‘. The war on terror is intended to be a
long-term global ‗state of exception‘; a reaction to both terrorism and the upsurge of
revolt and rebellion, part of the destructive power of capital seeking to disrupt the
multitude. Faced with the growing power of the multitude ―Empire can only isolate,
divide, and segregate‖. However, these attempts at repression are really inverted
manifestations of the multitude‘s strength (Hardt and Negri: 2000a: 399). ―[T]he state of
exception is the state‘s weakest element‖ (Negri: 2008a: 132) and attempts to impose
neo-liberalism at gunpoint continue to meet stiff resistance. This strategic weakness has
led to the further deepening of neo-liberalism which seriously challenges the nation
state‘s monopoly of violence.

Mercenaries of Empire
Following the end of the Cold War there began a ‗revolution in military affairs‘ (RMA)
involving a significant shift in military strategy. For Hardt and Negri (2004: 44) this
strategy ―seems to anticipate in some ways the forms of biopolitical production of the
multitude‖ for it utilises the developments of the social factory and the socialised worker
in the contemporary global war. The counterinsurgency strategies developed during the
twentieth century are now being refined and extended globally. These strategies were
developed in response to the new guerrilla forms of insurgency which had no sovereign
territory, operated within enemy territory and utilised ―polycentric forms of command
and horizontal forms of communication‖ (Hardt and Negri: 2004: 56). The
contemporary network forms of insurgency extend and complete this guerrilla tendency.
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This ‗final model‘ is a full-matrix network with no hierarchy or centre, a swarm or
amorphous multiplicity. Here Hardt and Negri agree with and refer to Arquilla and
Ronfeldt‘s (2000) work for the Rand Corporation, which identifies ‗swarming‘ as the
main military strategy of netwar. The challenge for counterinsurgency strategists then, is
for traditional military forces to become a network in order to effectively fight a
network. This includes shedding their national character and becoming an imperial
military (Hardt and Negri: 2004: 59).
The RMA sought to develop a ‗risk free‘ strategy for U.S. troops who with superior
intelligence, information and technology could safely defeat their adversaries. As the
wars in Afghanistan and Iraq have clearly demonstrated, this idea does not correspond to
the reality of war where the suicide bomber is ―the dark opposite, the gory doppelganger
of the safe bodyless soldier‖ (Hardt and Negri: 2004: 45). In the real wars of Empire, the
U.S.A. and other military commands are instead increasingly moving to outsource the
risk to mercenaries. There are around fifty thousand private soldiers in Iraq (Klein:
2007: 378) and the number of ―private security contractors equals or exceeds official
military personnel‖ (Knickerbocker: 2007). The U.S.A. is also privatising and
outsourcing much of its espionage and covert operations to mercenaries (See Palast:
2004; Klein: 2007) including the new agency, Counterintelligence Field Activity,
independent of the C.I.A., which spends 70% of its budget on private contractors (Klein:
2007: 300). Mercenary companies like Blackwater (a U.S.-based mercenary army of
twenty thousand soldiers) have participated in C.I.A. operations ―to capture or kill
militants in Iraq and Afghanistan‖ (Mazzetti and Risen: 2009: 17) and have in battle at
times assumed command over U.S. armed forces (Klein: 2007: 378). The infamous
Haliburton corporation has created the entire infrastructure of overseas U.S. military
operations (Klein: 2007: 292) and private contractors from CACI International provided
the interrogators involved in the infamous Abu Ghraib tortures (Allison and Solnit:
2007:151).

Mercenary violence is the starkest example of neo-liberalism and permanent
exceptionalism. It is part of the corruption that is integral to Empire, corruption which
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occurs throughout all levels of government, police forces, and ‗the mafias of rising
social groups‘, the churches, financial conglomerates and so on. It includes the
―everyday violence of power‖ which is a ―mafia style corruption‖ and the corruption of
exploitation and privatisation (Hardt and Negri: 2000a: 389-391). To illustrate this
corruption, Hardt and Negri (2004: 179) point to the former Soviet Union where the
‗democratic transition‘ led to the emergence of powerful mafias which facilitated global
market integration. They explain that now ―all armies are again tending to become
mercenary armies‖ (Hardt and Negri: 2004: 49), either overtly, like Executive Outcomes
in Central and West Africa, Blackwater in Iraq, or more covertly like Al Qaeda, ―those
same ‗condottieri‘ of the mercenary armies who have been hired in order to defend oil
interests in the Middle East‖ and are ―internal to the imperial structure‖ (Negri: 2008b:
20), or those, such as Karzai and Chalabi and previously Saddam Hussein who can serve
as heads of state. These ―mercenaries are an army of corruption‖ and continuing revolts
of mercenaries, like Hussein and Al Qaeda, can be expected against those who helped
fund, arm and empower them (Hardt and Negri: 2004: 48-49).
As Hardt and Negri (2004: 32) explain, within this process of corruption, ―legitimate
violence, criminality, and terrorism tend to become indistinguishable from one another‖.
This doesn‘t mean they are the same but that ―the distinction between legitimate and
illegitimate violence, between wars of liberation and wars of oppression, tend to blur‖
(emphasis in the original). So the answer remains unclear to the question posed by Hardt
and Negri at the beginning of this chapter, regarding whether there is an alternative
organisational form that can legitimate the use of violence by the multitude. But what is
clear, is that for the multitude, war is not the answer to the violence of capital. ―War
itself, regardless of the distinctions one tries to make, is oppressing us‖ (Hardt and
Negri: 2004: 32).

The Lessons of the Civil War in Italy
To explore Hardt and Negri‘s understanding of how war is oppressive, I now turn to
Negri‘s changing views on violence, and then to Hardt and Negri‘s thoughts on the
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multitude‘s struggles for peace. Hardt and Negri have developed their strategic vision in
relation to peace from their own praxis and from the lessons learnt through the historical
and present-day struggles of the proletariat. Both of them, but especially Negri, have
political histories that are tightly connected to questions of violence and war. As shown
in Chapter One, Hardt and Negri have both been involved in movements for which
violence and armed struggle were central, and they have changed their views on peace,
violence and class struggle through these experiences. These experiences, along with the
lessons of other proletarian struggles to develop revolutionary violence and to counter
capitalist violence, have led to the realisation by Hardt and Negri that peace is the
optimal communist strategy.
It was the Italian civil war that was pivotal in Negri‘s understandings of violence, nonviolence and the need for peace. According to Negri (2004a: 34), ―non-violent resistance
is still resistance‖ and in Italy in the 1970‘s the choice was between resisting armed
violence, which is what he chose, or using violence, which is what the Red Brigades
chose. Yet at other times he has stated that during this period, ―we used violence to
defend democracy‖ (Negri in Wardle: 2002). Negri (1983; in Hardt and Virno: 1996:
233) and some of his autonomist comrades distinguished ―two distinct tendencies in
class violence‖ in Italy during this period. The first was resistance by militant workers to
the restructuring of production. In this resistance the Red Brigades found support for
their glorification of a military vanguard and their re-proposition of the Leninist party.
The second tendency was amongst the ―new proletariat that was emerging from the
process of restructuring‖ where violence was the ―product of the absence of guarantees,
the situation of part-time and precarious forms of employment‖, and struggles over
income and the ―self-determination of the working day‖. This was the tendency of
Autonomia, where the absence of ―separate military structures that specialised in the use
of force‖, challenged the concept of the armed vanguard and the party. Autonomists did
not directly assault the state but instead built and defended autonomous social spaces
where the movement could develop constituent power.
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The Italian state violently repressed Autonomia and this led to deepening divisions
within it over the question of armed struggle. Since the movement rejected the ―trap of
the Historic Compromise‖ and ―any use of the institutions‖, some within it adopted the
view that ―political struggle equals armed struggle‖ (Negri et al: 1983 in Hardt and
Virno: 1996: 235). As the strategy of tension successfully deepened the crisis within
Autonomia, some joined the Red Brigades. ―After the Moro assassination, in the
desolation of a militarised civil society, the State and the Red Brigades fought each other
like opposite reflections in the same mirror‖ (Negri et al: 1983 in Hardt and Virno: 1996:
237). Caught in the crossfire, Autonomia was eliminated, divided and weakened by state
repression, splits and demoralisation. Yet, for Negri (et al: 1983 in Hardt and Virno:
1996: 237) this defeat was not a defeat of the ‗new social subjects‘ who continued ―a
long march through the workplaces, the organisation of social knowledge, the
‗alternative economy‘, local services, and administrative apparatuses‖.

During his imprisonment, Negri (1983 in Hardt and Virno: 1996: 226-231) and other
communist inmates of Rebibbia Prison explained how the extra-parliamentary Left in
Italy during the 1970s had emphasised a rupture with legality ―in order to prevent any
institutional recuperation of the movements within structures of command and profit‖.
This section of the left saw violence as a necessary means for a struggle ―on the terrain
of power‖. This form of struggle was conceptualised as ―the violent breaking of legality
in offensive terms, as the manifestation of a different form of power‖. However, within
the mass movements, ―organisation within the framework of illegality was much more
modest, with strictly defensive and contingent goals‖, involving efforts to prevent
attacks by right-wing forces. As these attacks increased, clandestine armed groups like
the Red Brigades, appealing to the Italian left‘s anti-fascist partisan tradition, launched
vanguardist ―armed struggle in support of reforms‖. At the same time mass illegality
became more common ―in response to immediate needs, as part of an effort to create
―spaces‖ that could be independently controlled, as a reaction to cuts in social spending‖
and as a response to state and fascist aggression.
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Hardt (2005b: 24) argues that during the Italian civil war political violence was so
general that it became ―the normal state of political exchange‖. As the power of the
proletariat pushed the state into desperation, violence was the state‘s only effective
weapon. In response, the communist movement ―had no choice but to adopt some sort of
policy of armed struggle‖. During this period Negri (in Hardt 2005b: 25-26) argued that
to defend itself the movement required a centralised leadership directing a force equal to
that of the state. Yet he criticised those who sought to create an armed vanguard, acting
in the interests of the class, arguing that it would inevitably become terroristic. Rather,
he thought that the proletariat‘s use of violence ought to be an organic expression of the
class‘s composition and the class‘s desires ―subordinated to the advancement of the
movement‖.

But the lesson of this period of civil war for Negri and many of his comrades was clear.
Writing Do You Remember Revolution? their joint statement from prison in 1983, they
explained, ―There is no ‗good‘ version of armed struggle, no alternative to the elitist
practice of the Red Brigades; armed struggle is in itself incompatible with and
antithetical to the new movements‖. For Negri and his comrades, the struggles of the
new movements and their negotiations with the state ―can be at one and the same time
separate, antagonistic, and capable of seeking and finding its own mediations‖ (Negri et
al: 1983 in Hardt and Virno: 1996: 238). Do You Remember Revolution? theorises that
rather than indicating an absence of revolutionary conditions non-violence now signified
a more advanced state of social conflict, a revolutionary maturity (Rabasa: 2005: 175).
Six years later in Politics and Subversion, Negri (1989: 175) re-affirms that it is now in
the interest of the proletariat ―to impose stabilisation and to ensure, through the struggle
for peace, that the social revolution is taken forward‖.

Guerrilla War is Over
That the multitude‘s optimal strategy is to struggle for peace, for Hardt and Negri has
been clearly demonstrated by the failures of revolutionary guerrilla warfare. Further
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developing their critique of revolutionary violence in Multitude, they (Hardt and Negri:
2004: 72-76) outline how the constituent power of the multitude was captured and
subsumed within the hierarchical and centralised people‘s armies and national liberation
movements of the twentieth century. By the 1960s the multitude was increasingly
rejecting these state capitalist strategies of armed struggle in favour of more democratic,
decentralised and autonomous guerrilla forms of organisation. Cuba and the Cultural
Revolution in China seemed to offer models for do-it-yourself revolution free from the
authoritarianism of the state and the Party. Yet, appearances were illusory as these
guerrilla movements turned out to be the Party in embryonic or alternative forms. Their
structure was transformed from the relatively horizontal to the vertical in order to wage
war and/or to exercise state power.

As guerrilla warfare adapted during the 1970s to changes in social production, it
became more biopolitical and ―spread throughout the entire fabric of society‖ (Hardt and
Negri: 2004: 81). The goal of class warfare became the production of new subjectivities,
―new circuits of communication, new forms of social collaboration, and new modes of
interaction‖ through more democratic networks. As demonstrated by Autonomia in Italy
these networks focused less on attacking the ruling powers and more on transforming
society.

Hardt and Negri (2004: 82) argue that as new technologies, changes in the labour force
and new forms of social production transform the guerrilla model, the multitude‘s new
network forms of organisation ―based on the continuing plurality of its elements‖
(emphasis in original) cannot be centralised, disciplined or commanded like an army. To
resist capital the multitude employs the power to cooperate, communicate and create
new subjectivities. It is these democratic network forms of organisation that capital
attempts to capture and utilise to develop Empire.

In considering the changing organisational forms of capitalist war, Hardt and Negri
(2004: 37) view the Cold War as in some ways a Third World War and the present
imperial civil war as ―the Fourth World War‖. The cold war initiated a transformation of
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war from all-out confrontation to a proliferation of high intensity police actions and lowintensity warfare. As the global economy shifted in the early 1970s and capitalist
production was restructured to deal with capitalist crisis, brought on by proletarian
revolt, war was increasingly tied to economic production and similarly restructured.
Mobility and flexibility, the integration of intelligence, information and immaterial
labour and the extension of military power to the whole planetary biosphere now aimed
at the construction and reproduction of Empire (Hardt and Negri: 2004: 39-40). Military
theorists have ―discovered the concept of biopower‖ attempting to gain ‗full spectrum
dominance‘, unlimited military, social, cultural, economic, political, psychological and
ideological control (Hardt and Negri: 2004: 53).
But, because the multitude maintains its autonomy, ‗full spectrum dominance‘ can
never be achieved. Empire is constantly faced with flexible and mobile networks of
resistance and revolt. For much of the twentieth century the multitude‘s network power
of communism was often hidden by conceptions of the socialist states as capitalism‘s
foes. The end of the cold war has brought capital‘s real enemy, the proletariat, back into
the light. For Hardt and Negri (2004: 79-80), the people‘s army and the guerrilla models
relied on a conception of ―the people‖ that posed them as an alternative state form and
legitimated their violence. Most civil wars ―carried out in the name of the poor, or the
oppressed, or the virtuous‖ (such as those being fought by Hamas in Palestine and the
FARC in Colombia) are still organised on outdated models, struggling for power within
the hierarchies of Empire (Negri: 2008b: 56-57). But in the Palestinian Intifada and the
anti-Apartheid movement in South Africa old and new models of the multitude coexisted in a tension and in a transition and transformation to biopolitical network
structures. The Zapatistas for Hardt and Negri are another clear example of the tension
between the old guerrilla organisational forms that continue and the new forms that are
emerging. The Zapatistas, still organised as a guerrilla army, display tendencies towards
both a centralised military hierarchy and towards an inversion of organisational
hierarchy which transforms the traditional guerrilla structure (Hardt and Negri: 2004:
83-85).
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The Zapatistas: ―Soldiers So That There Will Not Be Any Soldiers‖

On January 1 1994 the Zapatista Army of National Liberation (EZLN) launched a
twelve-day military offensive, occupied twelve municipalities in Chiapas, Mexico and
rose up in arms and organised to defend themselves. The Zapatistas had trained
themselves ―in politics and weapons‖ (EZLN: 2005) and their aim, according to
Subcomandante Marcos (2007: 3), was ―to change the world‖.

The Zapatista

communities expelled the state police forces and established community self-policing,
unpaid, done by all, as part of the horizontal revolution. The EZLN saw itself as an army
fighting for humanity against the world war of neo-liberalism waged by capitalism for
global domination. While engaging in armed struggle, the Zapatistas‘ most successful
strategy was the ―electronic fabric of struggle‖ they wove to prevent their military defeat
by building global solidarity (Cleaver: 1994: 155). U.S. military strategists identified
this strategy as the ―prototype of social netwar for the 21st Century‖ (Arquilla et al:
1998: 73).

Subcomandante Marcos (in El Kilombo and Hardt: 2008: 37) explains that:

When we were in the mountains, we were on the socialist path. We came out
into public light knowing that there was now no referent for this, that these
movements were finished, that even armed struggle was done.
The Zapatistas have declared that armed struggle is of very limited use and that ―our
word is our weapon‖; that their ability to ―Encounter, Assemble and Create‖ is the real
power they rely upon rather than conducting a guerrilla war ―that might destroy as many
communities as it saved‖ (Marcos: 2007:16). In July 1995 the Zapatistas called for a
consulta between the Zapatistas and the Mexican Government to determine conditions
for an autonomous peace in an attempt to replicate their village-level democracy on a
wider stage (Ainger: 2001: 13).
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David Graeber (2003: 330) argues that the Zapatista Army ―represents an attempt by
people who have always been denied the right to non-violent civil resistance to seize it –
essentially, to call the bluff of neo-liberalism and its pretence of democratisation and
yielding power to ‗civil society‖. The EZLN has not been defeated, despite repeated
attacks by government forces and the Zapatistas have not surrendered, but have stopped
their war ―set aside the fire and took up the word‖ (EZLN: 2005). Despite assurances to
the contrary various Mexican governments have spurned a peaceful resolution to their
war with the Zapatistas and the non-violent actions of the Zapatistas are ―possible only
in a general atmosphere of peace‖ (Graeber: 2003: 331). Now, surrounded by Mexican
Army camps and regularly attacked by paramilitaries, the Zapatistas are preparing for
war. But they also retain a sense of optimism, hoping that if they ―prepare for war well
enough, there may not be a war‖ (Chiapas Support Network: 2008).

The EZLN is an army that aspires not to be an army. For most of its existence it has
been non-violent and for years did not even carry guns (Graeber: 2003: 330). The
Zapatistas have organised the occupation of state military bases where hundreds of
unarmed Zapatistas confronted the soldiers sent to attack them. The EZLN currently
maintains its commitment to an ―offensive ceasefire‖, a peaceful political struggle
without arms while seeking to ―defend, support and obey the Zapatista indigenous
communities of which it is composed‖ (EZLN: 2005). Subcomandante Marcos (2004: 4)
has made clear that if the EZLN ―perpetuates itself as an armed military structure, it is
headed for failure. Failure as an alternative set of ideas, an alternative attitude to the
world‖. As the EZLN explained in 2005:

the problem is that the political-military component of the EZLN is not
democratic, because it is an army. And we saw that the military being above and
the democratic below, was not good, because what is democratic should not be
decided militarily, it should be the reverse: the democratic-political governing
above and the military obeying below. Or, perhaps, it would be better with
nothing below, just completely level, without any military, and that is why the
Zapatistas are soldiers so that there will not be any soldiers. (EZLN: 2005).
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The Multitude‘s War Against War
Hardt and Negri analyse how the proletariat‘s attempts to transcend guerrilla warfare
result in the multitude‘s development of ‗democratic violence‘ in order to defend its
‗war against war‘. Examining the history of revolutionary armed struggle, they (2003:
116) explain that the Paris Communards established and the Bolsheviks reinforced the
model for communist insurrection, ―that the winning strategy was to transform the
international war into civil war – national, inter-class war‖. Yet the ―tragedy of modern
insurrection‖ is that a national civil war is not possible to contain or win as it gives rise
to an international war that imprisons and distorts national communist insurrection into a
permanent military regime. Hardt and Negri (2003: 117) argue that the ―victory of the
Commune would have been the beginning of an unending international war‖, a view
confirmed by the experience of the Russian Revolution. As the Cold War ―fixed the
conditions of modern insurrection into a permanent state‖, no insurrections could escape
from this international war. But within Empire, the conditions on which insurrection
were once conceived, practised and captured have gone. ―When war has become a
foundational element of politics and when the state of exception has become permanent,
then peace is elevated for the multitude to the highest value, the necessary condition for
liberation‖ (Hardt and Negri: 2004: 67). However, the resistance movements of the
multitude do sometimes have to confront war and violence with violent means as part of
a ―war against war‖ (Hardt and Negri: 2004: 342).

Hardt and Negri (2004: 89-90) think that strategies aimed at transforming class struggle
into social war, or inter-imperialist war into revolutionary war, are all ―old, tired and
faded‖. The question of the legitimation of the power and violence of the multitude
cannot be correlated to the power and violence of capital. It is the legitimation of Empire
that is ―based fundamentally on war‖ and resisting war therefore is now a ―common
ethical task‖. The multitude‘s peace movements are a form of exodus from capitalist
command to which Empire reacts with increased repression and violence. As the
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democratic project of the multitude is . . . exposed to both military violence and
police repression: war follows the multitude in exodus, forcing it to defend
itself, imposing on the project of absolute democracy the paradox of defining
itself as resistance (Hardt and Negri: 2004: 348).

So Hardt and Negri (2004: 67) support armed self-defence whilst also arguing that peace
is ―the necessary condition for any liberation‖. In The Porcelain Workshop, Negri
(2008a: 124) explains that he and Hardt

are by no means theorising [political violence] neither as an instrument of
struggle nor as an instrument of defence. Political violence is simply a function
of democratic political action, because it exhibits resistance in its own way, and
it imposes antagonism where the state can only affirm its domination and
control.
As Empire seeks to impose the ‗peace‘ of its global war, ―the right to resistance
inevitably becomes violent – precisely against war itself‖ (Negri: 2008a: 125).

It is the power of the multitude that forces Empire to increase the level of global
violence. To counter this, the multitude cannot pose its democracy as an ―absolutely
peaceful force‖, as ―absolutely pacific and conciliatory‖ (Hardt and Negri: 2004: 341342). In the war against war, in common resistance to unite love with the general
intellect of the multitude, peace ―can only be conceived by going through war in order to
destroy the misery that it feeds upon‖ (Alliez and Negri: 2005). The war against war
involves democratic violence that is only used in defence. For violence to be democratic
it must be ―organised in the horizontal, common formation of the multitude‖ and there
―can be no separation between means and ends‖. Democratic violence cannot initiate
revolution. It can only defend its accomplishments from attack and is therefore an act of
resistance, as ―violence cannot create anything but can only preserve what has already
been created‖. To elucidate what they mean by this, Hardt and Negri again turn to the
Zapatistas for whom ―all military activity must remain subordinate, at the service of the
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political decisions of the community‖. They also give various other examples of
defensive violence, including the Warsaw ghetto uprising against the Nazis, and the
―republican right to resistance‖ enshrined in the U.S. Constitution (Hardt and Negri:
2004: 342-345).

Hardt and Negri (2004: 342-345) outline three principles of democratic violence:
subordination to the multitude‘s political goals; defensive use only; and democratic
organisation. As Hardt (2002) further explains, he and Negri ―are not opposed to
political violence . . . because there are times, historically, in which political violence is
necessary, not just justified‖. . . ―the question of violence has to be decided in specific
contexts; sometimes it's appropriate and useful and sometimes it's not. That's a matter of
political debate‖. While the legitimacy of violent resistance to those who seek to
overthrow democracy is widely accepted,

any democratic use of violence must also add a critique of arms, that is, a
reflection on what weapons today are effective and appropriate. All the old
weapons and methods are still around, from passive resistance to sabotage, and
they can still in certain contexts be effective, but they are not at all sufficient
(Hardt and Negri: 2004: 345).

What the multitude fosters is not a replication of the contemporary violence of
constituted power but imaginative weapons that ―are not merely destructive but are
themselves forms of constituent power, weapons capable of constructing democracy and
defeating the armies of Empire‖ (Hardt and Negri: 2004: 345).

The most powerful weapon of the multitude against Empire is democratic organisation
(Hardt and Negri: 2004: 88). But it is not enough to only consider the form of
organisation, as ―a network or swarm does not guarantee that it is peaceful‖ (Hardt and
Negri: 2004: 93). There is also a need to consider the social contents of movements and
how people relate to each other. So new weapons include the ―kiss-ins‖ conducted by
gay activists to combat homophobia, the ‗carnivals‘ of the a.g. movement, the global
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peace movement protests and illegal immigration (Hardt and Negri: 2004: 347).
Although these weapons are also ―clearly not sufficient‖, they point to the multitude‘s
capacity to create biopolitical weapons that oppose the decisions to fight wars, blocking
war as an option and eventually removing its possibility. While Hardt and Negri assert
that the most powerful weapon of the multitude is democratic organisation, Chapters Six
and Seven discuss their strategy to develop a weapon that is arguably just as powerful,
love.

War against Alter-globalisation

As explained in the previous chapter, it is the a.g. movement that offers the clearest
example of the multitude‘s weapon of democratic organisation. For Hardt and Negri the
a.g. movement practises democratic violence; fights a war on war through exodus;
encircles constituted power; pits liberatory globalisation against war and ―interpose[es]
itself between the belligerent parties‖ (Negri: 2004a: 77). Yet, in many countries state
repression, what George Soros (2000: xi) points out used to be called ―fascism‖, has
become a major obstacle to the a.g. movement. State forces around the world have
moved to ―paramilitary policing, whole crowds are being found guilty‖ and ―force is
being used to disperse them‖ (Healey: 2001: 14). The Seattle protests against the WTO
combined the many grievances of the North and the South against neo-liberal
globalisation. Brought together in militant action through new de-centralised
organisational forms, a wide variety of social movements and organisations
demonstrated tremendous power in Seattle, disrupting and helping to derail the WTO
meeting and defying a massive police operation. The response from police has been
justifiably described as a ‗police riot‘. The ‗Battle of Seattle‘ launched the a.g.
movement onto the global stage. Attacked by the police, sections of the protestors began
to defend themselves and started smashing symbols of corporate power, joined at times
by local inner city residents. By nightfall the city authorities had declared a state of
emergency and sent in the National Guard.
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The mounting violence to counter the Seattle strategy of non-violent but militant
blockades was made evident in Australia, on September 11 2000, when thousands of
people jammed every entrance into Melbourne‘s Crown Casino, severely disrupting a
meeting of the World Economic Forum (WEF). The protest turned ugly when police
using batons, motorcycles and horses broke through the blockade. During the three days
of the s11 anti-WEF action in Melbourne, five hundred blockaders were treated by
medical officers. Many were so badly injured that they had to be hospitalised. The
Victorian police with the assistance of police from the United States had planned this
violent police operation for nearly two years including a sophisticated barrage of media
lies and distortions. But the frenzied TV, radio, press, political and police campaigns to
prepare for and create violent attacks, did not deter thousands of people who bravely
defied the largest police operation in the history of the state of Victoria (s11.org archive:
2000). In the Victorian Ombudsman‘s Report (2001: 41) into the police violence, the s11
legal observers contrasted the unprecedented ―paramilitary force used‖ with the
approach taken by police during the maritime dispute of 1997. As they explained,
―senior police and the force in general seemed to approach the protest as if they were at
war‖.

In July 2001, hundreds of thousands of people protested at the G8 Summit in Genoa,
the largest demonstrations for alternative globalisation yet. The authorities and 20,000
police transformed the city into a war zone under a form of martial law, unleashing the
most violent police response seen in Europe and North America to counter-summit
protests. In the lead up to this demonstration, in a pattern familiar in Italian politics,
letter bombs were sent to media outlets and another bomb was placed near a protest
camp. While those peacefully demonstrating were ―viciously beaten . . . with a
determination that was almost murderous‖, ―provocateurs and members of right-wing,
nazi groups . . . clad in black and moving in paramilitary fashion were given free reign‖
by the police. Further attacks followed, including the shooting death of Carlo Guiliani,
and the beating of a hundred sleeping protestors ―to the edge of their lives‖. Many of
those arrested were tortured (Federici and Caffentzis: 2001: 291-292).
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According to Negri (2004a: 76), the police violence in Genoa exemplified the transition
to ―low intensity war combined with a high-intensity police action‖, a fascistic
development to block the newly emerging cycle of struggles. It was ―precisely at this
moment when the G8 decided, in a sort of feverish anticipation of September 11, to add
to the panoply of devices for controlling populations and movements, the formidable
instruments of war‖. In response to this increased police violence what began as a
demonstration against the G8 ―became transformed into a demonstration against war‖.
For Negri (2004a: 76) Genoa was ―an anticipation on both sides‖ of the post-September
11 global war and Genoa‘s message to the a.g. movement was that protests are regarded
as acts of subversion, peace demonstrations are seen as acts of treason and ―everything is
potentially terrorism‖.

Fighting Over How to Fight
While the a.g. movement has developed democratic organisation as a ‗weapon‘ of the
multitude there has been continual and wide-ranging debate in relation to the question of
violence, about what to do and how to do it. The September 11 terrorist attacks and the
declaration of a global ‗war on terror‘ two months after Genoa presented the multitude
and its movement of movements with more major challenges. There was growing
concern within the a.g. movement over the media‘s concentration on protest violence;
about the influence and impact of aggressive forms of struggle; and concerning the
threat these pose to the movement itself and to its transformation into a global peace
movement.

The issue of violence has caused major differences and created major disagreements
within the a.g. movement. While the Zapatistas have from their inception utilised armed
struggle, the a.g. movement has regularly used humour in confrontations to try to defuse
tension and to confuse police. For example, the Revolutionary Anarchist Clown Bloc ran
at police lines with squeaky toy mallets and then attacked each other. When a giant
catapult trundled towards police lines in Quebec City it was used to lob soft toys over
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the fence protecting a meeting of the Free Trade Area of the Americas (Graeber: 2003:
330). To accommodate different tactics and tendencies in Prague during anti-IMF
protests in 2000, demonstrators split into three distinct groups. The Yellow march used
various forms of civil disobedience. The Pink/Silver March adopted ‗tactical frivolity‘
(costume, dance, theatre, music, and artwork) and the Blue march more directly
confronted the police.

As it became clear to the a.g. movement that the Seattle tactics were being thwarted by
state security forces and that militant direct action would be met by powerful and
potentially deadly violence, discussions rekindled regarding the use of violence. Those
taking part in the black blocs were at the centre of many of these debates. These militant
protestors, usually dressed in black, were criticised by other protestors for using
‗symbolic violence‘ against property and for fighting back when attacked by police.
Some suggested that they had been infiltrated by agent provocateurs, since those
participating in the blocs were usually masked, making them hard to identify, but also
making infiltration easier. Susan George (in Callinicos: 2003: 136), vice-president of
ATTAC France, explained that ―I cannot now encourage our members to put life and
limb on the line, to participate in demos where we have police trapping people and
shooting live ammunition on the one hand, and on the other the black bloc, completely
infiltrated by police and fascists, running wild and apparently unable or unwilling to
police its own ranks‖. Negri (2008c: 95, 98) however has argued that criticisms of the
black bloc have tended to misrepresent those who are able to engage in conflict to resist
state attacks and defend protesters and that in Genoa in order to defend themselves
―violence was actively applied by the movements, well beyond the black blocs‖.

The violence at a.g. protests has diverted attention away from many of the positive
aspects of the movement and has assisted mainstream media and politicians to legitimise
police violence while condemning protestor violence, even when used in self-defence.
After Genoa (and similarly following the 2006 G20 protests in Melbourne) militant
protestors were criticised by other protestors for failing to comprehend that state forces
could use their confrontational tactics as an excuse to attack all those demonstrating, and
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that those protestors utilising violent tactics could undermine broad support for the
movement. Following the attacks on the World Trade Centre and the launching of the
‗war on terror‘, many rushed to declare that the a.g. movement had ended. Eddie Yuen
(2001: 4) warned that ―coming just six weeks after the unprecedented police violence in
Genoa, the terrorist attacks will undoubtedly be used as a pretext to repress antiglobalisation activists‖. He argued that ―the reification of militancy in some quarters of
the movement must be reconsidered in the present context, since property destruction
and the wearing of disguises will now symbolize not rebellion but terror for huge
sections of the public‖.
Joining these debates, Hardt (2002) argued against ―the destruction of property and the
purposeful confrontation with the police‖ because he thought that it ―poses divisions
between a movement that are false divisions, that it destroys the common projects of
those involved‖. Yet, he also argued that those involved in a.g. protests ―should be able
to do what they want as long as they do it in a way that doesn't endanger the others‖ and
that those who argue that ―the great media success of these movements so far has been
precisely because there's been violence‖, have ―a very convincing argument‖. Still, as
mentioned earlier in the chapter, Hardt does not consider media coverage is the most
important aspect of these protests whose significance is their constituent aspects, the
internal construction of community and common projects. For Hardt the question of
political violence, not against people, but against property, ―requires political discussion
rather than principled objections‖ (Hardt: 2002).

The Global Peace Movement: A ―New Superpower‖
For Hardt and Negri the global peace movement was the multitude‘s main response to
political violence and the unleashing of capitalistic terror and global war. Following the
September 11 attacks and the launching of the global ‗war on terror‘, paramilitary
policing of protests became commonplace in many parts of the world and more brutal
state violence was used against the multitude. As the suffering, destruction and death of
war intensified, all the grievances of the multitude ―were transformed into the one
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overriding grievance, the ultimate biopolitical grievance, against destruction and death‖.
While the other objections remained, the protests against war tended ―to become the
summary of all the grievances‖. Peace became the common demand of the multitude and
―the necessary condition for all projects to address global problems‖ (Hardt and Negri:
2004: 284).

On February 17, 2003 the New York Times (Tyler: 2003: 1) declared on the front page
that a new superpower had emerged as tens of millions demonstrated against the
impending invasion of Iraq. According to The Nation‘s Jonathan Schell (2003), this
―new superpower possesses immense power, but it is a different kind of power: not the
will of one man wielding the 21,000-pound MOAB [massive ordinance air blast bomb]
but the hearts and wills of the majority of the world's people‖. The importance of these
peace protests was that ―the whole world [was] defending itself‖. While large
demonstrations and the resistance of many governments leading up to the war received
much of the media's attention, people in many parts of the world resisted and refused to
cooperate with the war. The multitudinous anti-war movement included direct actions,
symbolic actions, lobbying, strikes and other industrial actions. Anti-war activity was
global, creative and diverse: the Italy-wide blockades of the ―trains of death‖ (carrying
military supplies); direct actions to disrupt war preparations in Ireland; British
dockworkers refusing to load supplies for the war; protests in Turkey that ensured the
country would not be used to stage the invasion; the mass arrests in San Francisco the
day the invasion began; and nude peace signs and student rampages through Sydney.
While previous alter-globalisation protests had sought to ‗shut down the city‘, many of
the February 14/15 2002 demonstrations were so large that whole sections of the world‘s
capitals were clogged up and brought to a halt.

Many armed forces personnel were defiant in the face of the invasion even before they
were sent to battle, refusing anthrax shots, speaking out publicly against the war and
refusing to fight. Thousands rejected their call up. The rebellion against the war has
grown amongst the invading forces with a number of nations withdrawing. Large
numbers of Iraqi armed forces personnel (during and since the invasion) have refused to
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fight and thousands of U.S. and British troops deserted in what became a ―mass exodus‖
from the Army (Catalinotto: 2007; BBC News: 2007). This exodus of troops saw the
rapid growth of anti-war veteran organisations and anti-recruitment movements. These
movements are not just campaigning against the wars in Iraq and Afghanistan but are
―challenging the roots of unending war and militarisation‖ (Allison and Solnit: 2007: xixii) by looking at what Iraq Veterans Against the War treasurer Margaret Stevens (in
Catalinotto: 2007) describes as ―the root of the problem . . . the capitalist system‖.

These acts of resistance and many that are not reported, weave a web of struggle that
stretches across the world in a significant challenge to war. This global rebellion has
created tensions and divisions within the ruling class, as different sections of capital
fight openly about the need for war, undermining national, international and
supranational institutions, including the United Nations, the European Union and
NATO, indicating the precarious nature of global capitalism‘s sovereignty and the
significant power of the multitude‘s ‗war against war‘.
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CHAPTER 5 - War Against War and War Against Class
This chapter further explores, as well as interrogates and critiques, Hardt and Negri‘s
understanding of and their strategic vision in relation to peace. Both defending and
critiquing Hardt and Negri‘s analysis of capital and Empire detailed in the previous
chapter, I start by again concentrating on the violence of capital, Empire, imperialism
and neo-liberalism. Discussing the class struggles around labour and value, I argue that
since primitive accumulation is on-going, an outside to capital continues to exist, as the
communism created by proletarian self valorisation. It is the multitude‘s ability to assert
and to satisfy individual, collective and common needs and desires, through relations of
cooperation and solidarity, which creates the crisis of capitalist value to which capital
responds with violence and war.

The multitude has no country and class struggle is global, in the section The Frontline is
Everywhere, I therefore defend Hardt and Negri‘s Empire thesis in relation to global
violence and war in order to highlight the dangers of anti-imperialist strategies. The
following section Neither Their War Nor Their Peace explains that there is no capitalist
peace and that proletarian struggles render neo-liberalism and capital precarious and lead
to an intensification of capital‘s violence. Again war in Iraq is used to demonstrate
capital‘s need to intensify its violence in response to the continuing struggles of the
multitude and its exercise of various forms of violence. Concluding the analysis of the
violence of capital and Empire I argue that the current ‗war on terror‘ is a war of terror, a
development in the continuous violent class war against the multitude, part of a global
strategy of tension. This global strategy of tension undermines and disrupts proletarian
struggles and promotes the reproduction of constituted power.
The discussion then turns to the multitude‘s struggles for peace, in which I argue that
the multitude‘s class war is a war against class and a ‗war against war‘ as an expansion
of constituent power. The intensification of capitalist violence and the global strategy of
tension means that the multitude‘s relations to violence are vitally important. While
forced by capital to deploy defensive and democratic violence, the multitude‘s strategies
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of exodus and self-valorisation, also create alternative peaceful social relations. In the
section Democratic Violence I explore the development of peace by the multitude by
relating Hardt and Negri‘s understandings of strategies of defensive and democratic
violence to the Paris Commune and to the Russian Revolution. The Paris Commune, the
Russian Revolution, the Allende Government in Chile and Autonomia in Italy have all
in their way demonstrated the limits of establishing revolution in restricted spaces and of
trying to defend it against the violence of counter-revolution. The lessons learnt from
these struggles are now being tested across the globe and have opened up new
possibilities in Latin America. So, in order to further understand these new possibilities
and their implications for the democratic and defensive violence of the multitude, I also
look at the situation in Venezuela and the lessons of Chile‘s attempt at ‗a peaceful road
to socialism‘. This leads to a further elaboration of the debates within the a.g. movement
over the use of violence, non-violence, pre-figurative praxes and over what role, if any,
violence can play in the multitude‘s struggles for peace which illustrate the importance
of developing constituent rather than constituted power. Finally in Peace: Pre-figurative
and Immanent and At War Until We Are Free, I argue that the strategy of building and
strengthening constituent power, through exodus and autonomy, can demolish the
capacity of capital and its state forms to use violence. But the struggle against capitalist
violence is both external and internal to the multitude. While democratic violence can be
defensive it is not a form of constituent power and the general tendency of violence is
dictatorial not democratic. To develop constituent power the proletariat opposes the
violence of capital and creates peaceful alternative social relations that are both
immanent and pre-figurative. The multitude‘s answer to violence, war and terror is to
generate collective actions of resistance, revolt, democracy, peace and love.

Capital is Violence, War and Terror
Hardt and Negri‘s (2004:13) explanation of war as a mechanism of containment, where
―war has become a regime of biopower and a permanent social relation‖ is challenged
by Alex Callinicos (2004: 11) who argues that this is only a trend because ―at least in the
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advanced capitalist societies, what binds people to the existing order is still much more
the ideology of liberal democracy, the benefits that are still to be had through the welfare
state, and the material and spiritual comforts offered by consumerism‖. But for Hardt
and Negri there is no tendency towards mediation between the proletariat and capital.
The now expanded proletariat, rather than consenting, is continuously antagonistic, its
constituent power countered by repression, terror and global war. There is no
subordination without coercion as coercion pervades the whole of Empire. Yet in spite
of some of what Hardt and Negri say, this is not a recent development, or evidence of
real subsumption, for capital is always founded on violence. ―The ultimate disciplinary
instrument of the world market is, as it has always been, force. War is always critical to
capitalist control, as a means for extending its circuits over new domains, dividing
opposition, and destroying any threat to the operation of the market‖ (Dyer-Witheford:
1999: 140).

In the twentieth century, at least 110 million and possibly 200 million people, most of
whom were civilians, died in armed conflicts (Renner: 1999). Yet these are not all the
victims of the constant global class war which causes continual destruction, death and
social misery through the organised violence of capital and its state forms. Vinay Lal
(2002: 9, 49) highlights the ―true ‗unknown soldier‘ of the twentieth century‖ as the
victim of development. The violence of the past one hundred years was not confined to
warfare, genocide, political insurrection or other conventional categories, since
development has often been an act of violence involving the killing of millions of
people. Similarly for Linebaugh (2003: 445), the workplace must be seen as ‗producing
death‘ and the ―punishment of capital must include not only the mutilations, homicides,
injuries, stress of the office, mine, and mill, it must also include the migrations, the
uprootings, the forced confinements, the slavery of the sex industries that have become
planetary phenomena‖. The Midnight Notes Collective (2002) counts as casualties of
war the people who suffer from ill-health and death due to cuts to public health, medical
care and occupational and environmental safety because of rising war budgets. They
further highlight how the violence of continued mass starvation and price rises that put
basic requirements beyond the means of many, ―are the denouement of a long war on the
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people of the planet to eliminate the most elementary right: the right to eat to live‖
(Federici: 2000; Caffentzis: 2008).

Although the violence of capitalist development is uneven in intensity and scope, it is a
continuous, constant presence. The victims of the class war are an example and warning
to those who resist, refuse and rebel, demonstrating the outcome of capital‘s strategy of
decomposition and intensifying global competition rather than cooperation. Today,
capitalism‘s permanent crisis causes an intensification of the daily, global class war.
Hardt and Negri recognise that the class war serves capital and that the ending of class
war is a strategic imperative of the proletariat. The class war is not a war the multitude
requires or desires; it is a product of the capitalist system. The multitude‘s class war is
simultaneously a war against class and a war against war.
The questions of how to fight a ‗war against war‘ and how to end class are at the centre
of Hardt and Negri‘s strategic vision for peace as an alternative to class war. As
Massimo De Angelis (2007: 42) explains, the problem for alternatives to capital is how
conflict can become ―a force for the social constitution of value practices that are
autonomous and independent from those of capital‖ (emphasis in original). Discussing
class conflict around capitalist labour and value, De Angelis (2005) and David Graeber
(2005) point out that the politics of alternatives to capitalist society lie not in the struggle
to appropriate value but in the struggle to establish what value is. ―Similarly, the
ultimate freedom is not the freedom to create or accumulate value, but the freedom to
decide (collectively or individually) what it is that makes life worth living‖ (Graeber:
2005: 58). Various types of value are produced, realised, defended or challenged in
―intense social struggle‖ over ―the ability to define what‘s important in life‖ (Graeber:
2005:15). For De Angelis (2005: 70) ―commodity values are about processes of class
struggle‖ but if

we understand value in general as the importance people give to their action and
understand the norms and standards through which people judge this
‗importance‘ as emerging from a continuous interacting process of social
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constitution, then in conditions in which this process takes the capitalist form
Negri‘s claim (that value is beyond measure) simply does not make sense (De
Angelis: 2005: 70)
But, as De Angelis (2005) himself points out, value cannot be understood ‗in general‘.
The multitude creates a variety of proletarian use values and capitalist norms and
standards depend on social controls, which are continually contested. For Hardt and
Negri the capitalist form is intertwined with the communist form, with class struggle
over value occurring throughout society. Because of the growing antagonism of the
communist form within Empire, they argue that capitalist value is imposed by violence
to deal with capitalist crisis.
Harry Cleaver (1979: 83) explains that capitalist crisis appears ―because capitalist
production is not concerned with production as such but with social control through the
imposition of work through the commodity-form and thus the realisation of value‖. For
Cleaver (2005: 127) the problem with Hardt and Negri‘s view of value ―is that it
separates the concepts of labour as producer of wealth and labour as means of
domination, associating only the former with value‖. Cleaver argues that
Marx‘s concept of value . . . has always designated primarily the role of labour
as undifferentiated capitalist command rather than its production of wealth.
Indeed the very distinction between use value and value is that between wealth
understood as that which labour produces of use to the working class and that
which labour produces of use to capital, i.e. command.

Class relations are relations of struggle not of domination and command; this is why the
contemporary crisis of capitalist value is not a crisis of value in general, but a crisis of
value as command and domination. Economic and political relations are relations of
force between capital and labour and capital‘s ability to impose its value is the power to
maintain its system. However, while capital attempts to repress communist use values, it
is also forced to try to assimilate them, because of the unbreakable power of the
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multitude. But the power of the multitude is not containable and no amount of violence
can completely secure capitalist value.
According to David Harvie (2005: 151) ―every day the personifications of capital –
whether private or state – make judgements regarding value and its measure‖ in their
efforts to reinforce the connection between value and work. Criticising Hardt and Negri,
Harvie (2005: 154) argues that they ―may believe in the ‗impossibility of power‘s
calculating and ordering production at a global level‘, but ‗power‘ hasn‘t stopped trying
and the ‗impossibility‘ of its project derives directly from our own struggles against the
reduction of life to measure‖. Yet this ‗impossibility‘ and ‗our own struggles‘ are why
Hardt and Negri argue that capitalist value is a measure of force, not of labour, and why
violence is the part of the devaluation of labour essential to capital in the class war over
the measurement of value. In defence of Marx‘s labour theory of value, George
Caffentzis (2005a: 97) also criticises Hardt and Negri for wilfully ignoring ―the well
known ontological distinction between labour and action from Aristotle‘s day to the
present via Marx‖. But, as Hardt and Negri (1994: 8) explain, the ―definition of what
practices comprise labour is not given, or fixed, but rather historically and socially
determined, and thus the definition itself constitutes a mobile site of social contestation‖.
While this is true, I consider it important to view labour as activity. Labour is the
physical, mental and emotional effort to produce and reproduce goods, services and
affects. It can be any activity, and can be paid, unpaid, material and immaterial. For
instance, the praxes of democracy, peace and love are all forms of labour, the work of
the multitude, to produce communism. (The discussion of labour as activity will be
continued in the following chapters).

While Harvie (2005: 159) points out that although Marx did not consider the work of
producing and reproducing labour-power as ‗productive‘, he also acknowledges that
there is ―a tendency for all labour in capitalist society to be reduced to abstract labour . .
. and thus to be productive of value‖. Explaining distinctions between ‗productive‘ and
‗reproductive‘ work Graeber (2005: 38) argues that ―socialisation‖, the ―shaping of
human beings‖, is often distinguished from productive work because it is seen as
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‗woman‘s work‘ and that with the fetishisation of ‗reproductive‘ labour ―people fail to
recognise the degree to which they themselves are producing value‖. Although for
Harvie (2005: 160) productive labour is production under the domination of capital, he
acknowledges that there are many ways ―we resist and attempt to escape‖ the reduction
of ―all of life to value-producing abstract labour‖ including building ―relationships based
on our common humanity‖, social relations of self-valorisation which ―do not produce
value for capital‖ or ―produce and reproduce capital‖. Harvie explains that from capital‘s
perspective these activities are unproductive, yet productive and unproductive labours
are in fact ―commingled‖ and are ―categories of struggle‖.
But, the multitude‘s struggle against capitalist value is not against productive labour, it
is against capitalist labour. The multitude in going beyond capital‘s perspective creates
its own categories of struggle. The exploitation and alienation of labour is fraught with
difficulty for capital and is continually contested by the multitude. As the creative power
of the multitude, labour can be used against capital to produce communist alternatives.
The imposition of commodified labour always depends on coercion and violence
because the proletariat continually resists, avoids and challenges capitalist labour,
struggling to create and extend non-capitalist alternatives. As De Angelis (2005: 75)
explains, the social relations of production/reproduction and labour/activity reflect ―a
struggle among conflicting values and value practices‖. He points out that the ‗law of
value‘ helps to ―uncover and problematise ‗work‘ as the terrain of class struggle‖ as
commodity values are ―constituted by a continuous social process of struggle over work
(its degree, nature, intensity, extension, rationales and pays off)‖ and measures such as
profits, prices and wages signal ―whether and to what extent . . . resistance has been
overcome‖ (De Angelis: 2005: 70, 78). According to Marx (1973: 705) the displacement
of labour from production produces a crisis in the ‗law of value‘ and this displacement is
driven by the powerful resistance of the proletariat to commodified labour. This is why
the level and intensity of capitalist violence tends to reflect the level and intensity of
proletarian struggles against capital.
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The class struggle over the imposition of capitalist work/activity creates the crisis of
capitalist command. Previously Negri (1991) saw the proletariat‘s praxes of work refusal
as part of a strategy of immanent communism. In the time set free from capitalist labour,
the proletariat elaborates its own projects and organises its labour in its own interests. It
is impossible to measure accurately the frequency and intensity of the multitude‘s
subversion and refusal of capitalist labour or to say how many refuse this work as a
positive political strategy. Some writers who have investigated work refusal, regard the
refusal of capitalist labour as centred on the self-abolition by and of ‗the working class‘
itself (Cleaver, 1993; The Refusal of Work, 1978; Negri, 1991). Through the refusal of
labour that valorises capital, the power of the proletariat creates times and spaces
relatively free of commodified labour and capitalist command.
Negri (1991) uses the term ‗self-valorisation‘ to describe how proletarian struggles in a
broad sense are not only against capitalist relations but also create alternative ways of
life that overcome capitalist relations. Struggles for self-valorisation are part of
innovative revolutionary praxes in which people can experience direct democracy and
craft diverse and new ways of being in an affirmation of an ‗alternative society‘, with its
own richness of communication, free productive creativity, its own life force.
Explaining Marx‘s theoretical method, Hardt and Negri (2000a: 208-209) point out that
Marx saw labour power as both internal and external to capital, that the proletariat were
both inside and outside, in ―a place where the proletariat recognises its own use value,
its own autonomy, and where it grounds its hope for liberation‖. However Hardt and
Negri (2000a: 209; Negri, 2001) argue that today ‗work refusal‘ is useless as a liberatory
strategy, for under conditions of real subsumption there is no ‗outside‘ of work for
capital; that is, there is no ‗where‘ in which non-commodified work can occur, and no
way in which work can escape commodification. The inside and outside defined by
exchange and use value ―are nowhere to be found, and hence any politics of use value,
which was always based on an illusion of separability, is now definitely inconceivable‖.
Hardt and Negri, then, consider all work as work for capital, with life/work/activity
totally subsumed. But ‗work refusal‘ is not generally conceived and practised by the
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proletariat as against work per se, but as against the conditions of work (The Refusal of
Work: 1978); as against work as ―paid labour in a hierarchical management system‖
(Aronowitz and DiFazio: 1994: 336); and against work that valorises capital (Negri:
1991). (Hardt and Negri‘s reconsideration of their position on work refusal and its
importance to the proletariat will be discussed further in Chapter Eight).

Many who examine class struggle and value often overemphasise the power of capital,
where the working class, proletariat or multitude are ruled under the domination of
capital (Harvie: 2005: 160, Camfield: 2007: 47) commanded and exploited ―according to
the will of capital‖ (Negri: 1971: 48) and where all resistance is broken down (Marx:
1954: 737). Whilst they also acknowledge the continuing class resistance to capitalism,
they at times overstate the capitalist subsumption of labour and neglect or downplay
immanent communism. Hardt and Negri‘s view that value is beyond measure, only
makes sense when value is looked at from the perspective of the proletariat and its
struggle against capital and capitalist value. But Hardt and Negri‘s conception of real
subsumption often contradicts this viewpoint, by taking the perspective of capital, by
over-emphasising the power of capital and by concentrating on capitalist value.

Hardt and Negri (Negri: 2008b: 9) consider the conflicts that determine the imperial
constitution as ―taking place within capitalist development and by the struggles which
produce it‖. Yet, real subsumption is a tendency that is continually contested by the
proletariat. The creative power of the multitude‘s opposition to capital challenges the
capitalist organisation of labour. What constitutes socially necessary labour time
depends on class struggle, on the power that Empire and the multitude are able to
mobilise and deploy. Struggles over capitalist labour time are still important because the
multitude‘s autonomy requires social time freed from the temporality of capitalism.
Giving non-capitalist value to labour involves proletarian power to counter the lack of
control people have over their labour, and to exert power over what they do, how they
do it, why they do it and when they do it. The power of the proletariat to challenge
capital is dependent on people‘s ability to refuse the work of capitalism and collectively
to organise the work of communism. By re-appropriating social wealth and struggling to
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self-valorise, the multitude continues to weaken capitalist value and to assist class
composition.
The multitude‘s struggles create alternative production processes outside of capitalist
social relations. They also provoke capital to restructure its production processes and the
division of labour in order to try to impose capitalist command. This leads to the
development of new antagonistic subjectivities and a continual recomposition of the
proletariat based on new productive relations. Capitalists actively decompose the
capacities and strengths of the proletariat by exacerbating and re-organising internal
divisions in the multitude, ripping apart sources of class power, fragmenting groups and
fracturing struggles. These actions to decompose proletarian power produce new
conditions for the recomposition of class struggle and organisation. As Hardt and Negri
(2000a: 268) explain, ―capitalism undergoes systemic transformation only when it is
forced to and when its current regime is no longer tenable‖. Importantly, while many
scholars emphasise capitalist restructuring, the multitude also continues to reorganise its
own productive capacity, recomposing itself by re-appropriating social wealth and by
self-valorising. The multitude establishes its own needs and desires and the means to
satisfy these, through democratic relations of cooperation, solidarity, mutual aid, giftgiving and sharing. This creates the crisis of capitalist value.
Marx‘s and Negri‘s conceptions of real subsumption seem to be based on the idea that
primitive accumulation can be successfully completed. Marx (1954: 765) considered that
in his life time primitive accumulation was ―more or less accomplished‖ in advanced
capitalist societies and that the transition to a capitalist society is incomparably more
violent than the transformation to a socialist society (Marx: 1954: 764). But while Hardt
and Negri consider that primitive accumulation is on-going, this view is contradicted by
their emphasis on real subsumption. Primitive accumulation involves the destruction of
an ‗outside‘ to capital, yet for Hardt and Negri, under real subsumption there is ‗no
outside‘. In addressing this problem Negri (2008a: 152) claims that new use values ―are
emerging where ‗exchange value‘ had previously imposed its absolute hegemony‖ as the
―capitalist dictatorship is interrupted‖. While he continues to argue that real subsumption
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is the ―disappearance of use value‖ (Negri: 2008a: 36), he also states that acts of
resistance and freedom are the invention of new ―use value‖ but are ―inside power‖,
saturated by exchange value (Negri: 2008a: 26). As well, in Goodbye Mr Socialism,
Negri (2008: 205, 213) explains that peace within the multitude helps ―to express the
maximum productivity and solidarity possible‖ and that these productive powers are
―those fractions of labour power that are posted outside of capital‖ that ―are already in
conditions of exodus‖ (my emphasis).

For Negri (1999b; 2008a) under real subsumption capital reaches a stage in which use
value is not independent from exchange value as the multitude‘s autonomy is within real
subsumption. However, as Cleaver (2005: 8) explains, from a proletarian perspective,
the distinction between use value and exchange value is one between wealth “which
labour produces of use to the working class and that which labour produces of use to
capital”. Whether a particular activity produces value for capital or for the multitude is
dependent on class struggle. People encompass within them, in their subjectivities, in
their relationships and their social activity, the struggle by capital against the proletariat
and the proletariat against capital. It is proletarian struggle against capital, against the
alienation, exploitation and commodification of their labour that constitutes the
multitude as antagonistic within capital and as exterior to capital.

Examining primitive accumulation and the subsumption of an outside to capitalism,
Silvia Federici (2004: 12) explains that Marx was mistaken when he ―assumed that the
violence that had presided over the earliest phases of capitalist expansion would recede
with the maturing of capitalist relations‖. Instead ―the most violent aspects of primitive
accumulation have accompanied every phase of capitalist globalisation‖. As Cleaver
(1979: 76) points out, during periods of primitive accumulation, ―the struggle between
the emerging classes was about whether capital would be able to impose the commodityform of class relations‖ (emphasis in the original). Yet, if primitive accumulation is seen
as a continual process aimed at destroying the multitude‘s ability to create communism,
the class struggle is still about whether capital is able to impose the commodity form,
whether it has the power to destroy the proletariat‘s ability to create communism. The
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struggle between capital‘s imposition of labour and the proletariat‘s struggle to free
labour is continuous, as Cleaver (1979: 83) also acknowledges and Marx, too, saw ―that
it would be increasingly difficult for capital to find ways of imposing work‖.

Federici (2004:14) explores the sexual division of labour and how productive and
reproductive tasks in capitalist society are ―realised with the maximum of violence and
state intervention‖. While concentrating on violence against women, Federici (2004: 1819) argues that men‘s as well as women‘s bodies have been appropriated through the
continual process of capitalist violence. She criticises Marx for not conveying ―the
magnitude of the attack to which the male body was subjected‖. For Federici Marx‘s
omission is linked to his ‗progressivism‘ (which Hardt and Negri (2000a: 43) use to
argue that Empire is progressive) which she claims obscures the continual horror of
capitalist development. But, what Federici neglects is that colonialism, imperialism and
Empire can be simultaneously exploitative and emancipatory, as they are produced by
class struggle and reflect the power and needs of capital and labour. However, contrary
to Marx‘s and Hardt and Negri‘s analyses, it is not capitalism or Empire but the
struggles against class, against domination, against capture, the struggles for freedom,
democracy, peace and love that create and drive the progressive aspects of class
relations, that are really progressive.

In their examinations of primitive accumulation, Linebaugh and Rediker (2000),
Linebaugh (2003) and Federici (2004) argue that the violence and terror at the
foundation of the modern proletariat and global capitalism, the witch hunts, the
expropriation of the peasantry, the ―bloody laws‖ against the poor, colonialism and the
slave trade, were all counter-revolutionary violence, part of the development of
capitalism as a counter-revolutionary movement against the liberating possibilities of
anti-feudal struggles. They, along with Hardt (2007a), argue that primitive accumulation
involves continual violence and terror to enclose people, land, property and social
relations in the capitalist machine by attempting to break human solidarity, divide people
and pit them against each other. ―[D]eath, hunger, disease and destruction are presently a
daily reality for most people across the planet‖ (Federici: 2000).
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Massimo De Angelis (2001: 2) has suggested a reinterpretation of Marx‘s theory of
primitive accumulation, the ―forced separation between people and social means of
production‖, as a continuous strategy of capital that can take many forms. For instance,
Marx refers to the ―manipulation of money by the State, public debt, international credit
system and taxes‖ as levers of primitive accumulation (in De Angelis: 2001: 11). As De
Angelis (2001: 12-13) explains, this strategic separation, which is the basis of capitalist
accumulation, occurs both while capitalism is being established and in order to maintain
it. Empire‘s ‗war without end‘ is a continuation of capital‘s ‗war without end‘. As the
multitude develops its power to self-valorise, capital loses control of the means of
production and the basis of capital‘s coercive power is undermined. In response, capital
intensifies its attempts to enforce capitalist labour and the commodity form. There is a
‗war‘ between capital‘s tendency towards real subsumption and the proletariat‘s ability
to limit the provision of its labour-power to capital. This ‗war‘ between capital‘s
tendency towards real subsumption and the proletariat‘s ability to retain and develop its
own capacities, extends throughout society as the capitalist form is intertwined with the
communist form. The growing antagonism of the communist form undermines capital‘s
power to maintain its system. As capital attempts to repress and assimilate communist
use values the power of the multitude continues to produce communist alternatives. In
this struggle between conflicting values and value practices the multitude continually
contests real subsumption, the capitalist organisation of labour, and collectively
organises the activity of communism. By re-appropriating social wealth and struggling
to expand its own use values the multitude continues to weaken capitalist value and to
assist class composition. The contradictions of Marx‘s and Hardt and Negri‘s views on
capitalist subsumption, class and struggle will be further explored and critiqued in
Chapter Eight.

The Frontline is Everywhere
The launching of the global war on terror called into question Hardt and Negri‘s Empire
thesis and their analysis of how and why capital utilises violence and war. As pointed
out in Chapter One, many of the criticisms of Hardt and Negri‘s concept of Empire
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revolve around imperialism and the role of the United States. While some (e.g. Johnson:
2007; Petras and Veltmeyer: 2005a) point to the number and spread of U.S. bases
around the world as evidence of a U.S. empire, this power is at best fragile. In fact
Chalmers Johnson (2007: 137-170) details in country after country how the continuing
presence of U.S. bases is precarious. These ―frontier forts‖ for the ―global cavalry‖
cannot be used to dominate the states that house them, as is made clear by the long list of
states that refused to support the invasion of Iraq, and the others who have since
withdrawn support. Campaigns against U.S. military bases in many countries continue to
strengthen (e.g. in Ecuador – Kuffner-Quito: 2008; and in Italy – Arens: 2007).

From Okinawa and Guam to Honduras, Germany, Iraq, and beyond people who
have suffered from the abuses inherent to foreign military bases have been
calling for their withdrawal. People in the U.S. have joined this call, outraged by
the damage done by U.S. bases abroad and by their expense, which diverts $138
billion a year from addressing human needs (Security Without Empire
Conference Callout: 2009).

Although events like the coup in Honduras and the installation of military bases in
Colombia and Panama are intended as a counter-offensive against these demilitarisation
campaigns, even in the largest U.S. base in the world, in Baghdad, the occupying forces
are never safe or secure. Unlike network power, unilateral military deployments and the
situation of U.S. military bases across the globe indicate growing weakness and
vulnerability to attack.

The U.S.A. is unable to be an Empire because it lacks the military and economic power
to maintain the current level of global exploitation (Todd: 2003: 77). The U.S.A.‘s
inability to finance the war in Iraq has forced it to rely on others in Iraq and elsewhere.
Yet many states are unwilling to fund actions that they have no control over and which
supra-state institutions deem illegal or illegitimate. Increasingly the U.S.A. has had to
rely on foreign armies and ―for hire soldiers‖ (Wayne: 2002: 1) and ―strike such
bargains as the mercenaries of the ‗international community‘ may demand‖ (Ferguson:
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2004: 293). Tens of thousands of private military personnel from Britain, the U.S.,
Australia, Russia, South Africa, Fiji, Colombia, Sri Lanka, India and the Philippines
have operated in Afghanistan and Iraq (Frontline: 2005). These mercenaries are not
fighting for the United States of America, they are fighting for money and are building
military corporations (Tamayo: 2001: 3).

The United States is incapable of imposing a unilateral command over capitalist
globalisation. As neo-liberalism advocates and recognises, it is the market not the nation
state that is hegemonic and capital is a transnational power that tends to dominate
markets and states alike. But Empire and nation states, even ‗super power‘ states, are not
incompatible. Those interested in furthering perceived national interests discover that
they must act and think globally and that growing global concerns must involve
cooperation between states. Global wars and global markets cannot rely on the power of
the U.S.A.. Rather it is the power of transnational capital and the practices, policies and
processes that serve it, that increasingly constitute and defend the global order.

Yet, capitalism is contradictory and there are often disagreements within the ruling class
about strategies. Rather than the U.S. state being an instrument only of the capitalist
class in general it is used by different factions of capital and also reflects the level and
intensity of class struggle (as explained in Chapter Three). Different factions of capital,
as well as capital and the proletariat, struggle over both national and global power and
the role of state formations. Military-corporate bosses have achieved significant
successes in the wars in Afghanistan and Iraq. Harvey (2005: 38) has drawn attention to
the profitability of war for corporations such as Halliburton and the widespread concern
that these wars ―have been secretly engineered for corporate advantage‖. In this
scenario, the Bush administration‘s favoured corporations have achieved victory in Iraq.
But there is also a growing consensus in the U.S. that the invasion of Iraq is a political
and military failure and that the U.S. state is in trouble (Johnson: 2007; Brzezinski:
2007; Ross: 2007). Despite this the global war has no end in sight.
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In analysing what he describes as the ―conflict between ‗militarist‘ sectors and
economic sectors of the U.S. elite‖, James Petras (2006: 164) argues that the ―dominant
militarist sectors‖ have attempted to ―compensate for relative economic decline by
increasing military aggression‖ and that ―economic interdependence is not a sufficient
condition for containing the propensity for military aggression by the U.S.A. against
emerging economic powers‖. In fact, the militarists in the Bush administration often
eroded the power of the traditional military and intelligence agencies while extending
the power of parallel private structures. Nevertheless, the differences between military
empire-builders and economic empire-builders should not disguise the fact that these
factions of capital are interrelated, and that disagreements between them are generally
about the level and intensity of violence, and who profits from it, not about whether to
use violence or war for capital accumulation.

The material benefits of war to factions of capital include a financial boost for the
military and military corporations through increased military spending. Military
corporations are an important component of Empire and clearly have a vested interest in
the violent imposition of constituted power on a global scale. During the last years of the
twentieth century it was becoming more difficult for states to legitimise the deployment
of vast resources for military purposes, especially when these deployments were widely
seen as unable to address key global environmental, economic and political problems.
Gilles Deleuze and Felix Guattari (Gray: 1997: 259) argue that the ―war machine‖ is
independent of the needs of states and other institutions. But as Negri (2002a) points out,
the Bush administration‘s regressive backlash was intended to assist the military
industrial complex (MIC). Military industries continue to rely on states for most of their
money and states continue to rely on the war machine to suppress the multitude.
In the United States ―[f]orty cents in every tax dollar ends up with the Pentagon‖
(Pilger: 2002: 130) and the war on terror is now costing taxpayers around a trillion
dollars a year (Dreyfuss: 2007). Chalmers Johnson (2008) argues that these ―policies
focused on frequent wars, huge expenditures on weapons and munitions, and large
standing armies‖ are ―military Keynesianism‖. But according to Hardt and Negri (2004:
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177-178) the ―need for big government to support the economy, especially since
September 11, does not represent in any way a return to Keynesianism‖. This is because,
unlike Keynesianism, Empire offers no ―mediatory mechanisms to negotiate its
conflictual relationships with labour‖ and ―[b]ehind every labour negotiation stands
political power and its threat of force‖. They cite Thatcher‘s defeat of the miners and
Reagan‘s destruction of the air traffic controllers‘ union as examples of how the
‗triumph‘ of neo-liberalism was based on state violence (Hardt and Negri: 2004: 168).
Massimo De Angelis (2002) also explains that from the economic point of view the war
on terror is a neo-liberal war, not Keynesian; ―its reason d'être is not the stimulation of
demand, but the creation of a suitable and manageable context for opening market
opportunities and reproducing neo-liberal subjects‖. As indicated by the U.S.A.‘s partial
privatisation of the military and the growth of the Chinese military‘s business empire,
the MIC tends towards Empire with the growing interconnection of nation-based
military structures and industries to a global MIC. This includes the commercial arms of
the People‘s Liberation Army in many parts of the world, running farms, factories,
mines, hotels, brothels, telecommunications and real estate companies, airlines and
trading companies often in partnership with other multinational corporations (Welker:
1997).

In Empire Hardt and Negri (2000a: 181) compare the role of the U.S.A. to that of
Augustus in Rome, who was asked to assume imperial power by the Roman senators.
But, maybe it is more accurate now to compare the U.S.A. to Julius Caesar, attempting
to seize dictatorial power, only to be assassinated by rebel senators. Empire is a
tendency that is resisted not just by the multitude but by factions of capital. The
reactionary movement of factions of capital against Empire highlights the importance of
Hardt and Negri‘s strategy of pushing through Empire rather than looking back to some
idealised social democratic state. Seeing strategic possibilities for the multitude arising
from the divisions within capital, by viewing the war on terror as part of the class war
but also an inter-capitalist war, opens up possibilities of alliances between social
democratic and revolutionary forces to create new praxes that challenge constituted
power.
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Negri (2008c: 169) acknowledges that the war in Iraq is a form of relations among
capitalists, aimed against those national aristocracies who are considered enemies of or
competitors with the U.S. state. This is why he has called on them to ally with the a.g.
movement ―against the Americans!‖ (Negri: 2008c: 173). Yet Negri (2002a) has also
warned that ―[t]he anti-American position coincides with a position of re-evaluation and
defence of the nation state as the anti-imperialist trench‖ and with Hardt (2004a: 161162) he has criticised those who look to the U.S.A. and those who seek a new social
contract to maintain global order. To take sides with nation states in the civil war of
Empire is a serious error. Capital, where it cannot pacify the multitude, seeks to redirect
its struggles into wars amongst capitalist factions, polarising society in ways that serve
capital. In Empire, the weakening of one node of imperial power leads to the
strengthening of others, unless Empire itself is challenged in its entirety. Supporting one
section of Empire against another, as often happens with anti-imperialist strategies, is
siding with capital against the proletariat.

‗Neither Their War Nor Their Peace‘
A popular slogan amongst anti-capitalist sections of the peace movement, ‗neither their
war nor their peace‘, rejects the violence of capital and any ending of struggle in the face
of repression. While the rhetoric of neo-liberalism may be libertarian, its reality is
increasingly authoritarian. It includes draconian workplace and industrial laws; laws
restricting movement, speech, protest; censorship; technological monitoring; the
expansion of prisons and detention centres; more state funding for security services and
armed forces; and the increasing use of police and military internally and externally. The
U.S.A.'s National Security Strategy of September 2002 outlined a new doctrine of preemption which specifically extends the U.S. state‘s right to take action against a
mobilisation of forces that is not so much imminent as emergent; to counter a threat
whose actual occurrence remains speculative, impossible to locate or to predict
(National Security Strategy of the United States of America: 2002).
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The war of capital against the proletariat is an unending war of constant violence and
the ‗peace‘ of capital is the end of all violence but its own. This appearance of peace is
dependent on the continual threat of violence. The reality of this threat enables capital
and its state forms to achieve some of their goals without directly using violence while
keeping a facade of peace. Capitalist states constantly deploy violence and terror and
their threat as tools of social control. And ―the tasks given the military alternate between
making war and peacemaking, peacekeeping, peace enforcing, or nation building – and
indeed at times it is difficult to tell the difference among these tasks‖ (Hardt and Negri:
2004: 52).

The militarisation of state forms shows that constituted power structures are stressed
and that neo-liberalism is threatened by the movements of the multitude. The
reinforcement of borders, urban lockdowns, the privatisation of war, the proliferation of
internment camps and innovations in technologies of control, indicate the weakness of
states and their inability to accomplish domination (Mitropoulos: 2007). Militarisation
protects and creates the conditions for capitalist accumulation, eroding and attacking
democracy as war is used to close down alternative options and aspirations. The use of
the military to deal with internal unrest and the military training of police as ‗peace
officers‘ and ‗peace keepers‘ also exposes the nature of the social peace of Empire; a
peace that increasingly relies on violence to suppress the rebellions of the multitude.
‗Peacekeeping interventions‘ occur only when conflict threatens or interferes with
capital accumulation and there are tens of thousands of ‗peacekeepers‘ from more than
120 countries deployed in ‗conflict zones‘. These ‗peace keeping‘ interventions are
aimed at ―controlling policies and resources rather than gaining territorial possession‖
(Federici: 2000).

As outlined in Chapter Three, the Australian Government has recently sent troops and
police into Nauru, Vanuatu, the Solomon Islands, East Timor, Papua New Guinea and
Tonga. The Australian Government has deployed these forces to enforce neo-liberal
reforms, maintain law and order and to remove barriers to capital. Imposing and
enforcing state restructuring and unleashing market forces, involves the enclosure of the
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commons by attacking communal land ownership, the expanded exploitation of mining,
fishing and agricultural resources and the enlargement and maintenance of cheap labour
regimes. People widely resist these processes as they involve mass impoverishment and
the erosion of communal and cooperative social relations and structures.

Warlords and Terrorists

The precarity of capitalism, its need to intensify its violence and its use of various forms
of violence in response to the continual struggles of the multitude, is clearly indicated by
the violence in Iraq. Attempts to break the resistance of the multitude in Iraq have
played an important part in the development of Empire and in Hardt and Negri‘s
analysis of it, beginning with the first Gulf War. This war did not end in 1991 but
continued until its transformation into Operation Iraqi Freedom. The combination of
sanctions, the continued destruction of Iraq's defensive capabilities and lack of internal
support for the Hussein regime, meant that the Iraqi forces were a ‗paper tiger‘ who
provided little more than training for the invaders in 2003. Testing military hardware
and tactics was only one benefit for the invading forces. The war also destroyed existing
state forms and formed new ones that would benefit and serve the interests of those
backing the invasion. Such ‗structural adjustments‘ intensify the struggle for survival,
fomenting and manipulating antagonisms and generating war, ―and war, in turn,
completes the work of structural adjustment‖, undermining resistance ―by reshaping the
territory and disrupting the social networks that provide the basis for resistance‖
(Federici: 2000).

The invasion of Iraq was also part of a war against humanity (Marcos: 2003) and a
police operation (which now involves the new Iraqi state forms including religious and
nationalist militias) against the multitude. The multitude‘s resistance to war has forced a
consolidation of those seeking to develop constituted power in Iraq such as the invading
forces, the Iraqi and Iranian governments and the militias, against the constituent power
of the multitude.
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Although the guerrilla war in Iraq has often been organised around out-dated
conceptions of national liberation, unlike the Vietnamese resistance, to which Iraqi
resistance has been compared, this is more complex and diverse. While it includes
―popularly backed guerrillas‖ (Petras and Veltmeyer: 2005: 97), it also contains
reactionary and terrorist groups. Many would agree that Iraqis have a right to resist
occupation and to engage in armed struggle. But the resistance to invasion and
occupation, involving warlords, terrorist groups and religious gangs, has helped foster
sectarian divisions amongst the multitude. As well as using violence and terror against
the local population, the occupying forces have also trained, supported and unleashed
death squads and encouraged a descent into warlordism and vicious sectarian gang
rivalry in order to divide and rule (Arnove: 2006; Lorimer: 2007).
Attempts to impose ‗peace‘ in Afghanistan and Iraq that relies on an alliance of gang
bosses, warlords and organised criminals shows that ultimately the choice offered by
capitalism is class surrender or death. As various sections of capital support and install
elites through violence, the permeation of war becomes more general and transforms
large areas of the globe. This is a continual process of decomposing the multitude and
composing Empire. When territories are reshaped by neo-liberalism, the new state forms
often rely on alternative security forces, such as Hezbollah, Blackwater, the Madhi
Army or other armed gangs (Klein: 2007: 417). The solution to the problems identified
by capital in many parts of the world is to continue war and terror in order to rearrange
social relations involving the legitimisation and installation of sectarian militia leaders
and warlords as political and economic elites.
Reviewing Naomi Klein‘s The Shock Doctrine, Hardt (2007a) points out that Klein
exposes how states and corporations ―create and exploit various forms of large scale
destruction‖ and that neo-liberal economic policies ―are never adopted democratically or
peacefully‖. Political and military violence ―disorient the population, destabilise or
destroy established social and economic relationships and institutions, and pave way for
neo-liberal transformation‖. Hardt says that while it may appear that Klein‘s notion of
‗disaster capitalism‘ ―involves an elaborate conspiracy theory‖, this ―is not really
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conspiracy . . . it is planning‖, but as he and Klein both point out, much of this planning
is secret. Whether planning or conspiracy, even capitalist state forms that appear to be
opposed to each other, such as the U.S. and Syrian governments, cooperate as part of the
clandestine fascist infrastructures of Empire, as when the CIA sent terror suspects to
Syria for torture under extraordinary rendition.
Capitalist war making and state making are the ―largest examples of organised crime‖
(Tilly: 1985: 169). In 1933 U.S. Major General Smedley Butler understood his role as
being ―a racketeer, a gangster for capitalism‖ (Allison and Solnit: 2007: xvi). During the
cold war, what is traditionally considered as organised crime developed close
relationships to capitalist states and began to function in a way similar to the rest of
capital, enabling it to penetrate ―deeply into the political and economic systems‖
(Marcos: 1997). As the corruption of Empire increases, the distinction between the
criminal and the legal blurs as ―terrorists, members of the security industry, and the
state‘s security establishment appear to be growing interchangeable in theory and, in at
least some cases, in practice as well‖ (Van Creveld: 1999: 406). As organised crime,
capital and its state forms are intimately interlinked ―the monopoly of violence no longer
belongs to nation states: the market has put it up for auction‖ (Marcos: 1997).
The Bush administration‘s push to create ―a privatised police state‖ at home and abroad
is ―the pinnacle of the counterrevolution‖ launched by neo-liberalism to ―devour the
core‖ of government (Klein: 2007: 299). Under the Bush administration the ―role of
government [was] merely to raise the money necessary to launch the new war market,
then buy the best products that emerge out of that creative cauldron, encouraging
industry to even greater innovation‖ in ―a fully privatised war built to have no end‖
(Klein: 2007: 300, 306). Military firms are an increasingly important part of global
capitalism and are for sale on the open market with few if any permanent ties to any
single nation state.

As Hardt and Negri (2004: 59) have explained, the challenge for counterinsurgency
strategists is to transform military forces into networks in order to fight effectively the
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networks of the multitude. This includes shedding the military‘s national character and
the construction of an imperial military (Hardt and Negri: 2004: 59). Capital as a
network form of violence is more effective at countering the power of the multitude than
nation states, because it more closely reflects the power of the multitude. This helps to
explain why the Bush administration sought to demolish the Pentagon bureaucracy, as a
neo-liberal strategy (see Klein: 2007: 285 – 294). It was both imperialist, as argued by
Negri (2002a), and imperial, eroding and utilising nation states, in Iraq, Afghanistan, the
U.S. and elsewhere, while developing the network power of global capital through the
globalisation, privatisation and diffusion of capitalist violence.

The War of Terror: A Global Strategy of Tension

In concluding the examination of the violence of capital and Empire I draw on Hardt
and Negri‘s analysis to explain the current ‗war on terror‘ as part of a global strategy of
tension. This strategy, involves a network form of violence that undermines and disrupts
proletarian struggles and promotes the reproduction of constituted power. The war on
terror is more accurately a war of terror which has diffused violence and war across the
globe. For the past few decades, under the impact of neo-liberalism, states have become
more coercive, further regulating the multitude while their functions have become more
secretive, unaccountable and corrupt. Discussing the U.S.A. in the early 1990‘s, Hardt
and Negri (1994: 244) were already warning of a ―rising militarism on both foreign and
domestic soil . . . increasing recourse to a politics of social alarm, fear, and racism‖
which reveals ―the emergence of some fascistic elements of the State and the tendency
towards the institution of a police state‖. Seeking to polarise the world into friends and
enemies, U.S. President George Bush (2003) declared: ―Either you are with us or you
are with the terrorists‖. This call to arms sent a clear message to all. Any conceivable
threat to those in power is branded as terrorism, justifying the pre-emptive use of terror,
torture, execution, invasion and occupation. The war on terror has to some extent
brought the real nature of the global class war out of the shadows.
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In many ways the state of emergency declared against the a.g. movement in Seattle in
1999 did not end, but instead spread around the world. The emergence of this permanent
state of exception is evidence of real subsumption for Hardt and Negri. But looked at in
another, and more accurate way, the state of emergency in Seattle was the
materialisation, in the heart of North America, of a permanent state of exception that has
long existed in numerous other parts of the world. Although the level of state violence
used against the a.g. movement has shocked many, ―the tradition of the oppressed
teaches us that the state of emergency in which we live is not the exception but the rule‖
(Benjamin: 1940: 392) (my emphasis). Rather than being new, the state of exception is
an intensification of the state of emergency that is being implemented unevenly as part
of the development of Empire, melding neo-liberal, neo-social democratic and fascist
tactics. In the contemporary metropolis, the first and third worlds, the north and south,
the centre and periphery, are infused to different degrees. The state of emergency and
exception exists not as moments of excess, but as part of a globally co-ordinated and
calculated strategy, agreed to at the highest levels, part of the world war of Empire.

For Empire any war to decompose the proletariat, while intensified in certain regions, is
global because the multitude is global. The war on terror is clearly intended to be a longterm global form of rule to oppose any challenges to the existing hierarchies of Empire
and to counter the upsurge of revolt and rebellion. The Bush administration spread and
encouraged terrorism in all its forms. Rather than ―blowback‖ (Johnson: 2004), terror
and war are part of a global strategy of tension where military, political and financial
networks that profit from increased military and security spending and the spread of
conflict, of fear and paranoia, maintain and strengthen their authoritarian controls and
capitalist state formations.

Counter-insurgency and low-intensity conflict are not limited to certain parts of the
world but are employed wherever they are deemed necessary by constituted power. The
war on terror is not new; it is in fact a long-running war of terror that has been clearly
evident in various parts of the world for many years. The state of exception involves a
strategy of tension writ large, aimed not at the left but at the multitude, a war of terror
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that can sustain itself because it reproduces the conditions of its continued existence.
Since Chile, neo-liberalism has used the strategy of low intensity conflict to impose
repression and austerity. A consistent part of this strategy is to link proletarian
movements with violence, the better to demobilise, demoralise, demonise and attack
them. Capital and its state forms overtly and covertly intensify acts of violence and
provocations, encouraging those who are considered a threat to constituted power, to use
violence to defend themselves or as an offensive tactic. The strategy of tension involves
the infiltration of movements and organisations to encourage them to use or to organise
violence that states can then expose and blame on enemies of the state. The escalation of
violence intensifies social tension, fear, terror, repression, which is then used to justify
retaliation and further violence, fear, terror and repression. As discussed in Chapter One,
in Italy, whence the term originates, the strategy of tension involved terrorist operations
by a clandestine network involving sections of the police, paramilitary and fascist groups
with ties to the Italian and other nations‘ secret services.
The strategy of tension also attempts to pit so-called ‗non-violent‘ and ‗violent‘ sections
of the movements against each other. Provocations can further militarise class struggle
encouraging a deployment of modes of resistance (such as guerrilla armies and terrorist
cells) that remain captured by and help to reproduce the authoritarian social relations of
capital. When anti-capitalists have been driven into despair and desperation by capitalist
terror (e.g. the Red Brigades, Red Army Faction, Weather Underground) the
intensification of confrontation fosters vanguardism, ‗organisational discipline‘,
militarisation and strategies of terror that do not challenge constituted power but assist
―those in control to consolidate their power‖ (Hardt and Negri: 2004: 346).

Democratic Violence

The multitude cannot utilise violence to expand its constituent power but requires
democratic violence to defend itself. ‗Violence‘ is often a catch-all word which is
relatively easy to condemn. It is common to view violence as the illegitimate use of
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force. But, what is classified as violence reflects the concerns and priorities of different
classes, movements, social groups and individuals. Some violence and some actions that
cause harm, injury and death, are considered far worse than others. Peace demonstrators
can be described as ‗violent ferals‘ by Kevin Rudd (in Braithwaite and Tadros: 2007)
and the bombing of children as ‗combating terror‘ by Government and military leaders.
The definition of violence as illegitimate force allows those who claim they are
‗defending the law‘ and ‗protecting social order‘ to present themselves as opposed to
violence, as the protectors and keepers of ‗the peace‘. Accepting this definition conceals
the daily violence of oppression, condones police and military violence and
delegitimises militant struggle against the status quo.
Within the movement of movements there is disagreement over the terms ‗violent‘ and
‗non-violent‘. Many of the arguments about violence and confrontation within the a.g.
movement are about what limits those involved may impose on each other and what
tactics are justified in self-defence. Those who advocate ‗non-violent‘ action argue that
‗violence‘ restricts the power of those who do not want any part of it; that those who are
confrontational create situations where ‗the violent‘ have power over ‗the non-violent‘.
But, those who use ‗violence‘ see the imposition of ‗non-violence‘ as a restriction on
their power to act and consider the advocates of ‗non-violence‘ to be exerting control
over them.

A

distinction

can

be

drawn

between

offensive/constituted

violence

and

defensive/democratic violence. Offensive/constituted violence is the violence expected
and experienced from capital and its state forms. It is perpetrated not in direct response
to an equally violent threat but to achieve or maintain political, economic and social
power. However, there exist some sections of the movement of movements which seek
to justify offensive violence. As discussed above, in periods of crisis states often spread
fear, panic and despair while directly attacking militants to provoke a violent response,
which justifies increased state power under a state of exception and isolates militants.
However, while state violence can be used provocatively, the threat of violence is
sometimes intended to avoid overt violence. If people are too scared to struggle, the
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appearance of peace and order can be maintained. Therefore, the choices faced by those
in struggle are difficult ones. Resistance and revolt may provoke violence but passivity
and inaction assists the continuation of the daily mass violence of capitalism. It is easy
to appreciate Hardt‘s (2002) argument that there should be spaces where people do what
they want, as long as they do it in a way that doesn't endanger or harm other people
taking action. Successfully imposing one tactic on everyone is impossible and any
attempt to do so is authoritarian. When people take militant action the risks of violence
cannot be avoided. These risks need to be realistically evaluated and measures taken to
lessen and to cope with them.

The communist flag is red because manifestations of proletarian power are frequently
bathed in blood. In analysing the Paris Commune in The Civil War in France, Marx
(1977a: 183) pointed out that the first decree of the Commune was the abolition of the
standing army and the substitution for it of ―all citizens capable of bearing arms‖. The
Commune publicly burnt the guillotine and demolished the Victory Column as a symbol
of national hatred. As the ruling class prepared for war, the organised workers of France,
Germany and England sent each other messages of solidarity, proving to Marx (1977a:
193-194) ―that a new society is springing up, whose International rule will be Peace‖.
But this ―new society‖ was confronted by the ―conspiracy of the ruling class to break
down the Revolution by a civil war‖. Even after the ―most tremendous war of modern
times, the conquering and the conquered‖ capitalist states that had been fighting each
other fraternised ―for the common massacre of the proletariat‖. This showed Marx that
national war was intended to defer the struggle of classes and that ―the national
Governments are one as against the proletariat!‖ However, estimating how successful
this bourgeois unity would be in the class war, Marx was certain that the class struggle
of the proletariat ―cannot be stamped out by any amount of carnage‖ (Marx: 1977a: 239241).
Marx‘s analysis of the Commune brings to the fore the impact of inter-capitalist
competition as well as the coordination of capital to counter the transnational proletariat.
Relying as they did on inter-capitalist rivalry to weaken capital‘s attack on the Russian
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Revolution, Lenin and the Bolsheviks also discovered that capital unites globally against
the proletariat and strategically and powerfully attacks, absorbs and accommodates
movements that remain within its parameters. Peace was central to the Russian
Revolution as war-weary troops turned their guns around and mutinied as part of a more
general refusal to fight for capital and its states. The Bolsheviks argued for the necessity
to arm the people, and the establishment of workers‘ and soldiers‘ revolutionary militias
was part of their strategy of converting imperialist war into a civil war for bread,
freedom and peace. Surrounded and outgunned by ‗the German pirate‘, the Revolution
was defeated and state capitalism was judged by the Bolsheviks as their only option.

After promising peace and demobilising the Russian Army, the effects of invasion and
civil war led the Bolshevik government to adopt what Lenin (1936b: 360-364) termed
―state capitalism‖. In 1918 Soviet Russia was invaded by seventeen armies from
fourteen countries. Isolated and encircled, the Bolsheviks recognised the principle of
―defence of the fatherland‖ (Lenin: 1936b: 357), creating a new standing army, the Red
Army, under the leadership of Leon Trotsky and dominated by the Bolsheviks and the
officers of the old Russian Army (Minz: 1942: 73-75). Thus began the period known as
War Communism and with it came a system of military despotism exercised by a small
group within the Bolshevik Party who successfully defended ‗the fatherland‘ while
smashing proletarian power and developing a new political and military elite that
endangered the multitude for most of the 20th century.

The Paris Commune, the Russian Revolution, the Allende Government in Chile and
Autonomia in Italy, have all in their own fashion, demonstrated the limits of establishing
revolution in restricted spaces and of trying to defend it against the violence of counterrevolution. The lessons learnt from these struggles are now being tested across the globe
and the failure of the Bush administration‘s attempted coup of Empire, its failures in
Afghanistan and Iraq, have opened up new possibilities in Latin America (Negri: 2008c:
124). In order to better understand these new possibilities and their implications for the
democratic and defensive violence of the multitude, I will now look at the situation in
Venezuela and the lessons of Chile‘s peaceful road to socialism.
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Venezuela: Democratisation or Militarisation?

In Venezuela, violence, crime and personal insecurity are major problems for most
people. The police forces are often ineffective or are complicit with organised crime and
counter-revolutionary forces. According to the Venezuelan Interior Minister, the police
are responsible for a least twenty per cent of all crimes in the country (Grant: 2009).
Economic and political elites, corrupt sections of the bureaucracy and the security
infrastructure are part of ―a dangerous capitalist class operating an extensive network‖,
supporting violence against progressive political forces. Part of this powerful network is
the ―counter revolutionary‖ National Guard which is committed to the big landlords and
bosses and ―most likely aligned to the Colombian-U.S. military‖ (Petras: 2008: 15).

Partially in response to these concerns, in 2008 President Hugo Chavez (in Suggett:
2008) decreed a National Police Law which established a ―national revolutionary police
of the people . . . demolishing the old repressive police model‖. In announcing this new
force, Chavez contrasted the past ―capitalist police‖ who abused the poor, with the new
―communal police‖ who will be close to the citizens and dialogue-oriented. Those
involved in Venezuela‘s communal councils are expected by the Government to join, to
help select and to direct the new force by managing the security modules in each barrio.
The transformation of the police services is part of what Chavez (in Ciccariello-Maher:
2008) describes as a ―peaceful but armed‖ revolution. As he explains: ―We need people
armed with ideas, with creativity, and also with rifles‖ and ―to avoid a war of weapons
one must say to the enemy that this revolution is peaceful, but backed up with ideas and
with rifles‖ (Chavez in Serrano : 2008).
Supporters of the revolutionary process in Venezuela are well aware of the U.S.A.‘s
history of violent intervention in Latin America. The United States government
supported the 2002 coup and backs on-going attempts to destabilise and threaten the
Chavez government through internal violence and external attacks, these include
supporting, training and arming the Colombian government and death squads which
infiltrate Venezuela (Fuentes: 2007; Petras: 2008). Concern over U.S. intervention,
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either directly or through proxies, is behind the formation of a Venezuelan reserve army,
the purchase of billions of dollars of new weapons and the construction of two arms
factories to make Kalashnikov assault rifles and bullets. But, while preparing for war,
the Venezuelan government has also collaborated with civil society organisations in
various countries to organise peace activities and has attempted to mediate the conflict
between the Colombian Government and the Revolutionary Armed Forces of Colombia
(FARC). While supporting the FARC‘s resistance to the Uribe Government (which is
closely tied to right-wing death squads), Chavez (in Romero: 2008) has called on the
FARC to end its armed struggle and to use non-violent means, arguing like Hardt and
Negri do, that ―guerrilla war is history‖.

Along with the introduction of military instruction in all high schools, the Venezuelan
government is creating a military reserve ultimately of 15 million (half of the
population) (Ciccariello-Maher: 2007). Chavez (in Rangel: 2007) regards the reserve as
―the armed populace‖ while he also considers that the traditional armed forces are now
―Bolivarian‖. The reserves are included within the official Armed Forces, yet Chavez
says the objective is to link the reserve to popular organisations so that they become ―the
people as a whole‖ (Chavez in Ciccariello-Maher: 2007). Venezuelan Defence Minister,
Gustavo Rangel Briceno (in Ciccariello-Maher: 2007), has argued that ―the reserve
should not be a component of the armed forces‖ and that it should have full autonomy.
While Ciccariello-Maher (2007) explains that, ―no matter how popular or autonomous, a
centralised reserve structure would nevertheless maintain a degree of alienation from
local organs of dual power‖. He argues that even though the ―inclusion of the reserves
within the Armed Forces might be interpreted as recognition of the democratic counterpower of militia organisation, it is better interpreted as an effort at co-optation and
subordination‖.

Since the election of the Chavez government there has been significant deployment of
the military to carry out social projects and greater involvement of civilians in the
military. The stated aim has been to revise the relationship between the military and ‗the
people‘, using the military to address social problems, defending not just against
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external attack but fighting poverty and injustice and expanding security to include the
well-being of the population. For Chavez and his supporters, this relationship is based on
the principle of ―civil-military unity‖ and Chavez often quotes Mao Zedong to explain
that ―The people are to the military as the water is to the fish‖ (in Wilpert: 2007: 50).
Chavez has also pointed to the growing importance of the United Socialist Party of
Venezuela‘s ―battalions‖ as a vanguard of revolutionary soldiers (Chavez in Fuentes:
2008b).

Although there has been a mobilisation of the military reserve and popular defence units
in neighbourhoods and workplaces, the Venezuelan armed forces have not been
democratised and retain their traditional hierarchical structure of command. This raises
concerns about Chavez‘s influence over the military and the reserves; over the extent to
which Venezuelan civil society is being militarised; and if the military are now the real
rulers of the country (Wilpert: 2007: 40). Some also have concerns about the failure of
the Government to pursue many of those people involved in the 2002 coup; over
persisting links between state forces and organised crime gangs and their involvement in
sustained attacks on the proletariat; and over what many see as the continued ―impunity
of the elite‖ (Petras: 2008: 17). As Ciccariello-Maher (2007) explains, ―the true
replacement of the army and the police requires a more substantial break with the
monopoly of violence, a decentralisation of coercive force that is more firmly rooted in
local structures‖. Still, many Communal Councils now have security and defence
committees and ―the history of armed organisations outside and against the state runs
deep in Venezuela‖ (Ciccariello-Maher: 2007).

The popular uprising against the 2002 coup demonstrated the power of revolutionary
neighbourhood-based organisations that battled the police and confronted the counterrevolutionary sections of the armed forces. The continued existence of and public
displays of power by this armed network of self-defence units, mostly located in the
poorest parts of Venezuela, has made evident divisions within the Chavez government.
Police and intelligence service activity in these barrios is deeply resented by those who
remember that some of these same forces supported the coup and helped to slaughter
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thousands of the rebellious poor in 1989. While many police have been purged since and
the intelligence services are being reformed, individual security and political freedom
depend on the popular knowledge of and the power to combat the forces of reaction.
While revolutionary groups in Venezuela ―facilitate local preparations for asymmetrical
warfare‖, there is concern that ―despite Chavez‘s pronouncements on the need for a
citizens‘ militia, many of those within the structure still believe in the state‘s need to
maintain the monopoly of violence‖ (Ciccariello-Maher: 2007). In regard to this, Chavez
(in Ciccariello-Maher: 2008) has invoked the history of Chile, warning the armed
organisations in the barrios ―of the alleged harm that the Chilean ultra-left caused to the
government of Salvador Allende‖. But Chavez (in Serrano: 2008) has also pointed out
that if ―each Chilean worker had had a rifle at hand, the fascist coup would never have
taken place‖.

Chile: Who Has the Guns?

The defeated attempt at constructing a socialist society in Chile is an important
touchstone for the proletariat in Latin America. Naomi Klein (2007: 7) argues that the
neo-liberal project was launched on September 11, 1973, in Chile when a fascist military
coup brought down the Allende government. Thousands of government supporters were
murdered; rounded up, executed without trial, ‗disappeared‘ or were tortured to death, in
order to eliminate ‗communists‘ and

to foster mass terror and demoralisation.

Thousands more were herded into concentration camps and gaols. Up to a million
people fled the country. Allende‘s Popular Unity (PU) Government had been dedicated
to ‗a peaceful transition to socialism‘ aimed at maintaining ‗civic peace‘. While the
government and most of its supporters committed themselves to defence against
counterrevolutionary violence, they tended to rely on Chile‘s ‗democratic traditions‘ and
the class neutrality of the armed forces. The Government and much of its party support
base sought to placate local and international capital by leaving the guns in the hands of
the military and police. Following the unsuccessful tancazo coup attempt in 1973,
Allende declared that the armed forces had saved the nation. This led to widespread
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demoralisation amongst many PU supporters when the military began to attack left-wing
areas and to torture activists (Henfrey and Sorj: 1977: 55). As Robinson Rojas (1973:
319) explained at the time, ―the Armed Forces are the referee (gun in hand) that imposes
the rules of the reformist game embodied by the Popular Unity‖, warning that ―in the
face of this armed bourgeois referee, the proletariat has no other alternative than to
oppose [the Armed Forces with] its own armed force‖.

While radical groups such as the MIR (Revolutionary Left Movement) called for
preparations for confrontation and warned of a bloodbath, the Popular Unity
Government neglected to put the question of power to the forefront, leaving the
questions of ―full socialism‖ and state power to a later stage (Henfrey and Sorj: 1977:
17, 51). Those who disagreed with this staged transition to socialism opposed it by
building ―popular power‖, while still critically supporting the PU. These ―popular
power‖ forces established communal commands and envisaged Cuban style committees
for the defence of the revolution in every neighbourhood, while the PU leadership
continued to look for technocratic solutions, stressing the need to win the battle of
production and calling on workers to work harder (Henfrey and Sorj: 1977: 17, 49).

As workplace struggles intensified, proletarian organisations independent of the
government widened the communal commands in industrial centres, shops, barrios and
in rural areas, self-organising around common concerns, occupying workplaces and
land, coordinating food distribution, transport, education, health services and security
measures. While the proletariat formed its own militias, subject to popular assemblies, to
deal with policing and external threats, class polarisation increased as the capitalist class
continued to hold on to its means of oppression and regularly launched
counterrevolutionary violence. The final year of the Allende government ―was one of
constant confrontation and mounting right-wing terrorism, as the military prepared to
take action‖ (Henfrey and Sorj: 1977: 16). The PU continued to try to curb the growth of
armed proletarian power even as it became increasingly clear that the question of power
was not going to be mainly an economic or political question but a military one; who has
the guns?
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The Comrade with the Gun Has the Floor

Many communists have understood the pivotal role played by those who have the guns.
However the multitude‘s war against war ―is not a matter of taking power and
commanding the armies but of destroying their very possibility‖ (Hardt and Negri: 2004:
347). Concentrating on the conquest of state power leads to an adaptation to capital and
its state forms, recreating constituted power within organisations and movements, and to
the development of mechanisms of domination and repression. The revolutionary
movement cannot peacefully coexist with capital and the best way to defend revolution
is to extend constituent power globally and to every aspect of life in biopolitical
struggle. However, proletarian movements have often discovered that there are no clear
borders between different forms of violence and that there is a pervasive tension
between constituent and constituted praxes and subjectivities. As struggles like those in
Venezuela indicate, the utilisation of constituted power against neo-liberalism does not
necessarily challenge Empire, but can become a form of capitalist development that
melds neo-social democratic with state-capitalist, military and authoritarian tendencies.

Capital and its state forms have a long history of infiltrating proletarian movements and
organisations with spies and agent provocateurs who create divisions and encourage
violence. Following the Battle of Seattle, the F.B.I., police anti-terrorism divisions, the
U.S. military‘s anti-terrorist commandos and Army Intelligence units were deployed to
monitor and infiltrate the a.g. movement (Redden: 2001). The tactics of the Black Bloc
have also illustrated the problem of infiltration for the a.g. movement. Eddie Yuen
(2001: 11) argues that in Seattle, since the Black Bloc‘s attacks on corporate property
were done ―collectively and in public‖, they were part of the movement. Whereas, had
the Bloc acted clandestinely, they would have articulated vanguardism. But at Genoa
and since, some have suggested that Black Blocs have been infiltrated by agent
provocateurs. In 2007 Canadian police were forced to admit that police officers had
joined a protest dressed in Black Bloc attire and armed themselves with rocks to throw at
the lines of riot police (Harrold: 2007). The movement of movements cannot totally
prevent this type of infiltration, agent provocateurs or serious mistakes. The distribution
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and sharing of power is the best defence against infiltration, lessening the ability of
anyone to have a dominating influence. Movements that appreciate the importance of
making democracy and peace immanent can clearly differentiate themselves from those
supporting anti-democratic and offensive violent actions.

Vanguardist, elitist and sectarian processes of separation, secrecy and isolation serve the
ends of constituted power. It is useful to the forces of repression for the multitude to be
segregated and for the most easily targeted to be separated from everybody else.
Numerous historical examples show that states have used movements‘ sectarianism
against them. The most effective response of the movements is to create more
democracy, on a broader basis, involving greater communication between tendencies,
organisations and movements and improved decision-making processes throughout
them. Continuing to work at improving democratic organisation is a core project of
proletarian self-defence, a project that cannot be restricted to a leadership, vanguard or
elite, for it is a generalised project, founded on the basis of commonality.

An example of defensive violence used to protect spaces of autonomy and to limit
capital‘s destructive power is the Zapatista army which exists not to make war but to
protect autonomous communities from violence perpetrated against them. But when the
Mexican Army went into their communities, killed unarmed people, tortured and raped,
burned houses, uprooted villages and imprisoned hundreds, the Zapatistas stood firm to
their strategy of non-violence. They fought with what they considered to be the best
weapons they had, solidarity, the word, encounter, assembly, creativity and popular
support. These are the weapons of constituent rather than constituted power.
Some examples of the multitude‘s defensive violence are suggested by Subcomandante
Marcos (2007: 41-42) when he points to the struggles of the Popular Assembly of the
Peoples of Oaxaca in Mexico and to similar struggles in Bolivia, Ecuador and
Argentina, where ―there was not armed struggle, but there was violence . . . popular
violence‖. It is not a matter of whether the multitude should resist Empire‘s violence
with violence, as this is already happening and the establishment of workers‘ militias
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and self-defence groups regularly occurs in proletarian struggles to defend picket lines,
workplace occupations, meetings, offices, demonstrations, rebellions and revolts. The
intensification of class struggle involves a contestation over who is armed, over whether,
how and when arms are used. But there are not necessarily clear boundaries between
friends and enemies. Historically, as the proletariat arms itself, members or sections of
state‘s armed forces side with it.
Still, some in the movement of movements continue to call for ―offensive military
operations‖ and for the ―targeting of key individuals within the governmental/corporate
apparatus‖ (Churchill: 2007: 94), ignoring the fact that these individuals and members of
the police and other armed forces are not just agents of capital, they are more complex
and contradictory, and are potentially part of the multitude. To ignore or deny this offers
them little choice but to defend themselves against attack and helps to justify the
offensive violence of constituted power as self defence. Churchill, the Red Brigades and
others don‘t consider how the offensive violence they support actually brutalises, attacks
and weakens the proletariat, while helping to strengthen and reproduce the social
relation of capital and its state forms.

It is true, as Churchill (2007: 68-69) points out, that advocates of pacifism often help to
isolate and stigmatise militant organisations and practices. This isolation may then be
institutionalised by those who reject pacifism and their ―frustration with attempting to
break the inertia of symbolic opposition to the status quo‖ can become ―a ‗politics of
despair‘ relying solely on violent actions undertaken by a network of tiny underground
cells‖. Churchill counter-poses this to the programmatic assertion of the right to armed
self-defence by groups such as the Black Panther Party for Self-Defence whom he
considers to be genuine expressions of their communities. However, as Hardt and Negri
(2004: 343-344) point out, the Panthers ―misunderstood completely and tragically . . .
that a gun is no longer an adequate arm for defence. The Panthers‘ guns and military
spectacles tended to distort their organisation and get them and others killed‖. In fact the
F.B.I. identified that ―the greatest weapon in the hands of the Panthers‖ was not their
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guns but their breakfast program feeding tens of thousands of children (El Kilombo and
Hardt: 2008: 4).

The strategy of tension can lead movements to recreate capitalist state logics within
themselves. If there is a possibility, or an increasing likelihood, that people are in
danger, it would be foolish of them not to prepare to defend themselves. But an
important question is: how do people best defend themselves against state repression?
Both in the Battle of Seattle‘ and at the s11 protests in Melbourne, it was the selforganised non-violent blockading of the summit meetings that was most powerful. A
wide variety of groups and individuals took militant action which confronted state
power, but mainly in the defensive practice of holding blockade points. However, the
violent police response in Seattle, Genoa and Melbourne has led to a re-evaluation of the
blockade tactic by demonstrators. Today, it is often the police who are blockading
protests. Demonstrators want to shut down meetings of the powerful, but increasingly
are trying to get into the areas around the meeting places. This tends to paint protestors
as offensive and the police as defensive, enabling state forces to pose as protectors of the
peace. But, as the multitude continues to search for ways to develop forms of constituent
power, rather than constituted power, the a.g. movement finds a variety of ways to
avoid, negate, confront and challenge the violence of capital.

Pitting Globalisation Against War

Many in the a.g. movement appreciate that even defensive violence can compromise
attempts to create alternative social relations and processes, and through peace
movements the multitude has re-focused on capitalist and state violence. As in the Battle
of Seattle, the violence at a.g. protests has mostly been initiated and intensified by state
forces. At some protests, police have used tear gas, pepper spray, concussion grenades,
rubber and wooden bullets, batons, armoured vehicles, water cannons, dogs, horses and
live ammunition to attack people. By the time of the anti-G8 protests in Genoa in 2001,
state forces had declared war on the a.g. movement. This war was carried out through
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an international strategy to brutally attack a peaceful protest and then to defend these
attacks as ―perfectly legitimate, thus defacto backing a strategy of terror, and the
abolition of all legal, civic, and human rights‖ (Federici and Caffentzis: 2001: 289).
Federici and Caffentzis (2001: 290) explain that this ―pre-meditated institutional plan to
repress and terrorise the demonstrators . . . was not shaped by how activists behaved‖.
Negri‘s (2004a: 77) suggestion that the a.g. movement interpose ―itself between the
belligerent parties‖ and Hardt and Negri‘s (2004: 303) promotion of an extension of
―diplomacy from below‖ where peace activists intervene in war zones, often as human
shields, seems to encourage forms of vanguardist martyrdom and ignores the fact that
rather than being between the bullet and the target, the a.g. movement and human shields
are often the target. Even before September 11, in response to the emergence of the a.g.
movement, Reclaim the Streets (RTS) was classified as a ―terrorist group‖ by the F.B.I.
as was ‗Carnival Against Capital‘ even though it didn‘t exist (Jordan and Whitney:
2001: 24). A clear understanding that the multitude is a target of a strategy of tension
can clarify that human shields are of little protection compared to the multitude‘s more
powerful weapons of solidarity, communication, democracy, peace and love. These
weapons do not just involve taking action on behalf of, or in support of victims, but
entail the victims of capital collectively taking a stand against aggression, in solidarity
with others who are threatened, injured and hurt.

As Hardt (2002) points out, it is not protest as a media spectacle, or even as a form of
disruption to the system, that is most important, but the actualising and development of
powerful cooperative and creative social relations. It is these democratic relations of
open communication, affinity, mutual aid and solidarity that sustain the movement of
movements against neo-liberalism and are at the heart of alter-globalisation processes.
The shared threat of global war has contributed to the development of global
consciousness and a deeper understanding of the interconnectedness of humanity. As
Hardt and Negri (2004: 215) explain, the multitude‘s struggles for peace have
demonstrated, created and helped to develop ―common practices, languages, conduct,
habits, forms of life, and desires for a better future.‖ While Hardt (in El Kilombo and
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Hardt: 2008), argues that the anti-war movement, through necessity, helped to destroy
the multiplicity of the organising of the previous era because ―they required a single
central agenda, and a unified organisational technique‖ (El Kilombo and Hardt: 2008), it
has become increasingly clear that the power of the peace movement in fact lies in the
diversity and global reach of its activity, its size, complexity and inclusivity. The a.g.
movement actually transformed itself into a global network of peace movements and
these movements are a network of networks or a movement of movements, a global
phenomenon, the pinnacle of the cycle of struggles thus far, ―at least in quantative
terms‖ (Hardt and Negri: 2004: 215).

As Negri (2008c: 62) has explained ―the

committees for peace . . . aren‘t only against the war, but are committees or assemblies
for the common, for a peace that isn‘t only nonwar, but also nonpolice, in favour of the
freedom of migrants to cross borders, etc.‖.

The peace movement again demonstrates how the multitude has created a network of
self-organised creativity, communication, cooperation and collaboration across the
world, a multitudinous organised resistance to the destructive power of capital and as a
development of communism. The peace movement restricts capital‘s room to manoeuvre
and develops the common of the multitude. It is likely that the power of the peace
movement has forced a change of strategy for capital, lessening its ability to launch
major military operations. While the failure to prevent the war on Iraq exposed the
limitations of the multitude‘s constituent power, it also demonstrated the widespread
desire for peace and love and the power of these as weapons against war and violence.
The demonstrations against the Iraq war soon died down in many parts of the world, but
the struggle against that war and against war and systemic violence more generally,
remains widespread and powerful.

The Midnight Notes Collective (2002) (referring to Thomas Hobbes) argue that the
sources of peace are fear, desire and hope. For them the weakness of the current strategy
to save the bankrupt capitalist system militarily is that ―it cannot win on the basis of Fear
of Death alone‖. They warn the peace movement not to trade ―Fear for Fear‖ or to be
the amplifiers of the fear on which militarism and war thrive. It is the other passionate
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sources of peace - desire and hope - that need to be deployed against capital. These
include desires and hopes for peace, for universal healthcare, for a healthy environment
and for all of the other progressive aspirations of the a.g. movement.

The Multitude‘s Desire for Peace: Immanent and Pre-figurative Strategy

The multitude continues to create diverse praxes of peace, in and through the a.g./peace
movement, building and strengthening constituent power and demolishing the violence
of constituted power. In contrast to the orthodoxy of non-violent direct action, the
movement of movements has articulated and practised a wide variety of tactics and
strategies. Some of these are pre-figurative, meant to create a living example of a
peaceful future by minimising violence and by developing alternative ways of dealing
with conflict. Non-violence is not just adopted for religious, moral or ethical reasons but
is also utilised as a tactic or a strategy, because of its political effectiveness. When times
and spaces are created to develop autonomy from capital, the multitude learns how to
defend them. Using strategies of offensive violence does not challenge capital or its state
forms, but involves the reaffirmation of the social relations of capital. The development
of constituent power rejects authoritarianism, affirming instead a commitment to direct
democracy, and education, training and preparation for how to deal with the system‘s
violence. It involves the adaptation of different tactics, open communication, solidarity,
mutual aid, cooperation, harm-minimisation and healing.

Brian Martin (1993) details many forms of social defence including boycotts, acts of
disobedience, strikes, demonstrations, symbolic actions, non-cooperation and alternative
institutions, fraternisation and alternative communication channels. For Martin social
defence includes ―social offence‖, the use of non-violent techniques to undermine
potential aggressors. Social defence/offence builds democratic and self-reliant defence
systems that are self-organised, non-hierarchical and that link social movements around
the development of social defence skills and preparations. He further points out that
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disarming the military needs support from within the military and that social defence
needs to be global.
The notion of a war with no frontlines challenges the idea that war is ―limited to
physically external entities identifiable as friends and enemies‖ (El Kilombo in El
Kilombo and Hardt: 2008: 18). ―[I]n the daily reproduction of our livelihoods we are
involved, knowingly or unknowingly, willingly or unwillingly, in a form of civil war
cutting across the social body‖ (De Angelis: 2007: 81). In this civil war the enemy
within exists not only within the spaces, movements and organisations of the multitude
but includes the competitive, regimented, authoritarian and violent subjectivities that
capitalism produces and reproduces within all people. Foucault‘s and Hardt and Negri‘s
understandings of biopower recognise that capital‘s military and police are internalised
and that any strategy to injure or annihilate the enemy will harm or destroy those
engaged in it. Hardt and Negri reject any exercise of violence outside the democratic
movements of the multitude and do not support the symbolic violence of the spectacle.
The ―subordination of violence to politics should be brought within each of us‖ (Hardt
and Negri: 2004: 342) and only organised collectively as a defence against the violence
of capital. However, while democratic violence can be defensive, it is best to avoid it
whenever possible, as it is not a form of constituent power and the general tendency of
violence is dictatorial not democratic.

It is the creativity, diversity and unpredictability of the multitude that state forces find
so hard to manage and control. As David Graeber (2002: 66) explains, ―governments
simply do not know how to deal with an openly revolutionary movement that refuses to
fall into familiar patterns of armed resistance‖, instead ―attempting to invent what many
call a ‗new language‘ of civil disobedience, combining elements of street theatre,
festival, and what can only be called non-violent warfare . . . in that it eschews any direct
physical harm to human beings‖. Rather than being caught up in a competition of
violence and fear, the multitudes‘ antagonism and conflict is often combined with
optimism and confidence.
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As far as the multitude is concerned, it is not the case, as Hardt and Negri (2009: 368)
argue, that ―often the most effective weapons against the enemy are the ones that have
the most poisonous effects on those who wage the struggle‖. Instead, the weapons that
poison those in struggle are not effective against the enemy, but are part of the enemy.
Despite Negri‘s (2004: 34) claim that in the face of state violence the multitude cannot
be peaceful, in order to develop constituent power the proletariat needs to be able to
counter violence and to create peaceful alternative social relations that are immanent and
pre-figurative. Facing the shocks of a permanent state of emergency and the awesome
power of capitalist political, economic and armed forces, is a continuing global wave of
disobedience, defiance and revolt, that will continue to bring to the fore questions of
violence, non-violence, power and democracy. As Hardt and Negri emphasise, and
millions of people across the globe understand, it is peace not violence that is required
for liberatory, cooperative and creative social relations. When communism is conceived
as an immanent movement of democratic and cooperative relations of freely associated
labour and self-valorisation, peace, not armed struggle or violent confrontation, is the
most creative strategy against capital and its state forms. Peace is not a demand that can
be accommodated by capital but praxes that challenges capital and builds communism.
Peace assists the class composition of the proletariat, as the class to end class and war,
through the development of militant non-violent praxes that counters capital‘s ability to
frame the multitude‘s choices. As the a.g./peace movements demonstrate, this is a
process of defending and extending the common of the multitude while managing and
accommodating conflict through communication, debate and mutual aid in generally
non-violent struggle. Within these movements the multitude has continued to develop
praxes that exert and extend its constituent power while reducing rather than intensifying
violence.

At War Until We Are Free
But there is no escape for the multitude from class war, apart from ending class and
war. Violence is normal and is needed to impose all forms of capitalism and capitalist
value has always been based on counter-revolutionary force. Capital is a social relation
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of violence and terror, a war without end, because the class war cannot end until the
social relations of capital are demolished. Capitalist violence takes many forms within
the global class war, including austerity, poverty, starvation and slavery. Empire
intensifies this violence, as capital has done previously, in response to proletarian power.
The global strategy of tension is a further refinement and intensification of a long-term
capitalist strategy, attempting to subvert and utilise the organisational forms developed
by the multitude in its struggles against capital. This capitalist net war recognises that
peace benefits the multitude and that violence tends to hinder revolutionary struggles
and to reproduce capital.
―We are living a revolution that is already developed and only a death threat stops it
from being declared‖ (Hardt and Negri: 1994: 313). The global threat of death from
constituted power pushes the multitude to create its own institutions to affirm life and to
shut down constituted power. Many people refuse to be threatened, intimidated or
forced into compliance and silence. In response to the global state of emergency, many
continue to refuse and to reject the capitalist agenda and to self-organise forms of power
that are angry and affectionate rather than violent, overcoming feelings of hopelessness
and despair. When confronted with pain, suffering and fear, it is the multitude‘s ability
to support each other and to affirm its desires that opposes the destructive effects of a
system built on misery. Many people understand that the social ‗peace‘ of capitalism is
the main cause of suffering and daily violence; that there will be no fundamental social
change while this ‗peace‘ continues and that if genuine peace is to be achieved then
capitalism must be dismantled.

The need to use war and terror to protect the crisis-ridden capitalist system
demonstrates the power of the self-organised and uncontrollable multitude acting on
their desires for a better world. The constituent power of the multitude cannot be
defeated by police and armies. As the defiance of the Iraqi people demonstrates,
dictatorship and war cannot crush resistance. The global response of the proletariat to
war and terror is to try to constitute itself as an uncontainable positive political force.
Rather than terror, despair and war, the multitude‘s answer is to generate collective
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actions of resistance, revolt, democracy, peace and love. This strategy is based on the
common wealth of the multitude; the earth, humanity, all of life and the affective
relations and activities that produce the common. The following chapters on love
therefore will further discuss these affective relations and activities, the use value of love
and affective labour, the production of the common of the multitude and the
development of communist society.
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Chapter 6 - Love: The Heart of a Heartless World?
This chapter critically evaluates Hardt and Negri‘s strategic vision in relation to love.
For Hardt and Negri, love is the biopolitical power at the heart of revolutionary struggle
and in this chapter I look at love as a resource, a need, a desire, an intention and an
action. I will discuss affective relations and activities, the use value of love and affective
labour, the production of the common and the development of communist society. The
chapter begins by outlining how Hardt, Negri and others have wondered over political
conceptions of love. Following an outline of Hardt and Negri‘s general conception of
love, I examine their assertion that immaterial labour is important to both Empire and
the multitude. This section of the Chapter concentrates on Hardt and Negri‘s writings on
the biopolitical power of affective labour, as a form of immaterial labour. In order to
understand the ―dual potentials‖ of affective labour, I then discuss Hardt and Negri‘s
engagement with feminist theory, giving special attention to issues of production and
reproduction. This initial analysis of Hardt and Negri‘s work on labour and love leads
into a discussion of ‗commonism‘, the creation through class struggle of the common as
a resource for the multitude. In this section, I explain how Hardt and Negri conceive of
love as the development of constituent power. The chapter concludes with a
consideration of Hardt and Negri‘s thoughts on poverty, common wealth and how the
multitude‘s labours of love are the basis of the common and how the praxes of love
reproduces the multitude and creates communism.
According to Hardt and Negri (2009: 184) ―Love should be defined . . . by the
encounters and experimentation of singularities in the common, which in turn produce a
new common and new singularities‖. They locate the power of the multitude to
transform social relations in political acts of love. The political praxes of the multitude
and its production of revolutionary subjectivities are based on loving social relations and
love exists because of the multitude‘s activity. These actions achieve their effects
through passion and community and from a mutual impulse for cooperation (Negri:
2004a: 146). ―Love is a process of the production of the common and the production of
subjectivity‖, ―an action, a biopolitical event, planned and realised in common‖ and a
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―motor of association‖ (Hardt and Negri: 2009: 180, 188). Hardt and Negri conflate love
and communism, as it is love that produces communism as ―an activity and therefore an
opening, a radical practical act that connects freedom to desire, desire to sociality, and
sociality to equality‖ (Negri: 1999a: 265). And love increasingly constructs communism
as ―[t]oday levels of community and sharing exist everywhere‖ (Negri: 2004a: 27). The
political praxes of love builds, sustains and strengthens the multitude‘s class
composition, social support networks and organisational forms of struggle. Love, as a
political activity, breaks free of capitalist capture and political acts of love produce the
peace and democracy of the multitude.

As shown in this chapter, while love is often absent from political discussions and
analysis, it has long been an important component of proletarian struggles and
revolutionary praxes. In 1911 Emma Goldman (1911) pointed out that love was ―the
strongest and deepest element in all life, the harbinger of hope, of joy, of ecstasy; . . . the
defier of all laws, of all conventions; . . . the freest, the most powerful moulder of human
destiny‖. Sadly, like sociologist Pitrim Sorokin (1954) who lamented the stigmatisation
and lack of scientific investigations into love in 1954, almost fifty years later ethicist
Stephen Post (2003: p. xi) was doing the same. None-the-less, as outlined below, Hardt
and Negri‘s work is only part of the regenerated interest in, and the revived struggles
around, love.

Explaining the pervasiveness of lovelessness in contemporary society, bell hooks (1994:
283) argues that ―many people feel unable to love either themselves or others because
they do not know what love is‖. According to Scott Peck (1978: 81) ‗love‘ lacks clarity
because it ―is too large, too deep ever to be truly understood or measured or limited
within the framework of words‖ and ―that our use of the word ‗love‘ is so generalised
and unspecific as to severely interfere with our understanding of love‖ (Peck: 1978:
107). hooks (2000a: 3-4) further contends that if ―our society had a commonly held
understanding of the meaning of love, the act of loving would not be so mystifying‖. Yet
―the vast majority of books on the subject of love work hard to avoid giving clear
definitions‖. She (hooks: 2000a: 4-5, 13) advocates a conception of love as action, since
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this assumes responsibility and accountability, and she uses Scott Peck‘s (1978) and
Erich Fromm‘s (1960) classification of love as ―an act of will namely, both an intention
and an action‖. As she explains, ―Will also implies choice. We do not have to love. We
choose to love‖.

The ancient Greeks attempted to unravel the complexities of love by dividing it into
eros (romantic love), agape (caring for and seeking the best for others) and philia
(reciprocal love between friends). While there are various interpretations of eros and
agape (e.g. see Sorokin: 1967: 4-6), Hardt and Negri build on these terms in their
political conception of love. Still, rather than love having a clear meaning, it ―struggles
toward definition‖ (Ruddick: 1989: 183). So too do Hardt and Negri struggle over love
as a political concept ―in order, partly, to make good on the heritage the concept itself
has‖ because ―the word love has a great heritage that is worth struggling over‖ (Hardt:
2007c). They wish to make love a properly political concept and propose revolutionary
politics as a project of love, the creation of a new society in common. As they write in
Multitude (Hardt and Negri: 2004: 356, 352), the ―creation of a new humanity is the
ultimate act of love‖ and love ―serves as the basis for our political projects in common
and the construction of a new society. Without this love, we are nothing‖. Concluding
Multitude they declare:

We can already recognise that today time is split between a present that is
already dead and a future that is already living – and the yawning abyss between
them is becoming enormous. In time, an event will thrust us like an arrow into
that living future. This will be the real political act of love (Hardt and Negri:
2004: 358).
In Reflections on Empire, Negri (2008b: 140) explains this ―real political act of love‖
further, arguing that insurrection ―pulls together the various forms of resistance into a
single knot, homologises them, arranges them like an arrow which, in an original
manner, succeeds in crossing the limit of the given social organisation, of constituted
power‖. Here Negri argues that insurrection destroys, bypasses and escapes from
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constituted power unleashing constituent power, as the ability of the multitude to
organise love. Explaining the constituent power of love in Commonwealth, Hardt and
Negri (2009: 195) also explore love‘s ―powers of association and rebellion, its
constitution of the common and its combat against corruption‖ which ―function together
. . . in making the multitude‖. The power of the multitude is enhanced by the selforganisation of love, as love helps to re/create the multitude.
Even though Negri‘s (2008b: 140) arrow of love is a homologised ―single knot‖, for
Hardt and Negri (2009: 183) love does not unify people and there can be no love where
people become one, as suggested by romanticism, marriage, and the love of a god. They
reject love as a fusion, the destruction of difference, or a striving for sameness. Rather,
love is a desire for collective development and fulfilment, a social process that satisfies
the need for love at the same time as satisfying the desire to love. For Negri (2008c: 84)
―communitarian elements . . . push us toward cohesion‖. But this cohesion involves
rejecting identitarian conceptions of love which mutually reinforce each other,
constructing instead a love that is not aimed at erasing differences, that is not based just
on proximity and similarity, that is not narcissistic, loving only those like oneself. Love
should be perceived and practised ―as being based on differences . . . as experimenting
with differences, creating out of them new assembliges that in no way deny their
singularities‖. For Hardt (2007c) love is ―an affirmation or even multiplication of
singularities‖. And for Negri (2008b: 120) love involves the recognition of the
multiplicities within oneself and within others and it is important to understand that
―every body is a multitude‖ (emphasis in the original), that the ―multitude is outside and
inside us‖ (Negri in Wardle: 2002).

Hardt and Negri disagree with each other about whether or not love is an act of
solidarity. Negri (2008c: 84) refers to the ―Spinozist paradox‖ where ―the more
complicated our life becomes, the more affectionate we have to be‖, that ―the very
complexity of our life leads us to act in solidarity; otherwise we wouldn‘t be able to
live‖. Hardt (2007c) contends that ―what love does, rather than solidarity, is that love
extends beyond our standard conceptions of rationality, beyond the rational calculus of
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interest‖. For him solidarity is a calculation of interest where people aid each other
because of mutual interests; whereas love develops a different kind of rationality, ―a
notion of reason that isn‘t excluded from the passions‖. Similarly, Hardt (2007c) prefers
love to friendship as ―love in contrast to friendship, involves transformation . . . we lose
ourselves in love or in love we become different‖. Whereas friendship is primarily ―an
interaction, a union or solidarity, that doesn‘t transform the subjects involved‖.

In Goodbye Mr. Socialism, Negri (2008c: 81-82) continues to investigate the meanings
of love, arguing that modernity and capitalist culture have purged love from language,
substituting it with ―the mystical experience, in which love is not directed to another
human but to god, and romantic love, which leads to eroticism‖.

He warns that

―Whenever we speak of love, we must absolutely exclude its romantic and theological
definitions‖ (Negri: 2008a: 167). While for Negri (2004a: 146) ―[t]he love of two
persons for each other is an extraordinary thing‖, the concept of love needs to be rescued
from sentimentality and from its isolation within the confines of the couple. Explaining
how love has been corrupted as a political concept, Hardt (2007c) points to the enclosure
of love within the couple or the family where ―the love of the heterosexual couple and
the family surrounding it is meant to represent all forms of love and ends up usurping
them becoming the only form of love‖. Hardt and Negri (2009: 182) link this identitarian
concept of love, this love of the same, to the narrow notions of love of the neighbour, of
those closest to one, and to love of the race and the nation. For Hardt (2007c) what the
multitude needs instead is a freer and more generous conception of love, ―that must be
an open social concept, that simultaneously applies to both those closest and those
furthest away‖, an ―openness of love towards the outside‖, affirming the love of the
neighbour as love of ―difference‖, or love of ―the stranger‖ and of ―otherness‖.
Therefore Hardt and Negri‘s political conception of love is an expansive social concept,
not limited to the same, the couple, the family, or by ethnicity, nationality and identity.

Even though Negri (2008a: 167) warns that the multitude must absolutely avoid
theological definitions of love, the impact of Christianity and liberation theology on
Hardt and Negri‘s work is clear in their regular reference to religious ideas and figures.
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They explain that the continuing threat of liberation theology to the hierarchy of the
Catholic Church is ―linked to a fear of communism‖ (Hardt and Negri: 2009: 49) and
Hardt (2004b) argues that it is ―a mistake to view the various religious traditions as
unified‖. He explains that even though he and Negri are secular and atheist, they
nonetheless recognise within religious traditions ―the possibility of progressive and
liberatory political projects‖. However, while love has previously functioned
theologically as a political concept, where love functions as community, Hardt and
Negri (2004: 351) do not wish to return to this previous notion. Rather they want ―to
recuperate the public and political conception of love common to pre-modern traditions‖
for different new purposes; indeed ―Christianity and Judaism (the religions that they
know best), for example, both conceive love as a political act that constructs the
multitude. Love means precisely that our expansive encounters and continuous
collaborations bring us joy‖.
On the last page of Empire Hardt and Negri (2000a: 413) ―illuminate the future life of
communist militancy‖ by considering the work of Saint Francis of Assisi.

Francis in opposition to nascent capitalism refused every instrumental
discipline, and in opposition to the mortification of the flesh (in poverty and in
the constituted order) he posed a joyous life, including all of being and nature,
the animals, sister moon, brother sun, the birds of the field, the poor and
exploited humans, together against the will of power and corruption. Once again
in postmodernity we find ourselves in Francis‘s situation, posing against the
misery of power the joy of being. This is a revolution that no power will control
– because biopower and communism, cooperation and revolution remain
together, in love . . .
Love ―means precisely that our expansive encounters and continuous collaborations
bring us joy‖ (Hardt and Negri: 2004: 351). Joy occurs as a shared experience and as a
process of changing social relations. The sharing of joy is freedom, the living of life in
its entirety, the power of life against death, biopolitical power in action. ―Joy is a way of
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linking us to the world – it is inseparable from the common, from immanent life‖ (Negri:
2004a: 29).

Interrogating eros and agape, Hardt (2007c) criticises the way that the personal and
political are separated in much of religious thought and psychology. He also argues
against those like Pope Benedict XVI who view eros and agape as united through the
subsumption of eros by agape, and those like Freud who view them as united by the
subsumption of agape by eros. Hardt looks as well back to the revolutionary tradition,
using the writings of Che Guevara as an example of the power and the pain of the
division between eros and agape. In 1965 Che (Guevara: 1965: 211) wrote that ―the true
revolutionary is guided by strong feelings of love‖ and that it was ―impossible to think
of an authentic revolutionary without this quality‖. Hardt (2007c) sees Che as
representing a communist tradition that champions agape (as love for the people) over
eros. Che (Guevara: 1965: 211) argues that

Our vanguard revolutionaries must make an ideal of this love for the people, of
the most sacred causes, and make it one and indivisible. They cannot descend,
with small doses of daily affection, to the level where ordinary people put their
love into practice.

As Hardt (2007c) explains, Che sees revolutionaries as a breed apart, different from the
ordinary population who are able to have eros (romantic relationships) while
revolutionaries have to maintain their love for the people. Che (Guevara: 1965: 211)
explains that the leaders of the revolution have to sacrifice for the revolution their
friendships and their relationships with wives and children. They have children who do
not call their father with their first faltering words; they ―have wives who must be part of
the general sacrifice of their lives in order to take the revolution to its destiny. The circle
of their friends is limited strictly to the circle of comrades in the revolution‖. There is no
life outside ‗the revolution‘. Revolutionaries must struggle everyday so that their love of
living humanity is transformed into concrete deeds, acts that will serve as an example, as
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a mobilising factor. For Hardt (2007c) this view of the revolutionary, standing apart
from the people, sacrifices eros for agape.

Because Hardt (2007c) regards love as both eros and agape, as both personal and
political, he is more interested in feminist theories that have developed, embraced and
championed this understanding. He refers to bell hook‘s view that any great political
movement must be founded on a ―love ethic‖ and ―that it is love in communities that
sustains political action, not individualist or family love‖. hooks (2000a) explores how
love can be elaborated politically as the primary way to end capitalism, domination and
oppression. For her (hooks: 2000a: 87-88) choosing to love involves working with
others to embrace ―a global vision wherein we see our lives and our fate as intimately
connected to those of everyone else on the planet‖. She (hooks: 2003: 244) calls on
women and men to ―return to love‖ to reap the benefits of previous progressive and
revolutionary struggles.

Exploring the primary positive characteristics of love, which can form the political use
of love, Hardt (2007c) points out that love is often perceived as powerless, as a passion
or sensation that denies its productivity. Instead, a productive love, a love productive of
community, is not passion but action, an act of creation. Negri (2004a: 146), however,
sees passion as productive and wants to combine passion with action, arguing that love
exists because of people‘s actions and that these actions are effective through passion
and through community. For both Hardt and Negri love ―is the key to the dynamic of the
construction of being‖ (Negri: 2003a: 211); ―the power of creation‖ (Hardt: 2007c); a
―biopolitical power‖ that generates the common through cooperation (Negri: 2003a:
213); an ―ontological power‖ (Negri: 2008a: 173); ―the loving construction of the
social‖ (Negri: 2008a: 88). They (in Negri: 2004b: 176) stress that ―revolutionising the
world is – first and foremost – a production of ourselves‖. However, exploring the
multitude‘s ability to transform society, Hardt (2007c) emphasises the importance of
self-transformation by referring to Spinoza‘s definition of love as ―joy with the
recognition of an external cause‖ where ―joy is the increase of our power to think and
act‖. So ―love then is the increase of our power to think and act with the recognition of
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an external cause‖. This conception of love as joy recognises people‘s constituent social
capacities, their ability to think and act and the importance of their relationships to
others.

Elsewhere, Hardt (2004d) explains that helping others is not in conflict with making his
own life better. ―To make the world better, I don't need to give up things, I need to gain
things. I need to gain a more joyful life‖. He suggests ―thinking about politics, rather
than as an ascetic redistribution, as a collective project for the increase of joy‖ and
points to the younger generation of activists who appear to have learned this. ―If one
traces the transformations of activism in the U.S., ACT UP and Queer Nation were a real
hinge, making demonstrations fun, making them funny‖ in which ―the relationship
between a demonstration and a party becomes quite confused‖. For Hardt, as the
movement of movements becomes a carnival, love becomes the ―politics of joy‖. Love
is the source of the a.g. movement and Hardt (2002) emphasises the movement‘s internal
construction of community and common projects. When Hardt (2004b) visualises the
multitude, he sees not only a.g. demonstrations but also carnival festivities or techno
raves like the Love Parade. These celebratory experiences demonstrate how there is
cooperation among differences, a celebration of differences, rather than politics that sets
aside differences.
According to Hardt (2007c), while ―Love may be natural . . . the forms of love are not
spontaneous. Love requires organisation or training‖. In Commonwealth Hardt and
Negri (2009: 195-196) elaborate, saying

[t]here is nothing innate or spontaneous about love going well and realising the
common in lasting social forms. The deployment of love has to be learned and
new habits have to be formed through the collective organisation of our desires,
a process of sentimental and political education.
And Negri (2008c: 82) explains that ―it is intellectual love that constructs the world, and
thus community is constructed in the world‖. This intellectual love is linked to Hardt and
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Negri‘s democratic strategic vision, in which democracy is ―the free interaction of
differences . . . that facilitates joyful encounters. In this sense love would be a kind of
training ground . . . for the creation of subjectivities capable of such a democracy‖
(Hardt: 2007c). The capacities and means for collective transformation that make
possible the self-government of the multitude are achieved through a process of selftraining in love and the construction of democratic society. The constituent power of the
multitude ―emerges out of the ontological and social process of productive labour; it is
an institutional form that develops a common content; it is a deployment of force that
defends the historical progression of emancipation and liberation‖. The constitution of
the democracy of the multitude is an ―act of love‖ (Hardt and Negri: 2004: 351) and the
struggle to ―combat evil . . . involves a training or education in love‖ (Hardt and Negri:
2009: 195). The multitude‘s love is linked to both force and democracy. ―Love needs
force to conquer the ruling powers and dismantle their corrupt institutions before it can
create a new world of common wealth‖ (Hardt and Negri: 2009: xii). Love and force are
connected by the common and oriented toward freedom. The ―organisational forms of
this exercise of force‖ are open to all, horizontal and ―legitimated in the consensus . . .
and the autonomy of each, in a relationship of reciprocity and collective self-rule‖
(Hardt and Negri: 2009: 196-197).

Immaterial and Affective Labour
The multitude‘s acts of love are affective labour, part of the immaterial labour of the
multitude. ―Love – in the production of affective networks, schemes of cooperation, and
social subjectivities – is an economic power‖ (Hardt and Negri: 2009: 180). Hardt and
Negri (2000a: 53) recognise that immaterial labour ―occupies an increasingly central
position in both the schema of capitalist production and the composition of the
multitude‖. While continuing to use the term, they realise that immaterial labour is an
ambiguous term and that biopolitical labour may be a better way of conceiving of the
labour that ―creates not only material goods but also relationships and ultimately social
life itself‖ (Hardt and Negri: 2004: 109). In explaining the emergence of the multitude,
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they (Hardt and Negri: 2004: 108, 109, 147) outline the growing importance of
immaterial labour, which includes ―service work, intellectual labour, and cognitive
labour‖, ―creates immaterial products, such as knowledge, information, communication,
a relationship or an emotional response‖ and ―the means of interaction, communication
and cooperation for production directly‖. Immaterial labour is not divorced from other
forms of labour but mixes with them. As the 19th and 20th centuries’ hegemony of
industrial labour gives way to the qualitative hegemony of immaterial labour, this
powerfully affects other forms of labour and society.

For Hardt and Negri (2004: 111), there are both capitalist and communist tendencies to
immaterial labour, on the one hand there is the subsumption of life to work for capital
and on the other the production of the multitude through networks based on
communication, collaboration and affective relationships. Under capitalist subsumption,
immaterial labour ―does not lessen the hierarchy and command in the workplace or the
polarisation of the labour market‖ but does ―tend to change the conditions of work‖.
Immaterial labour also intensifies the antagonism between labour and capital and the
resistance of the multitude to subsumption. The trend toward the hegemony of
immaterial labour involves the attempt by capital to capture ―value that is produced by
cooperative labour . . . that becomes increasingly common through its circulation in
social networks‖. Yet the ―central forms of productive cooperation are no longer created
by the capitalist as part of the project to organise labour but rather emerge from the
productive energies of labour itself‖ (Hardt and Negri: 2000a: 113). Labour is more and
more conducted in common and invents new independent networks of co-operation
through which the multitude produces the common, communism and love.

Hardt and Negri (2004: 108) distinguish between two main types of immaterial labour,
one is ―primarily intellectual or linguistic‖ and ―produces ideas, symbols, codes, texts,
linguistic figures, images, and other such products‖. The other is affective labour. Negri
(1999b: 85-86) defines affect as a ―power to act‖, an expansive power of transformation,
of appropriation, of freedom. Affect ―constructs value from below . . . transforms it
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according to the rhythm of what is common‖ and ―appropriates the conditions of its own
realisation‖. As Hardt and Negri (2004: 108) explain,

Unlike emotions which are mental phenomena, affects refer equally to body and
mind. In fact affects, such as joy and sadness, reveal the present state of life in
the entire organism, expressing a certain state of the body along with a certain
mode of thinking.
In explaining affective labour, Hardt and Negri (2000a: 292 – 293; 2004: 110) have
included the ―creation and manipulation of affect‖; ―maternal work‖; ―service with a
smile‖; the work of those who care for the earth; producing relationships; and
communication and cooperation within the family and the community. They (2000a:
293) say that affective labour ―is best understood by beginning from what feminist
analyses of ―women‘s work‖ have called ―labour in the bodily mode‖ and that it
produces ―social networks, forms of community‖, as well as feelings ―of ease, well
being, satisfaction, excitement, or passion‖.

For example, certain lines of feminist inquiry and practice, setting out from an
analysis of the gender division of labour, have brought into focus the different
forms of affective labour, caring labour, and kin work that have traditionally
been defined as women‘s work. These studies have clearly demonstrated the
ways in which such forms of activity produce social networks and produce
society itself. As a result of these efforts, today such value creating practices can
and must be recognised as labour (Hardt and Negri: 1994: 8).

Although Hardt and Negri do not state it explicitly, love therefore is a form of affective
labour, as it produces the common and subjectivities, ―a sense of connectedness or
community‖ (Hardt: 1999: 96) and it can ―construct a commonality amongst subjects‖
and ―the commonality of a desire‖ (Negri: 1999b: 85) and ―a new society‖ (Hardt and
Negri: 2004: 352).
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Hardt and Negri (2000a: 364, 366) argue that affective labour is simultaneously
subsumed under capitalist rule even while the ―scientific, affective, and linguistic forces
of the multitude aggressively transform the conditions of social production‖. The rising
importance of affective labour is indicated by ―the tendency for employers to highlight
education, attitude, character, and ―prosocial‖ behaviour as the primary skills employees
need‖ (Hardt and Negri: 2004: 108). Yet, as instrumental economic production is united
with the communicative action of human relations, production is ―enriched to the level
of complexity of human interaction‖ and since cooperation is inherent in immaterial
labour, this labour tends towards production of the common (Hardt and Negri: 2000a:
293-294). Like immaterial labour in general, affective labour is not divided from other
human activities and the impact of immaterial labour forces other forms of labour to
―become affective‖ (Hardt and Negri: 2004: 109). As ―biopolitics arises out of the
totality of affective labour, of relational labour, of the temporal flexibility and spatial
mobility of labour‖ (Negri: 2008b: 75), the institutional structure of communist society
―is embedded in the affective, cooperative, and communicative relationships of social
production‖ (Hardt and Negri: 2004: 350).
As explained in Chapter Four, Hardt and Negri (2000a: 364) have reinterpreted Marx‘s
concept of the general intellect to include the development of knowledge within the
proletariat. General intellect is a source of power for the multitude and is embodied in
the common. Knowledge, information and communication play a central role in both
capitalist development and in proletarian struggle, generating a greater socialisation of
production. According to Hardt and Negri (2000a: 259), ―This increased socialisation,
along with the reduction of social space and temporality, is a process that no doubt
benefits capital with increased productivity, but is one also that points beyond the era of
capital toward a new social mode of production‖. For Negri (2004a: 27), with the
development of the general intellect and immaterial labour, ―contrary to what is
believed, people have become more communist than before‖.

Hardt (2007b: xi-xii) explains that he uses the term affective labour to build on the work
by feminist theorists about the gendered forms of waged and unwaged labour as well as
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on the writings of economists and sociologists about intellectual production. He uses the
term to ―grasp simultaneously the corporeal and intellectual aspects of the new forms of
production, recognising that such labour engages at once with rational intelligence and
with the passions of feelings‖. As well, the analytical recognition of affective labour
―suggests new possibilities, bringing to light new and intensified forms of exploitation
that are shared among a range of labouring activities, and, most important, opening up
new avenues for political organising and collective practices of refusal and liberation‖.
Of course, as Hardt (1999: 97) acknowledges, affective labour and its production of
value are not new, and feminist analyses ―have long recognised the social value of
caring labour, kin work, nurturing, and maternal activities‖. What is new for Hardt, is
the extent to which ―affective labour is now directly productive of capital and the extent
to which it has become generalised through wide sectors of the economy‖.
Hardt (1999: 89) points out that affective labour has been regarded as an ―autonomous
circuit for the constitutions of subjectivity, alternative to the processes of capitalist
valorisation‖. But affective labour has dual potentials – as a ―foundation for
accumulation and patriarchal order‖ and for ―the production of affects, subjectivities,
and forms of life [which] present an enormous potential for autonomous circuits of
valorisation‖ (Hardt: 1999: 100). When affective labour is waged labour it can be
extremely alienating, as what is sold by the wage labourers and commanded by their
client and/or boss is the workers‘ ability to make human relationships (Hardt and Negri:
2004: 111). For Hardt (1999: 90) capital‘s contamination of affective labour does not
mean it is useless for anti-capitalist projects. ―On the contrary, given the role of affective
labour as one of the strongest links in the chain of capitalist postmodernisation, its
potential for subversion and autonomous constitution is all the greater‖. Affective labour
is the constitution of communities and collective subjectivities of, and by, the multitude.

Investigating the potentials of affective labour and class struggles around biopower,
Hardt (1999: 96-99) explains that ―biopower is the power of the creation of life; it is the
production of collective subjectivities, sociality, and society itself‖. When looking at
biopower from below (or more accurately at biopolitical power), ―the labour of
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biopolitical production is strongly configured as gendered labour‖, as much feminist
theory has extensively demonstrated. Hardt points to the ―primary role of women‘s
labour in the production and reproduction of life‖ where biopolitical production consists
primarily in the production and reproduction of affects. In his article, Affective Labour,
Hardt (1999: 99) reiterates feminist understandings of how ―women and nature are
dominated together, but they also work together in a cooperative relationship, against the
assault of biopolitical technologies, to produce and reproduce life‖. He refers to the work
of ecofeminist Vandana Shiva (1992) on biopolitics and the gender division of labour.
Discussing the challenge of the reproduction of nature and society, Shiva (1992: 5-11)
calls for a ―more holistic approach to the contemporary crisis of survival‖ through an
understanding that nature ―is us‖ and that ―what we do to nature we do to ourselves‖.
This approach is part of a response to the violence against people and nature that makes
―the production and sustenance of life the organising principle of society and economic
activity‖.

Hardt and Negri have been criticised for their lack of attention to the environmental
crisis (e.g. Chaloupka: 2004). Yet for Negri (2005b: xi), because the socialised worker
―is part of the ecological machine: the whole environment is consequently included in
the process of exploitation‖ through the biopower of capital. And Hardt (2004b) has
emphasised the connection between the multitude‘s affective production of constituent
biopolitical power and

the increasing recognition and fact of our living in one world, of our necessarily
collaborating with each other . . . It might be first immediately evident in
ecological terms that we live on one earth, but even also in social terms that we
must find ways to share the planet.
For Shiva (1992: 4-7) survival is ―the juncture connecting different movements and
women in different locations‖. She challenges the ―patriarchal analogy of woman and
nature‖, which views both as ―passive and inert‖, subverting this view ―through a
redefinition of the human body, the earth body and the body politic‖ that stresses the
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interconnectedness of humanity and nature, production and reproduction, and the
productive role of women and nature; while Hardt (1999: 99-100) also warns against the
identification of women and nature which ―risks naturalising and absolutising sexual
difference, in addition to posing a spontaneous definition of nature itself‖. He worries
that ―the celebration of maternal work could easily serve to reinforce the gendered
division of labour‖ and oppressive familial structures. However, as he sees it, the
dangers of dislodging

the potential of affective labour from both the patriarchal constructions of
reproduction and the subjective black hole of the family . . . do not negate the
importance of recognising the potential of labour as biopower, a biopower from
below.

Commonism

In developing their strategic vision of biopolitical power or biopower from below, Hardt
and Negri do not simply assume the liberatory potentials of affective labour, the human
capacities for democracy, peace and love, but recognise them and their tendency to
develop through the learning processes of self-organisation and self-valorisation in the
struggles of the multitude. Negri (2004b: 7) argues that ―love can be defined as an
emantive force . . . that has already accomplished the revolution; that has pushed the
level, the content and the force of desires past all measure‖. Desire is therefore ―the
cement of love and being‖ and resistance to capitalism is desire, as ―a multitudinary
necessity to continuously affirm joy, peace, and communism‖ (Negri: 2006). In In
Praise of the Common (Casarino and Negri: 2008: 151) Negri states that whenever this
desire reaches limits, such as those imposed by the state,

we must always go beyond such an impasse! And each and every time we are
able to overcome the limit of our desire, we are able to do so only to the extent
to which we express love rather than hatred or negative passions. We only
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overcome limits by expressing positive passions, which increasingly constitute
us collectively, that is, as collectivity.
In this sense ―class struggle ought to be understood as an ongoing attempt to produce
love, as a great experiment of love‖. Contemporary revolutionary political militancy ―is
a positive, constructive, and innovative activity‖ and this ―militancy makes resistance
into counterpower and makes rebellion into a project of love‖ (Hardt and Negri: 2000a:
413). The multitude produces this project of love as it produces common existence and
destroys the world of constituted power.

According to Hardt and Negri, the multitude develops its constituent power as it
matures. This constituent power is established by ―being, loving, transforming, creating‖
and is ―constructed by struggles and consolidated in desire‖ through ―common actions of
labour, intelligence, passion and affect‖ (Hardt and Negri: 2000a: 357-358). Where the
multitude is an active social subject it is

an open network of singularities that link together on the basis of what they
share in common and on the common produced without subordinating or erasing
the differences among these singularities. The multitude is an internally
different, multiple social subject whose constitution and action is based not on
identity or unity (or, much less, indifference) but on what it has in common
(Hardt and Negri: 2004: 100).
As explained in Chapter One, the multitude‘s communication, collaboration, and
cooperation are founded on and produce the common as a ―social product . . . an
inexhaustible resource of innovation and creativity‖ (Hardt and Negri: 2009: 111-112).
While ―corrupt‖ forms of the common, such as capital, the family, the corporation and
the nation, hinder the networks and movements of the multitude, the common has a dual
potential (Hardt and Negri: 2009: 159-160). It can be self-organised and managed by the
multitude autonomously (Hardt and Negri: 2004: 159). The common can be the
multitude‘s creative power, either for capital or as self-organised self-valorisation.
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In what Negri (1999b: 87) considers ―a real and proper conceptual revolution‖, the
political economy of capitalism now recognises the impossibility of measuring the
productivity of labour power objectively and ―the fact that value is now an investment of
desire‖. Increasingly, it is the social and collective individual who determines the value
of production and the capitalist enterprise ―must have the ability to valorise the wealth
produced by networks that do not belong to it‖ (Negri: 2008b: 63-64). Capitalist
development, which relies on hierarchy, domination, alienation and exploitation, is
compelled ―by means of fierce theories and practices‖ to divide the multitude and to
break, reject and disguise its communitarian desires (Negri: 2008c: 84). In
Commonwealth Hardt and Negri (2009) develop their analysis of how love has been
corrupted by the family, the corporation, racism, nationalism, populism, and fascism and
through capitalist expropriation and privatisation. But, capital also harnesses and
exploits the desires of the multitude. Since value is beyond measure and capital
recognises that ―value is formed in the relation of affect, that affect has fundamental
productive qualifications‖, capital attempts to ―control it, mystify its nature, and limit its
power‖ (Negri: 1999b: 86).

To illustrate the productivity and value of affect, Hardt and Negri survey the biopolitical
power of the multitude‘s love. In their criticism of the corruption of the political
conceptions of love, Hardt (2007c) and Negri (2003a: 209) oppose the ―reduction of
love to charity‖ which considers the poor as the object rather than the subject of love. In
contrast, they recognise ―a love defined by the poor‖, ―the love of the poor‖ and ―the
poor as subject in love‖. At its best, Hardt and Negri‘s emphasis on the productivity of
the poor as affective labourers, illustrates that the multitude‘s productivity cannot be
measured in economic terms, because proletarian activity produces social relations
outside of capitalist economics. While the poor remain a disciplinary warning to the
waged, they also produce communist re/productive relations that demonstrate the ability
of the multitude to resist capital and to create common wealth. When the multitude turns
its poverty ―into the fundamental element of resistance and rebellion‖ (Negri in Casarino
and Negri: 2008: 94) it constructs forms of cooperation that deny capital its control of
the multitude‘s common wealth and instead fosters loving communist social relations.
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The desire for and the creation of the common is connected to the poverty of the
multitude. As Negri (2003a: 209) explains, ―poverty and love are tightly interlinked‖
and ―militancy as the praxis of love, reveals the coexistence of the dynamics of poverty
and of the constitution of the common‖ (Negri: 2003a: 219) (emphasis in the original).
―The experience of poverty introduces one to the constitution of the common‖ and ―the
experience of love is an activity of construction of the common‖ (Negri: 2003a: 210).

Hardt and Negri (2004: 151) acknowledge growing stratification, divisions and
hierarchies where ―managing the global divisions of labour and power is one weapon at
capital‘s disposal for maintaining command over global production and wealth‖. But
while the multitude is still highly stratified by gender, income, occupation, nationality
and ethnicity, in the light of recent global actions they suggest that there is an expanding
tendency for labour to communicate, collaborate and become common. The extension of
proletarian struggle throughout society and the drive of capital towards real
subsumption, makes all labour, waged and unwaged, part of social and biopolitical
production, participant ―in a common condition and . . . . thus potentially part of the
multitude‖ (Hardt and Negri: 2004: 129). With the extending socialisation of production,
social cooperation, relationships and networks, the involvement of all social activity in
production increases. They (2004: 101) contend that

the flesh of the multitude is imprisoned and transformed into the body of global
capital, it finds itself both within and against the processes of capitalist
globalisation. The biopolitical production of the multitude, however, tends to
mobilise what it shares in common and what it produces in common against the
imperial power of global capital. In time, developing its productive figure based
on the common, the multitude can move through Empire and come out the other
side, to express itself autonomously and rule itself.

As explained in Chapter Four, Hardt and Negri (2004: 150) say that since the
relationship between labour and value has changed, exploitation is now expropriation of
the common. Yet they are unclear whether capital manages to privately appropriate ―part
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or all of the value that has been produced as common‖. In discussing the common, Hardt
and Negri (2004: 150) argue that ―the labour of women, men, and children is still
controlled by capitalists who appropriate the wealth their labour produces‖. But capital
can only appropriate some of this common wealth and living labour is never entirely
captured as labour power for capital. ―The vast majority of our world is not private
property, and our social life functions only thanks to that fact‖. While much of the
common is expropriated, and at an increasing rate, the multitude could not cooperate and
communicate ―if languages, forms of speech, gestures, methods of conflict resolution,
ways of loving, and the vast majority of the practices of living were not common‖
(Hardt and Negri: 2004: 188).

The common activity of the multitude constructs community in a reciprocal relationship
as
the singular powers of labour continuously create new common constructions,
and . . . what is common becomes singularised. We can thus define the virtual
power of labour as a power of self valorisation that exceeds itself, flows over
onto the other, and, through this investment, constitutes an expansive
commonality (Hardt and Negri: 2000a: 358).

The multitude, its common activities, its general intellect and love, configure constituent
power which requires extending and building common networks of praxes against
Empire ―in which the alternative of a free life and the struggle against death can emerge
victorious‖ (Negri: 2008b: 147).
The common, as the multitude‘s combined movements of resistance to constituted
power, affirms difference rather than identity. Yet, Negri (2008a: 98-99) warns that
when difference becomes separation there is a danger of degeneration into Che-like
―heroism‖, the sacrifice of the self, family and emotional life. These forms of ‗radical‘
separation can become ―the blind and sometimes despairing narcissism of the avantgarde‖ and often lead to ―suicide and self-destruction‖. Separation from capital frees the
multitude to take action, and praxis is constitutive and creative where ―separation
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becomes productive difference, and not just subtraction‖ (emphasis in the original). So
exodus needs to be productive, ―a creative separation‖ (emphasis in original), not just
flight (Negri: 2008a: 101). Negri (2008a: 101) affirms the multitude‘s capacity to
construct an alternative globalisation ―from passionate, personal, social, civil, historical,
and political differences that were invented in separation‖. But he argues that these
forms of separation today have given way to the general intellect where exodus occurs
within living labour.
Hardt and Negri explain that the multitude‘s labours of love are the basis of the
common and that the praxes of love reproduce the multitude and produce communism.
As the multitude evades attempts by constituted power to capture its constituent power,
love animates new forms of resistance, community and movement. Negri (2000: 223)
stresses the impact of proletarian struggle on various aspects of ‗post-modern
globalisation‘ including the ―destruction of the separation between public and private,
nomadism and the flexibility of labour-power, the new configuration of the social as the
structure of the common (in all its biopolitical dimensions), the emergence of mass
intellectuality‖. For Negri (2000: 223) the constituent power of the multitude has created
―powerful pre-figurations of the common animated by love‖. Negri‘s conception of love
as biopolitical and beyond the politics of constituted power conflates the common and
communism, while explaining that ―democracy intended as the expression of the
multitude is nothing other than the expression of the common‖ (Casarino and Negri:
2008: 102). Again, in contrast to Hardt‘s differentiation of love from solidarity (2007c),
Negri (in Casarino and Negri: 2008: 86) emphasises that solidarity and fraternity need to
be understood as love because the multitude‘s freedom is ―power that organises itself in
the common . . . that constitutes itself at the highest point of equality and in the fullness
of solidarity‖, as love. Love is the desire of the common and ―the constitutive praxis of
the common‖ (emphasis in the original) through the construction of ―tools, languages
and politics of being within the common‖. The cooperation of the multitude ―is love that
proceeds by making itself common among multiplicities . . . it is the power of love
amplified . . . the capacity of the common to become increasingly common‖ (Negri:
2003a: 209 - 213).
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Hardt and Negri‘s confusion over real subsumption means that they are at times unclear
about whether love is desire, intention or action. They emphasise different forms of love
at different times, reflecting their various notions of the multitude. Love is produced by
the multitude and, as explained in Chapter One, Hardt and Negri (2004: 221) conceive
of the multitude as both already in existence and as the ―not yet‖ multitude that is ―latent
and implicit‖. Hardt and Negri‘s strategic vision involves the life-affirming power of the
multitude‘s love. Their optimism and hope for the future affirms the importance of love
to a world that is different, where competition is not the nature of human relations,
where the multitude‘s hopes and desires are real. As they explain, love is beyond the
limits of the couple and the family, it is a basis on which people powerfully connect,
struggle together and build a more joyful life. Politically and ontologically, love is a
form of constituent power that is produced by the affective labour of the multitude. Love
is the constitution of alternative community; the production of communist society.
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Chapter 7 - Love as Communist Praxes
This chapter explains and interprets Hardt and Negri‘s strategic vision in relation to
love by relating it to historical and contemporary class struggle. While this aspect of
their vision is rudimentary, the chapter explains why love is at the heart of Hardt and
Negri‘s strategy. Both defending and critiquing Hardt and Negri‘s analysis of love, I
start by concentrating again on the affective labour, the labour of love, of the multitude.
In discussing the concept of ‗women‘s work‘, I interrogate feminist struggles and
understandings around social re/production. While I realise that there is a much wider
discussion around these issues, this chapter concentrates on that feminism which has the
closest connection to the work of Hardt and Negri. This fills out and critiques Hardt and
Negri‘s work on labours of love, poverty and wealth. In the following section,
Communism: The Love of the Multitude, I discuss the necessity of love for proletarian
class composition. Here I argue, following Hardt and Negri, that a political conception
of love illuminates the multitude‘s constituent power and the multitude‘s production of
love as a defensive weapon and a creative tool. The discussion then turns to the
multitude‘s commonality of praxes and its struggles for love. This discussion heeds
Hardt and Negri‘s advice that the multitude‘s project of political organisation can be
clarified by studying its forms of political struggle and by researching and investigating
the multitude‘s social movements. Accordingly in the section on The Long Summer of
Love I explore the multitude‘s development of love by relating Hardt and Negri‘s
insights into strategies of love to the cycles of struggles that erupted in the 1960s. To
better understand the possibilities and implications of these struggles for love, I look at
how they involved the politicisation and utilisation of love to make revolution. This
leads to an elaboration of the multitude‘s celebration of love and struggles for love,
including the liberatory potentials of some religious thought.
Turning next to capital‘s efforts to subsume love, the sections Capital and Love and
Social Capital is Collective Capital examine the ways in which the praxes of and desire
for love is channelled into capitalist production and accumulation. They analyse
capitalist strategies to suppress, undermine, utilise and exploit the love of the multitude.
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I criticise again Hardt and Negri‘s use of real subsumption, as well as the popular
discourses of social capital. In the penultimate section, The Great Heart of the Class, I
argue that despite the contradictions of Hardt and Negri‘s subsumption theory, they are
correct to emphasise the love of the multitude and how it exceeds and escapes capital.
Concluding the chapter, I argue that love cannot be measured, valued nor contained by
capital and that it is created as a common wealth which composes the multitude as a
class; and that Hardt and Negri are right to stress the importance of love to their strategic
vision and to the communist praxes of the multitude.

Labours of Love
Love exists only through the affective labour of the multitude. Hardt and Negri‘s work
grapples with the importance and value of affective labour to capital and its significance
to the development of communism. Through affective labour, people function both as
instruments of capital and live as social beings, affirming themselves and others by
actively producing the constituent power of love to satisfy human needs and desires.
Affective labour expresses interconnectedness and involves the transaction of goods and
services meeting material and emotional needs. Affective labour is undertaken out of
empathy, compassion, obligation, affection, affinity and for wages. It reproduces the
social relations of capitalism and constructs social relations alternative to those of
capital.

By self-organising the constituent power of affective labour as acts of love, the
multitude constructs new forms of humanity, and labours of love are the basis for the
multitude‘s political projects in common. As David McNally (2006: 341) points out,
while the a.g. movement has identified certain goods and services that should be treated
as parts of the global commons, protected from commodification, the glaring absence is
human labour. The maintenance and extension of the gift and moral economies of the
multitude relies on the power of affective labour and its escape from commodification.
While Hardt and Negri consider a fairly wide variety of activities as affective labour, at
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times they seem to limit it to waged labour. For example, in Multitude they (Hardt and
Negri: 2004: 108) refer to ―legal assistants, flight attendants, and fast food workers
(service with a smile)‖ and the importance for employers of workers adept at affective
labour. However, theorists who tend to view affective labour as paid work (e.g.
Dowling: 2007; Hesmondhalgh and Baker: 2008) don‘t understand ―the permeability of
the line between paid and unpaid labour‖ and how ―value is now being produced more
or less everywhere and all of the time‖ (Staples: 2007: 125). In fact, much of the
multitude’s labour is free of charge, part of an intricate and long-established web of
human relationships in which “the production of social relations, human life, social
assets and values, is as essential to the survival of most [people] as wage labour‖
(Donaldson: 2006: 8). Affective labour is not only labour for capital but is also
autonomous of capital, productive of immanent communism.

Like Hardt and Negri, Erich Fromm (1960: 22) relies on the work of Spinoza to explain
the difference between active and passive affects. Active affects are products of freedom
and agency, whereas passive affects are products of domination and ignorance. For
Fromm (1960: 22), love is ―the practice of a human power, which can be practiced only
in freedom and never as the result of a compulsion. Love is an activity, not a passive
affect‖. For many (e.g. Dalla Costa: 2008; Finch and Groves: 1983: 3; hooks: 2000a:
183; Ruddick: 1989) love is work, or comes through work (hooks: 2003: 224). As Sara
Ruddick (1989: 49) explains, even the loving relation of mothering is work. This
recognition of love as work, as an activity, once again points to the importance of the
multitude‘s self-organisation, self-actualisation and self-valorisation. The multitude‘s
struggles to liberate itself from capital, to develop its constituent power, democracy and
peace are connected to, and reliant on, the proletariat‘s labour, self-organised as love.
The work of love is communist work. It is work that is shared, not because it is imposed
by, beneficial to or undervalued by capital, but because it is central to freedom,
revolution and the creation of communist praxes and communist values.
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Women‘s Work, Community and Class
Hardt and Negri are not alone in analysing affective labour as ‗women‘s work‘ and
Rose (1983: 83) suggests that to make the nature of ‗women‘s work‘, the ―caring,
intimate, emotionally demanding labour clear, we should use the ideologically loaded
term ‗love‘‖. There is a common perception that love tends to be ‗women‘s work‘, that
women are more loving and better connected to people (Dempsey: 2002); that they are
―the gender in touch with caring emotions‖ (hooks: 2000b: 101) who give men and
children love. According to Graham (1983: 15), ―caring relationships are those involving
women: it is the presence of a woman – as wife, mother, daughter, neighbour, friend –
which marks out a relationship as, potentially at least, a caring one‖. Caring ―becomes
the defining characteristic of [women‘s] self-identity and their life‘s work. At the same
time, caring is taken away from men: not caring becomes a defining characteristic of
manhood‖. In this process ―[w]hat counts as caring is determined as much by who does
it as by what is done‖ (Graham: 1983: 20 – 21), as ―caring labour is primarily allocated
to women in both unpaid and paid work‖ (Rose: 1983: 73). But, according to bell hooks
(2000b: 111), while many feminists argue ―that women are more caring . . . the facts of
how women conduct themselves in relation to less powerful women suggests
otherwise‖.

While hooks (2003: xvii) agrees that ―females are more likely to be

concerned with relationships, connection, and community than are males‖, she explains
that this is not because women are inherently more loving than men but because they are
―encouraged to learn how to love‖.

For Hochschild (2003: 162-163), affective labour is more important to women than men
because in general they have ―less independent access to money, power, authority, or
status‖. She argues that women therefore make love a resource and offer it as a gift in
return for more material resources. Yet, while she acknowledges that women are more
likely to be called on to do affective labour, it is left to those like Federici (2004) and
Dalla Costa (2008) to explain that this gift of love is often violently appropriated
through the subjugation of women. Donaldson (1991:79) explains that much of the
violence between men and women, including the violence of women against men,
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revolves around housekeeping, cooking, childcare and ―deeply embedded notions of
women‘s place‖. Others, including Connell (1995), have highlighted how attempts to
reform masculinities in response to feminist critiques and how transformations in the
labour market and the precarity of male waged labour, can undermine the traditional
domestic division of labour. Still, the continuing gender division of labour reinforces the
assigning of affective labour to women, where ―women workers . . . overwhelmingly
seek happiness in motherhood and the provision of physical and psychic comfort, tasks
which decrease women‘s earning capacity in a market based on the purchase of labour
power‖ (Donaldson: 1991: 99). Therefore, since ―[p]atriarchy has always seen love as
women‘s work, degraded and devalued labour‖ (hooks: 2003: xvi), the multitude strives
to self-valorise the labour of women and takes care not to reaffirm the sexual/gender
divisions of labour.

Georgy Katsiaficas (2006a: 45) argues that Negri has largely ignored patriarchal
domination by subsuming the ―domination of women into the phenomenological form of
capital‖, and there has been widespread criticism of Negri‘s ―masculinism‖ (Connell:
2005: 38). In Goodbye Mr. Socialism Negri (2008c: 82) writes that
Insofar as man (sic) is poor, he (sic) demands love, he (sic) can‘t be born
without love, without love he (sic) cannot grow and develop himself (sic), and
only insofar as he (sic) is a bearer of poverty does he (sic) love and is loved –
and it is in this perspective that he (sic) manages to construct real community.
This is not an isolated example. Negri‘s regular use of sexist language and patriarchal
terminology is a serious problem. But despite occasional attempts at rectification, Negri
continues to ignore some basic feminist understandings and criticisms of his work. One
can‘t ―construct real community‖ by failing consistently to combat sexism and by
continuing to use language and concepts that reinforce patriarchy. Nor can one, as Negri
(2008c: 84) argues a few pages later, ―understand what are the winning powers‖ by
looking to ―the men in the Lacandon Jungle‖. In fact, to appreciate the ‗winning powers‘
in the Lacandon Jungle means understanding the challenges to patriarchy and the
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changing re/productive relations between women and men such as achieved by the selforganisation of Zapatista women‘s constituent power.

In their work on love, Hardt, more than Negri, emphasises feminist understandings of
how patriarchal power relations permeate people‘s lives. Hardt refers to bell hooks who
targets patriarchy as ‗the enemy within‘, which needs to be confronted before
constructively confronting the enemy outside (hooks: 2000b: 12), for if ―women and
men want to know love, we have to yearn for feminism. For without feminist thinking
and practice we lack the foundation to create loving bonds‖ (hooks: 2000b: 100). hooks‘
(2000b: 17-18) work affirms that ―females can achieve self-actualisation and success
without dominating one another‖ and that they can never free themselves if they do not
develop healthy self-esteem and self-love. Similarly, for hooks (2000a: 70) a feminist
masculinity should replace cultures of domination with self-esteem and self-love for
only feminist politics ―brings us from bondage to freedom, from lovelessness to loving‖
(hooks: 2000b: 71, 104).

hooks (2003: 37, 57) argues that while radical feminism revealed how patriarchal
notions of love were ideologies of domination, it also encouraged women ―to forget
about love‖ instead encouraging them to become like patriarchal men. She explains how
women have been encouraged to repress their will to love and to give up ―their desire for
men to embrace emotional growth and become more loving‖. Feminism in this sense did
not advance the cause of love and the idea that women shouldn‘t seek love, but instead
should seek constituted power, needs to be redressed. hooks (2003: 65-66) argues that it
has been less difficult for women to tackle economic concerns than it has been for them
to deal with the issue of love. This is partly because ―progressive men were unwilling to
be just in their relationships with women on all fronts, public and private‖,
communicating to women ―a lack of genuine political solidarity‖. A successful
revolution involves ―male conversion to feminist thinking and practice‖ as genuine love
can only emerge in contexts where people come together to challenge and change
patriarchal praxes.
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In the absence of solidarity from men, to cope with the double shift of ‗unpaid‘ and
‗paid‘ work, women tend to rely on the physical, financial, emotional and psychological
support of networks of women. In his analysis of social reproduction, Donaldson (2006:
10-11) shows that the work of kinship, the maintenance of intra-familial ties and the
organisation of cross-household gatherings, is largely undertaken by women. Family and
friendship networks are sources of material and emotional support and sociability as
―working class women‖ take on the work of neighbouring and play pivotal roles in
defining and nurturing community networks. The emotional and psychological support,
the sharing of work, money and goods provided by the gift economy ―is vital for social
reproduction‖ and ―sometimes the only means of survival‖. ―In addition to childminding and care of the elderly and sick, cooking, cleaning, shopping, nurturing,
counselling and lending small amounts of money are all services exchanged between
mainly working class women within a community‖ (Donaldson: 2008: 3). While not so
widely acknowledged, the cooperative and loving relationships between men and
women are also vital to communal relations and the resilience of social networks.
Discussing whether these social networks ―may be a basis of class organisation‖,
Donaldson (1991: 43-46) stresses their importance, within ―the workplace‖ and outside
it, for organising and sustaining class action, pointing out that social networks are part of
community control and that threats to their stability and survival often spark collective
political struggles. Others, such as Frank and Fuentes (1990), have explained how
women‘s movements and women in social movements manifest communal,
participatory, democratic, mutually supportive and networking strategies rather than
authoritarian and hierarchical relations.

Re/productive Work

One of the feminist insights into labour, is that productive and reproductive work are
not distinct, but are commingled. Re/productive work can be work of and for capital
and/or of and for communism. But Hardt and Negri‘s ―convergence model of production
and reproduction‖ has its critics. Susanne Schultz (2006: 81) warns that this ―reflects
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less the reality of labour relations than an increasingly hegemonic image of female
subjectivity, where reproductive labour disappears into the holes and gaps of the
patchwork that is the neoliberal working day‖. However Hardt and Negri‘s argument is
that far from disappearing, reproductive labour involves a multitude of subjectivities. It
is central to class struggle as re/production occurs everywhere.

While Federici (2008: 7) asserts that feminists have understood that housework
reproduces not just labour power for capital but ―life‖, this is far from clear in pivotal
autonomist feminist work such as Dalla Costa and Selma James‘ The Power of Women
and the Subversion of the Community (1975). Federici (2008: 7) explains that ―it is
crucial to be able to make a separation between the creation of human beings and our
reproduction of them as labour-power, as future workers‖. By refusing broad areas of
work, women could not only ―liberate ourselves but also liberate our children‖. Federici
(2008: 8) stresses the importance of understanding how struggle is reproduced, and how
reproductive labour organised collectively can confront capital ―at every moment of our
lives‖. However, as discussed below, much feminist analysis of the family and
housework continues to mystify housework by not distinguishing between social
re/production for capital and for communism.
Federici (2008: 6) also criticises Hardt and Negri‘s conception of affective labour
because ―it strips the feminist analysis of housework of all its demystifying power‖. By

suggesting that reproducing people is just a matter of making, producing
‗emotions‘, ‗feelings‘. . . [t]he feminist analysis of the function of the sexual
division of labour, the function of gender hierarchies, the analysis of the way
capitalism has used the wage to mobilise women‘s work in the reproduction of
the labour force – all of this is lost under the label of ‗affective labour‘.

However, as explained above, Hardt and Negri (2004: 108; 2000a: 293) understand
affects as referring equally to body and mind and that affective labour produces ―social
networks, forms of community, biopower‖, as well as feelings ―of ease, well being,
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satisfaction, excitement, or passion‖. According to Hardt and Negri (2004: 109) in
Multitude, biopolitical labour may be a better way of conceiving the labour that ―creates
not only material goods but also relationships and ultimately social life itself‖. For
Katsiaficas (2006b: 302) Negri ―understands feminism as having demonstrated the
centrality of the issue of wages, not of questioning patriarchy‖ and he critiques Negri‘s
―reduction of life to work‖, as the reduction ―of the life-world to the system‖, and of
―the life forces to production‖. For all this, however, both Katsiaficas and Federici
ignore the contradictions of Negri‘s and Hardt‘s analyses of real subsumption, where
class is technically composed by capital but the proletariat/multitude is politically
composed by working against capitalism and patriarchy, producing communism and
love.

Wages for Housework

The Autonomist feminists, Dalla Costa and James (1975) have identified the product of
housework as labour power for capital. Instead of clearly recognising the productivity of
the wageless for the proletariat, their analysis offers a limited recognition of the
incorporation, the intensification and the subsumption of labour by capital: defining
housework as work for capital, that produces capitalist labour power, exposes the
capitalist exploitation of affective labour. But housework is more than labour for capital.
By recognising and arguing that women in the home make social contributions that are
valuable to capital and deserve rewarding, feminists confront patriarchy and force
capital to pay for work that reproduces it. Dalla Costa and others in the feminist
movement Lotta Feminista began a campaign known internationally as Wages for
Housework, joining with Selma James‘ similar movement in Britain and with others in
the U.S.A., Canada, Germany and Switzerland (Cuninghame: 2008: 3). Yet this
campaign tends to be restricted by its reformism and there are obvious limitations to
demands for ―the right to equal exploitation‖ (Donaldson: 1991: 103).
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Campaigns for wages for housework often lock domestic labour within the paradigm of
women‘s work without challenging fundamentally the relationship between the paid
workplace and the household in capitalist society. As pointed out in Chapter Five in
discussions of the distinctions between productive and reproductive work, productive
work is often seen as paid work for capital and reproductive work as unpaid women‘s
work. According to Selma James (1975: 3), women ―service those who are daily
destroyed by working for wages and who need to be daily renewed and they care for and
discipline those who are being prepared to work when they grow up‖. She and Dalla
Costa regard the family as a ―pillar of the capitalist organisation of work‖ (Dalla Costa
in Dalla Costa and James: 1975: 35) for women prepare children and men for capitalist
work and the ―husband and children, through their loving involvement, their loving
blackmail, become the first foremen, the immediate controllers‖ of women‘s labour for
capital (Dalla Costa: 1975: 35). They argue that since the family is a ―power relation‖, it
―precludes any possibility of affection and intimacy‖ (Dalla Costa in Dalla Costa and
James: 1975: 32), whereas Hardt and Negri (2009: 160-162) acknowledge that the
family mobilises the common and can be a site of ―cooperative labour arrangements,
caring and intimacy‖. But Hardt and Negri also argue that the family corrupts the
common ―by imposing a series of hierarchies, restrictions, exclusions, and distortions . .
. that constantly grinds down and crushes the common‖. For them the family excludes
all other forms of loving relationship and social solidarity. They consider the family as a
relation of property and say ―Down with the family!‖, as a patriarchal authoritarian
structure which closes off ―alternative social relationships and nonfamily kinship
structures‖.
Yet, their claim that the family ―constantly denies and corrupts‖ the common and
prohibits alternative social relations, is once again an overstatement of their real
subsumption thesis. Viewing the family as a form of constituted power neglects the
family as a terrain of struggle and denies that power relations can be forms of constituent
power. Capital does try to constitute the family in ways that defend capitalist
re/production. However, the family is also often part of the multitude‘s alternative
networks of material and emotional support. There are ways of organising family
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relations that are not property relations, that are communistic organisational forms
mobilising and expanding the common of the multitude. Despite Hardt and Negri‘s
concerns regarding the inclusion of the family in a political conception of love, family
life is and can be centred on kinship, unselfishness, caring, sharing and love as well as
on patriarchy, domination, violence and exploitation.

While the unequal division of unpaid work and the lack of opportunities for leisure,
inequity and a lack of personal autonomy remain important for women, Dempsey (2002:
59, 62) also details a number of recent studies that show how affective factors including
―poor communication, lack of affection and love, insufficient time spent at home‖ and
men‘s lack of ―emotional support, companionship and intimacy‖ are also of concern. As
well Donaldson (1991: 27-28) points out that men tend to nominate love, companionship
and affection as what they most want from their relationships with women. There are
continual struggles to construct alternative family relationships that resist, refuse and
escape capital. In Australia ―for decades with remarkable consistency, opinion polling
has revealed that Australians place ‗family and friends‘ substantially ahead of ‗money‘
and even ‗work‘ as what is most important in their lives‖ (Donaldson: 2008: 3).

For Dalla Costa (2007: 114), the unwillingness of women to reject and refuse the work
of supporting those they love was, and is, ―the limit of the struggle around reproductive
work‖. She (in Dalla Costa and James: 1975: 41) argues that women ―must reject and
refuse the home‖ and that ―to abandon the home is . . . a form of struggle‖ which will
throw the burden of work done there ―onto the shoulders of capital‖. However, leaving
the home for work elsewhere has often perpetuated lovelessness in the family household,
and the burden is not thrown onto capital, but either remains there or is put onto other
people, usually women. Dalla Costa (in Dalla Costa and James: 1975: 41) understood
that the rejection and refusal of the home, the struggle to ―break‖ the working class
family, is a form of violence. But she failed to see that it could include violence against
women, children, men and the proletariat. Support on the left for the ‗death of the
family‘ has tended to see revolution as occurring within the home and the family only
when it is an exodus from them, rather than occurring within them and against their
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capitalist aspects. This anti-family strategy doesn‘t recognise the family‘s importance to
the reproduction of the proletariat, as a terrain of class struggle and as a potential space
for communist social relations. As many feminists discovered, an anti-family, anti-love
strategy of self-sacrifice, in some ways echoing the calls by male revolutionaries to
sacrifice love for the cause, would take a ―heavy toll on the health and private lives‖ of
those involved (Cuninghame: 2008: 5). As Dalla Costa (in Cuninghame: 2008: 5)
recounts, towards the end of the 1970s ―we were exhausted by that kind of life and
activism. All our margins of reproduction had been eroded‖.
For the past few years the Global Women‘s Strike has seen women in many parts of the
world take coordinated action for payment for housework and gender justice under the
slogan ‗Resources for Caring not Killing‘. The strategic demand for wages for
housework, along with campaigns for equal pay for equal work, aim to end divisions
between women and men, the employed and unemployed. However, wages for
housework campaigns still tend to frame unwaged labour as involving the
production/reproduction of labour power as a commodity, as do endeavours to give a
firm value to affective labour (Global Women‘s Strike: 2009) and to implement the UN
decision (United Nations Fourth Conference on Women: 1995) to measure and value the
unwaged work done by women and men in national economic statistics.

The capitalist measurement of re/productive labour positions it as labour for capital or
for its state forms, when often in fact it is not. There is not space here to look at research
into how changes to time use can and do affect what can be considered domestic labour
and how the measure of work time for capital is traditionally centred on ideas of social
re/production as functional for capital. Nor is there space to document the struggles in
many parts of the world around the increasing commodification of caring labour, the
struggles for the economic valorisation of ‗reproductive‘ labour for capitalism and the
capitalist subsumption of love. Wages for housework campaigns are part of broader
struggles for the recognition of the value of women‘s labour to capital and as an exodus
from social isolation and a lack of autonomy. Like wage campaigns in general, they are
about more power within the system, but they remain trapped within the capitalist
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paradigm. Dalla Costa and James (1975) acknowledge that women‘s exodus from the
home has been used by capital to recompose the workforce and that for many women it
has resulted in the double shift, an intensification of capitalist work. Proletarian
campaigns for wages where none are paid are important and many women now have
more autonomous access to the wage. However as communists from Marx on have
stressed, the proletariat‘s aim is to abolish wage labour, not just extend it. For Dalla
Costa and James (1975: 3) it is wages for housework ―which alone will make it possible
for us to reject that work‖. This position is mistaken because it looks to waged labour as
the only possible solution and because it sees all housework as work for capital, tending
to reject housework that assists communism. This limited strategy negates and denies
that the wageless can and do refuse capitalist work. It views the wage as the only
available form of exodus rather than understanding that work refusal can involve an
exodus from the wage. It was in fact the wages for housework campaign‘s combination
of struggles for emancipation from capitalist waged and unwaged labour, both in the
home and outside the home, which offers an anti-capitalist strategic vision.

Hardt and Negri rightly emphasise the importance of affective labour for contemporary
capitalism, but at times they neglect and obscure the continual primitive accumulation of
non-capitalist affective labour and its importance to the proletariat. Understanding
capital‘s drive to subsume the home and the family, as a form of primitive accumulation,
an attempt to incorporate their communist praxes, helps to illuminate that while ―Capital
has always been oriented toward the production, reproduction, and control of social life‖
(Hardt and Negri: 2004: 146), subsumption is only a tendency. The scission of value
from capitalist measure reflects the re/production of immanent communist affective
labour. Unwaged work is only partially sold to, or seized by, capital. Much feminist
theory has drawn attention to how class struggle occurs around reproduction of both
labour power for capital and the proletariat; that the task of feminism is the promotion of
caring labour and the extension of its affective power to the whole of society. Rather
than the struggles against unwaged work for capital creating commodified affective
labour, the reproduction of the multitude involves affective labour that is opposed to
commodification and promotes communist values.
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Poverty and Commonwealth
Just as Hardt and Negri support the generation of alternative values ‗from below‘, bell
hooks (1994: 196-199) celebrates the knowledge and understandings of the poor, their
communalism and interdependency, arguing that they should not be seen, and do not see
themselves, as worthless and valueless. hooks highlights the deprivation, suffering and
the effects of individualism on the poor, which have eroded the ethic of communalism
and the provision of mutual aid and support, while explaining that poverty does not just
involve powerlessness, deprivation and lack, that the poor have many skills and
resources which they tend to share. Poor people can and do lead meaningful, contented
and fulfilled lives. ―All over the world people are becoming more aware of the
importance of living simply and sharing resources‖ and while ―[g]reed subsumes love
and compassion; living simply makes room for them‖ (hooks: 2000a: 125). De Angelis
(2007: 228) also emphasises the power of the poor, pointing out that the ―struggles of
the poor, which turn poverty into the condition for the production of community, social
cooperation and dignity‖ are criminalised by ‗the state‘ when they threaten capital
accumulation. The rich rely on constituted power, whereas the poor develop, and often
rely on, the constituent power of the multitude as a common wealth. Love which is
produced by the multitude as a biopolitical power that exceeds capitalist enclosure, is a
form of wealth which the poor create and value.

Although Hardt and Negri affirm and celebrate the common wealth of the poor, they
also have a strategic vision of wealth distribution which acknowledges the labour of all
social re/production, demanding ―that the participation of each person in social capital
be remunerated‖ (Negri: 2004a: 61). In Empire they (Hardt and Negri: 2000a: 402-403)
suggest that the problem of the mystification of the subsumption of re/production by
capital and the commingling of re/productive labour involved in the classification of
social reproduction as housework, can be overcome by a social wage or guaranteed
minimum income (GMI). They consider the demand for a GMI can contribute to the
multitude‘s recognition of, and its need to address, the indistinction between production
and reproduction, the immeasurability of time and value and the generality of
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biopolitical production. This is a ―demand that all activity necessary for the production
of capital be recognised with an equal compensation‖ (Hardt and Negri: 2000a: 403).
As mentioned in Chapter Two, more recently they have felt that lists of demands
obscure the need for a general transformation of society and structures of power.
However, the aim of a GMI is to challenge the distinction between productive and
reproductive work and to uncouple income from work for capital. A GMI is supposed to
offer more freedom to refuse capitalist work and aid the multitude‘s ability to selfvalorise.

Campaigns for a GMI and the refusal of capitalist work assists the multitude‘s ability to
give its own value to its own labour, by promoting a move away from work which
emphasises exchange value and instead recognises the creative and productive nature of
a wide variety of activities. By severing the link between income and employment, a
GMI and wages for housework can weaken capital‘s command over labour. The selforganisation of autonomous labour by both women and men to satisfy their immediate
and long-term needs without working for capital involves giving more prominence to
campaigns demanding to be paid for work, regardless of its profitability for capital. GMI
and wages for housework struggles are part of a strategy to dissolve the waged/unwaged
division of the proletariat. It is a strategy that struggles to refuse the work of capital in
the workplace/home, while also demanding the recognition and remuneration of the
affective labour subsumed by capital.

Affective labour, housework, re/productive labour, do not just re/produce the
commodity of labour power and capital. The blackmail of the wage seeks to subsume,
but fails to measure and capture, the value of affective labour. The value of affective
labour is immeasurable. There is a growing awareness of the need to change both the
division of labour and the so-called work/life balance. The multitude fights to reduce
capitalist labour time, without a reduction in income, and to redistribute and share labour
and power in all aspects of life. The ability to strike, to withdraw labour from capital has
been central to the power of the proletariat since workers first organised and the removal
of affective labour for capital and its use for communism is at the heart of class struggle.
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Wages for housework, GMI and work refusal strategies are complementary when in
opposition to capital‘s use of work as a weapon to decompose the proletariat. Work
refusal is about refusing certain types of work and wages/income struggles are about
gaining a decent income and having work valued. There is no inherent contradiction
between them when they involve a rejection of work for capital. Wages/income
struggles and work refusal can both resist capitalist domination. Both can involve the
use of class power to assert the control people have over their labour, to exert power
over what they do, how they do it and why they do it. Rather than reinforcing capitalist
subsumption, these involve a reduction of capitalist work for all without further
immiseration. Self-valorisation expresses itself as a struggle for autonomy, increased
wages and public spending, the reduction of work for capital and the creation of
alternative ways of being and producing. Wages and income struggles and practices of
work refusal can complement each other by challenging the links between wages and
productivity and production for profit, to weaken the nexus between wages and
commodified labour and to promote class composition. What is important is whether
these struggles succeed, how these struggles are organised and whether their aim is to
cooperate with, to accommodate or to challenge capital. Overcoming capitalist social
relations based on the sexual/gender division of work and the exploitation of affective
labour involves the redefinition of work and revolutionary changes to how it is valued.
The multitude democratises and shares caring labour and breaks down distinctions
between the work of love and other forms of work, so that all work becomes the labour
of love. This involves a variety of struggles to reduce and eventually to eliminate all
work for capital; the democratisation and collectivisation of the work of social
re/production; a common solidarity against commodified labour as a common form of
labour for one another and helping one another to do the work of love.

Communism: The Love of the Multitude

Hardt and Negri champion love as a power of revolutionary social development and
change. They recognise love as the desire to develop human potentials and that love is
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crucial for powerful proletarian struggle, strengthening networks of mutuality,
generating the solidarity, support, connections and the common that builds the multitude
as a class, an effective and affective constituent power. The non-capitalist sociability at
the core of class composition is the product of ―multidimensional flows of affect and
desire . . . relationship puts in motion‖ (Colectivo Situaciones: 2007: 77). Loving social
relations make lives worth living despite, against and beyond capitalism, not just after it.
Communism, as the real movement of freely associated labour, is dependent upon the
social networks produced by the multitude that extend existing loving practices as a
revolution of love. By struggling to produce loving social relations and by acting in
loving ways, the multitude continually constructs immanent communism, an alternative
society with its own richness of communication, free productive creativity, its own life
force.
Political conceptions of love assist in the clarification of the multitude‘s constituent
power and how it flows from the strength of the social relationships opposing and
negating capital. While some, like hooks (2003), tend to counter-pose love to power,
Hardt and Negri are far from alone in recognising love itself as a form of power. Fromm
(1960: 25), for instance, uses Marx to explain that ―love is a power which produces
love‖. Fromm agrees with Marx that love must be productive and that it needs a
―productive orientation‖ that relies on people‘s agency. Despite Hardt‘s (2007c)
suggestion that love may be natural, hooks (2000a: 185) is clear that it is not. For her,
love is a choice and for love to flourish ―requires an ongoing commitment to
constructive struggle and change‖ as the ―heartbeat of true love is the willingness to
reflect on one‘s actions, and to process and communicate this reflection‖. Hardt and
Negri (2004: 351) also view love as a choice, as ―a decision that emerges out of the
ontological and social processes of productive labour‖ as well as ―an institutional form
that develops common content‖ and ―a deployment of force that defends the historical
progression of emancipation and liberation‖. They understand that the struggles of the
proletariat are ongoing attempts to produce love; that social relationships are power
relationships; and communist relations involve constituent power rather than constituted
power. It is the existence of love within resistance and revolution, as constituent power,
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nourishing and renewing the praxes of the multitude, which helps the multitude to seek
and create communism not constituted power.
Within the multitude‘s movement of movements there is a deepening understanding that
direct democracy constructs new subjectivities and relationships and that the
―construction of a non-capitalist sociability is a key activity‖ (Colectivo Situaciones:
2007: 77). Much of the culture of the a.g. movement is about creating joyful, celebratory
and loving activities, events and spaces for connection and affinity while respecting and
accommodating differences. Sitrin (2006: v) describes the experiments in autonomy and
direct democracy in Latin America as ―the new politics of affectivity‖ established on the
basis of ―solidarity and love‖. The social activists interviewed in Sitrin‘s book
Horizontalism consider this new politics as a process of learning to love and respect
others and themselves, while resisting, managing and demolishing internal and external
capitalist subjectivities. This affective politics is centred on the construction of a new
society, on ―the creation of loving and trusting spaces‖ where direct democracy fosters a
collective agency which ―changes the sense of the individual and the sense of the
collective‖ (Sitrin: 2006: 18). These politics are ―affective in the sense of creating
affection, creating a base that is loving and supportive . . . a politics of social
relationships and love‖ (Sitrin: 2006: vii).

Despite the power of capital, the multitude continues to produce love as a weapon to
defend itself and as a tool to construct communism. The extension of love weakens the
power of capital, making loving easier, increasing collective human capacities for selforganisation, self-valorisation and alternative sociality. This alternative sociality is
produced and sustained by caring communities where love and other forms of work are
intertwined, a web of mutually supportive, inclusive and diverse creativity. The
resistance to, and refusal of, capitalist activity can create times and spaces outside capital
to generate more loving relationships. By practising alternative ways of living in
common, these experiments challenge capital and its state forms, showing that people
can resist and defy isolation, estrangement and impersonality and build togetherness and
commonality

by

confronting

subjectivities

of

possessiveness,

prejudice,
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competitiveness, authoritarianism and the violence and repression of capitalist society.
This is an active struggle to build the capacity to love through cooperation and
collaboration to produce love. As the Free Association (2008) explain
love involves a reciprocal transformation. It‘s a relationship of mutual
becoming. As such it operates beyond a rational calculation of interest. You
quite literally lose your self in love as the boundaries of separate, discrete bodies
become indistinct [and] we are animated by the affect of increasing collective
capacity.

While restricting his analysis to limited moments, Eric Hobsbawn (1965: 61) points out
that ―Liberty, equality, and above all fraternity may become real for the moment in those
stages of the great social revolution which revolutionaries who live through them
describe in terms reserved for romantic love‖. Similarly Ann Oakley (1986: 140) argues
that ―[t]he extraordinary intimacy experienced by people who have fallen in love is akin
to that felt by participation in great political movements: one‘s sensory world expands,
becomes more intense, the boundaries between people become diffused, ordinary human
selfishness is replaced by an unusual altruism‖. These moments of freedom, of
liberation, enable people to love each other more completely. The lived experience of
alternative society transforms norms, values and beliefs, from those of self-interest into
those of class and human interest. Thus species-being is manifested as autonomous selforganised affective labour based on self-valorisation. As people come closer to each
other they are ―better able to share resources, knowledge, ways of doing things, cultural
forms, experiences, musical traditions . . . enriching the lives of people and
communities, opening up new horizons for creativity, and deepening exchanges‖ (De
Angelis: 2007: 153). For Hardt and Negri it is experiences of immanent communism as
love, that produce the common wealth of the multitude as a resource to further develop
its class composition and communist praxes.
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Commonality of Praxes, Ways of Living and Desires for a Better World

While Hardt and Negri are confused, and confusing, about the power of Empire to
subsume the multitude, in discussing the common they articulate a conception of love
that is biopolitical and beyond the politics of constituted power. Love builds the
common. The multitude‘s production of the common composes new subjectivities and
these subjectivities collaborate to produce the common. As the multitude learns to
cooperate, to develop its powers of communication and acts in loving ways, it affirms its
autonomy, interdependence and commonality, as a productive networked and affective
global community. As pointed out in Chapter Four and above in Commonism, Hardt and
Negri (2004: 146) are unclear about whether capital manages to appropriate ―part or all
of the value that has been produced as common‖, arguing that capital can only
appropriate some of this common wealth since living labour always avoids being pared
down to the labour power used by capital. The common has a dual potential, it can be
used by capital or by the multitude. It is the multitude‘s assertion of its own needs and
desires and its capability to satisfy these individual and shared needs and desires,
through relations of cooperation and solidarity, which creates the crisis of capitalist
value. And it is the multitude‘s convergence around the production of the common, the
wealth that exceeds and avoids capital‘s capture that is the basis for the multitude‘s
revolts against Empire. The common serves as a platform for a social alternative to
Empire as people connect on the basis of what they produce and share in common.

At times Hardt and Negri overlook the hierarchies of gender, income, occupation,
nationality, culture and ethnicity and how egotism, hierarchy, patriarchy and
authoritarianism contaminate the movements of the multitude. The internal divisions of
people, communities and movements are serious obstacles to the constituent power of
the multitude. There is much that is not general about the exploitation, oppression,
precarity and suffering caused by capitalism. Which, while widespread, are not the same
for everyone. The mutual enemy of the multitude is the social relation of capital and the
multitude has other shared enemies, such as neo-liberalism, nationalism, racism, sexism,
patriarchy and war. The acknowledgement and celebration of multiplicity and a diversity
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of subjectivities does not negate the recognition or construction of the common. But the
fragmentation of the multitude‘s class subjectivity involves efforts to be free of the
system‘s divisive categorisations, to build the loving potential of the multitude by
demolishing racism, nationalism, patriarchy, etc. The cause of the multitude, the
demolition of capitalism and the construction of communism, isn‘t just about what is
shared in common. It is also about learning how to care for others and to be in solidarity
around issues that are not common, in order to produce the common.
Class consciousness develops through the multitude‘s creative activity and the common
experiences of being exploited and oppressed by capital. As Donaldson (2008: 3)
explains ―we are inclined to act in defence of people ‗within the circle of our
humanity‘‖. This inclination can be extended by developing class consciousness, a clear
understanding of the commonality and common interests of the multitude and a common
understanding of the value of love. However, as Cleaver (2003: 55) understands,
processes of class struggle do not necessarily involve ―class consciousness‖ in the
traditional sense, as this tends to ―flatten out‖ the complexities, content, divisions and
circulation of struggles. Class is rooted in the reality of struggle against capitalism and to
be part of the multitude, or to take action against capital and in the interests of the
proletariat people do not need to use, or understand, class concepts. The political selforganisation of the multitude is built and sustained out of its social networks. Yet, while
class struggle occurs regardless of whether people perceive themselves as belonging to a
class, class consciousness is important and helpful as it contributes to the effectiveness
of the multitude‘s challenges to capitalism.

Hardt and Negri emphasise the development of the common as a communist project,
pointing to the contemporary global cycle of struggles as a positive and inventive
mobilisation of the common. The multitude shares a heritage of the global cycles of
struggles and its continuing endeavours for democracy, peace and love have
demonstrated and assisted the development of common praxes, methods of organisation,
ways of living, and desires for a better world. Activity around the general conditions of
the multitude lead to constituent political projects that provide the means to achieve the
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multitude‘s needs and desires for love. Class struggle to free and extend communist
social forms involves fostering new relationships through joint activities and
participation in widespread struggles that produce shared experiences, understandings
and goals. The power of the multitude‘s communication, cooperation and political selforganisation helps to frame and organise these mutual strivings and to produce
communism, as socialised humanity, through self-valorisation. And the power to selfvalorise is based on the multitude‘s common wealth, the earth, humanity, all of life and
the affective relations and activities that produce the common. The production of the
common as a resource for the multitude breaks down the existing divisions of labour,
building familiarity, understanding, empathy, affinity and trust, and supporting attempts
to appropriate social wealth outside the logic of commodity relations, to thus become
common through proletarian self-valorisation. Recognising the existence of immanent
communism, the real movement of movements against capital, illuminates the strategic
viability of relying on the strength of the multitude‘s constituent power. The advanced
nature of the general intellect, the sharing of labour, skills, knowledge and resources,
constructs communal interests, community, complementary and collaborative relations,
where the reliance on others sustains an alternative democratic, peaceful and loving
society.
Hardt and Negri‘s strategic vision rests on the common desires of the multitude for a
democratic, peaceful and loving world. But desire is not always translated into action. It
is not enough to desire love or to desire to love. Love is both intention and action. As
Hochschild (2003: 39) and hooks (2003: 225) demonstrate it is important to choose to do
the work of love. Productive ―desire is an opening up to difference; it is the capacity to
affect and be affected that offers potential for social improvement and progress and is
thus affirmative‖ (O‘Shea: 2002: 931). Hardt and Negri (2000a: 357) term the ―powers
to act (being, loving, transforming, creating) that reside in the multitude‖ as the ―virtual
set of powers‖. They view these powers as ―the expression of labour as desire, and its
capacities to constitute the biopolitical fabric of Empire from below‖. These powers of
the multitude, autonomous from capitalist measure, ―constructed by struggles and
consolidated in desire‖, are ―the vehicle of possibility‖ from the ―virtual to the real‖. But
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Hardt and Negri‘s description of the multitude‘s power to love as ‗virtual‘ clouds the
fact that this power is not just virtual, a desire or potential, but a real power, not just a
‗vehicle of possibility‘, but an engine of ‗the real movement of communism‘ chosen and
created by the contemporary multitude.

Returning the Gift

Exploring the communist potentials of the common, Hardt and Negri support a strategy
of self-valorisation, the decommodification of labour, including the development of
democracy, peace and love as common goods, produced for shared use by individuals
and collectives that co-ordinate, organise and plan this sharing. These relations of
production are focused on the reappropriation of life and range from gift economies such
as the open source movement, Indymedia, peer-to-peer networks and DIY activism, to
alternative state praxes that are attempting to create moral economies which support
economic relationships of mutuality, centred on people‘s care for each other‘s well
being. In some parts of the world, these moral economies include recovered enterprises,
cooperatives and fair trade networks, many of which are redistributing wealth and
liberating time from capital. As pointed out previously, the spread of sharing and barter
economies that organise production, distribution and exchange through cooperative and
collaborative labour, is today weaving ―networks of economic solidarity‖ involving
millions of people working for common benefit, rather than for profit (Mance: 2007).

Social movements have always relied on these relations of production, distribution and
exchange to build affective and effective action. Donaldson (2008: 3) describes the
―mutuality, association, community service, fellowship, self-help and improvement
which are the moral economy of the working class‖ and the gift economy of ―emotional
and psychological support provided by the ongoing system of exchanges‖ which is ―vital
for social reproduction and for the establishment and maintenance of the ‗moral
economy‘ which underpins the expressed values of the community itself‖. Describing
the impact of the moral economy, Murray Bookchin (1986: 92-93) reflects on the
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replacement of the yearning of individuals for commodities, by a collective support for
desire with the shared expectation that fulfilment is a communal necessity, ―just as a
lover experiences the joy of the beloved in the very fact that a desire is satisfied‖. Here
―the good life, materially supported by ‗goods‘ that are messengers of ‗goodness‘, is an
end in itself: a source of new selfhood and new ways of life; an ongoing education in
forms of association, virtue, and decency‖. As a participant in the Latin American barter
economy explains, ―Barter is not just the exchange of merchandise, it‘s an exchange of
values, of solidarity, of love‖ (Pineda in Pretel: 2007).

The Long Summer of Love
To examine Hardt and Negri‘s strategic vision in relation to love I now look at the
revolts of the nineteen sixties as crucial moments in the global cycles of struggles.
Investigating this period shows the significance of political conceptions of love to the
revolutionary movements of the multitude. For Hardt and Negri, 1968 represents a
decisive turning point in the class war that ―brought about a new relationship between
action and life . . . the reinvention of the production of life‖ (Negri: 2004a: 22). The
cycles of struggles that erupted from powerful global compositions of the proletariat in
the 1960s, gave birth to new social movements. At the core of these new movements
were political conceptions and practices of love which aimed to strengthen individual
autonomy while at the same time building social solidarity. This long Summer of Love
was a global movement of movements which politicised love and practised the politics
of love to make revolution.
Political conceptions and practices of love were clearly manifested in the ‗Summer of
Love‘. The ‗Summer of Love‘ was a series of experiments in alternative living that
expanded from 1965 into 1968 and continues in different forms today. As Hardt and
Negri (2000a: 272-279, 394) explain, these experiments attempted to deal with the
inadequacy of earlier revolutionary movements‘ activities and ideas, the limitations of
proletarian strategies up to that point. The term Summer of Love generally refers to the
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events in Haight Ashbury in San Francisco between 1965 and 1968 and more
specifically to the summer of 1967, but also to the whole sixties counter-culture. The
Summer of Love was and is often perceived as being about free love as a form of sexual
freedom, but it was not only about sexual liberation. It was also a freeing of love from
narrow emotional attachments, instead understanding and practising love as
fundamentally involving strivings for community, cooperation and mutual support. The
Summer of Love is short-hand for an upsurge in experiments that unleashed and crafted
positive desires for connection. It was a movement of cultural and political
transformation with no clear beginning or end. The Summer of Love was part of a more
general rejection, from Mexico to Japan, of a society that was decomposing (Seidman:
2004: 2). ―In place of isolation, powerlessness, meaningless work, and lives defined as
the production, ownership, and consumption of commodities‖, the Summer of Love, as
an explosion of dreams, desires, hopes and rebellions against the modern prison of
deprivation, alienation and oppression,

created community and love (Calvert and

Nieman: 1971: 80). It combined individual autonomy – ‗doing your own thing‘, - with
social solidarity, being closer to others, producing and sharing resources, knowledge,
cultural forms and experiences.

The San Francisco district of Haight Ashbury in 1967 was the epicentre of the Summer
of Love. On January 14 a Human Be-In happened at Golden Gate Park. The Be-In was a
‗happening‘ which featured speeches on personal empowerment, cultural and political
decentralisation, communal living, ecological awareness and consciousness-raising, as
well as performances by beat poets and Rock and Roll bands. The Be-In was a form of
protest that celebrated freedom, promoted a new consciousness and constituted a joyful,
living defiance of state repression. The announcement of the Be-In declared that

A new concept of celebrations beneath the human underground must emerge,
become conscious, and be shared, so a revolution can be formed with a
renaissance of compassion, awareness, and love . . . A union of love and
activism previously separated by categorical dogma and label mongering will
finally occur ecstatically when Berkeley political activists and hip community
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and San Francisco‘s spiritual generation and contingents from the emerging
revolutionary generation all over California meet for a . . . face-to-face
beginning of the new epoch (San Francisco Oracle: 1967: 2).

As Negri (1991) has argued, the work refusal struggles of this period pointed towards
the strategy of immanent communism. It was at the Be-In that Timothy Leary famously
called on young people to ―turn on, tune in and drop out‖ – articulating a growing
questioning of the purpose of work and study and inspiring thousands to quit their jobs
and drop their formal studies to embark on a journey of self-discovery, communion and
exodus from the mainstream. This flowering of alternative lifestyles was a rejection of,
resistance to and protest against what were seen as colourless, dead, empty lives. Many
believed that they were forging a leisured community of the future as they rediscovered
the power of fun and joy and questioned the purpose of paid work and the sacrificing of
life for a career, possessions and a heartless industrial system. The counterculture was a
―refusal of the disciplinary regime and the experimentation with new forms of
productivity‖, and it ―highlighted the social value of cooperation and communication.
This massive transvaluation of the values of social production and production of new
subjectivities opened the way for a powerful transformation of labour power‖ (Hardt and
Negri: 2000a: 274-275).

The Summer of Love as an anti-capitalist movement demonstrates the veracity of Hardt
and Negri‘s strategic vision, for the desire to develop love as political praxes facilitated
self-organised movements for autonomy and freedom. Throughout 1967, thousands
flocked to San Francisco ―in search of love, peace, community and self‖ (Ashbolt: 2007:
35). In April, a Council for the Summer of Love was established by local counter-culture
groups to help initiate young people into a positive and compassionate vision of the
‗cultural revolution‘. Heavily involved in the Summer of Love Council were the San
Francisco Diggers who combined street theatre, direct action and art happenings with
their social agenda for building a Free City. The Free City was a basis for making
revolution and the Diggers organised free food, shelter and concerts and free institutions
such as the free clinic and the free store. The Diggers denounced private property,
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competition and conformity, experimenting with new types of social relations. Their
program was to live the revolution now. This free culture and the declaration of a
Summer of Love attracted tens of thousands of young people from across the U.S.A. and
abroad. Most soon returned home, but many returned changed, taking back to their
towns, cities, campuses, organisations and movements, new ideas, behaviours and
practices.
As Hardt and Negri assert in their strategic vision, political conceptions of love
promoted the recognition and production of the common by the multitude during the
1960s. Many people who couldn‘t get to San Francisco in ‗67 were inspired to
experiment along the same lines in other parts of the world. Throughout the Summer of
Love a variety of sub-cultures grew and interconnected with protest movements,
evolving into new communities established on the basis of common concerns and
cooperation. Numerous communal projects were established including communes, food
cooperatives, free clinics, legal aid centres and underground media. Many involved saw
themselves as setting precedents for a cooperative future and viewed mutual-aid as
subversive. From the vantage point of these alternatives, the horrors of capitalist society
became clearer. Wherever the Summer of Love organised alternatives, they came under
attack from the police, the media and politicians, or were recuperated by counter-culture
capitalists. These attacks and recuperations sharpened and clarified the difficulties of
defending love in isolation and made more apparent the urgency of deeper and more
widespread revolutionary praxes.
Hardt and Negri understand that the effectiveness of the multitude‘s communist praxes
relies on the constituent interconnection of democracy, peace and love; that
revolutionary strategy involves opposing and challenging constituted power, violence
and the suppression of love. As the Summer of Love continued to radiate, it permeated
the peace, civil rights and revolutionary movements, encouraging a rejection of
authoritarianism, hierarchy, leadership and representation. In order to actualise the desire
for love the Summer of Love led to more regular engagement with the establishment.
But rather than just placing demands on governments, the praxes of revolutionary love
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became more clearly a contestation of capitalist state forms. Love became a motor of
political composition, rupturing the political spectacle of both the establishment and the
traditional left. The revolts of 1968 reflected this clash between loving experiments and
desires for love and the forces intent on violence, war, exploitation and repression.
Explaining the struggle for genuine democracy in the United States during the sixties,
Carl Oglesby (in Morgan: 1991: 94) of Students for a Democratic Society (SDS)
observed that the work of SDS was ―to make love more possible‖ by removing ―from
society what threatens and prevents it‖.

The strivings for democracy and love were an important part of the 1960s peace
movement and it is not surprising that the Summer of Love coincided with the growth of
a mass movement against the war in Vietnam. In October 1967 the first U.S. national
anti-war demonstration marched on the Pentagon and by the start of 1968 the Summer of
Love and the anti-war movements were clearly infused. As the war escalated and
repression increased, the question of how to ‗make love not war‘ had no clear answer.
Those like Mary Sue Planck, a San Francisco hippy who thought that ―[a]ll we have to
do is show them that love is much better than war‖ (Interview with Mary Sue Planck:
1998) would be sorely disappointed and increasing numbers turned to new forms of
revolutionary politics, where they received very mixed messages from the revolutionary
icons of the sixties. As copies of the Little Red Book were devoured in their tens of
thousands, Mao Zedong proclaimed that ―communism is not love. Communism is a
hammer we use to crush the enemy‖ (in Zizek: 2007). While the writing of Che Guevara
(1965: 211), who was gunned down in 1967, argued that ―the true revolutionary is
guided by strong feelings of love‖.
Hardt and Negri‘s emphasis on developing love based on difference was also validated
during this cycle of struggles. The Summer of Love in the U.S.A. is sometimes seen as a
predominantly white phenomenon. Yet many of the young people involved had been
inspired by the civil rights movement and by Martin Luther King who described the
campaigns for civil rights as a powerful form of love, ―the tough and resolute love that
refused bitterness and hatred but stood firmly against every shred of injustice‖ (Vincent
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Harding in Morgan: 1991: 39). During 1967 and 1968 a number of black communities in
the U.S.A. exploded in rage and many people heeded the words of Malcolm X (1965),
who argued that love needed to be reciprocated. For Malcolm X it was not possible to
love those who attacked you. You could only love those who loved you. By 1967, the
Black Panthers were considered by the F.B.I. as the greatest internal threat to the U.S.
state. As mentioned in Chapter Five, this was not solely because of the Panthers‘ armed
militancy but was mainly due to their free children‘s breakfast program (Ervin and
Abron: 2000: 89). As former members of the Black Panthers explain, they were inspired
by Che Guevara‘s call for revolutionary love and ―operated on love for black people‖
(Dr. Huey P. Newton Foundation: 2007). Others are more critical. For hooks (1994:
291), the Black Power Movement while shifting black liberation from reform to
revolution, also shifted it away from, and suppressed, the ―love ethic‖. By emphasising
constituted power, ―the sexism that had always undermined the black liberation struggle
intensified‖ and ―a misogynist approach to women became central as the equation of
freedom with patriarchal manhood‖ and ―the willingness to coerce, to do violence,
terrorise‖ became normal among black political leaders. Love became equated with
weakness.
Ida Dominijanni (2006: 95) argues that feminism ―cuts the 1968 movement internally,
with the separation of women from men, an act which is not just a declaration of identity
or gesture of liberation but an exodus from the lexicon and form of a certain politics
toward another lexicon and other forms‖. Although hooks also champions the women‘s
movements‘ challenges to macho, patriarchal and hierarchal praxis, she is also
concerned about the reality of women‘s rejection of constituted power. As discussed in
Chapters Four and Five, many of the post-1968 movements were derailed by capital and
its state forms, descending into strategies and practices that perpetuated and reinforced
capitalism and repression. Similarly sections of the labour and social movements
organised themselves around narrow self-interest, and reinforced hierarchy, nationalism
and authoritarianism. Rather than organising love rooted in difference, they either
rejected love or attempted to love by enforcing forms of identity, unity and conformity.
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While the multitude‘s struggles to extend the Summer of Love continue to this day,
much of the love movement‘s impetus was blocked and its power suppressed. This was
clearly evident by the end of the 1960s as capital responded to the Summer of Love by
attempting to subsume the loving movements of the multitude. Anthony Ashbolt (2007:
43) summarises the decline and commodification of the Summer of Love in Haight
Ashbury and how love became ―a bartered commodity‖. (The commodification of love
will be discussed further below). During the 1960s ‗making love‘ was more likely to be
thought of as having sex rather than as political praxis. In response to the multitude‘s
efforts for loving sexual liberation during this period, capital freed sex as it had freed
labour. It was free to be bought and sold, to be commodified and exploited.
Federici (2008: 8) argues ―that sexuality for women has been work‖ and explains how
capitalism has exploited sexuality to make it more ―productive‖. Capital attempts to
harness the desires of the multitude by distorting them, integrating them, exploiting them
and using them to reinforce capitalist social relations. Capital has responded to
challenges to sexual oppression by creating the illusion that alienated sex is sexual
freedom. The relaxing of sexual repression, the freeing up of sexual mores, also made
way for sexual practices that masked a deeper repression - the repression of love
making. Short-term, shallow relationships based on self-interest are regularly portrayed
as the norm and as a natural result of the coming together of self-absorbed and greedy
individuals, with the repressive and exploitative nature of the relationships condoned,
hidden or denied. The sex industry, including the production and sale of pornography,
sex aids, phone-sex lines, brothels, escort agencies, sex tourism is huge and growing.
Sex is increasingly a service and product, bought and sold in a competitive market where
people are reduced to objects to be used, possessed, rented, sold and traded. Capitalist
consumer culture promotes the idea that being a desirable sex object gives people power.
As capitalism divides and separates the multitude, presenting love and sex as centred on
ownership and control, it teaches people to treat each other as possessions and
commodities. But, as capitalism has turned ―love into sex, and sex into pornography‖,
autonomous movements have responded by rescuing love ―from commodification,
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expanding its space, moving beyond patriarchal relationships, beyond conceptions of
love solely as physical love‖ (Katsiaficas: 2006a: 49).

The Personal is Political
Hardt and Negri‘s rejection of the division between the personal and the political is an
understanding that dawned on many involved in class struggle during the 1960s and
1970s. Sections of the women's, gay, lesbian, bisexual and transgender liberation
movements understand that the personal is political and that opposition to capitalism
occurs both within the individual and socially. While hooks (2000: xxvii) emphasises
lovelessness and people‘s loveless subjectivity, Negri (in Wardle: 2002; 2008b: 120)
understands the involvement of ‗the multitude within‘ in struggles between capitalist and
communist subjectivities; that strategies of democracy, peace and love involve personal
political strivings for freedom which entail both an individual and collective rupture
with capital.

The Summer of Love opened the door to changes in the way revolution is practised and
understood. These praxes and understandings are integral to the autonomist praxis of
Hardt and Negri, not just as a hope for the future but as revolutionary experiments in the
here and now, living alternatives to the horrors of capitalist society. By attempting to
practice alternative ways of living in common, these experiments in loving challenged
capital showing that people could resist and defy the isolation, estrangement and
impersonality of capitalism and build togetherness, making lives of self-valorisation,
instead of mediated lives of pre-determined roles.
It is in Paris, ‗the city of love‘, where once again an articulation and championing of the
Summer of Love as insurrection sought to overcome the tension between subjectivities
of pleasure-seeking and social revolution. During the Summer of Love in Paris in 1967,
situationist Raoul Vaneigem (1967: 4) explained that ―those who speak of revolution
and class struggle without changing everyday life and without understanding what is
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subversive about love . . . have a corpse in their mouth‖. As revolt swept across France,
many of those on the streets ‗opened their hearts‘ and proclaimed: ―Embrace your love
without dropping your guard‖; ―Revolution, I love you‖; and ―The more I make love, the
more I want to make revolution. The more I make revolution, the more I want to make
love‖ (Bureau of Public Secrets: 2006).

Hardt and Negri understand that the revolts of 1968 are an important legacy of the
multitude‘s global cycle of struggles that resonate today in movements of the multitude.
France‘s current president, Sarkozy, insists the goal of his government‘s conservative
renewal process is to do away with 1968 ―once and for all‖, but its spectre still haunts
the world (Badiou: 2008). In 2008 the Republican John McCain‘s U.S. presidential
campaign ran an advertisement entitled ―Love‖. It begins ―For some, 1968 was the
summer of love. But not for John McCain, as he was in Vietnam fighting for his
country‖ (Steel: 2008: 18). In this advertisement the McCain campaign continued the
conservative tradition which regularly denigrates and distorts the Summer of Love as
symbolic of chaos, moral decline and self-absorption. It tries to deny and negate the
multitude‘s continuing struggles to unleash desires for deeper and more rewarding social
connections, for love.

The echoes of the sixties were clearly heard in the 2008 U.S. presidential election
campaign in which both candidates falsified history to harness the anxieties and hopes of
that decade. While many of those who pin their hopes on politicians and their promises
of change will be disappointed, dreams of the ‗good society‘ have not melted entirely
away and movements for civil rights, democracy, peace, freedom and love live on. The
multitude continues to struggle with the tensions inherited from the Summer of Love.
The Summer of Love was not orientated toward reforms or to capitalist state forms but
to immanent communism, self-organisation, autonomous institutions and new social
relations that are constructed by the multitude. In the midst of the intensifying violence
of capital, the Summer of Love was not about seizing or conquering state power, but
about eluding and transforming it. As an immanent communist project, the Summer of
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Love crossed the globe as it connected to the common desire for revolutionary change
and reinvigorated the libertarian yearnings of a global multitude.

Celebrating Love

The free clinic continues to operate in Haight Ashbury today and periodically the
Council of the Summer of Love is reconvened by some of its veterans to hold free
concerts, to celebrate love and to promote the legacies, dreams and desires of 1967.
These concerts are just a small part of the global love movements of the multitude. As
Michael Hardt (2004b) has pointed out, a wide variety of celebratory experiences and
carnival festivities continue to construct the love of the multitude. The celebratory
praxes of the Summer of Love continues in many ways, such as the Love Parade in
Germany that attracts over one and a half million people and the Sydney Mardi Gras
whose theme in 2007 was ‗defending love‘. While socially critical, Sydney Mardi Gras
is flamboyantly optimistic, acting on people‘s positive and creative desires, supporting a
diversity of loving practices, relationships and connections. By doing so, the gay,
lesbian, bisexual, transgender communities have claimed a significant space as their
own, for joy and a sense of empowerment, that is secure enough to be opened up to all
while affirming a politics that celebrates love and having fun. Even though Mardi Gras
is less radical and is becoming more and more commodified and captive to commercial
pressures, many of those taking part continue to display and act on an understanding that
what is urgently needed today is the development of a common basis for a more loving
world.

The Summer of Love is alive in the a.g. movement, described in the mainstream media
as a ―counter-culture carnival‖ of ―hippies and yippies‖ (Eschle and Maiguashca: 2005:
208). And on Valentine‘s Day 2002, the largest simultaneous global protests in history
saw cities across the world overflow with colour, music, dancing, joy, anger and
affection, demonstrating a multitudinous yearning for peace and love. Some movements
within the a.g. movement, such as the Zapatistas, have clearly understood and have
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explicitly articulated their struggles as forms of love. For the EZLN it is learning to love
that has countered their isolation and connected them globally to others involved in the
movement of movements. The Zapatista‘s message to ―those who are resisting and
fighting in their own ways‖ is ―that you are not alone‖ and ―we love you‖ (EZLN:
2005). After political negotiations with the Mexican government failed, the Zapatistas
―wondered in our hearts what we were going to do. And the first thing we saw was that
our heart was not the same as before, when we began our struggle. It was larger, because
now we had touched the hearts of many good people‖. Rather than relying on the
goodwill of the Mexican government, the Zapatistas began to rely on their capacity to
love and be loved. They started sending their words and material aid to others struggling
all over the world, and others in struggle across the globe reciprocated. Importantly for
the Zapatistas, their change of heart also revealed that ―our heart was more hurt, it was
more wounded. And it was not wounded by the deceits of the bad governments, but
because, when we touched the hearts of others, we also touched their sorrows‖ (EZLN:
2005).

Ruddick (1989: 225) has explored this vulnerability of love and the loving
interconnection of those confronting oppression in relation to the resistance to military
dictatorship of Argentinean and Chilean women, the mothers of the disappeared. Her
highlighting of ―the primacy of bodily life and the connectedness of self and other‖
echoes Hardt and Negri‘s understanding of the common as a basis for resistance and
alternative loving social relations. As Hardt (in Negri: 2009b: xiv) explains, ―[t]he
common pain we share – the pain of survival, toil, and struggle – is a positive basis of
sociality‖. Fully aware that they faced torture and murder by the regimes they opposed,
these women shared their fears, made connections with others who shared these fears,
and took collective action in affinity groups, publicly bringing ―their bodies to bear
against the state‖. By resisting the violation of others‘ bodies, these women politicised
their loving relationships as their bodies became ―instruments of non-violent power‖ that
expressed ―the necessity of love even amid terror‖. As Ruddick (1989: 231) explains,
these women‘s loving resistance was based on ―common suffering‖ and on a collective
concern for the plight of others.
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Throughout this thesis, I have shown how, despite divisions and disagreements, diverse
and interconnected struggles produce common praxes through co-operation,
communication and collaboration; how the organisation of labour, autonomous of
capital, acts in common and for the common, through self-organised mutual aid,
solidarity and socialisation. The movement of movements has often demonstrated that
those assumed to have different and contradictory interests can and do act in common.
Both the a.g. and peace movements make evident processes of defending and extending
the common while managing and accommodating conflict through communication,
debate and mutual aid. These political organisations of the multitude do not cancel
difference, but act in a diversity of ways through difference, to produce the common.
The praxes of these movements continue to show, as Hardt and Negri contend, that
divergences in labour, forms of life and geographical location, do not prohibit
communication and collaboration in common political projects. The multitude produces
commonality through the production of common praxes, subjectivities, tools and
resources to confront and challenge capital and as shared means to collectively produce
love.
Hardt and Negri‘s work investigates social movements as dynamic processes of social
relations in motion that can and do produce alternative communities that challenge
capital. It shows how opposition to capital unleashes the multitude‘s ability to organise
love. The social movements of the multitude, such as the a.g. and peace movements, are
founded on open communication, collaboration, solidarity and mutual support. These
movements compose alternative social relations in which the common wealth of the
multitude‘s love is manifested. Progressive social movements generate different types of
interpersonal relationships through the creation of affective spaces, open to diversity and
common activity. And as bell hooks (2003: xviii) explains, it is not only for strategic
reasons that social movements bring people together, as movement meetings are

in themselves the realisations of a desire that is at the core of human imaginings,
the desire to locate ourselves in community, to make our survival a shared
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effort, to experience a palpable reverence in our connections with each other and
the earth that sustains us.

To effectively challenge the anti-democratic, violent, exploitative and alienating social
relations that are capital, the multitude‘s movement of movements assemble
communities of resistance and liberatory projects that enhance collectivity, recompose
the proletariat and transform everyday life through the self-organisation of love. These
movements of the multitude are manifestations of the proletariat‘s desires, loving
intentions and actions, social relations of resistance, of refusal and immanent
communism.
Sections of the a.g. movement in Latin America also confirm Hardt (2004b) and Negri‘s
(2008a: 167) recognition of the possibility of progressive and liberatory political projects
even within politics related to religious thought. In Venezuela Hugo Chavez (in McIlroy
and Wynter: 2009: 22) articulates the strong connection between liberation movements
and theology arguing that Christ has called the Bolivarian revolutionaries ―to create,
here on earth, the Kingdom of Love‖. For Chavez (in Wilpert: 2007: 238-239),
Venezuela‘s socialism of the twenty-first century ―is based in solidarity, in fraternity, in
love, in justice, in liberty, and in equality‖ and the election successes of the Chavista
forces are victories of ―love, peace and hope‖ (bolivariancircle.org: 2006). According to
Chavez (2005), love ―is what rebellion is; it‘s rebellion out of love for human beings. In
truth, that is the cause, the cause of love: love for every human being, for every woman,
for every child, for every man, for every brother‖. Denouncing those who mobilise
around the politics of hate and those who use offensive violence to ‗support‘ the
Bolivarian Revolution, Chavez (in Suggett: 2009) has pointed out that ―The
revolutionary acts with love for human beings and for life, not hate‖.
However, in 1997 Negri (2005a: xlvi) claimed that sabotaging capitalism ―does not
demand moral order: it demands that every individual, in the plurality of her existence
and in her irreducible, singular desire, hate the enemy‖; and in Commonwealth Hardt
and Negri (2009: 236-241) discuss what they call ―a strategy of indignation‖, utilising
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Spinoza‘s definition of indignation as ―hatred toward someone who has injured
another‖. While Ruddick (1989:68) explains that love can be intermixed with hate,
hooks (2000: 120) emphasises the importance of acknowledging the emotional suffering
of the rich, to expose the fact that their wealth does not compensate for their
lovelessness. Negri‘s advocacy of hatred for the enemy as ‗someone‘ continues a left
tradition which tends to undermine the struggle for love. To act with love involves
recognising that capitalists can be more than just personifications of capital and that it is
capitalism that the multitude hates. The hatred of the ruling class as individuals, rather
than their class subjectivity as rulers, hinders the love of the multitude. Understanding
that subjectivities can and do change helps people to reject all capitalist subjectivities
including their own subjectivity as labour power for capital, while avoiding a destructive
self-loathing. Thus the multitude can move beyond hatred for people, instead hating
capitalist praxes. Collectively producing alternative loving communist subjectivities
involves the rejection and rupture from capitalist subjectivities.

Capital and Love
The multitude‘s labours of love and understandings of the importance of love as part of
the general intellect are a source of the proletariat‘s power embodied in the common.
But as Hardt and Negri make clear, the common has a dual potential. How the products
of immaterial labour are created and used determines whether they are capital or
common wealth. Due to the power and importance of immaterial labour and the biopolitical, capital seeks to control all means of producing social wealth and attempts to
exploit all social cooperation. Capitalism tries to subsume and exploit love and integrate
it through commodification and social management while preventing the extension of its
communist potentials beyond Empire. Loving relationships have been undermined
through the development of property as the basis of human relations and in order to
support communist strategy it is important to examine the ways in which the praxes and
desire for love is channelled into capitalist production and accumulation.
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Capital tries to capture the multitude‘s subjectivities by penetrating and permeating all
of social life. This capture is taken to the extremes of imprisonment, slavery, locking
people into workplaces, work compounds and zones. But in order to police and imprison
the multitude‘s affective labour, capital has also developed more sophisticated strategies
for suppressing, commodifying, managing and exploiting love itself. According to
Bojesen and Muhr (2008: 79-85), Human Resource Management ―has become subject to
a code of love‖ to ensure emotional commitment from ―the passionate self-managing
employee‖. ‗Care‘ for the employee involves encouraging love as a resource that can be
subsumed, exploited and consumed by the employer. The company ―wants to own you;
absorb you, direct you to its needs – all in the name of love‖. ―Love has become a
growing business enterprise‖ and consultancy firms sell ―love packages‖ teaching
companies how to develop a ―Loving Life‖, ―Loving Management‖ and a ―Loving
Culture‖. Capital increasingly expects an ―emphasis and self-reflexivity on social
relations, communication and affects‖ (De Angelis: 2007: 169), policing and directing
affective labour to gain a competitive advantage over others.
While limited in its discussion of capital and love, Hardt and Negri‘s work is concerned
with how exploitation is intensified by the control of the multitude‘s affective abilities.
The constitution of affective labour as capital involves the production and management
of capitalist subjectivities, the work of self-controlling emotions and feelings, and the
use of love as a form of capitalist biopower. The editors of the Australian Institute of
Management publication, Love @ Work, propose ―serious conversations about love and
humanity‖ to galvanise management and workers by encouraging them ―to love their
work, love their co-workers and love themselves‖ (Barker: 2006: viii, 7). In the same
publication, management experts discuss: love as ―a leadership tool‖ which can
―strengthen the corporate heart, build profits and create social good‖ (Cairnes: 2006:
19); the importance of workers‘ growing ―love affair with their jobs‖; and how bosses
can ―seduce their employees to give their hearts and minds to the office‖ (Fox and
Trinca: 2006: 105-106). Fox and Trinca (2006: 116) explain that ―organisations co-opt
the language of love to bind people to the job and increase productivity‖, spruiking
―workplace democracy, greater freedom, openness and treating people well‖, while
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disguising the brutal reality of poor working conditions and ―more pressure to ratchet up
productivity from fewer workers‖.
As capitalism works to subsume every part of people‘s lives, love has clearly become
an important target. In his book, Lovemarks, Kevin Roberts (2004: 36), the CEO of
leading global advertising company Saatchi and Saatchi, argues that ―[t]he social fabric
is spread more thinly than ever. People are looking for new, emotional connections.
They are looking for what they can love‖. He (Roberts: 2004: 74) understands that
―[l]ove is about action‖ and this means the corporations that he works for require
―meaningful‖ relationships that they foster by embracing consumers and communities
and by ―inspiring love‖. This corporate strategy hopes to cultivate a close emotional
connection between consumers and brands. Roberts and the companies that employ him
believe that if consumers can be convinced that corporations are interested in love, and
that corporations care about them, they will reciprocate and love corporations and their
products. Roberts (2004: 204-205) also joins the neo-social democratic chorus of
contemporary capitalists calling for the redistribution of wealth, the sharing of resources,
the fostering of cooperation and generosity, by arguing for corporations to understand
that ―Love is the way forward for business‖.

Hardt and Negri detail how the integration of production through communicative and
collaborative networks creates commonalities and how the diffusion of communication
and information technologies has assisted affective labour and the production of
immaterial wealth. To manage and manipulate relationships capitalist management
techniques and instruments aimed at subsuming love intervene in and encroach on the
social networks of the multitude. For instance, because social networks are integral to
production, the use by workers of social networking tools such as Facebook, MySpace
and blogs, is now recognised by many managers as good for business, as an employee‘s
social network and their affective relationships are potentially valuable to corporations
because a person‘s social network can be used to sell products and to promote corporate
values. Fox and Trinca (2006: 106 and 108) discuss how many, especially young,
workers successfully mesh ―their nine-to-five activities with their after-work networking
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and social activities‖ and ―play out elements of their domestic lives‖ in the workplace,
often utilising technology to maintain and develop personal relationships, connections
and community. While social networks have a dual potential, as values for capital or
values for the multitude, they are often used by capital to police and imprison the
multitude‘s affective labour, through the creation and management of capitalist
subjectivities.
Although Hardt and Negri‘s use of the concept of real subsumption can be helpful in
understanding the efforts by capital to subsume love, it is more accurate and useful to
see subsumption as a form of primitive accumulation, as a motor for capitalism which
transforms the non-capital of love into capital. Capital diverts to its advantage love and
desires and struggles for love, so as to impose capitalist discipline and decompose the
proletariat. Capital carves into the gift economy and utilises peoples‘ love for each other
to build team work, team solidarity and work morale. Human Resource Management
techniques such as Total Quality Management endeavour to totally integrate peoples‘
innovative potential and social relationships into capitalist production. Hochschild
(2003) shows how companies and institutions manage the feelings and actions of
workers, teaching affective labourers to suppress their own feelings and desires and to
police the affective labour of others. Capital seeks to control and manage affective
labour, throughout the social factory, attempting to elicit love for capital, turning
peoples‘ capacity for love into an instrument of accumulation, a resource and a power
for capital.
Capitalism‘s commodification of love is powerful and effective. Within capitalist social
relations people are commodities and are encouraged to consider and treat each other as
such. ―When greedy consumption is the order of the day, dehumanisation becomes
acceptable. Then, treating people like objects is not only acceptable but is required
behaviour. It‘s the culture of exchange, the tyranny of marketplace values‖ (hooks:
2000a: 115). The use by the mass media and consumer culture of love to sell
commodities, has made it appear hollow, as people are encouraged to find emotional
satisfaction in private experiences linked to consumption. Capitalism strips love of its
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best aspects and repackages it as a set of product choices. Advertising ―turns lovers into
things and things into lovers‖ not only promising that if you ―buy this you will be loved‖
but ―buy this and it will love you‖ (Kilbourne: 1999: 27, 81). As capitalist culture tries
to divide and separate the multitude, it represents love as centred on ownership and
control, teaching people to treat each other as possessions, commodities and
competitors. In this way, capitalism tries to retard and detach loving social connections,
to limit people‘s desires to those that serve capital.
Attempting to subsume love, capital endeavours to capture people‘s imaginations and to
exploit their desires. As capitalism fosters lovelessness, it offers to satisfy the desire for
love with commodities and alienated relationships, producing capitalist subjectivities for
capitalist commodities and capitalist commodities for capitalist subjectivities.
Discussing the use in advertising of ―the general fear of not being loved‖, Erich Fromm
(1973) explains how commodities are marketed as a way of gaining love; how, by the
purchase of some product, consumers will be able to be loved; that love is dependent on
a commodity; and that it is ―not human power, human effort, not being‖ but
commodities, that create love. When love becomes a commodity or the promise of a
commodity, the desire for love is channelled into consumerism. The threat of love to
capital is diffused and the meaning of love is reduced to crass commercialism. On one
hand, people are swamped by images of perfect couples and fed the idea that someone
will come to save them with love and make everything all right. On the other, they are
constantly reminded that relationships have a use-by-date. Capitalism uses built in
obsolescence, a short limit on the life of commodities, to boost consumption and profits.
In the same way, people's relationships are marketed, and often perceived, as another
accessory with a short-term use value, based on self-gratification, performance and
competition.
bell hooks (2000a: xxvii) argues that ―lovelessness is more common than love‖ and
explores lovelessness as both a consequence and a cause of family breakdown and
dysfunction, abuse, addiction, loneliness, isolation, rampant greed, consumerism and
narcissism. She explains that ―[k]eeping people in a constant state of lack, in perpetual
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desire, strengthens the marketplace economy. Lovelessness is a boon to consumerism‖
(hooks: 2000a: 47). hooks agrees with Fromm (1960: 83) that in capitalist society love is
relatively rare, ―that its place is taken by a number of forms of pseudo-love which are in
reality so many forms of the disintegration of love‖. However, while it is clear that the
commodification of labour and the suppression of freely associated labour corrupts love
and suppresses the desires of the multitude for more than material possessions, work for
capital and alienated relationships, the multitude is much more than the common
experience of capitalist subjectivities. Capitalism poisons lives with a concentration on
ownership, consumption and competition, undermining loving relationships. But,
alongside the system's violence and destruction, exploitation and oppression, there are
continuing struggles over who has power over social relations, social cooperation and
labour, over whether love is destroyed, suppressed or harnessed to strengthen constituted
power or used to build and extend constituent power.

Social Capital is Collective Capital

According to De Angelis (2007: 213), capitalism encourages both individualism and
cooperation for capitalism, ―through competitiveness, relational features such as love,
affects, social bonds, trust, nature, become objects of comparison and accumulation as
social capital, human capital, physical capital, financial capital‖. While Negri (1988:
184) has considered social capital as collective capital, there has been a great deal of
theoretical discussion regarding social capital as ―the ability of actors to secure benefits
by virtue of membership in social networks or other social structures‖ (Portes: 1998: 4).
Hardt and Negri (2009: 271) acknowledge that the concept of social capital is used to
investigate production and the control of social wealth beyond crude economics. They
explain it as a ―supplementary concept: the various forms of community constitute a
stock of wealth that makes possible the functioning of industrial capital, finance capital,
merchant capital, and all others‖. These ideas of social capital ―are really aimed at
complementing and completing the industrial paradigm of capitalist production,
remaining within its conceptual order of quantities and equilibriums‖. They lead to neo-
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liberal and social-democratic corporatist considerations of how best to incorporate
biopolitical labour and the common into capital.

An examination of some of the debates around social capital reveals how capitalist
social development aims to subsume all social relationships, co-operation and
communication, to control the social as capital. Ronald Day (2002: 1077) has looked at
social capital as a problem of measure and value, understanding labour conflicts as the
antagonism ―between qualitative life-values and quantative capitalist production values‖.
As the wage has been extended into everyday life, this results ―in not only a job that one
never leaves, but also the subsumption of the totality of life to the terms of capitalist
value‖. According to Day (2002: 1078), it is important to recognise the ―possible
reductions in feelings of alienation as workers ‗buy into‘ . . . emotional-social systems
within recently restructured organisational structures‖, arguing that Hardt and Negri‘s
understanding of the multitude‘s general intellect, as a collective subjectivity, is what
capital depends upon as ―social capital‖.

The term social capital tends to accentuate the value of social relations to capital and
capitalist accumulation. It has been used to mediate and recuperate the antagonisms
produced by capitalist social relations and to obscure class struggle. In this way social
capital tries to explain social stratification while in the process neglecting and obscuring
the effects of class, gender, ethnic and other power inequalities and disadvantages. Much
social capital theory discourages or overlooks the benefits for the proletariat of diversity
and social struggle, displaying a bias towards functionalist models of community, in
which social capital has mutual benefits and positive outcomes for all. Robert Putnam
(1995), Francis Fukuyama (1999) and Peter Costello (2004) try to overcome resistance
to capitalist state forms and to promote capitalist policies, processes, social relations and
social controls by developing social capital in the form of social values, rules and norms
which reflect the needs of capital.

Network approaches to social capital tend to refer to norms such as trust and reciprocity
that enable members of a group or community to work together, where social capital is
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built through collective action. Social capital is seen as social support, cooperation and
solidarity and social agency (Onyx: 2000: 61). Eva Cox (1995) and Jenny Onyx (2000)
emphasise the creative power of people but Cox justifies using the term social capital
because it reflects ―status from other forms of capital‖. Here again the concept of social
capital is likely to be normative, relying on notions of community that are based on
social consensus, where people are regarded as capital‘s human resources. Social
networking, association, cooperation, support and so on, are considered as forms of
capital rather than as non-capitalist products of immaterial labour that capital seeks to
subsume and exploit. In contrast to theorists of social capital who propose social
democratic measures to guarantee social re/production, Hardt and Negri (2009: 287-288)
conceive of social reproduction as ―based in the common . . . outside of private and
public management or command‖.

In Commonwealth Hardt and Negri (2009: 271) argue that where the concept of social
capital does ―successfully focus attention on the economic role of immaterial, social
relations . . . it conceives them as only peripheral to the productive process‖. By staying
within the ―industrial paradigm of capitalist production‖, the concept fails to ―solve any
of the paradoxes of regulation and control raised by the transition to biopolitical
production, its autonomous productivity, and its exceeding measure‖. Yet, their own
view that civil society has been subsumed also leads to the same conceptual impasse. As
discussed in Chapter Three, it is through struggle against the social relations of capital
that much of civil society is built and sustained. The discourse of social capital reflects a
realisation by capital and its state forms of the importance of intervention in civil
society, as a site of class struggle. At the same time, many social capital theorists
reinforce Hardt and Negri‘s view that civil society has been subsumed. The development
of the social capital discourse often promotes values based on viewing and treating
people and social networks as functions of capital rather than as having inherent, noncommodity or communist value. This is part of the increasing pressure from capital and
state administrations to subsume, regulate and co-opt civil society for capital.
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Civil society is often viewed as a group of organisations, but as detailed throughout this
thesis, the nature of organisations, and organising itself, is rapidly being transformed by
technological, political, economic and social changes. The concepts and natures of
organisation and organisations is increasingly questioned and challenged. According to
Cox (1995), the concentration on formal organisations and relationships reflects
―masculinist assumptions about the separation of the public and private spheres‖. It is in
fact informal networks that are more likely to offer ―egalitarian web-like structures
which offer shared positive experiences through collaboration‖. While Everingham
(2001: 115) claims that contemporary dominant social relations promote human
attributes of ―self-reliance‖, ―individual enterprise‖ and ―isolated individuals‖, the
expansion and development of social cooperation are today centrally important to the
needs of both capital and the multitude. The striving for genuine democracy, the
development of constituent power, is integral to whether social cohesion is a tool to
reproduce capitalism or to build communism. Alternative value systems use noncapitalist concepts and understandings to facilitate self-organised struggles for love and
the development of civil society as an autonomous alternative to capitalist social
relations. Social capital is collective capital, but the collective subjectivities of the
multitude that compose the proletarian class, are not part of capital.

The Great Heart of the Class

Even though Hardt and Negri hold some contradictory views in relation to love and real
subsumption, at times they recognise that the multitude‘s love exceeds and escapes
capitalist capture. The multitude self-valorises by producing affective relationships
which capital attempts to subsume. Since love is an unrecuperable autonomous excess
that continually threatens capital, capitalism is forced by this proletarian power to
advance strategies to subsume love and decompose the loving movements of the
multitude. Capital tries to use love to reproduce capital but the multitude‘s love always
exceeds capital and produces communism, obstructing capitalist accumulation. The love
of the multitude re/produces new qualities of labour, labours of love, that capital is
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unable to subsume completely. As Emma Goldman (1911) pointed out when discussing
free love, ―all the millions in the world have failed to buy love . . . all the power on earth
has been unable to subdue love . . . [and all the] armies could not conquer love‖.
However, capitalist accumulation can exploit love and destroy love. A constant
antagonism exists between capitalist valorisation and proletarian self-valorisation arising
from the multitude‘s needs and desires for caring and nurturing and the system‘s
strategies to destroy, suppress, capture, control and exploit these needs and desires.
Capital relies on the sociality of labour, on loving relations, while it simultaneously uses
violence and repression to impose commodification and exploitation, trying to protect
itself from communism.

In discussing the Paris Commune, Marx (1977a: 241) explains that capital is incapable
of destroying the ―international bond‖ of the proletariat and that ―its martyrs are
enshrined in the great heart of the working class‖. Hardt and Negri in their work on
immaterial labour also recognise that Empire is unable to subsume the great heart of the
multitude‘s affective labour. However, they still often consider that social re/production
has been subsumed by capital. But love, as the heart of immaterial labour, is the
constituent power of the multitude and capital is forced to try to value this power.
Clashes around affective labour show that while capitalist subsumption can capture
some of the value created by love, this is contested, for love is outside capital and cannot
be subsumed. The dynamism of constituent power is inseparable from the power of the
mind and body to affect and be affected, to love and be loved. Capital cannot capture
this capacity to love and be loved because it is a product of communist social relations,
re/produced and manifested outside capital.

Regarding social re/production as subsumed by capital, as Hardt and Negri often do,
overestimates the power of capital and underestimates proletarian power. Love is a
communist power and capitalism is faced with the problem of suppressing and
subsuming it, while managing and relying on its constituent power. Although capital
recognises the importance of the value produced outside of the wage relation, and how
profitable its capture can be, the caring practices of the waged and unwaged remain
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undervalued. Love is beyond capitalist measure and affective labour cannot be
adequately valued by capital. The strategies and techniques used by capital to capture
love cannot negate the positive effects of the multitude‘s labour nor can capital erase the
revolutionary potential of the constituent power of love. Capital relies on the limitation
and channelling of the affective labour of the multitude, but it cannot completely control
or smother love. The multitude is so powerful that capital depends on harnessing its love
and the stifling of this love deepens systemic crisis.

Continual efforts by capital to break the collaboration, solidarity and cooperation of the
multitude are integral to the counter-revolution against the common, loving
subjectivities and the mobilisation of self-valorised labour. Businesses and governments
undermine the basis of love and utilise it for the purpose of gaining profit through
exploitation. The imposition of capitalist value through violence, as detailed in the
chapters on peace, and the ruthless economy of digital assembly lines, relocations, shortterm contracts and managed anxiety, erode and block social connections and
relationships. At the same time, the reliance of capital on the love of the multitude, for
its own re/production, mystifies and disguises subordination, exploitation and the
creation of ‗pseudo-love‘.

Many of the transformations in work practices, including intensification, casualisation,
precarity, flexibility, nomadism and speed-ups, have detrimentally affected the capacity
of the multitude to engage in affective labour for capital and the multitude. People who
become physically and emotionally distanced from each other, often don‘t have the time,
money, resources and social support to sustain strong connections and loving
relationships. Instead lovelessness, competition, estrangement, stress, individual and
social breakdowns erode the basis of love and impede the work of love.

Capital

consumes affective labour, driving social activity through alienation, commodification,
acquisition, consumption and self indulgence. It promotes a selfish culture in which
things matter more than people and where the passion to connect is replaced by the
passion to possess. In the process, as the demand for affective labour increases, capital
actually undermines the ability of labour to re/produce this labour.
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Social re/production increasingly comes up against the destructive praxes of capitalism.
Capitalism is anti-love, erecting barriers and obstacles to love, many of which have been
discussed in previous chapters. Capital erodes the social fabric of love which it requires
for social re/production and cooperation, violently destroying social relationships by
incessantly producing poverty, hunger, war, the destruction of people, communities and
the environment. This systemic assault atomises the social networks of the multitude and
separates relationships, families and friendships along the lines of gender, ethnicity, age,
sexuality, religion, nationality and culture. As Shiva (1992: 8-9) has noted

Integration as understood by global capitalist patriarchy is leading to
disintegration because it is generating economic, social and cultural insecurities
faster than people can identify the roots of these insecurities. Feeling the
besieged ‗other‘ in the global playing field of the market, and not being able to
identify that field, members of diverse communities turn against each other,
identifying their neighbours as the ‗other‘ that poses a threat to their well-being
and survival.

Capitalist labour often involves violence to the psyche as well as to the body and for
many millions this work is little more than a life sentence or a living death. Still,
researchers like Hochschild (2003) show how people resist, subvert, refuse and rebel
against attempts to limit and manage their love and to fuse them with capital. She
explains that when capital uses and sells acts of love, these acts are in fact often
pretence; not genuine loving and caring ‗from the heart‘, but acting. In order to reclaim
the managed heart, people produce inventive and often invisible ways to avoid, resist
and subvert efforts to capture and control them. Instead they find ways of self-organising
and mobilising their love against capital and its state forms. Capital continues to try to
pull affective labour into its domain but the proletariat powerfully resists by deploying
various forms of work refusal and self-valorisation as loving defences against capitalist
exploitation and accumulation. These human strikes, where the multitude withdraws
affective labour from capital, entail both an individual and a collective rupture with
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capital. They build relations of commonality and praxes that construct the common
through the self-organisation of love.

Necrophilia or Biophilia?

The common, as production, is not capital. It is not just the network of capitalist social
relations as suggested by Casarino (in Casarino and Negri: 2008: 15). While exploitation
is ―the expropriation of the common‖ (Hardt and Negri: 2004: 150) and ―can be
understood as the privatisation ‗of the value that has been produced as common‘‖
(Casarino and Negri: 2008: 15), successful anti-capitalist praxis not only re-appropriates
the common, but recognises, understands and uses the common that exceeds and escapes
capital. This entails not only ―the production of a form of subjectivity constituted by . . .
the desire to be in common‖ (Casarino and Negri: 2008: 17; emphasis in original) but the
recognition of, as well as the continuing and expanding production of, loving
subjectivities.
Hardt and Negri‘s confusion over real subsumption hinders their ability to distinguish
between the social reproduction of communism and of capitalism. Value, considered
only in economic terms, tends to ignore and negate proletarian values such as the
common wealths of democracy, peace and love. Only within communist social relations
is love genuinely valued, not as an economic form of value, but as a quality of life, of
the well-being of living things. The love of the multitude resists, refuses and exceeds
development organised around notions that human advancement and human joy can be
measured by the production and consumption of commodities, by gross domestic
products and similar economic indicators. Bolivian President Evo Morales (2009: 3) is
far from alone in his understanding that ―if we want to save Mother Earth and humanity‖
people must ―change the capitalist system for a system based in complementarity,
solidarity and harmony between the people and nature‖. The growing global alarm about
and care for the environment in order to avert catastrophe includes a concern and
affection for humanity. Humanity‘s survival hinges on the multitude‘s preservation and
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construction of loving biopolitical relationships that nurture the biosphere, people, flora,
fauna, land, water, air, life. Many of the multitude‘s movements are now concerned with
protecting and embracing biodiversity and with the creation of loving environments. For
Hardt and Negri (2009: 171) this is ―ecology of the common – an ecology focussed
equally on nature and society, on humans and the nonhuman world in a dynamic of
interdependence, care, and mutual transformation‖.

Environmental, economic, social and other crises can intensify competition and/or spark
cooperation. As capital endeavours to expand commodification to every aspect of the
biosphere, much of the a.g. movement defends the commons, public space, land, air,
water, flora, fauna, bodies and genetic material. While significant differences exist
between the participants in the movement, they share in the experience of capitalist
dispossession, and the movement of movements involves an awareness of the
importance of democracy, peace, environmental issues, global interconnectedness and
diversity. The multitude has learnt to survive collectively, through mutual aid, the
sharing of knowledge, skills and resources, constantly recomposing the network of
social connections that constitute the proletariat. The multitude‘s desires can be, and are
being, addressed by the enormous social productivity and wealth that is external to and
exceeds capital. Through collective and cooperative experiences of struggle the
multitude has produced a common wealth of love that is exchanged as a gift, forming the
foundation of a powerful global movement of movements.

A Change of Heart

Love composes the multitude as a class, counters social isolation and powerlessness,
and nurtures an alternative global community. This is done through activities that
support democratic interconnection and cooperation, generating and promoting the
sharing of knowledge, expanding the general intellect and cohering living things as a
common wealth. Despite Hardt and Negri‘s concerns, the praxes of love can include the
family, theology and romance, but as they collectively argue, is not confined to them.
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Love is open and inclusive, as free as possible. Experiences of love are experiments in
communism and the accumulation of these experiences constructs the multitude‘s
knowledge of how to practise love. Even with the distortions and corruptions imposed
on love by capitalism, communist revolution is loving in character and the multitude
proclaims the importance of love. Capital attempts to decompose the love of the
multitude and to capture it within its circuits of accumulation. It does this by eroding the
affective labour and social organisation of immanent communism and by imposing the
affective labour of capital. However, the multitude‘s love exceeds capital and remains at
the heart of the multitude‘s class composition and of continuing class struggle.
Ignorance of how to love is a serious obstacle to revolutionary change. But the multitude
has learnt from previous struggles around affective labour and has created a firmer basis
for communism and revolution, a foundation of experiences, lessons and successes. As
the multitude resists, rejects and escapes its incorporation into capitalism, it invests
affective labour into building communism. A communal culture of sharing and caring
rebuilds disintegrating communities, habitats and environments, weaving powerful
supportive networks and movements. These networks and movements are produced out
of recognition that the widespread hunger and search for love, for meaningful
connections to the multitude within, to each other, to life, cannot be met by capital and
its state forms. This understanding of the importance of autonomous self-organisation,
promotes the multitude‘s power to overcome the lack of love, to transform and rethink
the relations between all forms of life, by constructing communism, rather than by
reforming a system of lovelessness.

This chapter has explored love as a desire, a resource, an intention and an action, as a
celebration of solidarity, a commitment to other people and to the cause of liberation.
Love involves an optimistic vision, a belief in people and a capability to trust their
power to make and remake, to create and recreate. Everybody requires love in order to
live fulfilling and satisfying lives, but people do not have to love, love has to be chosen.
Combating the anti-love of capital depends on the multitude‘s capacities to act in loving
ways, to share knowledge and power, to look after each other and to construct living
alternatives to capitalist social relations by building love in families, amongst friends,
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throughout communities, social networks and movements. Choosing to love makes it
possible for people to meaningfully connect to each other, to enjoy rewarding lives
together and to come to know each other in profound ways. To love is to act freely,
without violence or coercion, and love generates other acts of freedom. The reality and
hope of moving beyond capitalism and of building lives in common, lies in love, in
caring social connections, cooperation and mutual support. Despite their contradictions
and confusion, Hardt and Negri are right to stress the importance of love in their
strategic vision, for the ability to build and support loving relationships is at the heart of
the multitude‘s struggle against capitalism and for communism.
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Chapter 8 - The Biodiversity of Hardt and Negri’s Strategic Vision
In this concluding chapter I summarise the general analysis and arguments of this thesis
in relation to Hardt and Negri‘s strategic vision. Firstly, by outlining, critiquing and
defending their approach to class struggle I refute the view that they have no strategic
vision. Then in Class Composition of the Multitude, I outline Hardt and Negri‘s
conception of the contemporary global proletariat and argue that their contradictory
notions of technical and political class composition obscure the continuity of the
multitude and the power of its self-organised labour. I further contend that Hardt and
Negri weaken their argument by claiming that there is nothing ‗outside‘ of capital. In
The Multitude Outside Capital, I question their belief that the process of real
subsumption has been completed by capital. Instead I argue that real subsumption is a
continuing attempt to capture the multitude that fails to end the communist movement
outside of capital. The remaining sections of the chapter clarify how the multitude
creates itself, composing and self-organising its class power. I demonstrate that Hardt
and Negri‘s evaluation of the multitude‘s constituent power, their exploration of class
struggle, assists the autonomous organisation of the proletariat. I show that while they
neglect some important considerations of the continuing self-organisation of proletarian
struggle, their emphasis on the diversity of praxis and the capacities of the multitude are
significant strategically. This significance is further elaborated in relation to democracy,
peace and love. The discussion of democracy includes a consideration of Hardt and
Negri‘s views of state forms, civil society, reforms and revolution. The deliberation on
peace delineates and critiques Hardt and Negri‘s lack of clarity and consistency
concerning the need for peace and the immanence of peaceful social relations and
communist labour. In looking at love, I endorse the strengths of Hardt and Negri‘s
loving strategy but draw attention to the limitations of their subsumption thesis and their
failure to appreciate clearly the unrelenting constituent power of the multitude.
Penultimately, in Empire of Capital in Crisis, I discuss the Global Financial Crisis
(GFC), the multitude‘s creation of capitalist crisis, and how Hardt and Negri‘s
concentration on the power of capital and their misunderstanding of the movement of
movements contributes to their strategic errors. Finally I conclude this chapter and the
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thesis by arguing that the struggles of the proletariat offer a multitude of possibilities to
further proletarian interests and to end the power of capital.
Amongst Hardt and Negri‘s fiercest critics are Alex Callinicos and Atilio Boron.
Callinicos (2001) condemns Hardt and Negri‘s ideas on Empire and the multitude,
arguing that their ―strategic vacuum‖ reflects problems with their deepest assumptions,
and censuring them for failing to discuss how to develop the organisational abilities of
the a.g. movement. Seeking to counter the impact Hardt and Negri‘s ideas have had in
the anti-capitalist movement, Callinicos deploys Trotsky and Lenin to critique their
views on the multitude, first and foremost the rejection of Leninist conceptions of
organisation. In a similar vein Boron (2005: 98) suggests that Hardt and Negri should
look toward Che Guevara, Fidel Castro, Ho Chi Minh or Mao Zedong for strategic
guidance. For Boron (2005: i, 87), Hardt and Negri‘s notion of the multitude is
―sociologically speaking, empty‖ and ―their substitution of a nebulous ‗multitude‘ for
identifiable and antagonistic social groups merely confuses political reality‖. Likewise,
Callinicos (2004) argues that underlying ―the idea of the multitude is a mishmash of
confused claims‖ and the weaknesses of Hardt and Negri‘s class theory infect their
analysis of contemporary capital.
Rejecting Hardt and Negri‘s challenge to conventional notions of the proletariat,
Callinicos (2001) accuses Negri of ―hostility to the organised working class‖ due to his
dismissal of leftist parties and trade unions. As traditional Marxists, Callinicos and
Boron both wish to unite the working class and create mass mobilisations centred on
state power. Therefore, asserting that ―centuries of popular struggle . . . inevitably rest
on the state structure‖, Boron (2005: 57, 83-86) is highly critical of Hardt and Negri for
denying the continued dominance of the nation state and the crucial role of the state in
class struggle. Boron (2005) and Callinicos (2007) see Hardt and Negri‘s ideas as a
reflection of proletarian demoralisation and failure, contending that their championing of
the primacy of multitudinous subjectivities and the power of proletarian self-valorisation
ignores, underestimates, and potentially reinforces, the setbacks and defeats of the
working class. Criticising Negri‘s (1971: 48) contention that the law of value no longer
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operates autonomously, Callinicos (2007: 182-85) claims that the politicisation of
economic relations ―is less advanced than it was a generation ago‖, as the proletariat is
less ―collectively organised and politically self-conscious‖. Concentrating on the
successes of capitalism he emphasises the serious defeats of the ―organised working
class from the late 1970s onwards‖, pointing to the decline of traditional ―strongholds of
working-class organisation‖, and the failures of left-wing parties, in order to demonstrate
how the power of capital has grown while anti-capitalist movements have been severely
weakened.

According to Callinicos (2007: 189), Negri cannot avoid blame for dividing the
proletariat in the 1970s with his ―triumphalist Marxist rhetoric that sought to consolidate
and radicalise the divisions in an already fragmented movement‖. Callinicos (2007: 194)
is concerned that themes from the ―failed political strategy‖ of the 1970‘s Italian left
remain in Negri‘s contemporary work, arguing that these are a serious obstacle to the
development of the a.g. movement. Similarly, Boron (2005) concludes that Hardt and
Negri‘s ideas on Empire and the multitude are a pessimistic product of the left‘s defeat
during the 1980s and 1990s. For Boron (2005: 105-106), Hardt and Negri‘s analysis is a
symptom of ―theoretical regression‖ which increasingly leans towards bourgeois culture
and relies on bourgeois theorists. Following the release of Empire, Boron (2005: 124)
denounced the book as a manifesto of surrender for those opposing global capital,
arguing that Hardt and Negri‘s diagnostic mistakes are the result of the work‘s confusing
and conservative theoretical background, derived mainly from neoliberal knowledge.
He (Boron: 2005: 5) argues that if Hardt and Negri‘s ideas are accepted by groups and
organisations trying to combat imperialism they ―could become the intellectual cause of
new and long-lasting defeats‖. From the Marxist/Leninist perspectives of Callinicos and
Boron, globalisation has consolidated imperialist domination and they charge Hardt and
Negri with praising this process in a way that ―naturalises capitalism‖ while offering a
―blurry vision‖ that is ―doomed to failure‖ (Boron: 2005: 111).

While Boron (2005: 41) and Callinicos (2007: 194) claim that Hardt and Negri offer
―no discussion about the ways of fighting‖ and are ―strategically mute‖, this is clearly
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not the case. Hardt and Negri‘s strategic vision illuminates the multitude politically and
they are open to a diversity of constituent praxes, relying on the multitude‘s ability to
self-organise. By analysing and theorising the transformations on a global scale of class,
the basis for anti-capitalist struggle, Hardt and Negri wish to advance proletarian
strategy in practice, to help the multitude to develop common praxes. Hardt and Negri
offer a general strategic framework and a range of concepts for theorising and acting
against Empire and for furthering the political form of the multitude. For Hardt and
Negri the struggles of the multitude point to the strategic need to recognise a common
enemy and to construct a common language that can realise the new proletarian
potentials of the common and the singular. They examine, hone and add to the
multitude‘s capacities to demolish capital and to construct communism, by promoting a
political language that is adequate for contemporary class struggle, by naming Empire as
a common enemy and the Multitude as a common project. For them the question of
organisation is being answered in the struggles, mobilisations, resistances and exodus of
the multitude. It is the mobilisation of the common and the political project of the
multitude that needs to be extended and established more solidly.

Although Hardt and Negri have been criticised for having no practical knowledge of
contemporary struggles (Connell: 2005: 181) their continuing connections to proletarian
struggle have informed their strategic vision, which has contributed to institutions such
as the WSF, to the state and non-state struggles in Venezuela and Bolivia and to the a.g.
movement more generally. Hardt and Negri have crafted their strategic vision during
their participation in and analysis of the social movements of the multitude, of practices
of autonomy that challenge and undermine the political conditions perpetuating
capitalism. Their strategy is not a plan, a programme, or a model, but part of a refusal of
capital, of a process of experimentation by the multitude. They offer no blueprint or
outline for the political forms these experiments will take, as they believe that political
practice is better suited than theory to answer these questions (Hardt and Negri: 2001a:
238). For them, good political theory is sensitive to the newest forms of political
organisation invented and they wish to identify various characteristics of revolutionary
struggles that assist class composition and extend the multitude‘s constituent power.
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Negri, especially, is welded to a body of work and the legacy of Marxist and autonomist
theory provides a foundation for his and Hardt‘s analysis of class composition, the
power of capital and the existence of communism.
Hardt and Negri‘s conception of the multitude and Empire displays both the strength of
their strategy based on the power of the proletariat and the strategic weakness of overemphasising the power of capital. The strengths of Hardt and Negri‘s strategic vision are
their understanding of and reliance on the multitude‘s ability to self-valorise, to
construct, maintain and develop immanent communism. Their strategic weakness stems
from their over-estimation of the power of capital, from their emphasis on the real
subsumption of labour. But, unlike much communist theory, rather than becoming
fixated on or transfixed by the power of capital and capitalist state forms, they do
emphasise the power of the multitude, its ability to self-organise social relations
alternative to those of capital. Hardt and Negri advocate forms of organising labour that
break from neo-liberalism and social democracy, which recognise the social factory and
the multitudinous nature of the proletariat. They support a strategy of self-valorisation,
the decommodification of labour, including the creation of democracy, peace and love as
common wealths for shared use produced by individuals and collectives that co-ordinate,
organise and plan this sharing. For them the development of the general intellect and
biopolitical/immaterial labour challenge the traditional Marxist concentration on seizing
the means of production (as these are increasingly internal to the multitude) and focus
instead on the reappropriation of life and the weaving of networks of productive
solidarity.

Hardt and Negri understand that revolution involves opposing and challenging
constituted power and that the effectiveness of the multitude‘s communist praxes relies
on the constituent interconnection of democracy, peace and love. They do not want to
construct strategy simply out of ideological critique but wish to elucidate a
multitudinous approach that assists class composition, and they advocate experimenting
with many tactics and patterns of struggle, wherever desires, needs and possibilities
arise, where resistance to and/or exodus from capital are possible. Only an
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accommodation of differences on tactical and strategic questions can cultivate praxes
sophisticated enough to avoid and critique the politics of capture. These praxes include a
multitude of refusals of hierarchy, authoritarianism, exploitation and oppression; the
sharing of proletarian use values that create a common wealth of praxes, subverting the
power of capital and re/producing communism. Hardt and Negri analyse class struggle
by investigating proletarian power, the fluid and interconnected activity which generates
cycles of struggle continually challenging capitalist command. To resist capital the
multitude employs the power to cooperate, communicate and create new subjectivities
and Hardt and Negri‘s strategic goal is the expanded re/production of non-capitalist
subjectivities, new forms of communication, social collaboration and interaction. They
champion the multitude‘s general intellect and its activities, including the configuration
of constituent power by extending and building common networks of praxes against
Empire, as the multitude works together in positive, mutually strengthening
relationships, expanding and deepening global networks of de-commodified times and
spaces.
Hardt and Negri have advanced Marx‘s progressivism in their strategic analysis of the
contradictory potentials of Empire. Their tactic of ‗pushing through‘ Empire rejects the
dangerous naivety of looking back to some idealised social democratic state. However it
is not capitalism and Empire that are progressive. Their progressive aspects, and
progress in general, are driven by the multitude‘s struggles against class, against
domination, against capture and for freedom, democracy, peace and love. The usefulness
of productive forces has to be ―gauged primarily in terms of human, social, and
subjective powers, for which there is, in fact, no scientific measure‖ (Hardt and Negri:
2009: 298). Empire reflects class progress, not as the utilisation of the capitalist
production processes but as the construction of new ways of producing in common. Yet,
although they argued in Empire (2000a: 43) that their view of Empire as progressive is
the same as Marx‘s understanding of the progressive effects of capitalism, they also
acknowledge that Marx was contradictory on this point (Hardt and Negri: 2009: 89). In
Empire, Hardt and Negri (2000a: 393) claim that ―Empire creates a greater potential for
revolution than did the modern regimes of power because it presents us, alongside the
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machine of command, with an alternative‖, the multitude. As argued below, this view of
the relationship between Empire and the multitude not only contradicts their
understanding that the proletariat drives capital but also fails to appreciate that it is the
multitude that fosters a greater potential for revolution as it creates, presents and selforganises, as an alternative to Empire.

Investigating the configuration of Empire, Hardt and Negri recognise inter-capitalist
competition but stress the class nature of capital. They see strategic possibilities for the
multitude arising from the divisions within Empire which can be used to undermine
capital and its state forms. But, as I have argued in Chapter Five, to take sides with
nation states in the civil war of Empire is a serious error. Capital is global, the multitude
has no country and class struggles are worldwide. I have therefore defended Hardt and
Negri‘s Empire thesis in relation to global violence and war in order to highlight the
dangers of nationalist and anti-imperialist strategies and the limits of establishing
revolution in restricted spaces while trying to defend against the violence of counterrevolution. Unless Empire itself is challenged in its entirety the weakening of one node
of imperial power will lead to the strengthening of others. Understanding the multitude
as a global proletariat avoids the dangers and strategic weaknesses of building socialism
in one country and is crucial to understanding global class formation and the
development of the common. A strategy of globalising resistance to Empire grasps
contemporary capitalism in all of its complexity and challenges it at every level, while
the concept of the multitude names the global class that organises that challenge.

The Class Composition of the Multitude and Labour Power against Capital
The multitude is a class concept, a global cooperative alternative to Empire that expands
autonomist Marxist theories of class composition. Hardt and Negri (2004: 221) conceive
the multitude as existing and becoming. It is already in existence, as the constant
struggle of the oppressed to resist and refuse capture, as the class that struggles for
freedom, democracy, peace and love; and it is yet to be created, the ―not yet‖ multitude
that is ―latent and implicit‖. Its coherence does not manifest in class unity but in diverse,
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fluid and interconnected activity, creating cycles of struggle which continually challenge
capitalist command. Hardt and Negri‘s strategic vision begins with an analysis of the
pattern of development of proletarian power and the movements of the multitude. This
analysis is centred on the social relations, the interconnections, that compose the
multitude. They want the multitude to increase its constituent power and general intellect
by creating new types of relationships which expand, extend, link and complement the
multitude‘s cycles of struggle, the circulation and proliferation of constituent power.
However a tension runs through Hardt and Negri‘s conception of the multitude that
reflects the problematic idea of a technical composition of the proletariat. In Empire, the
multitude is seen as technically composed by capital to include ―all those whose labour
is directly or indirectly exploited by and subjected to capitalist modes of production and
reproduction‖ (Hardt and Negri: 2000a: 52). In Multitude, however, they argue that the
multitude is not a product of the technical composition of Empire and that Empire is
produced by the class struggles of the multitude. But, as in Empire, they also see the
multitude as being technically composed by Empire, including ―all those who work
under the rule of capital‖ and only potentially as ―the class who refuse the rule of
capital‖ (Hardt and Negri: 2004: 104, 106). Rather than being an existing movement of
common struggle, they conceive the multitude as technically composed and as potential
rather than actual.
Class is often seen as comprising technical and political elements. By ‗technical‘ is
meant the conditions of exploitation, the manner in which workers are brought together
within the parameters of capital. Political class composition concerns workers‘ struggle
against capital. Technical class composition, or the class ‗in itself‘, is where the class is
composed by capital. It is derived from a traditional Marxist view of class that tends to
see the working class as a creation of capital. The class ‗in itself‘ is in fact labour power
for capital. The class ‗for itself‘, the political composition of the proletariat, occurs in
struggle against capital. This is the political definition of the working class whose
common characteristic is its struggle against capital, against its role as labour power for
capital.
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Hardt and Negri‘s contradictory notions of class composition reflect the legacies of
Marxist and autonomist theory. Marx is self-contradictory on class and often looks at
class from the viewpoint of capital, viewing the working class as technically composed
as labour power, subsumed and ―all resistance broken‖ (Marx: 1954: 737). But from a
proletarian perspective, Marx sees class as composed politically as freely associated
labour and that ―[b]y heralding the dissolution of the hereto existing world order, the
proletariat merely proclaims the secret of its own existence, for it is the factual
dissolution of that world order‖ (Marx: 1970: 8). Within autonomist class theory, there
are various views of the relationship between political composition and technical
composition. Yet the autonomist tradition tends to view proletarian struggle as existing
prior to capitalist processes, techniques and strategies of capture. As Tronti (1979)
explained in 1964, ―At the level of socially developed capital, capitalist development
becomes subordinate to working class struggles; it follows behind them, and they set the
pace to which the political mechanisms of capital's own reproduction must be tuned‖.
Thus transformations in the political composition of the proletariat precede and
determine transformations in the composition of capital - including the labour power
captured and commanded by capital.
Hardt and Negri discuss the class struggles of the 1990‘s in Empire (2000a: 53-54), and
emphasise the technical composition of the proletariat, stating that the ―fact of being
within capital and sustaining capital is what defines the proletariat as a class‖. But
during this period Hardt and Negri don‘t see the horizontal linking of struggles. They
argue instead that none of them ―inspired a cycle of struggles, because the desires and
needs they expressed could not be translated into different contexts‖. While
acknowledging that some of these struggles were a refusal of social control and reflected
a decline of ―mechanisms of social mediation‖, they neglect what these struggles had in
common - a high level of self-organised grass roots militancy. As leaders of trade
unions, social democratic and traditional left parties retreated in the face of neoliberalism, the self-organised proletariat re-composed itself through collective struggles
against capital. In fact, proletarian power created a resurgence of struggles, in which the
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multitude continually formed itself in different ways. This class composition was not
based on, or determined by capitalist production but by the creative power of the
proletariat.

Through to their discussion of the technical composition of capital and the technical
composition of labour in Commonwealth, Hardt and Negri (2009: 130-137, 351-353) do
not clearly distinguish between labour for capital and non-capitalist labour. They
conflate the technical composition of capital and the technical composition of labour
power before analysing the ―technical composition of the proletariat in relation to its
political composition‖. They propose that it is the composition of the proletariat through
the transformation of capitalist work that provides the possibility of new political
formations. Their analysis suggests that the technical composition of labour is a
technical composition of capital, neglecting or denying that there is a non-capitalist
technical composition of labour. They make no distinction here between labour power
for capital and labour power for communism and they don‘t acknowledge that it is the
continuous political composition of the proletariat that necessitates capitalist
transformations; that it is proletarian praxes that provides new political compositions.
Distinguishing between the technical composition of labour power as capital, which is
labour organised and dominated by capital, and the composition of the proletariat, which
is self-organised labour and always political, is important because it recognises the
continuing existence of the multitude and communism. For Hardt and Negri (2009: 288)
capital exploits ―social labour power‖. But they struggle to grasp that not all social
labour power is for capital, often neglecting the immeasurability of the social labour
power against and outside capital, even while they hypothesise ―labour-power against
exploitation‖ (emphasis in original) (Hardt and Negri: 2009: 319).

The proletariat is not formed by capital, but by class struggle against capitalism (DyerWitheford, 1999: 65; Cleaver, 1979: 112). Capital does not decompose labour, which it
depends on, but the proletariat, the class struggling against it as a social relation. The
idea of a technical composition of the working class by capital mistakes labour power
for the proletariat. The proletariat is not composed technically by capital. Instead capital
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seeks to recompose labour in order to decompose the proletariat. As well, the capitalist
technical composition of labour is also political, in the sense that technical changes are
aimed at decomposing proletarian organisation. The technical composition of labour
power by capital involves alienation, exploitation, division, hierarchy and subsumption
and this is a composition not of the proletariat but of capital. From a proletarian
perspective, there is no class ‗in itself‘ only class ‗for itself‘. So, in the same way that
Hardt and Negri have stopped using the term ‗working class‘, the idea needs to be left
behind of a class ‗in itself‘ and of a technical composition of class distinct from a
political composition of class.

Labour for capital is part of capital. The proletariat composes itself by working against
capital and for communism. People are part of the class when they struggle against the
imposition of commodified work, against capitalist command and for alternative ways of
being. Class stems not from common experiences of exploitation but from the struggles
to resist, refuse, challenge and escape capital. The potential for proletarian selforganisation does not depend on whether the capitalist work process enables workers to
cooperate and communicate with each other as Marx and Engels (1977: 116) suggest in
the Communist Manifesto, but on their ability to autonomously organise class power
against capital, to organise communism. Looked at from this perspective, analysing class
from the arrangements of capital is to be far behind the contemporary developments of
proletarian struggle. Anti-capitalist strategy is derived from the composition and praxes
of the multitude, and, at their best this is what Hardt and Negri advocate.
Hardt and Negri‘s analysis of technology describes how it can enable, facilitate and
intimate democratic forms of political organisation and participation. They do not seek
to remove capitalists so that production can proceed unhindered. Their theory is not
economistic, worshipping production and the benefits of new technology. Recognising
that technology and the means of production are to a certain extent embedded with
capitalist logic, they try to make clear that they are not putting forward a neo-statecapitalist vision, but are advocating the reappropriation of the lives of the multitude
through the transformation of the means of production under its control. But
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technological developments are created by contending pressures that implant in them
contradictory potentialities; they are the result of the creative power of the multitude and
of capital‘s struggle to contain it. The multitude‘s power challenges capital‘s ability to
implant its logic in science and technology. Proletarian struggle has disrupted the
development of technology as a weapon of capital and has utilised it in struggle as a
proletarian tool, imprinting on it the multitude‘s destructive and creative power. People‘s
creative capacity is utilised by capital for technological innovation and by labour to
reappropriate technology. The multitude, through its use and development of
immaterial/biopolitical labour, producing and produced by the common within, against
and beyond capital, challenges, changes and revolutionises production.

At times Hardt and Negri (2000a: 411) describe the multitude in terms of political
composition, as ―bio-political self organisation‖. And I have emphasised this
understanding in Chapter Five, arguing that ‗class‘ is not an identity or a category but a
mode of political composition. As capital reacts to proletarian struggle it attempts to
decompose the multitude and recompose labour power on a new technical basis. But
every time capital recomposes labour technically in response to the composition of the
multitude, the proletariat recomposes itself in a new cycle of struggle, or more
accurately, in new cycles of struggle. These cycles of struggle are processes of
continuous decomposition, composition and recomposition produced by the constant
transformation of the people and relationships that produce and organise the multitude.
And because capital is forced by proletarian power to recompose labour power in certain
ways that are driven and affected by proletarian power, capital‘s restructuring can, in
some ways, assist the multitude to recompose in more advanced ways. So, rather than a
technical composition of the multitude implying a certain political composition,
technical decompositions of the multitude are responses to its political composition. This
means that the political composition of the multitude cannot be deduced from the
technical composition of labour power for capital. Rather, the technical composition of
labour power reflects previous political compositions of class while the immanent and
continuing political recomposition of the proletariat both uses and attacks the technical
composition of labour power for capital.
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In this thesis I have argued that the multitude is a permanent, although changing,
revolutionary form of class composition; that its transformation is a continuous
recomposition of the global proletariat, that drives, evades, exceeds and escapes capital;
and that the class composes around and is composed by the struggles for democracy,
peace and love. The multitude is continually changing, in the process of becoming and
making itself and it exists in a context of struggle. When class is understood as a mode
of political composition, as a process of intervention in social relations, class
composition denotes the processes of struggle through which the proletariat is able to
compose its class power, to confront and escape capital. Rather than being formed by
capital, it is class struggle against capitalism that constitutes the proletariat. Class is a
political project, a collectivity that struggles in common using the existing and
continuing composition and constituent power of the multitude. This view of class
composition means that useful forms of class organisation change with the changes in
class composition and that the technical composition of labour power is produced by the
power of the proletariat, as well as by the power of capital.

The Multitude Outside Capital

This thesis has regularly turned to the ability of capital to dominate, control and rule,
including to widespread views that see the proletariat as composed and subsumed by
capital. I have acknowledged that capital captures labour and attempts to penetrate and
permeate all of social life, but have rejected structuralist and technological determinist
Marxist theories which sideline class struggle to the ‗laws‘ and power of capital. I have
done this because capital does not completely subsume labour, because proletarian
struggle resists capture, contests dominance and continually creates a communist
movement outside of capital. Discussing the class struggles around labour and value in
Chapter Five, I argued that since primitive accumulation is on-going, an outside to
capital continues to exist as the communism created by proletarian self-valorisation.
Conceptions of real subsumption are based on the idea that primitive accumulation can
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be completed. But if primitive accumulation is a continual process aimed at destroying
the multitude‘s ability to create communism, class struggle is still about whether capital
is successfully able to impose the commodity form, and whether it can destroy the
proletariat‘s ability to create communism.
Hardt and Negri consider that the ―fact of being within capital and sustaining capital is
what defines the proletariat as a class‖ (Hardt and Negri: 2000a: 53) and they contend
that there is no ‗outside‘ of capital. The formal subsumption of labour by capital
involves the incorporation in capital of forms of labour that have developed outside of it.
With real subsumption these forms of labour are internalised by capital, and the unified
circulation and socialisation of capital subsumes society. As Negri (1991: 113) explains,
the passage from formal to real subsumption ―entails the effective, functional and
organic subjugation of all social conditions of production and, concomitantly, of labour
as an associated force‖. In the phase of real subsumption, ―capital no longer has an
outside‖. ―All productive processes arise within capital itself and thus the production and
reproduction of the entire social world take place within capital‖ (Hardt and Negri:
1994: 15).
For Dyer-Witheford (1999: 40), Marx‘s analysis of real subsumption ―reverses the
technologically determinist account. For it is process that shapes machines, not vice
versa‖. Yet Marx‘s account of real subsumption can also see capital determining
technological and social development, since ―the science, the gigantic natural forces, and
the mass of social labour‖ are embodied in the system of machinery, which, together
with those three forces, ―constitute the power of the ‗master‘‖ (Marx: 1954: 423). Within
the Marxist tradition, technology is often seen as an embodiment of the power of capital,
or at best as neutral, awaiting its seizure under workers‘ control. But where Marx
emphasises the determination by capitalism of social relations, his analysis privileges
capitalism and the development of the capitalist system to explain social change. The
passage to communism tends to be located in the contradictions of the capitalist system
rather than in the self-organisation of the proletariat. However, when Marx considered
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class struggle as the engine of social progress, he envisaged capitalism leading to a
communist society, because social progress was produced by class struggle.
Hardt and Negri‘s conception of Empire over-emphasises capital‘s subsumption of
society by neglecting the continuous creation of communism by the praxes of the
multitude. However, Negri (2009a) does continue to assert that ―Communism is possible
because it already exists . . . not as an end, but as a condition‖. In The Porcelain
Workshop, Negri (2008a: 23-24) explains that he and Hardt use the concept of real
subsumption in order to place demands on capital for the remuneration of ―life itself,
taking stock of the fact that each individual is productive, simply by living in a
productive society‖. The weakness of this strategy, as explained in the previous chapter
in relation to the wages for housework campaigns, is that it over-emphasises the
subsumption of labour by capital. It neglects the exodus of the multitude by framing all
labour as labour for capital and leads to strategies around wage labour and
commodification at the expense of recognising and emphasising autonomous labour,
revolutionary praxes and liberatory potentials.

Hardt and Negri hold contradictory views in relation to democracy, peace, love and real
subsumption, for at times they do recognise that the multitude‘s activity exceeds and
escapes capitalist capture. The concept of biopolitical production recognises that
economic, social and political questions are intertwined and seeks to encapsulate all
human creative capacities against sovereign power and that avoid capture, exploitation
and domination. When Hardt and Negri deploy an understanding of the biopolitical
power of the multitude, they challenge a conception of real subsumption that overstates
the power of capital. If Empire contains new opportunities for cooperation and
collaboration created by the multitude and ―the only strategy available to the struggles is
that of a constituent counterpower that emerges from within Empire‖ (Hardt and Negri:
2000a: 59), then this requires a recognition of the failure of capitalist subsumption
processes; and an appreciation that Empire‘s attempts to subsume the multitude have not
succeeded and that the multitude is in continuous exodus from Empire.
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Hardt and Negri continue to grapple with the contradictions of their subsumption thesis,
at times acknowledging that capital‘s contemporary machinations are an ―attempt to
subsume the multitude‖ (Negri: 2008c: 168) (my emphasis) but there remains ―no
outside to our world of real subsumption of society under capital‖ (Negri: 2008a: 25).
They acknowledge that ―capital can no longer contain the labour force‖ which has
―acquired a certain autonomy‖, has found ―a space of autonomy‖ (Negri: 2008a: 66).
They contend that capital is ―an open social relation‖ (emphasis in original) where the
exodus of the multitude ―is an expression of the productive capacities that exceed the
relationship with capital achieved by stepping through an opening in the social relation
of capital and across the threshold . . . by transforming the relations of production and
mode of social organisation under which we live‖. Rather than positing an ‗outside‘,
Negri (2009a) has also recently explained that ―Communist being‖ is realised from a
―‗below‘ that is opposed to the ‗above‘ of sovereignty‖ but that struggle ―is now totally
‗inside‘; there is no longer any semblance or reflection of ‗use value‘. We are
completely immersed in the world of ‗exchange-value‘ and its brutal ferocious reality‖.
But in the common, living labour/the labour force ―moves independently‖ and ―the
common is the sum of everything that the labour force produces independently of
[capital] and against it‖ (Negri: 2008a: 67).
In Commonwealth, Hardt and Negri (2009: 293) are ―identifying the growing incapacity
of capital to integrate labour-power within itself and thus marking the rupture of the
concept of capital into two antagonistic subjectivities‖. Here again Hardt and Negri
firmly position the multitude within capital, as part of capital, but a ruptured capital, that
fails to integrate all labour-power. Yet the contradictions of Hardt and Negri‘s (2009:
142-143) explanation of real subsumption are fairly clear when they argue that it is
capital that creates new forms of labour, ―integrating labour fully‖, subsuming ―not just
labour but society as a whole . . . social life itself‖, even though ―biopolitical labour
power is becoming more and more autonomous‖ and capitalist economic crisis is being
produced by ―the powers of the new technical composition of labour-power [that] cannot
be contained by the capitalist modes of control‖. Hardt and Negri (2009: 230) claim to
recognise a ―reciprocal movement . . . from real subsumption to the formal, creating not
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new ―outsides‖ to capital but severe divisions and hierarchies within the capitalist
globe‖. They (Hardt and Negri: 2009: 291-292) explain that Marx‘s conception of
capital placed labour-power and ―hence the working class as a whole, within capital‖.
However, they again affirm ―an increasingly autonomous labour-power‖ that is ―no
longer variable capital, integrated within the body of capital, but a separate and
increasingly oppositional force‖ and that capital ―captures and expropriates value . . .
that is produced, in some sense, externally to it‖ (emphasis in the original) (Hardt and
Negri: 2009: 141). As I have argued, labour power is not just a power for capital and in
Goodbye Mr. Socialism, Negri (2008: 213) explains that ―those fractions of labour
power that are posted outside of capital . . . are already in conditions of exodus‖ (my
emphasis). Rather than labour power being only formed within capitalism, labour power
is also potential labour for communism, the capacity to produce proletarian use values.
And where Hardt and Negri (2009: 289-290; 141) recognise ―the freedom of biopolitical
labour‖ and the rejection of ―external control‖ over it, they do recognise ―value . . . that
is produced, in some sense, externally to [capital]‖ (emphasis in the original).

Rather than real subsumption involving the total domination of capital throughout
society, capital‘s struggle to conquer labour is a tendency, a continuous attempt to
subsume within itself the creative power of labour. Massimo De Angelis (2001), like the
Midnight Notes Collective (1990), views capitalist enclosure as a continuous process of
enforcing capitalist valorisation by disrupting and destroying proletarian selfvalorisation. They argue that primitive accumulation is not just a process of subsuming
pre-capitalist forms but is a continuous process of the capitalist class relation; and that
spaces ‗outside‘ capital continue to exist throughout society. In investigating
contemporary struggles for the production of commons and against capitalist enclosure,
De Angelis (2007) explains how struggles to defend and extend the commons are a
power of new social relations, a process of production of an ‗outside‘ of capital‘s social
relations. ―[T]he myriad of communities‘ struggles taking place around the world for
water, electricity, land, access to social wealth, life and dignity, give rise to values and
modes of doing and relating in social co-production (in short, ‗value practices‘), that are
positing themselves as outside of capital‖ (De Angelis: 2007: 227). While
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acknowledging that this ‗outside‘ is riddled with contradictions and ambiguities, ‗our
outside‘, is a ―process of becoming other than capital‖ (De Angelis: 2007: 229). This
outside is continuously generated by processes of struggle in which the multitude
reproduces, manages and maintains the common as an alternative to capitalism. Capital
continuously seeks to overcome this threat.
Although Hardt and Negri‘s utilisation of the concept of real subsumption can be
helpful in understanding the efforts by capital to subsume the constituent power of the
multitude, it is more accurate and useful to see subsumption as a form of primitive
accumulation, as providing a motor for capitalism by transforming non-capital into
capital. Primitive accumulation is about the destruction of non-capitalist social forms. If,
as Hardt and Negri contend, it is a continuous process, this demonstrates the
continuation of an outside, of alternatives to capitalism. With the development of
Empire, rather than subsumption being a completed process, primitive accumulation is a
ceaseless process where class struggles against capital and for communism sustain and
create an outside which capital seeks to subsume. Constructed by the labour of the
multitude, driven by the desire for freedom, democracy, peace and love, constituent
power functions outside measure and continually avoids capture. It is often argued that
people have no control over their own activity because capital totally dominates and
controls them. But this denies their agency. Capital seeks to subsume people as labour
power for capital. It is people‘s struggles against capital, against commodification, that
constitutes them as exterior to capital. Hardt and Negri‘s confusion over real
subsumption hinders their ability to distinguish between the social reproduction of
communism and of capitalism. It is only when capital‘s attempts at real-subsumption are
seen as determinate that there appears to be no outside to capital. Since the biopolitical
production of the multitude is communist praxes, which capital seeks to harness for
accumulation, then the self-valorising labour that produces communism must be external
to capital. And it is on the basis of previously created outsides that contemporary and
future outsides are further developed.
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As explained in Chapter Five, the multitude is much more than the common experience
of capitalist subjectivities and as the proletariat develops its power to self-valorise,
capital loses more of its control over the means of production. There is a continuous
‗war‘ between capital‘s tendency towards real subsumption and the proletariat‘s ability
to limit the provision of labour-power to capital. This ‗war‘ between capital‘s tendency
towards real subsumption and the proletariat‘s ability to retain and develop its own
capacities, extends throughout society as the capitalist form is intertwined with the
communist form. In this struggle between conflicting values and value practices the
multitude relentlessly contests the capitalist organisation of labour and collectively
organises the activity of communism.

Capitalism has had to adapt to the revolutionary struggles of the proletariat but it is
incapable of subsuming the inventiveness and desires of the multitude. It is proletarian
struggle against capital, against the alienation, exploitation and commodification of their
labour that constitutes the multitude as antagonistic within capital and as exterior to
capital. Through its autonomous action the multitude continues to develop its constituent
power in diverse, flexible, mobile and complex ways and the multitude‘s struggles
create alternative production processes outside of capitalist social relations. Regarding
social re/production as subsumed by capital, as Hardt and Negri often do, overestimates
the power of capital and underestimates proletarian power. Democracy, peace and love
are forms of communist power and capitalism is faced with the problem of suppressing
and subsuming them, while managing and relying on proletarian constituent power. The
strategies and techniques used by capital to decompose proletarian power cannot negate
all of the positive effects of the multitude‘s labour nor can capital erase the revolutionary
potential of its constituent power. While the constituted power of capital continues to
limit the constituent power of the multitude, it cannot completely contain or mould it.

Communism, as the real movement of freely associated labour, depends upon the
multitude‘s social networks that extend existing democratic, peaceful and loving
practices. By struggling to produce these alternative social relations, the multitude
continually constructs immanent communism, with its own richness of communication,
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free productive creativity; its own life force. However, capitalism and communism,
while remaining distinct, are intertwined. The boundaries between the inside and outside
of capitalism are often blurred. Capital does contain the struggles of the multitude, not
only in a way that restricts them, but also in ways that embody and reflect them. Most
importantly, it never contains all of them, as they escape and exceed capital.
Communism, the praxes of the multitude, is polluted by capital, but this doesn‘t
transform it into capital and the multitude‘s movement of movements involves myriad
attempts to more clearly distinguish in praxis the differences between the inside of
capital and the autonomous outside.

Becoming and Making the Multitude
In elucidating the multitude‘s praxes, Hardt and Negri analyse the proletariat, not as a
revolutionary subject, but as a swarm of subjectivities, made up of the whole host of
self-defined needs, values, desires and activities of the multitude. The complex nature of
the multitude means that its struggles involve a wide variety of theories and practices
and diverse forms of self-valorisation. As a class the multitude is constructed by the
subjectivities and praxes of struggle against capital and for communism. But it is often
unclear which activities are for, or against, capital or for, or against, communism.
Understandings of how best to go about organising and practising revolutionary activity
arises from the clarity produced by class struggles, by the achievements and failures of
communist praxes. From the rich and varied history and legacies of proletarian struggle,
Hardt and Negri‘s strategic vision discerns that the multitude is neither unified nor
stable, no more static than its activity and that it can interconnect in a host of ways to
increase its collective autonomy.
As Hardt and Negri (2009: 103 – 109) explain, the politics of identity creates static
positions, whereas because of the multitude‘s creativity, personal and social
transformation are a continual process of revolutionary becoming. They therefore
continue to support investigations into how the multiplicity of subjectivities interact and
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cooperate in common struggles. Hardt and Negri (2009: 333-343) identify autonomism,
black radicalism, revolutionary feminism and queer praxis as critiques of identity aiming
for the abolition of worker, gendered, sexual and racial identities. They make it clear that
they are not seeking ―to make identity and its hierarchies invisible‖ nor implying the
destruction of difference, but instead are putting forward a concept of singularity. This
concept is defined by a multiplicity outside and within itself, by ―its relations with other
singularities that constitute society‖, which are ―always engaged in a process of
becoming different‖. While ―the political agendas of the various identities . . . are often
divided, divergent, or even conflicting‖, the ―metamorphoses of singularities in each
domain‖ can politically achieve the common through ―parallel‖ but ―infinite paths of
struggle and liberation‖.

People contain within them, within their relationships, within their social activity the
struggle by capital against them and of them against capital. Hardt (2009a) sees Marx‘s
early work as outlining communism as the abolition of private property and as ―the
autonomous human production of subjectivity, the human production of humanity‖. For
Marx and for Hardt and Negri at their best, revolution involves the production of
communist subjectivities blocked by capital but not subsumed by it. These class
subjectivities continually reproduce and recompose themselves, while countering,
managing and demolishing capitalist subjectivities, in order to defend against, challenge
and escape from capitalism. Resistance to and exodus from the reproduction of labour
power for capital, is a struggle against entanglement and complicity in the identities,
hierarchies and corruptions of constituted power, against involvement in the composition
of the subjectivities of the capitalist class.

While Hardt and Negri at times neglect the hierarchies that contaminate the movements
of the multitude, their embrace of the proletariat‘s diversity rejects the traditional
Marxist conception of a unity of the working class and seeks to avoid fragmentation and
to challenge the sectarianism that pits people against each other, rather than against
capitalism. The acknowledgement and celebration of multiplicity and of a diversity of
subjectivities does not negate the recognition or construction of the common. The self-
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organisation of the multitude does not cancel difference, but acts in diverse ways to
produce the common. The praxes of the multitude shows, as Hardt and Negri contend,
that divergences in labour, in forms of life and geographical location, do not prohibit
communication, co-operation and collaboration in common political projects, in the
production of common praxes and common subjectivities.

As explained in Chapter Seven, class is rooted in the reality of struggle against
capitalism and people do not need to use, or understand, class concepts to be part of the
multitude, or to take action against capital and in the interests of the proletariat. Class
consciousness is not developed by a vanguard leadership or by an intellectual elite. It
―comes neither from outside nor from afar; it must be seen as completely internal to, a
fact, a thing of class composition‖ (Negri: 1982: 14). Proletarian composition does not
necessarily involve class consciousness in the traditional sense as this tends to ―flatten
out‖ the complexities, content, divisions and circulation of class struggles (Cleaver:
2003: 55). The divisions of labour are not simply ideological ones that can be overcome
with class consciousness (Cleaver: 1979: 114) but require democratic recompositions of
the class.

But while class struggle occurs regardless of whether people perceive themselves as
belonging to a class, class consciousness is important and helpful when it assists the
proletariat to organise more effectively. For Negri (2008a: 157), ―There is no doubt that
we owe the maturity of today‘s movements to the clear consciousness‖ of the
ontological difference between constituted and constituent power. Class consciousness
develops through the proletariat‘s creative activity against capital and for communism.
Georg Lukacs (1968: 199) explains that class consciousness is dependent on class
position, arguing that only the proletariat‘s consciousness corresponds to objectivity and
truth. While Sennett and Cobb (1972: 29) contend that class consciousness is best
understood in terms of a fight to avoid absorption, to maintain a sense of freedom and
dignity. As people refuse capitalist command, they become more conscious of their
commonality of interests and of the benefits of collective class organisation and activity.
So, class composition is not necessarily achieved through the conscious understanding
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of capital or class, but by being open to, and engaging in, the affective activity that
creates constituent power. It is the multitude‘s general intellect, rather an intellectual
vanguard that advances the struggle of ideas, reflecting the conditions of class struggle.
The most useful theories are produced by and embodied in the multitude‘s movement of
movements, in the activities and power of the multitude to create social change, where
alienation, oppression, fragmentation and division are not thought out of existence, but
are dealt with through communist praxes. The general intellect of the multitude does not
produce a fixed model but rather indicates collective, common paths for extending
struggle paved by the collective theorising and development of praxes in the movement
of movements through the production of knowledge that is simultaneously the
organisation of struggles.

The Self-organisation of the Multitude

The self-organisation of the multitude is assisted by the recognition that people have
multiple subjectivities within a multitude of subjectivities, and of the numerous
organisational approaches to being that diverse collectivity in practice. The multitude
does overcome the differences that obstruct its communication, collaboration,
cooperation and solidarity. The problem of political organisation is about how to harness
the power struggles and conflicts internal to the multitude and how to share democratic,
peaceful and loving constituent power in ways that strengthen its class power. Hardt and
Negri assist this process by articulating profound and important insights into the nature
of class struggle and capitalist social relations which point to the problem of political
organisation. They conceive of freedom in terms of agency, in terms of the unrestricted
collective and individual self-organisation of social knowledge, alternative economies,
and administrative apparatuses. ―The multitude is not a spontaneous political subject but
a project of political organisation‖ (Hardt and Negri: 2009: 169), ―that, on the one hand,
emphasises the multiplicity of the social singularities in struggle and, on the other, seeks
to coordinate their common actions and maintain their equality in horizontal
organisational structures‖ (Hardt and Negri: 2009: 110). Hardt and Negri explain that
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constituent power is organised power and that the self-organisation of the multitude
includes a complex dynamic between constituted and constituent power. Although they
are contradictory, their evaluation of the multitude‘s constituent power relies on a
proletarian perspective of class struggle which acknowledges and understands the reality
of this self-organised power of the multitude. They describe how the changing
composition of the multitude has rejected failed practices and strategies, avoids and
bypasses repressive and limiting organisations by creating new organisational forms.
Their work fleshes out conceptual tools useful to autonomous organisation that avoid
organisational forms that become inflexible, stagnant and that freeze struggle.

Autonomist theory stresses the self-organisation of the proletariat, since the history of
class struggle demonstrates that it cannot rely on the party form, or on vanguards. Hardt
and Negri do not advocate one united political instrument, the Party nor static
organisational forms which organise or represent the interests of the proletariat. A
number of critics refer to ―immaterial workers‖ (e.g. Bencivenni: 2006; Nunes: 2007) or
the ―affective worker‖ (Dowling: 2007: 130) and some see Hardt and Negri‘s suggestion
that immaterial labour is becoming hegemonic as the reintroduction of a vanguard
subject (Dowling, Nunes and Trott: 2007; Thompson: 2005). For Callinicos (2001),
their thesis that ―immaterial labour has become hegemonic in qualitative terms and has
imposed a tendency on other forms of labour and society itself‖ (Hardt and Negri: 2004:
109) has an elitist touch, which downplays the role of material workers. But, Hardt and
Negri‘s immaterial labour thesis is a thesis about labour, not about types of workers, and
they view most work as tending to involve all forms of labour. Rather than inhering in a
new form of vanguard, an intellectual proletariat or in a ‗cybertariat‘, immaterial labour
extends

throughout

production.

Because

of

the

communist

potentials

of

immaterial/biopolitical labour, the whole multitude is the vanguard of new worlds and
all people are potentially part of the multitude.
However, Dyer-Witheford (2005: 154) argues that in ―expanding the designation of
[immaterial labour] to a very broad swathe of workers‖, Hardt and Negri still tend to
derive ―its primary models from those in close proximity to computer and
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communication technologies‖.

According to Hardt and Negri (2001a: 291) this is

because the creation of complex decentralised social networks is often most evident in
the use of the internet where the ―increasingly extensive use of computers has tended to
progressively redefine . . . all social practices and relations‖. But, where Hardt and Negri
(2004: 109) explain immaterial labour as constituting ―a minority of global labour‖
which is ―concentrated in some of the dominant regions of the globe‖, they contradict
their more general understanding that this labour is biopolitical and occurs throughout
global production. An over-concentration on electronic immateriality ignores or
downplays the importance of affective labour, the labour at the core of the
interconnection, communication and development of the common of the multitude
which is global, immeasurable and at the heart of the struggles of the proletariat.

Like Marx, Hardt and Negri at times neglect affective labour, and the importance of this
labour to capital and to the proletariat from their beginnings. Feminists have long
theorised the crucial role of ‗women‘s work‘ to capital and have explained how
reproductive labour is in fact productive labour. Hardt and Negri‘s failure to recognise
consistently, that affective labour has not been totally subsumed, but produces
communism as a continuous real movement of freely associated labour, underlies their
problematic periodisation of capitalist history into epochs. For instance, Negri‘s
conception of the social factory is more a recognition that workplace struggles are also
social struggles and that social struggles are also workplace struggles, than the
recognition of a new period of class struggle. And what was important about the
intensification of workplace/social struggles was not the extent to which ―affective
labour is now directly productive of capital and the extent to which it has become
generalised through wide sectors of the economy‖ (Hardt: 1999: 97) nor ―its potential
for subversion and autonomous constitution‖ (Hardt: 1999: 90) but its actual continuing
subversion and autonomous constitution through communist struggle. What is ‗new‘
about these struggles is the increasingly global nature of affective autonomous social
networks and their intensified production of the common.
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Hardt and Negri‘s immaterial labour thesis has also been criticised as downplaying,
ignoring and negating the divisions that exist amongst the multitude. Dyer-Witheford
(2001: 73) argues that Hardt and Negri‘s analysis of immaterial labour ―cover[s] up
chasmic differences, fault lines of segmentation, veritable continental rifts that present
the most formidable barriers to counter power.‖ And for Holmes (2006: 77), Hardt and
Negri‘s views on immaterial labour ―can encourage a continuing ignorance about the
global division of labour, and therefore about the precise conditions under which people
work and reproduce themselves, as well as the ways in which they conceive their
subordination and their possible agency, or their desires for change‖. However, when
discussing immaterial labour in general, as well as affective labour more specifically,
Hardt and Negri do acknowledge counter-tendencies whereby capital harnesses and
manages affective labour to create and foster fear, hatred, suffering, patriarchy, racism,
nationalism and fascism. They explain that immaterial labour can be co-opted, captured,
converted, commodified and exploited, yet can also be subversive and uncontainable,
offering the potential to deepen and expand non-capitalist and anti-capitalist social
relations. In doing this, they do not ignore the complexity of divisions of labour or
privilege immaterial labour as a leading sector of the proletariat. Rather they articulate
and develop ideas of immaterial labour which can be used as self-valorisation, as usevalue for the proletariat, having the potential to bring together the multitude to challenge
capital and construct an alternative society.
As already mentioned, Hardt and Negri‘s strategic vision often blurs the recognition of
more than the multitude‘s potential. Fluid forms of organisation are important
components of class power and power is exercised through multilayered and often
temporary forms of organisation. Hardt and Negri‘s conception of constituted and
constituent power recognises fluidity; that contradiction, tension and difference exist
everywhere, within people and within organisational forms. Through processes of
discussion, debate and collective practice, the multitude learns to develop commonality
and to increase constituent power. The movements of the multitude often appear to melt
away, but the multitude is continually creating new organisational forms, new struggles,
new ways of being and new social relations in a persistent movement of movements. Old
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organisational forms are often rejected as flawed, as colonised by capital, as not
advancing the multitude‘s interests. However, class movements never have completely
new organisational forms but are developments of the social networks that have always
been at the heart of the multitude‘s resistance and revolt. This isn‘t to deny that
innovative forms of networked communications, cooperation and production have been
and are being organised. But rather than simply discarding old organisational forms, the
multitude often continues to utilise them, struggling within and against them, making
irregular use of them, pushing, subverting, as well as avoiding and negating them.

The multitude continuously weaves social networks of autonomous self-organisation,
alternative communities of liberatory struggle, that sometimes are imperceptible because
of limited understandings of what constitutes ‗organisation‘. Many forms of proletarian
self-organisation are rarely acknowledged because they do not conform to what
organisation is assumed to be. People often produce hidden ways to avoid, resist and
subvert efforts to capture and control them that are hard to recognise but that exist in
―the capacities people already exercise in their daily lives and, specifically, in the
processes of biopolitical production‖ (Hardt and Negri: 2009: 364). Although, for Hardt
and Negri, this involves ―the technical composition of the productive multitude‖ and ―its
potential political composition‖, as I have already explained, any potential composition
is based on the development of the multitude‘s previous and existing political
compositions, not only on the ‗technical composition‘ of the multitude. Once the
―capacities for self-organisation and cooperation in people‘s daily lives, in their work, or
more generally in social production‖ (Hardt and Negri: 2009: 176) are more fully
grasped, whether or how the multitude has the political capacity for democracy, peace
and love can be clarified.

Democracy

Hardt and Negri investigate social movements as dynamic processes of social relations
that can and do produce alternative communities that challenge capital. They consider
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how opposition and alternatives to capitalist social relations unleash the multitude‘s
ability to organise democracy, peace and love. In developing their strategic vision of
biopolitical labour, Hardt and Negri do not simply assume the liberatory potential of
affective labour, and the human capacities for democracy, peace and love. Instead they
recognise that these potentials and capacities have a tendency to mature through learning
processes of self-organisation and self-valorisation in the struggles of the multitude. The
multitude‘s struggles have demonstrated, created and developed communist desires and
communist praxes. The capacities and means for collective transformation that makes
possible the self-government of the multitude are advanced through a process of selftraining and the self-organised construction of democratic, peaceful and loving society.
Hardt and Negri‘s democratic strategy recognises the multitude‘s need to build support
for social revolution and to sustain revolutionary change; that the making and
organisation of the multitude as non-capitalist and anti-capitalist social relations, involve
the development of and struggles for genuine democracy. Biopolitical labour, because it
relies on collaboration, cooperation and production in common, creates independent
networks of the multitude and the conditions for real democracy. By simultaneously
resisting and withdrawing from capital, the multitude‘s new social relations circulate and
widen the spaces, times and resources of its own organisation, making possible the
realisation of democracy. Advocating the most democratic movement feasible, Hardt
and Negri‘s strategic vision supports the continual expansion of peoples‘ direct
participation in all the decisions that affect them and rejects anti-democratic
organisational forms. They appreciate how the changing composition of the multitude
has created fresh organisational forms that reject failed practices and strategies, and that
in order to avoid and bypass repressive and limiting organisations, anti-capitalist
democracy is open and non-hierarchical, cohering around and exercising the multitude‘s
agency to build the common. Nevertheless Hardt and Negri are unclear and inconsistent
in formulating their democratic strategy in relation to state forms, civil society, reforms
and revolution.
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Struggles Over State Forms and Civil Society

At times Hardt and Negri acknowledge the benefits of defensive strategies to transform
state praxes and they appreciate proletarian struggles within the administration of the
state that white-ant and spy on the enemy, disrupt its operation and make irregular use of
its functions, in which the multitude ―wants to lay its hands on state apparatuses only to
dismantle them‖ (Hardt and Negri: 2009: 355). Of course, this desire is not the
libertarianism of neo-liberalism, although it suggests some of its success, but is a
libertarianism driven by the constituent power alternative to capitalist state power.
However, as explained in Chapter Three, Hardt and Negri often downplay the power of
the multitude to influence and effect state processes. When they view the state as
subsumed within capitalism, society has been subsumed within the state and the state is
a reflection of proletarian defeat. But state forms are also the product of the multitude‘s
struggles against capital and can retain a level of constituent power, because the
multitude is within and against them. Hardt and Negri‘s dismissal of state-centred
struggles contradicts their idea of a plurality of struggles and is blind to state forms as
products and reflections of class struggle. However they correctly point out that
historically reformism ―masks and obstructs the real means of political action and
struggle while maintaining constituted power‖ (Hardt and Negri: 2009: 20).
For Negri (2009a), ―Being against the State means, first of all, expressing the desire and
ability to manage the entire system of production, including the division of labour and
the accumulation and redistribution of wealth, in a radically democratic way – as a
‗democracy for all‘‖. Rather than the state, Hardt and Negri (2009: 357-358) consider
that the multitude can and does develop alternative institutions which ―consolidate
collective habits, practices, and capacities‖, managing revolution as a ―training in love‖.
These institutions, like the singularities that form them, are ―perpetually in flux‖. The
―institutional norms and obligations [are] continually open to a process of evolution‖. As
explained in the Chapters Two and Three, the multitude‘s constituent power involves the
development and extension of democratic organisational forms which elude, refuse,
subvert, escape and dissolve the power of capital. Rather than seizing or winning state
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power or transforming the capitalist state, the aim of the multitude is their abolition,
since the constituent power of the multitude is antagonistic to any practice or process
that limits democracy. The constituent power of the multitude has no need to seize
constituted power, only to escape it, as today ―a logic of eluding power is the only
practical and effective form of resistance‖ (Negri: 2004a: 93). Desertion and exodus are
powerful forms of class struggle within and against Empire. Hardt and Negri advocate,
through a process of exodus in which the multitude exercises its own power, mobile and
flexible strategies of evacuating the places of constituted power.

The multitude tries to increase its power both in its relations with capital and also
autonomously. Limiting state power can restrict attacks and encroachments on the
multitude‘s autonomy, assisting the expansion of autonomous practices aimed at ending
capitalist state power. There are a variety of capitalist state forms, some of which are
worse than others, but all are obstacles that the multitude challenges from outside and
demolishes from within by creating powerful autonomous times, spaces and its own
organisational forms. The multitude produces and extends social spaces and social
relations that are autonomous of and opposed to capitalist social relations, including
alternatives to capitalist state forms. Whether or not the multitude‘s forms of
organisation are considered ‗new state‘ or are ‗non-state‘ forms, they move beyond
capitalist state forms. Democratic forms of contestation have the power to subvert
capital as they develop autonomous networks and institutions of constituent power that
are built upon qualitatively different social relationships. The expansion of existing
communism, the fostering of proletarian activity and initiative, is a movement of
autonomy, both against and outside capital and its state power.
Still, Hardt and Negri variously suggest that alliances with reformist governments by
the movement of movements can support reforms to prevent attacks on the multitude, to
protect autonomous praxes. As explained in Chapter Two, Hardt and Negri (1994: 82)
do not pose a strategic choice between reform and revolution, but argue that it is
proletarian struggle that imposes reformism on capital and that to achieve reforms it is
―necessary to struggle for revolution‖ (Hardt and Negri: 1994: 24). They see reform
struggles as educational, as helping to develop organisation and to expose the limits of
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reformism. In relation to how the multitude struggles for reforms, the important issue is
whether it uses organisational forms that are democratic, or attempts to utilise
constituted power.
In Commonwealth Hardt and Negri (2009: 306-311, 380-382) return to the idea of ―a
reformist program for capital‖, arguing that it is unlikely that capital will adopt reforms
unless forced to. They posit a struggle for reforms as part of a transition from capitalism,
driven by capitalism. Where ―capital creates its own gravediggers: pursuing its own
interests and trying to preserve its own survival, it must foster the increasing power and
autonomy of the productive multitude. And when the accumulation of powers crosses a
certain threshold, the multitude will emerge with the ability autonomously to rule
common wealth‖. This reiteration of Marx‘s ‗gravedigger thesis‘ again emphasises the
power of capital and does not recognise that the self-organised insubordinate
‗gravediggers‘ create themselves and force progress by fostering their own power,
expanding their continuous autonomous abilities.
Hardt and Negri‘s confusion over the capitalist subsumption of the state also colours
their perception of the withering away and/or subsumption of civil society. As argued in
Chapter Three, to clearly recognise the biopolitical power of the multitude, Hardt and
Negri‘s analysis of biopower within civil society needs to be inverted, for rather than
social space being ―completely filled with the modulations of control‖ (Hardt: 2001a),
the multitude‘s constituent power is creating a crisis of civil society as part of capitalist
society. Civil society incorporates a tension between the tendency of capital to subsume
parts of it and the multitude‘s continual creation of new and diverse forms of it. It is
through class struggle that much of civil society as an alternative to capital and its state
forms has been created and sustained. The multitude‘s exodus from capital is a continual
social evacuation created by its desires and its constituent power wielded through selforganisation and mobilisation. This is a revolt against capital and its state power as well
as against their influences within civil society. Hardt and Negri‘s use of the state and
civil society as examples of real subsumption leads them to deny or neglect them as
places of struggle. Since there is no sharp division between capitalist state forms, civil
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society and capital, class struggle occurs throughout, and the multitude will and does
develop strategies to counter, challenge and escape the constituted power of capitalist
state forms, as it does the constituted power of capital and civil society.

Time for Revolution
Hardt and Negri‘s lack of clarity about the relative power of capital and the proletariat
is reflected in their views on revolution, on whether it is an event or a process. At times
they suggest that revolution is a moment or an event, with a beginning and an end, rather
than being a continuous process. In Empire they await the ―real event‖, ―the founding
moment‖ of ―the insurgence, of a powerful political organisation‖ (Hardt and Negri:
2000a: 411). Their stated aim in Multitude is to ―grasp, in the movement of the
multitudes and through the accumulation of the common and cooperative decisions, the
moment of rupture . . . that can create a new world‖ (Hardt and Negri: 2004: 357) and
they conclude the book by anticipating ―an event [that] will thrust us like an arrow into
[an ―already living‖] future‖.
However, in Commonwealth (2009: 242) they state that ―revolution is no longer
imaginable as an event separated from us in the future but has to live in the present, an
‗exceeding‘ present that in some sense already contains the future within it‖. But they
also argue that the revolution has not begun, because ―the autonomy of biopolitical
production is only partial, since it is still directed and constrained under the command of
capital‖ and hence the economic capacities of the multitude ―are not immediately
expressed as political capacities‖. The autonomous capacities of the multitude ―rest
latent, potential‖ and their realisation ―would mean carrying forward parallel
revolutionary struggles . . . to an institutional process of managing the common‖ (Hardt
and Negri: 2009: 364-365).

But, as I have argued, although it is often difficult to recognise or measure, this
revolutionary process is already occurring. It is perpetually in flux, in a process of
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constant recomposition and evolution. In explaining the democratic organisational forms
of biopolitical labour as projects of building constituent power to manage the common,
Hardt and Negri (2009: 353-354) acknowledge that the multitude‘s ability to make
political decisions is ―embedded . . . in historical being‖. Contrary to what they suggest
in Commonwealth (Hardt and Negri: 2009: 372), there is no need to look to or
appropriate ―the structures of governance that are emerging as the primary form of rule
within Empire‖. Because, as they also explain, ―the structures of imperial governance so
strongly correspond to the movements of the multitude‖ because ―the struggles of the
multitude are primary with respect to power . . . are the locus of innovation‖ (Hardt and
Negri: 2009: 374). In their most recent work they see the proletarian struggles in Bolivia
as an example of how the multitude has coordinated and managed the multiplicity of
subjectivities engaged in common struggle. In their investigation of these struggles they
stress the need to recognise the multitude ―as the protagonist of a coherent political
project‖ as ―a form of political organisation that, on one hand, emphasises the
multiplicity of the social singularities in struggle and, on the other, seeks to coordinate
their common actions and maintain their equality in horizontal organisational
structures‖.

The struggles of the multitude in Bolivia also demonstrate how ―the

struggles of the multitude are based in common organisational structures‖, that recent
―mass mobilisations‖ are not spontaneous but grew out of ―already existing networks
and well-established practices of self-government‖ (Hardt and Negri: 2009: 108-112).
In exploring various notions of ‗the revolutionary event‘, Hardt and Negri (2009: 6061) explain that in fact ―insurrectional activity . . . must strive within the historical
process to create revolutionary events‖. However, later in Commonwealth they point out
that ―[b]iopolitical events . . . reside in the creative acts of the production of the common
. . . that wells up from within the multitude every day‖ (Hardt and Negri: 2009: 176).
They foresee ―an event of destruction‖ but also conceive of revolution as ―a long and
sustained process of transformation, creating a new humanity‖ (Hardt and Negri: 2009:
361). However, they continue their tendency to place ‗the event‘ in the future, failing to
acknowledge adequately the already maturing, long and sustained revolutionary
processes of the multitude. Thus the notion of revolution as an event or a moment clouds
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Hardt and Negri‘s analysis of the multitude‘s movement of movements. This thesis has
shown how the rupture of capitalist power is not a moment but a revolutionary process
deposing the social relations of capital through a multitude of temporalities. At their
best, Hardt and Negri‘s libertarian strategies illuminate the source of revolutionary
agency and how revolution is not a future event, but a process composed by the
continuing struggles against capitalism and the construction of communism in the past,
the present and the future. The revolutionary process of exodus is maintained by the
multitude‘s desires and by its constituent power wielded through self-organisation and
mobilisation. Revolution is ―not an end product, an end-point to be reached . . . but the
massive accumulation of a set of subjective processes‖ (emphasis in original; Negri:
2008b: 36). It is the product of the multitude as a coherent and lasting project, a fluid
multitudinous movement of revolutionary thought and action, an incessant revolutionary
process of changing social relations, of organising and instituting democracy, peace and
love.

Peace
In a time of global war and terror, Hardt and Negri‘s strategic vision rightly
concentrates on the multitude‘s desires and need for peace, clarifying and harnessing its
creative conflicts. As discussed in Chapter Four, Hardt and Negri consider that there
exists a tendency away from mediation between the proletariat and capital, for the now
expanded proletariat, rather than consenting, is continuously antagonistic. But, contrary
to some of what Hardt and Negri say, this is not a recent development, nor evidence of
real subsumption, as capital has always been founded and continues to exist on violence.
This is not to deny the intensification of capitalist violence and the global strategy of
tension. Hardt and Negri correctly link the intensification of violence to constituted
power. But they are less clear that while the revolutionary movement cannot peacefully
coexist with capital, in order to develop constituent power the proletariat opposes
violence and creates peaceful alternative social relations that are immanent and prefigurative. The class war involving the multitude is constant but the ‗force‘ mobilised to
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defend itself and to end the violence of capital is the constituent power of the class. The
multitude‘s most powerful and effective weapons are communication, cooperation and
the organisation of freedom, democracy, peace and love.

The global strategy of tension is a further refinement and intensification of a long-term
capitalist strategy to subvert and utilise the organisational forms developed by the
multitude in its struggles against capital. Within Empire, capitalist violence in response
to proletarian power is intensified as part of a long-term state of exception. This
capitalist net war recognises that peace benefits the multitude and that violence tends to
hinder revolutionary struggles and to reproduce capital. As I have argued in Chapter
Five, the strategy of building and strengthening constituent power, through exodus and
autonomy, can demolish the capacity of capital to use violence. But the struggle against
capitalist violence is both external and internal to the multitude. The multitude‘s
strategies of exodus and self-valorisation, while forced by capital to deploy defensive
and democratic violence, also create alternative peaceful social relations. The
transformation of the a.g. movement into a global peace movement has restricted
capital‘s room to manoeuvre and has developed the common as a multitudinous
organised resistance to the destructive power of capital and as a maturity of communism.
In relation to the violence of capital, Hardt and Negri‘s real subsumption thesis clouds
their comprehension of this maturity and the labour that produces it.

Communist Work

That they do not consistently identify the existence of communist work and the
development of biopolitical/immaterial labour not as a technical process but as a social
process shaped by class struggle, driven by the labour of communism, is a weakness in
Hardt and Negri‘s strategic vision. The multitude‘s praxes are products both of human
agency and of the constraining power of capital over people‘s lives, and this thesis has
shown how capitalist value is imposed by violence and how communist values include
the common wealths of life, democracy, peace and love. Highlighting human agency and
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the importance of labour as an enabling power, I have emphasised the power of the
proletariat to challenge capital and to foster liberation, arguing for the need to abolish
work for capital and to redefine the labour of the multitude as communist work. Class
struggle involves the defence and extension of non-commodified labour, a continuation
and development of liberatory activity that exceeds, escapes and goes beyond capitalism
through self-organised projects of political class composition. By rejecting their
alienation and their subordination to capital, people can and do develop alternative
values that eliminate economism, productivism, the work ethic and consumerism.
Resistance and exodus defend the common. Rather than exchanging commodities, by
protecting the free association of labour and by extending the common, activities and
products that address social needs and desires are exchanged. This involves a variety of
struggles to reduce and eliminate all work for capital, the collectivisation of the work of
social re/production as a common solidarity against commodified labour, as a common
labour for one another. This process of overcoming capitalist social relations involves: a
redefinition of work; revolutionary changes in how it is valued; the democratisation and
sharing of work; and the communist self-organisation of production and consumption,
furthering the production of the multitude and communism.

The multitude self-organises its power to reappropriate wealth by breaking the capitalist
imposition of commodified labour and wealth. Hardt and Negri understand that the
rejection of the existing divisions of labour and the struggle to appropriate all social
wealth outside the logic of commodity relations, is not about seizing the means of
production but is about the multitude gaining control of the common and people
reclaiming their lives. But they are not clear that all of the common produced by the
multitude is not appropriated by capital. According to Marx (1975: 227-8) by producing
communistic relationships people‘s social worth is confirmed in the activity, thought and
love of others. And as Negri explains, ―By coming together, developing new forms of
common coexistence in resistance and organisation the constituent power of
communism is invented‖ (Negri: 2009a). Communist social relations involve producing
for the needs of others not for self interest, because people understand the social needs
met by their activity and get enjoyment and fulfilment by responding to those needs. In
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the previous chapters, I looked at how capital continues to try to pull bio-political labour
into its domain and how the proletariat powerfully resists capitalist exploitation and
accumulation by deploying various forms of work refusal and self-valorisation. The
multitude‘s withdrawal of labour from capital entails both individual and collective
exodus from capitalist social relations, and the building instead of relations of
commonality and praxes that construct the common through the self-organisation of biopolitical labour.

As seen in Chapter Five, Hardt and Negri (2000a: 209; Negri, 2001) have argued that
work refusal is now useless as a liberatory strategy, for under conditions of real
subsumption there is nothing ‗outside‘ of work for capital; that is, there is no ‗where‘ in
which non-commodified work can occur, and no way in which work can escape
commodification. Hardt and Negri consider all work as work for capital, with all
life/work/activity subsumed totally. Yet in Commonwealth, they (Hardt and Negri: 2009:
290 and 332-333) retreat from their rejection of work refusal, instead discussing the
struggles of ―the common against work – refusing the command of work‖ (emphasis in
original), revisiting the refusal of work as ―a central slogan‖ of the project of proletarian
self-abolition, ―a process of self-transformation beyond worker identity‖.

Work refusal is not generally conceived or practised by the proletariat as being against
work per se, but as being against the conditions of work. Proletarian work refusal is a
refusal of capital. The more the multitude refuses capital the more capital needs to
impose work; the more bosses try to get people to struggle for capitalist work rather than
against it. Work refusal is common to all sectors of the multitude and thus is a basis for
mutual understanding. This is because waged and unwaged workers are both under
constant pressure to work for capital and their struggles are inherently related through
the common refusal of work. The refusal of work for capital can be a strategy to counter
the waged/unwaged division of the class that refuses the work of capital in the
workplace/home, while also claiming recognition of and remuneration for the labour
subsumed by capital. By re-appropriating social wealth and struggling to self-valorise,
the multitude can continue to weaken capitalist value and to assist class composition.
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The democratisation of labour includes an understanding of work as an activity that
produces not just commodities but social relations. Communism consists of praxes in
which people organise themselves, so that they and their lives are valued. Value
considered only in economic terms, ignores and negates proletarian values such as the
common wealths of democracy, peace and love. Democracy, peace and love cannot be
valued using the economistic measures of capitalism. Only within communist social
relations are they genuinely valued, not as economic forms of value, but as qualities of
life, of the well-being of living things. These common wealths of the multitude resist,
refuse and exceed development based on notions that human advancement and human
joy can be measured by the production and consumption of commodities. Instead the
immeasurability of the common can be the multitude‘s self-managed creative power as
autonomous self-valorisation.

Love
In this thesis the immeasurability of the multitude‘s power and the invisibility of much
of its organisational strength have been explored in relation to love. As argued in the
previous chapter, Hardt and Negri rightly stress the importance of love because the
ability to build and support loving relationships is at the heart of the multitude‘s struggle
against capitalism and for communism. Hardt and Negri promote love as a power for
revolutionary social development and change. They recognise love as the desire to
develop human potentials. They understand that it is crucial for powerful proletarian
struggle, strengthening networks of mutuality, generating the solidarity, support,
connections and the common that builds the multitude as a class, as an effective and
affective constituent power. The multitude‘s labours of love are the basis of the common
and the praxes of love reproduce the multitude and communism. The production of the
common as a resource for the multitude breaks down the existing divisions of labour,
building familiarity, understanding, empathy, affinity and trust. These support the
resituation of social wealth outside the logic of commodity relations, to make it common
through proletarian self-valorisation. The extension of love weakens the power of
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capital. It makes loving easier and increases collective human capacities for selforganisation, self-valorisation and alternative sociality. As the multitude learns to
increase its powers of communication and cooperation and to act in more loving ways, it
affirms its autonomy, interdependence and commonality, as a productive, networked and
affective global community. Love composes the multitude as a class, counters social
isolation and powerlessness, and nurtures an alternative global community.
However, again Hardt and Negri‘s subsumption thesis hinders their recognition of the
multitude‘s ability to use existing institutions, such as the family, against capital. While
they rightly emphasise the importance of affective labour for contemporary capitalism,
they don‘t understand that capital‘s drive to subsume the home and the family is a form
of primitive accumulation. I have argued instead, that class struggle occurs around the
reproduction of labour power for both capital and the proletariat, recognising the
importance of the communist praxes of all of the multitude‘s love, including familial
love, to the struggles and movements of the multitude. Rather than Hardt and Negri‘s
suggestion that it is useful to hate the enemy as a ―hatred toward someone‖ (Hardt and
Negri: 2009: 236-241), I also maintain that acting with love recognises that capitalists
can be more than just personifications of capital and that it is capitalism that the
multitude should hate not people. The hatred of the capitalist class as individuals, rather
than their class subjectivity as capitalists, stunts the love of the multitude. As explained
in Chapters Five and Seven, the enemies within the multitude include the competitive,
regimented, authoritarian and violent subjectivities that capitalism produces and
reproduces within all people. Understanding that subjectivities can and do change assists
people to reject all capitalist subjectivities including their own subjectivity as labour
power for capital, while avoiding a destructive self-loathing. In this way the multitude
can move beyond the hatred of people, hating instead capitalist praxes, aiding the
rejection of and rupture from capitalist subjectivities by collectively producing
alternative loving communist subjectivities.

Negri (2008a: 157-58) characterises the contemporary material conditions in which the
subjectivity of the multitude is rooted as ―a new potential of desire and productivity‖ and
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Hardt and Negri‘s strategic vision rests on the common desires of the multitude for a
democratic, peaceful and loving world. The coherence of the multitude‘s democratic,
peaceful and loving struggles is not a product of individualistic desires for economic
wealth or for constituted power but comprises collective desires for deeper and richer
social connections, desires to share, to act in solidarity, to organise better lives together.
And as Negri (in Casarino and Negri: 2008: 151) has outlined, people need to express
love rather than hatred to overcome the limit of their desire. But it is not enough to rely
on desire as a vehicle of possibility. A consistent strategy grasps the continuous power
of the multitude as the engine of the real movement of communism, and that democracy,
peace and love are not just desires, put praxes chosen and organised by the
contemporary multitude.

The multitude produces love as it produces common existence and demolishes the
world of constituted power. The common enemies of the multitude are the social
relations of capital and the reproduction of the multitude as a common class project
leads to more democratic, peaceful and loving relationships through greater
communication and cooperative struggles against constituted power. Successful anticapitalist praxes not only reappropriate the common, but recognise, understand and
utilise the common that exceeds and escapes capital. As Nick Dyer-Witheford (2006a)
explains, the common is produced for shared use and ―presupposes collectivities within
which sharing occurs, collectivities that coordinate, organise and plan this sharing‖.
This circulation of the common is ―a dynamic in which commons grow, elaborate,
proliferate and diversify in a movement of counter-subsumption against capital,
generating the ‗complex and composite‘ forms of communism‖. Still, as Massimo De
Angelis (2003: 11) explains, ―the existence of communities is always intertwined with
their negation, i.e. sustained competitive relations‖. Capitalism systematically and
strategically produces, develops, fosters and uses competition, divisions and hierarchies
which attack the common of the multitude. These include divisions between the waged
and unwaged, immigrants and citizens, full-time, part-time and casual employees;
hierarchies based on ethnicity, gender and geography; and communities based on
religion, nationality and culture. However, as explained in Chapters Six and Seven, the
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common cause of the multitude, the demolition of capitalism and the construction of
communism, isn‘t just about what is shared. It is also about learning how to care for
others and to be in solidarity around issues that are not common, in order to produce the
common. The continuous production of the multitude‘s subjectivities tends towards the
common and this becoming multitude grows from the existing multitude‘s constituent
power, its production of common freedom and the power of its gifts of love.
Critics of Hardt and Negri‘s conception of the common have pointed out that while
separate struggles cooperate, coordinate and cohere to a certain extent, this does not
mean that ―there is a common language and a common understanding among the
different forces fighting the dictatorship of capital‖ (Boron: 2005: 35). As Boron clearly
demonstrates in his book-length criticism of Hardt and Negri, there are significant
political differences within the movement of movements. Without a common global
strategy, questions remain regarding how to ensure that the resistance to and refusal of
capital in one area does not increase its power in another. As Dyer-Witheford (2006b:
23) points out, ―when struggles at different points on capital‘s circuit, or in different
geographical areas, fail to circulate and combine, the movement decomposes, throwing
off fragmentary, and incompatible responses to problems of capitalist globalisation‖.
Discussing the hierarchical divisions within the working class, Cleaver (1979: 173)
argues that ―All may struggle for less work and more wealth, but the autonomous power
of the less powerful will restrict the tendency for their interests to be sacrificed to those
of the more powerful‖. But who is more or less powerful at different moments is
difficult to determine and Cleaver (1979: 173) acknowledges that where the focus of
struggles is against capital ―there is the possibility of all struggles coming together with
common objectives‖.

Hardt and Negri (2004: 186) argue that as capital continually attempts to subsume the
common it utilises ―the privatisation of knowledges, information, communication
networks, affective relationships, genetic codes, natural resources‖ so that the ―rising
biopolitical productivity of the multitude is . . . undercut and blocked by the process of
private appropriation‖. But, in contradiction to their subsumption thesis, the multitude is
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also connected by discovered and produced commonality which has been created and
maintained by the multitude‘s previous struggles against its common enemies. While
competitive power relations between people persist, old fissures within the proletariat
have disappeared, new divisions within the proletariat have emerged and some previous
ones have deepened, even so the multitude‘s movement of movements has continued to
develop the common while maintaining diversity. Rather than a new process, this is an
extension, development and deepening of multitudinous global proletarian struggle.
Nonetheless, Hardt and Negri (2009: 368) fail to consistently recognise the continuous
cycles of struggle that makes up the movement of movements, arguing that the a.g.
movement has ―left behind . . . an arsenal of strategies . . . that can eventually be picked
up and redeployed‖. Luckily this inability to identify the interconnectivity and continuity
of the struggles of the multitude is less of a problem for those who see the 1999 WTO
protests in Seattle as ―the movement of movements' coming-out party‖ and the 2009
Climate Conference demonstrations in Copenhagen as ―a celebration of our coming of
age‖ (John Jordan in Klein: 2009). As I write this conclusion, over one hundred
thousand people from most parts of the world are protesting both inside and outside the
Copenhagen Conference as millions more simultaneously take action across the globe in
order to protect life on earth.

Empire of Capital in Crisis

This thesis has explained how the movement of movements of the multitude creates
capitalist crisis. However, much of the analysis of capitalism denies that class struggle
produces capitalist crisis, or that crisis involves an intensification of class struggle.
Marxist theory on capitalist crisis often sees crisis as a result of the power of capital, the
logical outcome of the capitalist system, of the economic ‗laws‘ of accumulation. Yet
the best of Marx‘s and Hardt and Negri‘s class analysis asserts the importance of
struggle, against the over-emphasis on capital‘s power and the tendency to consider
autonomous proletarian power, the agency of labour, as subsumed by capital. In the
wake of the Global Financial Crisis (GFC), Hardt and Negri (2009: 294) have de-
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emphasised capital‘s strategic use of war and terror, arguing that ―The primary capitalist
strategy for maintaining power . . . is financial control‖. The GFC reveals again that
capital utilises crisis against the multitude, deploying a variety of forms of violence,
such as hunger, homelessness, austerity and unemployment.

In Commonwealth Hardt and Negri (2009: 266-268) argue that neo-liberalism is now
―dead‖, unable to ―present a schema for stimulating and organising production‖, because
―it fails to grasp and engage the biopolitical productive forces‖. By considering the GFC
a result of capital‘s restriction of the multitude and the common, they emphasise the
power of capital, whereas I contend that it is the multitude‘s organisation of the common
against capital that is at the heart of capitalist crisis; that capitalist crisis is produced by
the combined and complementary struggles of the multitude. The past few years have
demonstrated the precariousness of neo-liberalism and capitalism, but regardless of the
emergence of neo-social democracy, neo-liberalism is no more dead than capital and
Hardt and Negri‘s concentration on Empire often neglects the contradictory hybrid of
imperialist, imperial, neo-liberal and social democratic tendencies. Capitalist crisis is
created by and involves an intensification of class struggle. The various potentials of
capitalist crisis (deepening neo-liberalism, fascism, neo-social democracy, state
capitalism or communism) are clarified by recognition of the immanent communist
movement; of how the multitude establishes its own needs and desires and the means to
satisfy these, through democratic relations of cooperation, solidarity, mutual aid, giftgiving and sharing.

The multitude has powerfully resisted the intensification of capitalist violence through
the global war of terror and now there is increasing capitalist crisis. At the centre of the
GFC is a crisis of debt and value. As the financial system went into meltdown capitalist
financial and economic experts were unable to explain or to calculate the value of
shares, debts, money and assets. They repeatedly exclaimed that the crisis was ―too
complex‖, that they ―lacked reliable data‖, and that they didn‘t know what had happened
or was happening. This is a huge problem for the system, as capitalism requires
measuring processes and values that result in common activity for capital. Importantly,
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as part of the GFC, debt could not be accurately valued. This is partially because debt is
value that will be realised in the future and when future profits, to be realised through
future exploitation, are thrown into question, debt bubbles burst.

It is no coincidence that one of the main ways that capital is now attempting to intensify
accumulation is by connecting measures to deal with the GFC to the climate crisis. The
climate crisis is an example of the values of capitalism coming into conflict with the
common wealth of life, and there is a growing realisation that ecological crisis is the
result of the logic of capitalism. In a recent discussion Hardt (2009a) pointed to the
confluence of ecological, anti-capitalist and other social movements in action around the
UN Climate Conference in Copenhagen as a good example of contemporary praxes to
protect and build the common. This global environmental movement to protect
biodiversity and humanity is a part of the multitude‘s alternative globalisation movement
of movements, which has helped to spread around the world the living praxes of
alternatives to neo-liberalism and capitalism. As capitalist crisis intensifies there is likely
to be a growing recognition of the interconnection of all life and of the importance of
biopower and the biopolitical, as well as increased efforts by capital to harness the
environmental movement in order to intensify accumulation.

This thesis has emphasised the strength and influence of the a.g. movement, which
includes the continuing collective power of women‘s, queer, indigenous, rural, media,
environmental, alternative economy, labour, anti-poverty and peace struggles, and of the
so-called pink tide, often in fact red, in Latin America. As well, the level of class
struggle in the years leading up to the GFC was indicated in the United States by the
biggest May Day mobilisations in the country‘s history, a widespread rebellion against
war, a groundswell of rage and desires for radical change. Similar desires are also
obvious in many other parts of the world. In the world‘s most productive factories, in
China (which is now the main driver of the world economy accounting for one third of
the world‘s economic growth), there has been a decline in the average rate of profit, as
strike waves and other work refusals have swept across the country resulting in
dramatically increased wages and improved working conditions (Ryan: 2008: 18).
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Meanwhile, as industries have fled proletarian power to India, Indonesia and
Bangladesh, these countries have seen growing workers‘ unrest and pressure on wages
from below. When global capital has opened new plants in the supposedly tamed former
socialist states, major strikes have erupted in Vietnam, Russia and Romania. Tens of
thousands of immigrant workers have also protested, gone on strike and won wage rises
in the Gulf countries despite their confinement to enclosed labour camps and deportation
and jail for taking part in struggle (Walt: 2008: 45). In some more impoverished parts of
the world, food riots show that capital and states face a desperate, hungry and angry, but
also highly organised, urban proletariat.

In response to the GFC there have been significant protests in Bulgaria, Italy, Iceland,
England, Ireland, Latvia, Lithuania, Russia and Spain. Millions of people have struck
and taken to the streets of France. In Greece there has also been a popular uprising by
tens of thousands over a host of grievances, including government corruption, low
wages, poor working conditions and rising unemployment. The burning of Greek banks
quickly sparked a ―fear of Europe in flames‖ (Campbell: 2008). The Greek uprising was
soon followed by a wave of strikes and workplace occupations against retrenchments
and wage cuts from Canada to Turkey, from Argentina to South Korea (Hattingh: 2009).
Given the level and spread of struggle that I have only touched on here, it is not
surprising that debates have again erupted about the failure of capitalism and the
spectres of Marx and socialism, haunt the world once more.

The global intensification of war and terror and the unilateralism of the Bush
administration have not only been a failure for the U.S.A. but have also destabilised the
Empire of capital. The conflicting interests of capitalists means that while some have
benefited, the U.S.-led global war has also had ―strongly detrimental effects on the
global circuits of production and trade‖ and has undermined capital‘s economic, political
and military networks (Hardt and Negri: 2004: 319). In response to these detrimental
effects there has been a significant increase in financial, economic, political and military
challenges to the U.S.A. Post 9/11 U.S. unilateralism has been profitable for some U.S.based capital and capital closely tied to the U.S. state, especially for capital aligned with
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the Bush administration. But the downside has included increasing hostility by other
sections of capital, which are tending to cooperate with each other to the detriment of the
U.S.A.

To a certain extent the GFC reflects the impact of a capitalist strike against the Bush
administration and the U.S. state by sectors of global capital including the important
states of India, Russia, Brazil, Iran and China. As China and Russia made clear at the
2009 World Economic Forum (WEF) meeting in Davos (Dougherty and Bennhold:
2009), they blame the U.S.A. for the crisis. The Presidents of Brazil, China, Russia and
India have agreed that a solution to the financial crisis should be to create global
reserves based on a basket of the strongest currencies, putting an end to the reign of the
U.S. dollar. Yet they also have no doubts about the mutual interests and mutual
dependencies of the capitalist Empire. While they have attempted in some ways to cut
ties with the U.S.A., any strike by supposed national sections of capital or by sectors
opposed to the Washington consensus, cannot and does not affect only U.S.-based
capital. As well, inter-capitalist conflict is not divorced from the proletarian struggles
which are putting pressure on capital and its state forms, aggravating inter-capitalist
competition. These are important reasons why there is a global scramble to recast
Empire, to re-develop global mechanisms to regulate, manage and co-ordinate capital, to
defend the system and to decompose the multitude as a global proletariat.
Hardt and Negri (2000a: 268) explain that ―capitalism undergoes systemic
transformation only when it is forced to and when its current regime is no longer
tenable‖. The failure of the global war of terror and the impact of the GFC have thrown
neo-liberalism into question and have intensified class struggles around state responses
to crisis. As capital attempts to deal with global proletarian power and systemic failure,
the emergence of neo-social democracy involves more state intervention and increased
regulation of the financial sector, along with continuing state authoritarianism, austerity,
job losses and unemployment. While capital and its state forms attempt to develop forms
of legitimisation, they continue to rely upon violence, coercion and repression to defend
the system. To deal with crisis, they are now attempting to reconfigure class forces
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involving new reformist social contracts built around scarcity and austerity to foster
cooperation, as well as confrontation. Immanuel Wallerstein (2008) perceives a move
―into populist government-led redistribution, which can take left-of-centre socialdemocratic forms or far right authoritarian forms‖; while Negri (2003a: 228) points out
that the project of both fascism and new-dealism is ―the destruction of the multitude‖
through corporatism. The ruling class struggles to find the best organisational forms to
further its collective interests, putting social democracy, state capitalism and fascism all
on the table, in order to subdue and incorporate the multitude and its movements.

As capitalist states shift towards saving capital from itself and increase their
legitimation functions in the face of growing social unrest, social democracy again
attempts to protect capital by recognising and trying to harness class struggle for capital.
Progressive state expenditure and the regulation of capital are not only a means to
legitimate capitalist state forms and defend capital. They are also a response to the
struggles of labour, an attempt to dampen these struggles by delivering some benefit to
the multitude while co-opting progressive movements. Still, whatever is conceded will
not halt capital‘s attempts to use crisis to affirm its dominance. Capital uses the violence
of state authoritarianism, mass unemployment and austerity to force down wages, erode
working conditions and attack proletarian power. Faced with crisis, capital is as vicious,
violent and destructive as required to protect and impose itself, and is even willing to
sacrifice growth to wars and to continuing crisis.

A Multitude of Possibilities

Capitalist globalisation, Empire, is created as capital chases, flees from and disrupts
proletarian power in counter-revolutionary reaction to the perpetual revolutionary
recomposition of the multitude. At the same time, the multitude is created as it resists,
disrupts and escapes Empire. Hardt and Negri, as part of the multitude, consider their
work to be a contribution to the strategic praxes of the proletariat. At their best they
make valuable contributions to the discussions and debates about class praxes, cycles of
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struggle and class composition and the transformations of work, state forms and capital.
Their contributions to these discussions and debates illuminate possibilities for political
and social change. A politics of despair, fear and pessimism has permeated much of the
traditional left and David Graeber (2001: 256) warns against the bleakness that results
from following Marx‘s suggestion of developing a ―ruthless critique of everything that
exists‖. While Hardt and Negri also offer a ruthless critique of capital, their optimism
regarding the proletariat and communism is both refreshing and challenging.

This thesis has not denied the power of capital nor the contradictions and complexities
of class struggle. It has emphasised the power of the multitude, the diversity, the
resources, skills and creativity of the proletariat, the importance of autonomist praxes
and the reality of immanent communism. While many acts of resistance and refusal will
not be measured or recorded, they all weave a web of struggle that stretches across the
world in a significant challenge to the economic, ideological, political and military
power of capital. The immeasurability of much activity and exodus means that it is
difficult to quantify the multitude‘s creation of communism. However, there is a diverse
alternative globalisation movement of movements much of which already sees beyond
reforming mass violence, brutalisation and plunder; which sees no point in stabilising a
social relation that promises little more than repetitive crisis and the mass slaughter of
life on this planet. There is an increase in competition over the hierarchy of the global
order and a range of strategies to intensify capitalist accumulation. At the same time,
proletarian movements are countering the escalation of capitalist violence of austerity,
exploitation, unemployment, environmental destruction, nationalism, racism, terror,
fascism and war.

Proletarian power is manifested in capitalist crisis. It forces capital to face the fact that
in its present form it cannot ignore or effectively deal with the initiative and
effectiveness of proletarian struggle. Capital uses crisis to try to discipline, capture and
gain control over the labour that is escaping it, by reorganising the networks of capitalist
power relations. But as capital recomposes its Empire, the multitude recomposes the
proletariat. As a global class the proletariat composes itself through a whole series of
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movements, becoming more diverse and complex, utilising a wide variety of old and
new strategies to expand its class power. As capitalist crisis and class struggle intensify,
the proletariat forces capital into reformism and organises powerful alternatives to the
violence of capitalist value; subterranean, insubordinate and defiant powers that break
out of the confines of capital and create the communist outside.

While limited in many ways, the praxes of the multitude demonstrates an increasing
understanding of the nature of capitalism. The desires and strategies for democracy,
peace and love are part of an alternative globalisation which is being regenerated by the
multitude in action. Mistakes have been made repeatedly, but these mistakes do not only
assist capital. It is through praxes that the multitude develops and learns. There is no
way to act that will not involve some mistakes and therefore possibly assist capital in
some way. But it is the multitude‘s potentially flawed activity that can and does resist
and counter capital and helps to develop communist alternatives. The multitude‘s
common wealth of accumulated immaterial and material resources, organisational forms,
knowledges, understandings and ways of communicating, have been created by people
in struggle against capitalism and for communism, as a foundation of experiences,
lessons and successes.

The existence of immanent communism, the real movement of movements against
capital, illuminates the strategic viability of relying on the strength of the multitude‘s
constituent power. The advanced nature of the general intellect, the sharing of labour,
skills, knowledge, resources and affects can and does construct communal interests,
community, complementary and collaborative relations, where the reliance on each other
is capable of sustaining an alternative democratic, peaceful and loving society. As class
struggle continues and capitalist crises threaten humanity, much of the multitude does
not view the world with despondency because of its defeats, but instead recognises how
anti-capitalist and non-capitalist struggles have succeeded in developing communist
society. As Empire seeks to increase the alienation, exploitation and subordination of
life it is still possible for the multitude to escape its power, but capital cannot escape the
power of the proletariat.
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Glossary

Alter-globalisation movement - a global form of democratic self-organisation made up
of a complex 'network of networks' or ‗movement of movements‘. Much of the
movement is a grassroots infrastructure linked through a complex communications
network. Every struggle for increased autonomy and improved social conditions forms
part of an enormous and powerful current.
Biopolitical labour – the labour that creates material goods, relationships and social life
through collaboration and cooperation.
Constituent power – a network of powers that circulates class struggle as an
embodiment of freedom and democracy. Constituent power is developed in the
autonomy of the multitude and its antagonism to capital. It is the democracy and
freedom that can and does create communism as a real movement.
Constituted power – the fixed power of formal constitutions and central authority. The
constituted power of capital strives to capture the constituent power of the multitudinous
proletariat.

Capital continually attempts to resolve the antagonism between the

multitude and Empire in constituted forms that co-opt, capture, command and exploit the
multitude‘s constituent power.
Empire – a new form of state and sovereignty based on growing globalisation
processes. Sovereignty has become hybrid through the development of supranational
bodies and ‗forms of global governance‘ such as the United Nations, International
Monetary Fund and World Trade Organisation. But rather than being superseded, the
nation state has changed its function. Sovereignty is increasingly transferred to a global
Empire, in which nation states are only parts. The institutions of Empire form a global
social body that is able to meet the needs of capital.
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Exodus – the evacuation of all of Empire‘s ‗places of power‘, which leaves capital and
its state forms behind. The exodus of the multitude from Empire is a search for freedom
and democracy, a continual movement away from capitalism created by the multitudes‘
desires and activity.

Immaterial labour - the labour that creates immaterial products, such as knowledge,
ideas, symbols, codes, texts, images, information, communication, relationships and the
means of interaction, communication and cooperation for production.
Lacandon Jungle – the rainforest in Chiapas, Mexico, where the Zapatista communities
are based.
Machinic exodus – as the scientific, affective, and communicative powers of the
multitude transform the conditions of social production they create a movement away
from capital where the multitude reappropriates and reinvents the material instruments
of production.
Movement of movements – see alter-globalisation movement.
Multi-polarity – the sharing of power in multiple areas.

Multitude - the contemporary proletariat. The multitude is a political project brought
into existence through collective struggle against capital and for freedom, democracy,
peace and love.
Operaismo – with Mario Tronti and others, Antonio Negri developed the theory of
working class autonomy, known as Operaismo (Workerism). This theory tried to explain
how groups of workers take the initiative and self-organise beyond the efforts of
capitalist and labour hierarchies to restrict and control them.
Praxes – the plural of praxis.
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Praxis – the relation of theory and practice. Marx‘s conception of proletarian praxis,
explains how change comes about as people act and learn by taking action.
Primitive accumulation – a process of capitalist expropriation intended to divorce
producers from the means of production.

Proletariat - although at times Hardt and Negri do not, throughout this thesis, I use the
terms ‗proletariat‘ and ‗multitude‘ interchangeably, to describe the class that struggles
against capital and that produces communism.
Self-valorisation – describes how proletarian struggles in a broad sense are not only
against capitalist relations but also create alternative ways of life that overcome
capitalist relations. Struggles for self-valorisation are part of innovative revolutionary
praxes in which people can experience direct democracy and craft diverse and new ways
of being and producing.
Social factory – Mario Tronti and Antonio Negri developed the concept of the ‗social
factory‘ to critique traditional assumptions about what constitutes work. They thought
that successful proletarian actions forced capital to fragment the experience of labour
and to expand exploitation from production to the whole of society.
Socialised worker – the growth in autonomous social and workers‘ movements during
the late 1960s and 1970s encouraged Negri to develop his concept of the ‗socialised
worker‘. He considered how a new type of worker was being composed as part of
capital‘s response to the international wave of struggles of the late 1960s. As the large
factories restructured they dispersed the mass workers throughout society expanding the
terrain of class struggle.
State of exception – a permanent state of emergency, crisis and war. In response to the
growing power of the alter-globalisation movement, Empire has launched a violent
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fascistic defence of capital and its state forms aimed at halting new cycles of proletarian
struggle.
Strategy of tension – initially a strategy aimed at demobilising and attacking the
militant left in Italy during the late 1960s and 1970s. During this time terrorist
operations in Italy intensified involving a secret network including sections of the police
and paramilitary and fascist groups with ties to the secret services. In response, sections
of the left armed themselves. The strategy spread panic and unrest. It directly attacked
the militant left, provoking an armed response, which helped to justify increased state
power under the pretext of a ‗national emergency‘ and to isolate the militant left from
popular support.
Subsumption – a process within social relations where an element, labour for Marx,
previously exterior or autonomous is integrated into a type of production.
The common – the earth and all its ecosystems, as well as the products of human labour
and creativity that are shared, such as ideas, knowledges, images, codes, affects and
social relationships.
Value – a concept of worth.
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